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This bookhiq is designed to assist the claSsroom teacher whO iii interested Ma the
implementation of career education. Suggestions for activities in career 'eduCation are presented , a

via "lesson p1ans'4 prepared by public school teachers within South Carolitia.-.
:.

PREFACE

, 1

These lessdn plans are intended lo serve as springboards. Certainly eaeh,teacher may wish to
.impose his/her town approach to these examples of -classroom instruction. After reviewmg the

booklet, the,.teacher should °feel comfortable when planning an& implementing his/her lessOn
plans whieli.r6tus on career education principles.

. , .

i .
, /

In estab *shing ,the philosophical base for the instructional strategy labeled "career
education," tl e following eight points should be considered: .

1. Cari!er education is geared toward all studerits of all economic, social, and ethnic
ba kgrounds. .

2. Cafeer education is incorporated .into 'all levels and disciplines.

3. Career education is,concerned with all occupations and professions.

.4.. Career, education'includea the community.

5. Career-education is life-time education (i.e., from the "womb to-tle tomb")`.,
,

6. Career edUcation is aimed at helping each
occupationally. ,

learner to progress educationally and

7. Career education is based on ,the princip r ,4e .of no rejects" (i.e., it is open.. to
children).

Career education is based on certaih values and beliefs:
a. Every individual is of infinite value;
h. Every individual is unique.
c. Every individual has the right to beVome himself.

.

'1

The South Carolina Department of Education solicits the interest' and sUpport of "all facets
of. the educational community in the infusion into the existing curricula of the tenets inherent in
this career.education -effort. Reactions ana recommendations are invited and welcomed.

all

M. Ellen Tollison
State ConsUlta'nt
Career _Education
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CAREER EUNCATION: SOUTH CAM:MINA'S rqSITION

In order to lull% comprehend the. position
which the South Department of Education
has assiimed regarding career 7ducation. I Mr IIII1St
dirCCt attenliolli to definitions of the tf, %$offis. .

'carccr iind -education.- ThIl. definitions caii..b.e

assigned a, follow,:

'Career- i4iNtlic totality of %$firk one floes in his
or her lifetime.

"Education- is the totalit*. experiences..
through which one learns. ix.. including more
than Ally. formal educatiorial system.

Iii ii. ca reer education- can be defined
penericath, as follow,:

-Career education- is the totality fT--""

experiences through which one. learns about
and prepares to engage in work as part of his
or her way of living.

Ling the above stated definition as a basis for
iriterliretatin one can define* -4ork" a follows:

-\\ (irk- is Aonscions effort, other than that
involved in iiiqiNities whose pr1n1a6 purpose I.
either coping or relaxation. aimed at producing
benefit, for inicself and/or for oneself and
Others.

Thus., work renters atound the basic human
need for accomplishment and the broader siletal

. need for irodlictivit. Consequently, . it 1 'dudes
unPaid- act. irs'as'well as paid employment.
., TI,', nerje definition of career educatuin is
in tend ed to comic, t e an extremely broad and.
encompassing imerpretation. It 'emphasizes
e dp ca toys' responsibility in the preparation of

'individuals for, work as one of the basic goals of
:\merican education. In addition, this di'finition
supplies students ktith a- solidly established reason
for engaging in .cfluvation. FurthermOre. it proviiiii .,,,.,.....,
One societal basis -for sUpporting the vedkkaa"
sl, st c in . I N N( ) ,W,A1' , huwever, does ani,oneN.

attempt to. sti that career education is the I yily .,
goal, or even neressar.ily the inOst important goal lion
aii student or for z.in educational system: yet 4 is
a meritorious and vital dial.

\ It ho ugh t lir concept. ii herent in. citr,cer
on is not theonly anstw.f.r to the perpelnally

asked question: iVii.v must I Carti tliisr. it can.

:en e w ell as ,:i univerfallv (mig)ion. answer. It can

*For e idence of Aouth Carolina's direct alignment
with the nce assumed by the- United States Office of
Educat ion, -refer to a pasper entitled Career Edhcat ion:
1 <ward a Third Environment. authored by Dr.- Kenneth
Hoyt, A ASO e Co mmissioger for Carekr lEducation and

oved Heatth, Education and Welfare policy in
mber,

or)

.1

be 'applied to all persons in all kinds of ethicalional
,ettings. both Within'and outside formal education.
Vasy to grasp is the fact that career educatitm
n co mpasscs study, of ef7onoinic man; 4111, it

sing...hes beyond this aspect to the more ex nsiye
N '-irws- of prodlictivity in :one's totill- lifestyle2,-

'including leisure,time.
Career' education is neither academic ed cation

nor yocational, education: it is a human, r a istic,
and practical approp!li to edmtation:which seeks to
bridge the gap between 'the two. It involves a total
cOncept whif11 permeates 'all education,yivint.ca nelV

.centrality to the educational objevive dealing .with
a slicressful preparation of every individual, for a
participating, contributing and self-fulfilled position
in society.

The concept underlying" career education, as
adopted by Abe i.:ouncil of Chief State School
Officers (June Iii, .1974), Aiashington, D.C., is:

Carevr,.. Ed oral iott-- is tIssentially an
instruotiona I .strategy aimed at improving

ci uca Li 0 n a I iii LeO mes by re lating
teaching .an learning activities -to the
concept of career development. Career
Education extend<the academic world
to the world of work. In scope, Career
Ed u ca t i on 'e n co m passes eflu(ational
cx pe riences begi n ni ng. w i t II early

h ild hood. and 'omit iKu througho-ut
the individ nal 's 'trod uctive life.
etimplete prograni of Career Edtic4icil'i
includes awareness of seill" and ti:orld
of t'vork, broad oriental, to
orclipa Lin its (pr.ofessional and
non-professional), in-depth exploration
of selected clusters. career preparation.
an tinders t a n d ng of the economic
system of which jobs are a part4n1
placement for all students.

-For the first time in the history of career
educatipn. Nve have a (:ongressiiinai mandate for.
1..areer education. Hy enacting Section -106,fitle IV,
PliblIC Liitt 90-380., the 'Congress has made career
education a law of,ilic land. It i,srio, longer sinilifty a
projeCt of the Exec ii Li Vr lira much of the
Government." This observation was aiinounced ct

I tr. T. I I. ,Hell. tniiL.d States, Commissioner of
to the National (:(fOlerence :for Stale

Coordinators of Career .-F.7117titifin. Ohio Stair
[nit e'rsity, October 31. 197 I. The- legislation to
which-lie referredis stated. in part. as loPow.:

For the purpfisc of tin, scction the
-career education': means an education
process ficsignol

(I) to increase the relationship between 11
schools and Nifi't a, a w bide:



(2.) t jircr iii o'pport unities lo
co lo) of g uidatil l'arcer
de elopment for all childri

CO to relate the subject matter of the
currnAda of schools to the needs id
perssons li unetion in society:.

ex(rlid conspprmil the,
edwalion pro)t:ess hey ond 'the schoo'd
"into the area of employment alai the
..einnmunity:

(7)) to lopter flexibility in attittides,
skills. and krutItolgt.. in Order ' to

n a hie persons to cope w it h
aceelerating change and o,l)solescence:

(to to make eduriation !m)re relevant to
r In plo,. Mt' lit a rid. unctioning in
society: and

(7) to eliminate any distinction between
ed u cation for vocational purpo;ess
and general or academic education,

The. South ( :arolina Department of Education
Career Education s+ertion adhen's to this philosophy
which is !wing espoused in .Washington, D.C., via
opera ting *oder the following prethise:

Career Ed uca t ion is a -sequential,
(level° [(mental .process ()I' specialized
experiences for ail. people (kindergarten

hro torh ad ti It ho ). Th is prowess
in corpora t es c lure!) t y istabuislietl
c urri cilia in to "real._ sititations
threby providing the indiVidual with
a fly e t ivy know ledge of attitude and
alues .formation as well as cognitive

skills. It provides a personal approach. in
education. geared toward preparing the
indi"vidual to rationally eboOse his place
in the working s) (vie ty .

Integral to this position whicf) has been
assumed is- dn attention whieli roust he given to a
rollaborative effort involving .

( I )" the formal educational system;.
(2) I li4t I) usiness-la,bor-i ml ustry-pro-

..../essiona I-government community,
(3) the home 'and family striicture.
The Manner in which all three of these basic

aspectpof society work together to make eduCation
as preparation lor iork Tali a , prominent and
perinapent goal .of Jl education determims ime of
the key symbols' of success of the career education
movement.

As is the case with most atterni)tiX to 'describe a
concept . . . an outlook . ah -approach a

phi loso p hy , t lijs statement 01 "position " is

o versi mplified; however, till.- essence o$ the
information .which this paper has been designed to
con vey i lila t here is no bInger airy:- one
currieuluM, any one answiT, any one rUode of
operation which has permanent applieationd hence,
some provision ne'eds to be established as the basis
'for bringing together these often divergent activities
into 'a flexible process for continuous learning,
uniquely fitted- to the individual and the changes in
society.

h us. t ly! South Carolina Departinqit , of
Education, aware that pedlar the .label "care'er
education" will'eventually *disappear, maintains that
the basic tenets inherent ip Career edueaticin will
ri(?( vanish. These 'principles serve as support for. the
belief tha t individuals must. be exposed .to tnore
than content-learning; Le., that Jeaebers, parents,
and the community must be iktively concerned
with all that"? affects the growtsh of (he individual
(so c la I , p hysi ea , spiritual, aesthetic, mental,
ognotiona I, etc.).

4
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LEARNER OBJECTIVES.

The South (:arolina I )1partment of Edin.ation
:a r Ed nilat ion Staff has .outlined stiggested

learnt.? oblectnes to be attained hinder each, of the'
designat eul seven li A'S IC I', LE ENTS:
SellKnow dge Decision-Making. Carier
A waren I', S o no rnic Educoionai
A waren ess , A I titinbs a nil Appreciation, f.;ocial
A iv are II e SS. . Certailly them: object ive.s must he
molded 'to XeconinilTdate school. district
characteristics:- howerer, they provide a base for
impleunntation plans!

The Mowing chart0 depiit the seven pasic
Elt'inents with the lists of 'suggostisil harner
objectives.

SELFKNOWLEDGE

.To understand that.. everyone
his/her Own actions.

is responsibre for

;Po feel the dignity of self on ani individual boVas
well as in groups.

.
. . .

. .To If I awar-r. t1/41 ,individual capabilities ajid,

It-

To ileveloi a realistic sell-peLeption of individual
abilities as they relate ki caret; Aoices.

To develop self-confidence iii the ptirsuit of an
anth.ipated career rimier,

To knim that everv individual can learn tO perform
and can contribute to, a. variety ofadequately

situations.

To understand :that individuals differ in; their
abilities:attitudes. and aspirations.

To become able .to ziellieve an innate personal
satisfaction from work. (The job may, be SC.110.( 1.)

lo k110 w that the . need for security rause; many
workers to kr.ep the jobs they have.

To, realize that if work'alViws a person to ixercise
his/her positivr,self-nxicept and inert his/her-needs.
tben'his/her performance will increase.

..TO understand that one should contaitally reass'ess
o ne 's t i it lid es, a ml interests (1.v., values) in
r e la tjoruship to his/lwr prese_nt or anticipated
lifestyle.

To recognim I he lilal importance of each, fami
member.

9

,

1..10 matai air irolividuals .abiliticsand interests
with the skills-and Troeess needed in the world of
work.

learn that-dile' individual must be adaptable in a
changing sOciety.

DEGISIONNAKING

To 'be' 'able .1.t.) cope with the consequences of .

personal decisions,'

To: recognize that all de'cisions
-anti.'san effect.

made -havt a cause

To bewmpetent in the verbal and written analysis
of altehiatives..

-
'To know sand Practice the components of tle
deeision-making process:,.

(1) . Identify problem or situation
(2) 'Consider alterratjes
(j) .Consideve'hiwequenees orillternatives
(4) Select best alternative
(5) Irriplement the best altediative
.(6)/Evaluate the regults'..

To be able' to solve school-related problems.

"fo, apply an: deeision-making processj.1Tsnc and
social problems.

To apply. the decisio.n-making process to the study
aasekction of careers.

To, learn to reevaluate a prior decision 'Olen new'
nOtm-rnation is available.

To understand that career development requires .
se.quential series of choices.

to know that training or pursuing a carecr
helps develop who,a student really is.

To know that a tentative carev chok:.e shbuld be
based on attitudes, values, and interests: and to.

choice

know that this choice requires in-depth sttnly.

Tn he knowledgable about-The flexibility of carver
education. - -

To recognize and accept others' decision's.

To know that career decisions must correlate, with
one's goals'in life iffimoy . hours, etc.).

To possess self-kuowledge' when Making realistic life
choices,



C \It EER AWARENESS

knols the liolms. of home members and selimlol
personnel.

relate home and school jobs to conimminit
functions.

k now' the jimbs necessar) to maintain 'the
communitv. .

To compare and contrast local jobs II) national and
interhational jobs..

lii mindt.rsidad till relationship between attitudes
and saluesand different carerrs.

Tem know t Im1it ork organiza Lions am human
irganizal

To realize that brca,use of lator 'market demarli
some people must take jobs that'are avaikible rather
than being able to elvse their vocations.

r/..coc;nize,thal atm individual ma I 't fy sni m , orrs/,
nomerons 11r1:11[1410IIS.

TO 1010.w that gulch of mie's Loral life routine is -
.Organized around the work one (hies. -

To realize rhat incoRations are ranked according tim
(hales. diffiyilty in Obtaining the jolY,rewards one
gets from,the or.rupation. arid social .prestigr.

To kmrss that socational 'choice is determined by
social. individual. and rummornie factors, each of
which may independently influence an individual.

To realize that geographical location determines the
kinds of work found therein.

To understInd Oka" niv. our culture a person's-
preference of work: (not nevegsarilV his/her actual
employment) indie.ars much about. him7ber that. is
significantf 4?"

-111, comprehend.that schol is a job,

In realize that holdmies and ,interests,nwy lead to a
vocation.

ECONOMIC AWARENESS

To idril61.1 1%411111 till' Iiiuii, unit wIllt.°. is avaighle.
needed, wanted, luxurv.

To...understand the sv stem of exchange of goomls and

-
To understabil the differener between the trfories
exchange system arid the barter sl'stern.

To comprehend the United Staft;s monetarv system.

To understand Abe process of '; and relationship
locus yen production and distribution of goods and
service.

ie

;l'o understanii the law of -supply and demand:as a
determinant in ocenpatiynal chojce.

To develop the concept (If financial management.
earning, spefoling, tOrrowing, saving).

To comprehend the tools of tusiness. (e.g., to be
able to read amk interpret tables, graphs, and charts
used as a (OIISIlmer)..

- .

To recognize the financial and legal tools that
govern and protect. the worket.

To apply knowledge of economic resporisibilitie; to
career deciskins.

To underAnd the ecOnomic irnplication;; brought.
alput when a career decision is nmade.

To Low that most. people. spend their lives serving
or iii the service of imthers,

To ilk., notice that a major reason Most. people
work is money - ("Economic Security- ig often
found to takc\fi i t place in job satisfaction studies.)
Certaink, lumwevi , variety of activity and a chance
to employ an 'individuars partieular talents or skills
also weigh, heavik in the satisfaction a job affords.

b .

To realize that when needed jobs are in short
supiilv, the 'pay is higher. (These Workers ean charre
dirr('tiv 'for their services.).\I o recognize that wo is a way of wintiH,.,
reonomic independence.

To understand that some workers produce goods
While. others prOdieeq'services

,To l,i .ale.rt ,to the fact that technological frogress
ellnik4 1.4.4.''s. and (Teal workc)

To mprel certain basic prineipleg of-- Cie
econo 1iLr cjLalisnuu, suppl and demand. taxes.
and_ IrIQII.e\:..1.xcliarigv.

EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS.

To knOw that school is a job which requires vertain
'bash. skills htsueress.

10
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To. realize that workers need some kind of special
training arid knomdcdge for most jobs.

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic
skills learned in school help prepare a student for, a
life of work:

lo u rid ors ta n d that specialized skills lead to
interdependency of jobs.

To know that tentative eduCational plans must be
formulated in Order to arrive,at a certain goal.-

To learn. that human relations skills (e.g,,,
communication) are as necessary as computational

To recognize that there are many tr'aining channels
directed toward job entry.

To ae-quire the basic skills and habits found in the
working world.

To Un(lerstand that knowledge or skills which are
transferable will facilitate retraining.\

ATTITUDES AND APPRECIATIONS

To -understand the importance of each,individual in
the function of tht---IMme/family unit as well as the
school or social setting..

'To recogilize-lhe vital importance;of a cooperative

T9 learn. to .analyze working roles aceordMg to
advantages and'disadvantages.

To' understand the relationship between;oceupations
and their changes.

''To appreciate all forms of- work (i.e.; to recognize
the dignity inherent in all jobs).

.

T9 understand the need to inake a Meaningful
career choice. (Individuals are responsible for their
career planning and personal values related to life
choices.)

To know that the ability to perceive, the
environment affects one's attitudes toward work.

To develop healthy work habits (e.g., dependability
and responsibility in a variety of settings).

,

To realize that work affords differento rewards to
individuals (e.g., monetary or personal). .

SOCIAL AWARENESS .

To understand the
completion oi tasks.

need for cooperation in the

To be able to accept criticism and direction. \

:cc assume responsibility.

To understand' the approach needed to resolve
'personal conflict between one's individual goals and'
group goals.

To relate the similarity between the order and
structure of a school environment to society at
large..

To know' that work is a means of developing social
relationships (i.e., acquiring social stat and
prestige)..

To understand, that personal rektionships with
fellow workervre important to job satisfaction.

To realize that an individual's work iiifects' his/her
,standard of living (i.e., his/hec total life-styl).

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and
attitudes of society affect the world of work.

to understand that all jobs are dependent upon
other jObs.

To realize that society is dependent'upon the work
of many people.

To know that society provides rewards for work:

1 1
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5 EMI'S 7iilD ELEAEUT,OBJECTIVES:

ilcisiqpkMaking

.° . "To(knaw -that-career dedisions must
Money, houxs,,etc:). :

.e.

1

Ilecational Awareness'

4 ,fili know that tentativeducational plans
i arrive at a certain goal. -,

Sociil Awareness .7g

correlate with one's.goals in life-

!

To realize that an individual's work affects his/her
(i.eq., his/her totaI life style)

- ,

muslibe formulated 'in order to

Economic Awareness

To comprehend'the tools of busineas to be
tables,i graphs, and charts titled as a consumer)...

ACTIVITIES:
,

1. Have students
in magazines,

2. Give the stude
beet,mype of g

3. yleake.a survey
turrent lite
and the c

-0%

stAndards of living

.0"

able to read and interpret
(

sarr"

find diflierent kinds of graphs (bro line, bar, circle) ?..,

periodicals or newspapers.
/ \

nts certain statisticscand let them grap them onithe
raph.

k,
Ll

--se,

. ,

fAwhat occuPations your students wish to put" e. lise.

cl4
to estimate the expected/life time earnf s (in your area)

cation iin your drea) to achieve tha, c reer. Find
of t e life time ear,nings is the cost of e necessary

.-
ve.your students grbph this data. "mr-

st of e
whar per cent
education. Ha

RESOURCES:

tem.

11) .

FOLU)W-Up ACTIVITIES:

9

111
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1) GRADE OR I GE. UNIT: 9

d'
ECT: Math

r
CERT% Fractiona.E6UCATIONAL

ELEMENTS AND.'ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

-..Educational Awareness
'

TOtfecogrikze wad acknowledge thet fact that basic skirfs_learned in school

4 help prepare a studenc fOr. 1life ofwork. .

%

0

C'areer Awaeeness'

To pealize that hobbles,and interests may lead so'a Vocation.

To know that much of one's total life rOutine is organized around the
work one does.

ACTIVITIES:

e.

Have a seamstress explain how she must have a knowledge of iractions in
order to buy maVriar,and sew garments.

2. Have a cabinet maker explain his/her use of;fractions,An his/her work.

RESOURCES:
Speakers - seamstress,

Ziw

FOLLOW-W ACTIMIES:

/ Math problems involvir, fractions.

inet maker

1 4

\



OR 1GE,UNIT: 9

Math

V
.

EOPCATICNAL, CONCEPT : .Fractions
, /

1

EUEMENTS ANDICELEMENTOWECTI19:

" -Attitudes & Appreciations

in cooking.'

r
To appreciate all' formslikf 1.18rii(i.e., to r`eccrgnfze, the

in all jobs). .
4

A l' 4Educational AWareness
,

,To atquixe the basic skills 'aVd-hablre fodnd in the working world. 10

k JAI

0,1k

A,

dignity inherent .

Cei-eer Awareness
I -

12.17.7o know the jobs necessary to mainta0 the community.

To realize that hobbies and interests may ead to a vocation.,.

:ACTIvITIES:

1. Run-off several recipes. Have students half the recipes, third Ole yecipes,
double the recipes,.and etc.

2. Have a chef to talk to the.class ab ut changing recipes in these manners and
about his/her ifalning and his/her sob.

A

3. Have the students in our class bring in favorite'recipes. Plan an array

of foods that go well ogether. Have the students to rewrfte each recipe
to serve the number of students in your class. Assign a fey cooks: Have a

party!

RESOURCES:
Speaker - chef

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

'

Math problems involvingkfractions.

1 5



111

GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

/SUBJECi : Basic Matti :

EDUCAT,WL CoNCEPT: sBaseta

ELEMEN-PS AND ELEMEN1 OWECTIVES:
,

Educational AwarenOs

4 1
.

1)? To rea1.4ze Ell WOr1..s rneed some'kind

for hione jobO'
.

6
.

2) To reco
th

anize at .:tQ.scne ny.training clihnels directed toward'

,
°job etitry. 'N

Ilt
e t ,4 _

. '3). tro-rec6gAizS "s1 a4nowled 'the ..faer".e6at. bas-ic skills learhed in

schaol help fAepare.a stud nt for a. lif$'of wor
i....! .. .

r.

of spec,ial training and knowledge

de.

ACTIVITIES;

'Have a programmor a computogr opeiator peak to s about occupations
available in hia/Qr area, and also have him/Mr expl hoW different

bases are used hY those working with computers.

"

REKURCES:
Speaker comPuter,operator or programmer

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Have students work problems dealing Yith bases

16.
12



2

GRADEoR.!G[UNIT 9 or 10 a,

SUBJECT( Math

'

LDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Figuring wages

ELEMENTS AND E

Economic Aware ss

a

yi-

1) To develop the conc of financial manaiement (i.e., ekning, spending,
1.borrowlng, saving).

ft,/ .

2) To take notice 4 th4Amajor reason most people work is money.

ACTIVITIES:

A

w.

,DisCuss and demonstrate how tb find weekly, -monthly, and annual.wages when
the hourly wage and the number of hours worked are known. Show how to

:find time-and-a-half,pay and Aouble time pay.
go,

2. Iturgoff time Cards for ypur stndents. Let the hourly wages Vary and let some
employees Work a .40 hour week, qome lesi, some time-and-a-half and some'
double time. Have ,the-students y figure the wages.

;

RESOURCES!

FOLLOW-UR ACTIVITIES:

41P

Use the results.for lessons-on payroll deductions.

1 7

13



GRADE OR IGE UN1 : 10

0
SUBJECT: t Math

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: .Payroll deductions

"ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

-Soei$ r6aess

0

To ap e iate the fact that customs; traditions, and attitudes of society
affect the world of work,.

Economic Awareness

)
To comprehend the tools of businiss (e.g.,'to be

X. tables, graphs, and charts used as a consumer).

2) Tc), comprehend certain basic principles of our ecOnomy like caPit'allsm,
supply ind-demand, taxes, and money exchange.

)

able to iead and- interpret

. ACTIVITIES:

4

1. Have a representptive from.d crerical department Of_a. 94arby .pla4. to .

talk to the.students or visit a clerical deparbneneq

4 -

Give students, a chart witb the gioss pay of several workers given. Let
the students, comPute the F.I:C.A. deductions using their knoviledge of percents,.
Federal withholding tax and sttte withholding tax.using bharts availahle
at the nearby tax offiCe. .'Have the's.tudents determine.the take home pay
of these workers./,

3. Discuss other deductions:, insurance, retireffn tc

A. Have willihg students bring Checks from part-tim bs. -Figure payroll
deductions and see if theii checks were figured corr tly.

RESOURCES:speaker froM clerical depaCtment or field trip, withholdinctax'thbles.

FOLLOW-UP PETIVITIES:, 18



:

/r-

GRADE OR IGE UNIT:
10

SUBJECT:, :lath

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Social

A

s

ENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Career Awareness

4

Ns.

. 4
To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community

,

Soéial Awareness

1) T6 appreciate the fact thaCctistoms;%trlditions,'and attitudes> society

affect the wbrld of work.

) To realize/eat society ip,slopendent opleil the Work of'many people.

\,
, 3) To kndw that society provides rewards for work.

J'
Economic Awareness

c ,

r
To Comprehqnd'zprtaim basic wihciplei of d r econdmy 4ke capitalism,
supplr and demand, taxeg;. and money excha

ACTIVITIES: ,

1. Have a pisson-from.the local Social Sgcurity office talk to.the students
about th4rbenefits from social security, how to get a social security
cartl, and the 'jobs available at gocial security officeg;4,

c 4
V.

RESOURCES:
Speaker -,representat ve from a Social.Security office.:

. I o
"FOLLOd-UP ACTIVITIES:

)-1-ave stUdents apply for card,:if they 'do nocoolready have one.

1

15 -



* GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

9 or 10

Math
4 I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT; g y Ing rd Selling

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OW CTIVES:

)
becision Making 0'

'Mt

.,

,1) To apply the dec sion making proce s Eo home and social problems.

\ -
2) To,lfarti to reev luate a prior de fsion when new information is

, available.

Economic Awareness
o

To deVelOp the ,concept
bOrrowitig, saving5J

e

: A

of financial management (i.e., earning-, spending,

16

1.. Have students list.some of their f4Vorite.package ods. Go to the
supermarket and compare the.usnit,pited..of diffiit brahds.

2. Then go to 4 dierent supermarket 'aild,comptire t
between th two supermarkets.

3. Have a cliass d14hussion on the need'for comparitive

prices per unit

RESOURCES: Trip to at least two different supei-markets.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

2 0

16

%,
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GRADE OR IGE.UNI17: 9 or 10

E : Math

EDUCATIONAL LoNCEPT: Discount
,

ELEMENITS AND ELEMENT OBJEtTIVES:

Decision Making

To possess,self knowledge when making realistic life choices.

Educational Awareuss

To realize 'that wOrkers'need teome kind of sepyal training 4nd know edge
for most jobs.

ACTIVITIES:

/

. 1. Have students go to department .stdres. Halie then look for sales and
figure out the niarked price, net price andAdiscount..

2. Let one stddent pretend to be a salesmen and one a customer. Have the
salesnian set a sale and lain' to..the customer the marked price, net

4i 1 --------price, add di ount.

1

3. xplain the fo la p nxb 'and Ikave students work problems to find net price,
ist pri e, and discount rate.

RESOURCES:Trips tO department stores.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

2 1

17



r
uRADE OR, uNIT:

SUBJEC.T:

10

Math

/

ENCAICNAL CONCEPT: Budgets

LMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

11 To be ,able to cope with the consequences of personal decisions.
2) To be competent in the verbal and wrilten analysis of alternaeives.
3) o know and practice the components of the decision making process.

. a. Identiiying problem or situatiofi.
b. Consider alternatives.
c. Consider conequences of alternatives.
d. Select_the best alternative.
e. ,YMplement the best alpernative.
f. 'EaluPte the results.

To reipgnize and accept others decisions:. .

To know that career decisions must correlate with one's goals in l'ife
g (e.g., money, hours, eta.)

tCTIVITikS:

Have students break Up into groups of 3. Let each group'prepare a li
of all expenses common to pll of us.

2. Let e4ch.group read thfir lists so eacpap can add any forgotten experAs,

3._ Let each group decide on an amolint of monthly income for a Single person..
(Stress the importance of not going to extremes). Then let the roup put

doWn on their 1 sts the amount of mongy they think would be used r each item.

4. Have the groups jidd their expenses and compare their result with their income.
Some groups wil ,havA to revise their budgets.

5. Have the students who get an allowance plan a budget of.their expenses.

4
6. Have the -students who wish to do so discuss with thekt- parents hdw'a budget

may help them to live within their means. -

RESOURCES:

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Have the-Tt<d"8-7t,z1mine the percent of;,the incone spcnt ror ui it07.

2 2
18

9



So

GRADE OR IGE UNIT:, 9 or 10.
e

SUBJECT: Math

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Banking = checking accoLts" .

1N /

r
ELEMENT AND'ELEMENT,OBJECTIVES:

Economic.Awareness, *
a

To develop the concept of
torrowinf, saving).

21. .

ti-

finIncial management (i.e., earning, spending,

ACTIVITIES:

Provide thefItudenti with blank 'checks. Have :ach student writeTseVvral
checks and record the information an check stubd.

-

'

ovide depósit slips. Have the students make ouC sample deposits.

vide sample ban statements.

R,ESOURCES:J3fank checks and stubs, deposit slips, bank statements

FOLthefrUP kTIVITIES:'

2 3

V.



GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11

SUBJECT: Geometry
dif

Building a house how math is used.

ELEMENTS AND LEMENT OBJECTIVES:.

Attitudes & ApPreciations

To 'recognize .the vial. iMpot4snc of a cooperative spirit.

Decision Making .

,..To'po'Sse'ssSeif knowledge..when making realistic lifeOloices.
is

, 'Edvational -Awareness,

\ .

-/ lo realize.that workers need Stme kind of special training and knowledge
for most jobs.

."

Socda Awareness

.4171realize,that society 'dependent upon thework of many people.

Economic Awareness

.1) iTo identify within the"-home unit; what is available, needed, wanted, luxury.
2) To know that most people spend their lives serving or in the gervice of others.

'3) To understand that some workers produce goods while others produce services.
ACTIVITIES: ,

1.- Bave students'draw a house.pIan.

2. Have a'building talk to the .students
cost'r,' etc-

3. Have sub-cOntractors;.

cabinet maker, etc.)

4. ,Take students to.see

about house plan, location,

talk (electritian, caipenter, plumber, wallpaper hanger,
about their occupations.

hpuse under construction in the area.

RESDURCES:Spe'akers: building contractor, sub-contractors

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

2 4

20



A

GRADE OR IGE UNIT: ,

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

9

asicsMath

Pythagorean Property

Fi FMEtfrs AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:.

Educational Awareness
`

TO'-"FEcognize nd aceknowledge the fact thgt 'b
1

help,prepare a student for a life.oflwork.

Awareness

Am.

c sktlls learned in E;chocl

w the jobs necessary to4ma1ntain the community.

ACTIVITIES:

1. pfscuss the use of the Pythagorean Property in jobs of dealgn And construction.

2. Visit a nearby house or building under construction. Have the,carpenter
fiCplain how he/she uAs the Pythagorean Property in sawing roof rafters.

3. Have a draftsman talk to the class and explalli his/her uses of the Pythagorean
Property.

-RESOURCIES'
'Trip; Speakers cdrpenter, draftsman

0

FOLLOW4IP ACTIVITIES:,

Have the students i.iork problems using the Pythagorean4Property.

..21

2 5 1s,.



GRADE.OR IGE UNIT: 9 or 10

SUBJECT: Math

EDUCATIONAL CONCET: Temperature in the International-System,

FIRMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:,

Self Knowledge

TO learn that the individual must be adagtable in a changing pociety.

ir"
AcrlyITIs:

-*

1. 1ia4e a Celsius thermometerlianging in tbe.room. Let tiie students recor
the temperature daily.

.

2. Let' studgnts take activities they enf and decide what temperatures in
Celsius degrees would be best for these activities (playing in the snow
4nside playing cards, swimming, etc.).

a

RESOURCES:41sius thermometer; Metric Ease by Carne Barnett (creative publicatibns)

OW-Up ACTIVITIES:

Have stuctents work problems convertiUg Fahrenheit degrees to Celsius degrees and
vice versa.

2 6
1.)
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

.

SUBJECT: Math

9 or 10

EDUCATIONAL.CONCEPT: Expenses related to cars

EUSMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

.Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need some kind of special training lipknowledge
for most.jobs.

Career Awareness

To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

Economic Awareness

1) To comprehend the tools of business.
2) To comprenend certain basic principles of our economy.

ACTIVITIES: J.

l. Originalprice, depreciation rate, reaale'value. Discuss with a car
.saaesman or visit one or more of your local auto dealers.

2. Fixed expenses.and variable expenses: Have students get into small
:groups and list the expenses that they think fall into each of these
categories

3. Gas mileage:4 Give students problems to work. Then have them maintain
an accurate record of gasoline expendieures of their parents' (or a friend's)

. automobile for one 'month and calculate the gas mileage.

4. Average speed in miles per hour: Give students problems using the formula
distance ="rate x time.

0

RESOU RCES:speaker - car dealer-or field trip

FOL1.0114.41Jp ACTIVITIES:

Some of er data c'no:sld be used in ihe section on graphs.

a ,

a. 2 7

23



GRADE oR IGE UNIT:

Sua4cT:

9 or 10

Math

, EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Math in sports

ELEMENTS AND ELEM6T OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that individuals differ in their abilities, attitudes, and aspiration

Attitudes & Appreciations 4,14

g To realize thg work means different things to different individuals.

Decision Making ,

4
To be able to cope with' the consequences of personal decisions.

Career Awareness
Vas

To realize that hobbies and-inEerests may lead to a vocation.

AcTIVITIES:

gata

1. Give your students a list of sports played in youcarea. Ask the students
to choose a sport, do research on the sport, and later report to the class
about the sport. Have the students tell how math-is used in each sport.

2. Spend extra time explaining how to calculate such things as free throw
percentages, baseball batting averages, bowling scores, etc.

-------3:"GIW6tUdehtVPthdirCa1 rIbb1effig'ihSporrg-tO'Calti.71ate;.--

4.. If possible, take students on an after school bowling outing.

,

RESOURCES:

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

a.



GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

9 or 10.

Math

EDUCATIONACCONCEPT:'Math in basketball

ENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
I

To understand that individuals differ in their abilities, attitudes, and aspiration

Attitudes & Appreciatipns

'To realize that worx/Means differialt things to different individuals.'

Career Awareness

To realize that hobbies and interests may lead

ACTIVITIES:

1. Finding the'team's score W given number

Haveeach student at a basketball game

the statistics on each player.

2. Percentage: Have students find the
from their information.

free

o

to a yncation.

of field goals and free throws:
at your school and calculate

thr6u, percentages of each player

3. Average points per-.game:. Have studente.find the average points per game from
_

the results of' the season's games.

4. Average score per minute: Have students use the-official score book and
find'the average score PlEdtinute of each player on the school.team.

.
.

5. Average number of rebounds per game: Have student keep a rebound chart at

a game to be used to figure this information.

Average number of assists per game: Students can obtain this information

from charts kept at each game.

0

RESOURCES:Local n ewspaRer, basketball scores

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:- )
Dhta can be.idaed in the section-on graphs.

2 9

23
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9 or 10

SUBJECT: Math

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Math injootball

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
\

To understand that individuals differ in their abilities, attitudes and aspirations.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To realize that work means different things to different individuals.

.// Career Awareness

To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Average numbey of yards gained by passing: Have students find the average
yards gained-by passing of pro.guarterbacks (source for this information
is The aot....Ittla News).

2. -Passing average: Have students find the passing average of several quarterbacks.

3. Average number of yards gained by rushing: Have students compute the average
number of yards gained by players at a particular high school football game.

. .

4. Average number of points maae per game by a team: Have students compute
the verag e number of poirits made by a team using the season's results.a

4

RESOU'RCES: Sports hgazins, current almanacs, yits page of a local newspaper,
football sta stics books

EOLLOd -UP:ACTIVITIES:
a

ffe

Use statistical information in this activity to make graphs and in section of study
about mode, median, and means.



-;)

GRADE oR 1GE

SUBJECT:'

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: *COmmissfoh:

1

ELEMENTS AND LEW OWECTIVES:

Decision Making

1) To apply the decision kylking pro ss to the Wtudy and selection of careers.

. 2) To k
6

now that career d isions mus rrelatc,.:with one's

(e.g., money, hours, Itt'c.)

goals. in -life

Ecoypmic Awareness

1) To understand the economic implications brought about when a career
decision is made.

2) To take notice that' the major reason most people work is money.

1. To gain some real understanding about thp practical.aspects of commission.
Your class should visit a neighborhood business, such as a car sales 31ot
and ask a salesmaq, the following questions or similar ones:

1. Is your entire income dependent on cOmmission?
2. Do your prefer to work on a commissen basis? Why or why not?

3. .Would you advise us to seek employment on a commission basis?
. - .

. . .

2. Have students to'compute the amount of commission when the total sales
snd the rate based,on total sales are tnown.

3. Given the total sales and the amount of commisSion
the net proceeds.

halie students compute

4. Give the total sales and the amourkti of commission, have students compute the

rate of commi'ssion.

RESOURCES:Trip to car sales lot.

3 1
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GRADE OR IGE UNIi: 9 or 10

SUBJECT: - Math

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:4 Math in baseball

ELEMENTS AND.ELEMENT OBJEC IVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that individuals differ in their abilities, attitudes, and aspirations.

Attitudes & Appreciations

'To realize that work means different things to different 'individuals.

Career Awateness

To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

ACTIVITIES:

1. fielding percentages: Have students watch a baseball on: T.V. or. arrange

a trip to a ballgame and-record the'information needed o figpre fielding
percentages for each player. At the end of the game, 1ve students eb make
their own box score and compare it with the newspapers e`!-ie)....ct day.

2. ERA - Earned Run Average; At the baseball game, have students keep a.
record of the runs against each pitcher and find his ERA.

3. Standings: Have students keep a record of the school baseball team's wins
and losses in a specific league. Revise the team's standings after each game
of the season.

4. Batting average: Have students compute the batting averages of several Players.

1. Slugging average: Have the students find 'the slugging average of several
players.

RESOURCES: Current almanac, sports magazines, baseball statistic books, sports
pages of local newspapers

FOLLOW-OP ACTIVITIES:

Data can be used in the sectio% or graphs.

3 2



"tRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9 pr 10

%UBJECT: Math1

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Volume in the International System

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge'

To learn.that the individual must be adaptable in a changing society.

4

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have bottles,of different sizes (from fingernail polish siie to a gallon
jar). J..et each student fill the bottles with water. Then he/she pours

the water into metric beakers. The student then reads and writes down
the number of milliliters or liters each bottle holds.

2. Have students make their own liter measure by maiking a half gallon milk
carton 10.5 cm. up from the bottom of the carton.

RESOUkEST-
Bottles of different sizes; metric beakers; Milk cartons; Metric Ease

.by Carne Barnett (creative publications)

FOLLOWUP- ACTIVITIES:

Have students work problems converting iamiliar volumes to the SI and vice versa.

3 3

29
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

9 or 10

Math

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Mass in the International System

*giro

ELeMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To learn that the individual must be adaptable in a changing society.:

1

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have each student mass (weigh) objects on a gram balance scale.

2.-Have each student to mass (weigh) himself/herself on a kilogram scale.

3. Have each student bring a food label from a can or bottle which has
the mass_(weight) of the contents in metric units.

'RESOuRCES:Gram scale, kilogram scale, objects; Metric Ease by Carne Barnett=
(creative publicAtion)

r,

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

,
Have students Wbrk prAlems converting familiar masses to the SI and vice versa.

,

3 1
30



e. ,,,,GME OR !GE UNIT:

1

SUBJECT :

l'EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

9 or 10

Math

Linear Measure in the International System

ELEMENTS *110 ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

r,-
self Knowledge

'To learn tilt the.individual must be adaptable in a changing society-z

,ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students measure lengtht witi a centimeter ruler or meter stick
(paper,.desk,..board, windows, flo r, etc.)

2. nave students record their heights using a centimeterheight chart.

3. Using a string and t meter stick, have students measure round objects such
as theiewrist, waist, angle, a ball, etc. (Before students makA'actual
measuredents', let them approximate their outcomes). AV-

4. 'Dia-cuss the-Olympicii:"Laybdt 4'50-17f:"coUrt-e act,It-sehodl-grourldt
up A dini-Olympics.

5. Plan /d.:take a kilometer walk through your school grounds.

6. Use highway maps for students to plan trips a certain number of kilometers away.

7. Discuss speed limits in the metric system.

RESOURCES:metric rulers, meter sticks, height chart, Metric Ease by Carne Barnett
(creative publications, Palo Alto, Ca:), highway maps

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Have students work problems converting.familiar lengths to the SI and vice versa.

5

31.



GRADES 9-12
SPANISH

....... (a

3
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GRADeoR IGEUWIT: 9th

SUBJECT: Spanish.

ED1614TIONAL CONCEPT: Spanish Careers

_

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes SLAppreciations
To iwpreciate all forms of work

Career Awarenes'S

To'realize that geographical location determines 64e kinds of work founk.therein

ACTIVITIES:

Familiarize students with Spanish occupations. Give handouts with vocabulary. words
pertaining to careers. Give each student a sheet with scrambled up occupations listed
(Ex. ileblrote-billetero, ooerrt-torero, etc.).

Go over list after everyone is finished.

RESOUkCES:

Handouts with vocabulary words. Handouts with games.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Role Playing; Give each student a paper with an occupation written on it. Let each
student aetrout his/her occupation. (He/she must make up own dialog dealing with'
his/her ocCupation.) Other students must guess what the career is.

Crossword puzzle an occupations. 3 7
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th grade

SUBJECT: Spanish Ir

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:- Improving Reading

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT (kECTIVES:

Eciucational Awareness
To recognize and acknowledge the fact that

prepare a student for a life of work

ACTIVITIES:

basi5 skills learned in school help

-4111sh.c

Practice reading in Spanish both aloud and silently. Have students read a paragraph
emphasizing pronunciation, stress, and intonation., (Poems may be used/with advanced
students)./Ask students to summarize their paragraphs in Spanish (with their own

words).

See film on news reporting.

Have students write and report in Spanishthe school's news.
to interests.)

0

RESOURCES:

Books, handouts (paragraphs), film.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Let students use lab to practice their reading and,

by a native.

Ask each student to give a one minute talk in s

S.

(Ass
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: Spanish .

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Money Making arild Spending

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES?4"

Economic Awareness .

To develop the concern of financial management

ACTIVITIES:

0

DiVide the class in groups and give each group a certain amount of "dollars." Set up
a'"bank" and have the."banker" exchange the dollars-for foreign currency. (Students
in the groups must decide before going to the "bank" which country's carrency they
want).

l'ince foreign currency may be hard tO fine studentscnd teacher can make their own.

Set up a "store" for each Spanish country. Each group must try to buy t hest quality
""- of -MetehUndite 'for-the-hehtprime.; . (Ex. In -Argentina,- they 14111 'buythe-best ;meat- for -

the best price.)

Have groups.write a report of what they bought,,how much-they spent, what is the name
of the country's money, etc.

4

RESOURCES:

'Cardboard (to make bank and stores),construction paper (to make money) color pencils,
etc.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Draw chart or maps of Spanish speaking countries and their monetary unit.

3 9
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GRADE OR IGE UN! JOth Grade

SUBJECT: Spanish

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Spanish Speakling Careers

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Career Awareness
. To compare and contrast local jobs to national and international jobs

Economic Awareness
To develop a concern of financial mansgement

ACTIVITIES:

Invite to class a speaker from a local bank, or a brOker, who can exPlAin 4nk trans-
actions and/or market reports and exchanwsin different countries, stock4"nd bOnds

,from other countries, and similar relatik.0044...

Invite to class a Spanish speakirrg person who can explain firsthand-Kis country's
currency. (Most natives usually have dome of their country's money... If authenlic
money cannot be found Tor this unit, this, 'will be very interesting for the clas1k.)

'Take students to a local bank where they can observe the transaction of money.'

RESOURCES:

Speakers
.

(Sank Manager, Native Spanish Speaker). Visit to Bank.
7

FOLLOWOP ACTIVAIIES:

Discuss- with students the different careers they,may, follow as a consequence of-learning
money exchange. (Ex. Foreign buyer, Export-Import Clerk, etc.)

38



'GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9-12 :

SUBJECT: Spadish

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

o0

Spanish Wedding

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT (BJEClIVES:

Career Awareness
-To kndw the-jobs necessary to maintain the community

Svocial Awareness

`7-...To realize that society is dependent upon the work of manx people;
Economic Awareness

To understand that some workers produce goods while others produce services

V

ACTIVITIES:

Browse through Spanish and English newspapers to see the differences in costumes.
Learn about wedding etiquette. Reserve bulletin board space for cv.rrent material and
Interesting facts about weddings. Give reports based on the music and cstoms used
in Spanish weddings: Practice saying the vows and other parts of th, wedding in
Spaaiih.

Make group Assignments- for.outside research concerning one of.the following careers:
Photographer; Minister; Caterer; Florist; Printer; Travel Agent; Newspaper Reporter;
Any,others may be added.

Plan a scrapbook containing materials of both,Spanish and American weddings.

r

RESOURCES:

.% Books, newspapers, pamphlets, bulletin,hoard.

FOLLOW-U0 ACTI\VIES:

Writeletters to prospective Spanish and American brides and compare their plans.

Plan an imaginary honeymoon.

Makena record ng and film of the activities. 4 1-
39
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th 12th

SUBJECT: Spanish II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Careers Dealing with Foreign Languages

Fl RENTS AND ELOIENT OBJECTIVESr

Decision Making
To be kpowledgeable about tle flexibility of career decisions

Educational Awareness
To learn that human relations skills (e.g. communication)are as necessary as

computational skills
Career Awareness

To realize that geographical location determines the kind; of work fourid therein

.-.-.----2--

iv

Didcuss the advantages of knowing a foreignjanguag<When applying for a job.

Film (Careers in Personal Services).

List and discuss job'S in, which the knowledge of Spanish is useful. Have students take
notes on their ideas or the following: Hotels - There are More'tourists in the U. S.
than ever before and only 2% of hotels' employees are bilingual; International Businesses
There are differeux types of businesses that need bilingual pergonni?... Ex. pettoleum
companiesoWewelrycompanies, purchasing agenties, etc.I Governmentltobs - One in nvery
six persons in the U. S. works for the Government: It is almost a'necessitv for a police-
man and other Government workets to know Spanish in New Yotk, Frorida, Texas, California,
,and many other states. -AIRo, it is an advantage to know Spanish for FBI, CIA, and other
agencies for international tievclopment; Journalism -.A bilingual person is indispensable

` for the success of some publications. Journalists also edit edlicational.textbooks and
tapes in Spanish; Professionals The knowledge of Spanish is _practical for nurses
doctors, lawyers, and other professionals whosmay encounter ,in their field some Spanish
speaking people who do.not speak English.

The list of careers is longer and,as many as necessary can be described.

RESOURCES:

Film'

FOLLow-Up ACTIVITIES:

Role playing: Di'Vide class in groups; each group must act,a stene involving one of the
above mentioned careers-.

4 2
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9 - 12

SUBJECT: Spanish

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Economy of Spanish Speaking Countries

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:
1

Economic Awareness
To tomprehend certain basic prificiples of our economy like capitalism, supply and
/-4emand, and money exchange

Have students write a short report on the economy and resources ofclifferent Spanish
Countries, and their monetary unit. Read reports to class. Have a class discussion
on'the following subj*cts: the differences between the dollar and other countries%
curreqty; inflation in the U. S. as compared to inflation in other coliptries; differences
in the value of goods in the U. S. anst the same goods in Spanish counelIes.

F. What is Money?

RESOURCES:

Newspapers, encyclopedias, native speaker (to talk about nis country's economy and
resources). Film.

FOLLCW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Compare the want ads and the advertisements in Spanish newspapers to those in American
newspapers.

4 3
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GRADE-ce IGE UNIT: 9-12

SUBJECT: Spanish

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Listening i/nit

ELEmtNrs AND ELEmENT OBJEcTivEs:

Attitudes_E. Appreciations

To learn to analyze working roles according to advantages and disadvantages
Educational Awareness

To recognize that there are many training channels directed toward job entry

ACTIVITIES:

Eiplain-And discuss ehe importance of being a good listener in order to obtain and
keep a good lob. (Especially if a foreign language is involved.) Students may be
tested on their listening habits by asking thapahat were the school's morning
announcements. Point out some ofthe guides iCT'''better ltstening: Concentrate on
sounds and meanings; write down given instructions'if there is a chance that you
may forget them.

lake students on a field trip to the employment office. Have students inquire about
different jobs and find-out the different qualifications required for different jobs.
(Ex. desire to help others, facility in communicating ideas, good verbal expression
demonstration, etc.).

Discuss with students the different -careers outlined during the field trip. Have
them decide which of those careers they would like to follow at the present time,
Pointing out the advantages and disadvantages of each of these careers.

Film: The Sounds of Lan ua e

RESOURCES

Spe.aker; from empl oyment office, field trip to employment office. Tapes. Film.

FoLLOW-UP. ACTIVITIES:

Play several games in which audit comprehension is tested. Give students a list of
careers involving a foreign language and ask them how c.refully listening,will help
them in this caree.r.

.4 4
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GRADE ORIGE UNIT: 9_12

SUBJECT: Spanish

' EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Foreit,n Language in the Community

ELEMENTS AND ECEMENT OBJECTIVES:

ions

ToNlinderstatd H V importance of each individual in t unction of the home/family
NOt as well as school or ial setting

/OW

ACTIVITIES:

Have students work individually or in small groups the following projects: survey

local organizationsVealitig in any way with a foreign language; describe the contri-
butions the members ave made and the training they have received.

Disruss the following questions: are contributions to organizations valuable; why
do individuals Participate in organizations; what do members gain from organizations;
how can students contribute to school and community affairs?

Have students identify a community need for'which a foreign language is needed.

A

RESOURCES:-

Resource person from local organi,zation (Red Cross, VISTA) , liag,zines, Pamphlets.

FoLLow-Up ACTIVITIES:

Role playing: Red Cross volunteer, a doctor examining a,patient who does not speak
English, an exchange student who does not speak English.

4 5
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GRADE oR IGE UNIT: 9th

SUBJECT: Spanish I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Advertisements

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

0'

Attitudes & Appreciations
To know that the ability to perceive the environment affects one's attitudes toward

work

ACTIVITIES:

Take to class Spanish magazines 'and have students point out the differences and simi-
larities in Spanish and American advertisements.

Discuss the following; What are some of the products that may be advertised in an
American magazine, and not in a Spanish magazine and vice versa, and why; what are
some good factors in producing good advertisementp; what are some skills that wilt
be helpful in the career of an advertisement agent?

RESOURCES:

Magazines, construction paper.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Have each student make an advertisement. They mist advertise careers iT which a
foreign language is used. Advertisements must be original.

Make a bulletin board with the best advertis'ements.

4 6 4.1.



GRADE OR IGE 9-

SUBjECT: Spanish w

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Spanish Cuisine

ELEMENTS AND:ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knawledse
To be aware of i'ndividual capabilities and limitations

Career Awareness
To realize that hobbies- and interests may lead to a vocation

Social AwareneSs
To appreciate thp fact that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society affect

the world of work
4 V

ACTIVITIES:

Invite a natiVe Simnish speaker to clads to explain different kinds of food and main
dishes eaten in his country.

Give class a list of.Spanish vocabularTwords dealing with food and meals. Take to
class Spanish cookbooks'(it's hetter if teacher can find books written in Slianish).
Class ad a whole should plan a simple menu for a Spanish meal. Have students prepare
a SpanIA dish,at home and hring a sample to class.

Earn Toods Around.the World

RESOURCES:

Native speaker, vocabulary words, Spanish Cookbooks, and film.

FOLDOW-UP AdIVITIES:
, 1

Have class begin a recipe file or scrapbook on Spanish cuisine. (Students may get
recipes from Spanish residents in their community, or excharE,e recipes with Spanish
students from other high schools.)

Ask Home Ec. teacher to lend you her room one period-and have the Spanish class prepare
a Spanish meal. Visit a Spanish rest.aurant.

43 4 7



GRADE oe IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJEGT: Spanish I or II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

6

Using Resource Materials

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT CEJECTIVES:

Social Awareness
To understand that all jobs are dependent upon other:jobs

ACTIVITIES:

a

.t

Have students research and gather different :types of materials on a subject dealing with
Spanish culture (Use,encyclopedias, recOrds, tapes, etc.).

If possible, invite to class a speaker from a Spanish speaking country who can explain
the costumes and traditions of his/her country. Write a report using the gathered
information. Let students read thein reports Xo the class.

Compare the costumes and traditions of foreign cOuntries to the U. S.

RESOURCES:

Records, tapes, newspapers, pictures.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Discuss with class how they can use the above information in their future lives. Ask
students to list several careers that are based on research (historians, authors,
correspondents).

4 8
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10-12

SUBJECT: Spanish II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Words and Heritage in'Our Language

ELEMENTS ANDELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self KnoWle4ie

To learlthat the Lndividual must be adaptable in a changing.society

w-

47
-Ps

ACTIVITIES:

Discuss .4.bitionalities '(Give a list of countries and natiopalities in Spanish) and
immigrants': Locate these countries in a map.

Discuss `etbnic .backgrounds and words which are now used in English due to immigration
or ethnip usuage. Have students make a list Of Spanish words now used in the English
languagq4(fiesta, hacienda, pueblo, siesta, gusto, burrO, rodeo; etc.),

DiscuSsAhe different ways in which a person from another country must change in order
to adap in the U. S. Discuss what kinds of jobs may be available in the U. S. that
are potiavailable in other countries. Discuss what types of jobs can a foreigner,
who doea not speak English, find in the U. S.

RESOURCES:

M4s, Speaker (immigrant), 'vocabulary,handouts.'

FOLLOWUP'ACTIVITIES:

Invite an immigrant to,class; have him explain the procedures he/she had to follow to
enter the U. Si Why he/she came? How knowing a foreign language has helped him/\ler
in finding a job?

4 9
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9-12

SUBJECT: Spanish

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Careers Related to Restaura&ts

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENTTBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness
To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people

ACTIVITIES:

Review vocabulary pertaining to food, meals, and careers dealing with the restaurant
business. Divide class in groups. Each group must make up a skit entitled !Vi Visit
to a Restaurant." Each group is responsible for their dialog and costumes. They
must arrange thekr own scenery, posters, or any other materials they may.need.
Present skits to class.

Film: Your Job, Good Work Habits

RESOURCES:

Costumes (made and designed by students), posters, newspapers, magazines, film.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:.

Have each group compile all the new vocabulary words they learned as a result of this
unit.

5 0
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GRADE ORIGE UNIT: 9-12

SUBJECT: Spanish

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Newspaper Editing

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge for
most jobs

Social Awareness.

To,understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks

ACTIVITIES:

--vitdh-reiiii-on'neWgipaper'editing and news 're-i;orting. Point out the 'simi,lärities
and differences between Spanish and American newspapers.

Give each student an American and a Spanish newspaper; let them find out
abcnie mentioned differences and .similarities.

Divide class in groups and have them "edit" a newspaper.

RESOURCES:

Newspapers, filMstrip

FoLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Discuss the different kinds of lobs available in journalism.

5 1
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GRADE OR.IGE UN5 T1: 2nd year

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTtVES:

titudes reciations
To recognize the vital importance of a cooperative spirit
er Awareness

realize that geographical location determines the kinds

"s.

ACTIVITIES:

of work found therein

Show Class a map Of the U. S. and have them point out cities where interpreters may
be needed.

Ask students to name different organizations or instances ip which an interpreter
may be needed' (U.N., social worker, Red Cross). Point out that in 'some cases these
workers may be volunteers. (In South Carolina, during the summer months, the Red

I Cross needs volunteers to serve as interpreters for the migrant wOrkers.)

Invite a Red Croas'volunteer to class (interpreter).

Listen to Spanlsh radio programs (Spanish news from the Voice of America may be taped
the nighf befoke) .and have students translate the news.

14.40;

RESOURCES.:

Tapes, 14dio, records, tape recorder, native speaker, Ped Cross Volunteer, and maps.

')

FOLLOWUP ACTiVITIES:

, Let students listen tO tapes and have them translate it from one language to another.
Get students interested ia a, langUage pen pal club. Discuss careprs in which inter-
pi-eters are needed.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9th-12th

. #

SUBJECT: Spanish

DUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Leisure Activity

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT (BJEC4VES:

Educational Awareness -

To realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge for
most jobs

Economic Awareness
To recognize that work a way of earning Reonomic independence

ACTIVITIES:

--Frtsruss--the -use-s-trf -fareign -1 guages-in-everyday-jobset

Acquaint students with similarities and.differences.in careers in different countries.

Have each"student
sign, art, etc.).

A

make up a project relafed to his/her fyture career (Ex. fashion de-.

-

Acquaint students with the value of their work.

;

RESOURCES

Food, pictures, costumes.

FoLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

-Have a Spanish fair to show the students' prOjects.k (Stddents
after the fair.)-

5 3
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GRADE oR IGE UNIT: 9th-l2th

SUBJECT: Spanish

EDUCATIONAL,CONCEPT: Culture

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Career Awareness

To' understand that the work a man/woman does tells more about him/her that is
significant\ in this culture, than any other single item of information

Social Awareness
To know that society provides rewards for work

ACTIVITIES:

Bring to-class pictures of people-cpreferahly-Spanish)--prominen_t_in-todayls_world
(Select pictures of people engaged in different 'fields e.g.., business, politics,
sports, science, entertainment).

As students identify personalities, write their names on the board. Identify the
personalities that students do nOt know. As students identify these individuals,
discuss what makes successful people, and decide whether or not these,people have
become a success.

Assign students.a two minute oral biography (in Spanish) on a person ,the Y consider
successful. They must select known people who represent various degrees of success.
The class should have a variety of people of different races, religions, and countries
(preferably from Spanish speaking countries) and from a variety of fields.

RESOURCES:

Pictures, encyclopedias:

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Discuss the following: Why is success admired and sought after; why are some people
who never get recognition mire succesef,ul than some who do get recognition; are lazy
people ever successful?

5 4
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: loth-41

SUBJECT: Spanish II
It

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: COnversation

ELEMENTS AND EOJ1ENT OBJECTIVES:

3

Self Knowledge
,To help match an individUal's,abilities andtinterests with the skills and process

needed in the world of work
Social Awareness

To relate the similarity between the order and structure et. a school environment

to society at large

ACTIVITIES:
.... _

.

Have students write in theirnotebook several tourist places where the knowledge of
Spanish will be useful on Oifferent jobs. (Ex. U.N., Disney tforld, etc.). Have

11students choose one of th , seYplaces and make a poster on this certain place. (They

may make up the structure o, the place if they are not familiar with it,'or if they
cannot.find any mateilal on the subject.)

Is

I.

Put-posters around the room. Have students*take turns at being "guides." They must

explain their posters as if thiswas the Place the rest of the class was visiting.
(Explanation in Spanish.)

Practicg in, organiziag groups: Tort; a semicircle, let "guide" stand where everyone

may see him/her; encourage group to ask questions after explanation is:Jinished.

RESOURCES:

Posters, encyclopedia, 'resource books, magazine pictures, pamphlets.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Take a tour of your school, have different students serveas guides. All explanations

must be done in Spanish. Give each student a picture or tourist pamphlet and have him/
her make up a short descriptive talk as if he/she was the guide.

55
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GRADE oR IGE UNIT: 9th

SUBJECT:. 'Spanish

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Leisure Activity

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand the need for cooperation in the completlon uf,tasks
Decision Making .

To recognize and accept others decisions

1

ACTIVI-V. o

Explain Strrbrent Christmas cus:oms in Spanish speaking countries.and ilrthe U. S.
'Watch film Working TogAther. Plan a Chrfstmasiparty in which evetyone mfript participate.
Divide class inigroupsiland assign each group a task.

Example: Croup A - ChooSe.SpanLshethristmas carols which sung, Give each
student a capy of the song. Choose games to be played and get
any material th.A.-may he noeded. Explain game rules.

%rou;, - oecide whibwrefreshments will be served and how much it will cost.
Prepare and distribute refreshments.

-

Group C - Decide appropriate decorations. Decorate the room.

RESOURCES :

Games, encyclopedias, film Working Together, tapes or records of Spanish Christmas
carols.

FoLLON-UP ACTIVITIES:

Hore an evaluation. Discuss with class the following: How was theme carried out:
were games proper for the occasion; were songs proper with simple lyrics; wns party
timed right; how can the' unit be Improve.V.

5 6
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1ADES 9-12
)ME ECONOMICS

1 5 7
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GRADE OR IGE

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

9

Home Economics I

Training for the job you want

ELVENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness
6

To recognize that-there are many training channels directed toward job entry.

ACTIVITIES: 41.

Students will view filmstrips by Butterick Pattern Company Careers in the Fashion.
Industry.. These series of filmstrips points out the fact' that there are many

fl
ways to train to became a fashion designer.

Summary and group discusaion.

RESOURCES:
Filmstrip Series: Careers in the Fashion Industry

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Students will chose a career and do a report on the ways they could train for the
job using library materials or resource persons in the community.

5 8



GRADE OR IGE UNIT: It 12

SUBJECT: NONE' ,J.onomio,;

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Foods and 1;utrition Ffficiency Expert in Dome Management

EVENTS AD ELENENT OBJECTIVES:

-*PDec ion Making

o apply.the deciSion makinp process to home and social situation.'

A

.

Students will observe the operation and use of small appliances and equipment and
matot'appliances in the home economics department.

ES

After ysinp the equipment, students will discuss ways the equipment and appliances
could be improved. Fxamples sharper poutinp spouts on pitchers, marked dials
on the Oven swin7, out oven door, wider based blender; can opener, etc.

Results will be compiled in a list.

FOLLOWUP ITIES: Results cold he ,compileau iled to the manufadturcrs.

5 9
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. GRADE OR !GE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: dome snd Family Livirm

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Problem Solvinr!

ELEhENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES: -

Se4 1:nowledge
To feel the dignity of.self on an individual basis as well as in rroups

Attitudes and Appreciations
To understand the importance of each individual in the function of the home/

family unit as well as school or social setting

Decision Making
To apply the deCision making proceas te-home:4&.soai prehlems.

Social Awareness
To understand the approach needet1.t6.resolve personal eo.nflict between-one',S

goal individual and group.

a

,

oCTrVITIES:.'

Students will assumeraniassigned
r fol1owiri sditt4Mbees'

;

4!a.-Daughter's/first date
1 b, likrItherin-pw's visit
" c. son art'estad for Needing

)) 4,4 dad; loses 31,.t. job
. ihe Mbney..parunc

.other2.,4c

0'4

roleand'pOrtgay-

4:7

ii in a ;kir t1-0Y,compAe. fOrathm

to alfssointeresta_and.curr:kc probl:ams

,

t14.

a

1,-,:e

..RESOURCES: 'Approprfe .rcl.ing or .handou

FOLLONtX,ICTIVI1IES1

.7 .
.

, .. as

Class 'clisicusrOion.on a

and,SoIutionSf.'
. Ts.

. 1."

o

/4)

A
t'bnTiroblem

.opriateness of problem.solvinr! techniques
4
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GRADE OR IGE LhIT: nm, Lcowric,. 11 (;rade 11

SUBJECT: ::1,M12

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: interior Design

'ELEVENTS AND ELEFENT OBJECTIVES:

Self :linwledge

To help match ap abilitieS*and interests with the skills and
Arooesses needed in t:ic )rld of work.

Decisioh 7:a1:ing

Tn know and practice Cle components of the decision making process.

.Career Awareness
To realize that hobbies and interest may lead to a vocation.

Social Awareness
To appreciate the fact that customfi, traditions and attitudes of society

affect the world of work.

ACTIVITIES:

Students will study the elements of room design. (Color, line, proportion.
rhythm).

Look at riagazineskthowing room design's to illustrate ideas.

Using wooden or sturdy cardbo.crd boxes students will design miniature rooms
using fabric scraps. wood scraps. tempera paint, possibly plastic doll furniture.
and other necessary materials.
Interior Designer or Decorator will speak to.tlass.

vet

RESOURCES: Appropriate txt on °interior desizn Interior Designer or Decorator
.

FOLLOdUP ACTIVITIES: Evaluatips..of "roomos" by a well informed panel. possibly comnosed of
. more- experienced Home Econorlics students, Home Economics and art"-

4 ,

teechers.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

'EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

9.

Home Economics I

Child Care

ELDENTS AND ELDENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To help match an individual's abilities and interests with the skills and
processes needed in the world of work.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand thg need to make a meaningful career choice.

Decision Making,

To possess self knowledge when making realistic life choices.

Educational,Awareness

To realize that workers need same kind of special training and knowledge for
most jobs.

Career Awareness

To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

CTIVITIES: (Continued onieverse Page)

Discussion of children's play activities and how they benefit the child.

Observe a child and record observations (this could be an
C)
at home assignment.)

Display of children's toys and discussion of effectiveness, safety, appropriateness, etc.

Assdme the'role of a child aqd participate in the following activities: fingerpainting,
caring for a doll, playing with puzzles, blocks, games, drop the handkerchief, etc.
Discuss the benefits of these activities.

Visit a Day Care Center or Kindergarten. Observe children. Talk with operator
after children have gone and discuss the operation of the center, the personal
qualities needed for the job, the education needed, the problems, the rewards
of the job.

RESOURCES: Appropriate text on child care, children's activities, the operation
of the day care center, operator of day care center, nursery, or
kindergarten

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

6 2
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Elements and Elenent Objectives Continued:

Social Awareness ,

To reaiize that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

-;

EconoMic Awareness

To know that most_people spend their lives serving or in the service of others.

6 3
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9

SUBJECT: Home Economics I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Crafts for the Home

ELDENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

.1) To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an anticipated career choice.
2) To become able to achieve an innate personal satisfaction in work.

Educational Awareness

To recognize and aCknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school
help prepare a student for a life of work.

Career Awareness

To realize that hoBbles and interests may lead to a vocation,

.CTIVITIESr

Students will look at pictures, actual craft products.

Students will visit a craft shop and talk with the owner.

Using simple, inexpensive items, make a craft for the hot*. (Such as wood craft,
decoupage, wall hangings-pillows, placemats and napkins, simple embroidery, etc.)

Discuss the fact that some people may find a rewarding career in making and
selling craft items.

\RESOURCES:
Migazines on craft and items for the home such as Family Circle, Craft,-
Geod Housekeeping, etc., craft sfiop and owner

. FOLLCWUP ACTIVITIES:

6 4
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GRADE OR IGE WIT: 9

SUBJECT: Home Economics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Choosing a Pattern

( '

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJLCTIVES:

Decision Making

To recognize that all decisiAns made have a cause and effect.

To possess self knowledge when making realistic life choices.
4

Career Awareness

To realize that hobbies and'interests miy lead. to a vocation.

Social Awareness

To be able to accept criticism and direction to iqsume responsibility.

7so

;;CTIVITIEk

1. Students will study appropriate dress for specific figure types.

Students will deciae their figure type or special figure problem.

3. Students will be shown current styles of dress using pattern books, fashion
and teen magazines.

4. Stu ents will choose a pattern.

5. Cla s discussion pointing out the responsibility a seamstress has for evaluating
pat ern choices.

6. Teacher panel will evaluate students' choice of pattern.

RESOURCES: Current pattern books (may be borrowed from fabric shop), teacher
made or commercial transparencies or handouts on figure types and
dress styles for each

FOLLCW-UP 1CTIVITIES:

Students may make a garment uSing the pattern they have chosen and'evaluate the
garment for style, quality of workmanship, fit, etc. An evaluation sheet could
be.formulated for this purpose. 1\

6
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: Home Economics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: A Career in Modeling

ELPENTS AND ELEMNT OBJECTIVES:

Sele Knowledge

41

,To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an anticipated career choice.
.

'Attitusles & Appreciations

'To learn to analyze working roles for thei44-LVahtages and disadvantages.

Deiiiiion Making

To apply the decision making process to the study and selection of careers.
Training or pursulng a career choke helps develop-who a student really is.

%
Career Awareneas

To realize that geographical location determines the kind of work found therein.

CTIVITIES:_

1. Students will read pamphlets on Modeling.

2. Students will View filmstrips onmodeling.

3. Fashion director for department store will talk on mode:ing, preparing fashion
show,:,requirements for models, some exercises, make-up, advantages and
disadvantAges of being a model.

4. Students will attent fashion show.

RESOURCES:
Filmstrips and pamphlets: Careers in Clothing and Textiles, Butterick
Fashion director.from nearby department store

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

Students will plan, coordinate and carry out fashion show in home economics
department of garments theV have made.
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GRADE Dia UNIJ: 9

SIBJEcT: Home Economics

EDU6AT1ONAL ONCEPT: Pieparing P Meal

ELEMENTS AND ELETNT OBJECTMS:
'

Self Knowledge P

3

To be able to achieve an innate personal satisfaction in work.

Attitudes & Appreciations

1) To develop healthy work habits.
2) To understand the importance of each individual in the function of the

home/family unit as well as the school or social setting.

Educational Awareness

Human relations skills are as necessary as compdtationdl skills.

Social Awareness

To undersfand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

1. Plan a simple meal.

2. Have students assume the role of(family members and assign specific tasks
for each with prior instructions on the preparation of the food. Have family
groups prepare, properly serve, (eat, and clean up the meal with family
members assuming their appropriate roles. Necessary planning will have
to be,dene before hand.

RESOURCES
Appropriate text on food planning and preparation such as Ha: You Plan
and Prepare Meals, McGraw-Hill', necessz5y.supplies and equipment
in foods lab.

FOLLOW-UP 1CTIVITIES:

Evaluation: Students will evalupte group activity and finished product by ankering
such questions as: Did preparation go according* planned? Did each family
member carry out assigned duties? Was the food tasty and pleasing in appirance?

(46



GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9 or 10

SUBJECT: Home Economics I Or II.

,

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Personal Grooming: Cosmetology

ELEtENTS AND ELEhENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that individuals differ in tbeir abilities, attitudes, and
aspirations.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To learn o analyze working'roles according to their advantages and
disadvantages.

Decision Making

To apply the decision making Recess to home and social situations.

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge
for most jobs.

Career Awareness

To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.
(Continued on Reverse Page)

,l. Students will'hear a' cosmetologist or make-up 'expert explain the,current
make-up and hair styles.

2. The cosmetologist will discuss the advantages and disadvantages and
educational training necessary to become a cosmetologist or make-up expert,.

Students will "practice" using make-up and try creatimi hair styles on each
other. The cosmetologist may assist with this.

RESOURCES'
'Guest speaker: Cosmetologist or make-up expert; necessary make-up
supplies (students may bring their own make-up from home.)

FOLLow-UpATIVITIEs:
1

Class may visit coametology class at cosMetology school or vocationenter.

6 8



Elements and Element Objectives Continued:

Economic Awareness

To know, that most people spend their lives serving or in the service of others.

9
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.5RADE OR IGE LNIT:

SIEJECT:,

EDUCATIONAL CONCEFT:

Home Economics

Clothing ConstruCtion

ELEfENTS AND ELDENT OBJECTIVa:

Decision Making

To be able to cope with the consequences of personal decisions.'

Educational'Awareness
4r

To recognize and acknowledge thae'thebasic skills learned in school help
prepage aAltudent for a life of Workz

Career Atiageneas

To realize that hobbies and inte-. sts may lead to a vocation.

Social Awareness

-To be able to accept.criticism and assume responsiftlity.

Econamic Awareness

To apply.knowledge of economic responsibilities to career decisions.

ACTIVITIES:

1 . Students will be given a choice of two or three similar patterns, measured,
and instructed in the size pattern to buy.

2. Students will -purchase pattern, fabric; necessary notions, and supplies..

3. Students will be instructed in how to operate the sewing machine.

4. Students will be given instructions in how to read and follow directions
in the pattern guide.

5. Students will prepare fabric.

6. Students will lay out pattern and cut garment.

7. Students will construct garment with teacher guidance.

1.

RESOURCES:
Text,Y+ s on clothing constructionv\graphs.,ond charts_on pattern
sizes, self made and cmnmercial transparencies and exampleszof construction
techniques.

FOLLCW-40 ACTIVITIES:

Student and teacher evaluation of finished-garments.

7 0
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GRADE OR IGE

SUBJECT: Home Economics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Foods and Nutrition - Commercial Cooking

ELLiENTS AND EUEINENT OBJECTIVES :

Attitudep & Appreciations

To develop'healtbY work habits.,

Educational Awareness

To realize that most workers need some kind of special training and knowledge
for most jobs.

Career Awareness

To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

Social Awareness

To understand the need-for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

.iCTIVITIES:

1. Students will observe operation of school cafeteria during everal class periods.

2. Lunchroom supervisor will speak to class on specific probl s involved in the
operation of the cafeteria and explain the equi ment and pr cedures used.

3. Students If.will assist in the cafeteria during unch one or t o days, perhaps
s.2rving trays, etc.

RESOURCES: Lunchroom supervisor, appropriate text on commercial cooking:

fs'"'

FOLL.C14.--UP VIT I ES

Students may visit a restaurant or commercial cooking class at a vocational center.

7 1 (
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GRADE OR IGE 12

SUBJECT: Family Living

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Personal Goals

ELEtENTS AND ELEMENT rIBJECTIVES:

Decision Making:
(.

To know that career decisions must correlate with one's goals in life.

After reading and class discussion on formulating personfl goals and objectives,
students will write their personal life philosophy, including goals, personal
interests, etc.

RESOURCES:
Appropriate text with reading personal goals.

FoLLOWyP

Students may choose a career they have an interest in and evaluate it for correlation
with their personal, goals.

.7 2
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GRADE OR IGE 12

SUBJECT: Family Living

-

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Traditional Working Roles

ELEtENTS AND ELEFENT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awarendos

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society
affect the world of work.

Students will formulate a survey to be used in the community asking the following
information:

Occupation? Are there others of your sex who have this same occupaFion? Did you
Ware difficulty in finding a job? Did you have difficulty training for your job?
Do you have problems beiiig'accepted ds a qUalified member of your profession?
Are there those in the community who would say your job is man's/woman's work?
Do some people consider your job menial or Adesirable?

This questionnaire could be asked of a great majority of persons in the community.
Those people who show a deviation from the community "norm" could be ased to speak
to the class concernfng their job, Oroblems they have.

Students could also look for newspaper and magazine articles on this topic and brine
them to class. Example: lady plumber, telephone lineswoman, male hairdresser, male
interior decorator, garbageman, etc.

RESOURCES:

FoLLOclUp

People in the community who have jobs considered "unusual" by the
community who may speak to the el.:ass.

Students may compile a list of jobs or careers in the community considered unusual.

40T
.
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:c

EDUCATiON4. CONCEF: .

:ELEreNTS AND

tconomic Awareneis

To develpp the cOncept of financial-management.
,.

fx.

Assign groups into family units% Each family group will write a deséription
of the family, their, activities, their goals,, their life style, the parents'
occupations, etc. Using Career Opportunities Index, students will determine the
"family" income. The "family" will then set up a budget for the year, including
housing, insurance, savings, and recreation. Students will then p/an a long-range
spending plan for the family including children's education, buying a new car,
a new house, increasing insurance coverage, etc.

Students will hear guest speakers on insurance, car loans, mortgage loans, etc.,
and read from appropriate text on home-money management.

RESOURCES'
'Insurance dalesMan, bank loan officec, representaeive frOm commercial or
federal /oan firm. Appropriate text on money management.

FOLLCW-Up 1CTIVITIES:

7 1
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GRADE CR IGE 12

SUBJECT: Family Living

40

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Social Relationships

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness

To know that work is a means of developing social relatiOndhips.

ACTIVITIES:

Working in groups of 3 or 4, have students develop a survey (with teacher assistance)
to be used in the community: this survey would be composed of a questionaire
asking such questions as:

a. List your occupation andtplace of employment.
b. List the occupation and place of employment of your 10 closest social

associates.
c. Other pertinent questions.

The results of the question§ in this survey should be compiled, hopefully
showing that work contacts are social contacts in a majority of, homes.

RESOURCES:

FOLLCW-UP ACTIVITIES:

1 o
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GRADE OR IGE LWIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

.jlome and Family Living

Refinishing Furniture

' ELDENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To help match an individual's abilities and interests with the skills and
processes needed in the world .of work.

Decision Making.'

To be able to cope with the consequences of personal decisions.

Educational Awareness

OIL

To recognize and acknowledge the'fact,that basic skills learnedin school
help prepare a student for:a life:-.of-:work.

Career Awareness

To realize tba,t hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

Social Awarenesa

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

Using furniture in 'need of repainting or repair, have students in groups of 2 or 3
study appropriate refinishing techniques and apply them to the furniture.
Students will visit a refinishing shop such as "The Red Barn" or an antique
shop.

RESOURCES:
Appropriate books and pamphlets on furniture refinishing; old furniture

-from rummage sales, necessary supplies and equipment such as paint brushes,
paint.remover, etc., or student's homes.

FOLLOW-UP fICTIVITIES:

Student evaluation of finished products.

a
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

' SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

11 - 12

Home Economics

Clothing andTextiles

ELEVENTS AND ELENENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To know that a tentative career choice should be based onattitudes,-values,
interests, and requires in depth stsdy.

Educational Awareness

To realize that most workers need some kind of special training for moSt jobs.

Career Awareness .

To know the jobs necessary to maintain the comMunity.

Economic Awareness

To be aware that technological changes eliminates and creates work.

ACTIVITIES:

1 . Assigned reading on the history and development of both natural 'and man-made
fibers.

2. Students will collect fabric swatches of various fabrics and label accordingly.

3. Students will visit a fabric mill and see how the material is ma4e or finished.

4. (Alternate Activity) Printer may speak to clasS on methods of printing fabric.

4

., RESOURCES: A student may be related to a printer who could speak; appropriate text
books and pamphlets on textiles, textile design, etc., scraps may be
student donation; Filmsvtips: Careers in Clothing and Textiles, Butterick.

1
FOLL04-UP ACTIVITIES:

Some students may wish to try simple fabric design such as textile painting, tye
,

dying, batik, etc'.

7 7
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GRADE OR

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

-

4.

_Food and Nutrition - Following Directions'

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & AppreciatiorA

To develop healthy work habits.

Decision Making

To recognize that all.decisions made have a cause and effect.

Educational Awaieness

To acquire the basic skills and habits found in the working world.

gareer Awareness of*

To relate home and school jobs to communi_tY functions.

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

ACTIVITIES:

Students will be divided into groups of 2 or 3, given a recipe and necessary
food supplies and told to complete the product following the cooking instructions
without the help from the instructor.

(r's'

RESOURCES:
Reciepe using techniques students are.familiar with; necessary food supplies
and equipment in foods lab.

FOU_Cla-UP 1CTIVITIES:

Student evaluation Of procedures and finished product.

7 8
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GRADE OR IGE LFUT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATP5NAL CONCEPT:

12

Family Living

Routines and Roles

ELEMENTS AND ELENENT qBJECTIVES:

Career Awareness

To know that much of one's total life routine is organized around the
work one does.

a

Students will interview people in the community asking them to complete the
following information:

1. List occdpation.
2. Describe daily activitieS before working hours.
3. Describe activities on the job.
4. Describe leisure time activities.
5. Describg daily activities after working hours.

. 6. Lkst other activities not included in leisure time activities.
7. What per cent of your daily activities are directed.toward your job;

Students may work in groups of 3 or 4 to develop and carry out this survey.

RESOURCES :

FOLLOaUP ACTIVIT

Compile results.and present to the class.

7 9
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GRADES 9712
AGRICULTURE
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9, 10

SUBJECT: Agriculture

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Exploring Basic Animal Nutrition (Careers in Agriculture)

ELEMENTS AND ELEAENT OBJECTIVES:t

Attitudes & Appreciations

To appreciate all forms of tgork:

Eductional,Awareness

To

77!

re the basic skills and habits found in the working world.

Social Awereness

To understand tiat all jobs are dePendent upon other jobs.

,1

.

1. :Students must lirst lelrn the. (7) basic anim2i1 nutrients.
4111 .

2. Nave students balance rations for various types of farm animals using

the Pearson's Square Method.of Ration Balancing.

t,

3. Visit a cattle feed lot anA4serve cattle being fed on different rations

and make comparisons.

4. ITAte an!lanimal nutritionist to spealcon his/her subject.

5. View film "The Rumen Story". Gives good information concerning the dig.estive

system of Cattle and sheep.

6. Students ld learn the parts of the ruminant digestive syStem and the,

simple di ive,system.

RESOURCES:
,

ExtensiOn'animal nutritionist, film - "Rumen Story" available from

extenSion servic-e, local feed lot operator4

,

FOLLOW-HP ACTIV/TIES:

See hc students perform in feeding,their own animala...

8
81
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GRADE OR. 1GE UNIT: 9, 10

SUBJECT: Agriculture

ED6CATIONAL CONCEPT: .Exploring A Career in Floriculture

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To realize that work means different things to different people.

TduCational Awareness

Toreálize that workers need spme'kind of special training and knowledge
for tgost jobs.

Career Awareness
-

To realize that hobbies and intersts may lead to a vocation.

ACTIVITIES:

1, Visit lcical flower green houses and let students obserVe various typeu of
flowers blooming the year rownd.

2. Students should then plant their own flowers in beds in the green house.
TAch student is required to carekfor their own plants,

, J

3. Visit a local florist and let students observe floral arrangements being.made.

4. _Let the students themselves design and Make arrangements from t-ne flowers they
have grown.

. Plant several flower beds on the school grounds in the spring.

6. If possible, work with local florists on work-study programs. Let the students
most interested participate in this. This would provide valuable experience to
thosp wadting to make a career in floriculture.

RESOURCES:Local florists, nursery green houses that grow commercial flowers,
landscape architect or specialist

FOLLCW-UP ACTIVITIES:

8 2
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*GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

,3 SUBJECT: .Agriculture

tlk

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: .Farm Tax Management

.ELMENTS AND ELENT _OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

'WI realize that all decisions have a cauoe and an effect.

Educational Awareneyss
its

-

To acquire the basdc skills and habits found in the working World.

Social Awareness

. .

To appreciate thptgact that customs, traditions and' attitudes of society;
affect the world7work;"

Economic Awareness .

nTo comprehend certain basic,principles'of duv;economy like capitaiism,',
si.doply and demand, taxes and money exChange.

Invite a local,:politician to speak on "How Taxes Are Used" dnyour particular
community.

2. Provide,studenis with eiercises on figurfng depreciatidn.

3. Provide students with information and have them compleie>tax form 1040,and
schedule F on Farm Income'and Expenees:

Have an accountant speak on the threemethode of teporting farm income...

RESOU8CES:
,

Local politician, local accountant, tax forms from post office

FOLLOWUP AtTMTIES: ,

8 3
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

UEJECT: 6,Agr1Alzure

.%.;
4.41.;

t.:1011t4TICNAL LONCEPT:.".;Managing a herd of

,ELEMENTS ANid 4ZAENTJECTIVES:
.

, Self Knowledi,13;

To underett44 that 4ndi

Attitudeaq..,AppreCiations-

, 4

commercial cattle (Careers in.Farming)

differ in.their abilities, attitudes, and aspirations.

To AppreCiati gillOrme
,

EducdtiOal AwarineigL 1

''

To:/acklir:iittim4aeic skilit and habiteidtiiia-in--the working world .

EcOnomic*Tar:enea0_,:k;.,

,TO feCO441zt_ti. kwarkAs a way of winning economic-independence.

!.
p.

,':
1%,(5

a. Taktiatej,,ntass tn observe a herd of ccimmercial cattle and ask the owner
tdAeicplainhow'ihe/she operates, and what his/her basic management practiced are

;.,..Gt.yrao.'attiffept 10 minutes and let him/her explain how they would (1) establistr

:44*merCiherd and (2) a registered herd.--
.

.3. Xhvi0 aearea livestock speCialist to speak on "Performance Testing of

aegfeaetlen.

4. Take students to the farm and let them perform basic operations such is,

castration, worming, dehorning, and vaccinating. otr-

5. Take stUdents to a farm and let them observe artificial insemmination by an
expert from NOBA or ABS.

RESOURCES: Extension livestock specialist, local farmers, reOresentatiVe of
AmeriCan Breeder's Service, or Northern Ohio Breeders Association.

FOLLOW-Ul; .ACTIVITiES:

8 4
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e

GRADE OR 1GE UNIT: 16, 11, 12

11,
. e

SUBJECT: . Agriculture.

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Career 'in Nutsery Management

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To help matcp an individual's abilities and interests:"with the skills and
processeS needed in the world of work.

Educational Awireness

t
To:bequire the baskills and habits founcCi tfie warking world.

7
0'Economic Awareness

To apply knowledge of econdmic responsibilities to carecer decisiOns,'

0
F?, 4 -Z. SfiidentshduId becoMe familiar with 20 different ornamental plants.

InvitV<ektension horticulturist to,.speak oArThe Type of Nurser940Reration
'Most DesirabLe for Your Locatio "Ind 4Investments Required to Start a
Plant Nursery" and "Nursery F ilities".

.F

3. Students mllZ learn how to une ornamentalsand certain types of.trees.
40,

,4. Invite a turf manag spdcialist to speak on "Care and Management of
Lawns as Pertaining sery'Operation".

5. Visit'a local plant nursery and have sutdents observe the operations which
0 take place and make notations.

40k-

RESOURCES: Extenslon 'horfculturist and turf specialist, local nuisery operator

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

8 5
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

Agrigature

A.Career in Landscape Architecture

ti)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To realize that. work means different things to dtherent individuals.

Decision Making

To show that career decisions must correlate with one's goals in life.

Social Awareness

To realize that an individual's work affects hig/her standaid of living.

Economic Awareness 7

To understand that some workers produce goods while others produce setvices.

ACTIVITIES:
C.\

1. View filmstrip on "Landscape Architecture" to introduce studenteto the careef:

2. Visit the office of a landscape architect and have him/her explainliis/her jab
and let students see himiSer performing his/her tasks.

.i. Students should then;.draw at least one,simple landscape plan oi paper.

c.

4. If possible, find a building somewhere in the community and let the
students plan the landscaping layout. Then let them set the shrubs and do
the ground work themselves.

kT.

RESOURCES Local. landscape 'architect, new or vacant building that students can
landscape. -

FOLLOWUp ACTIVITIES:

Students will c9ntinuethe upkeep of the landscape project.

/

8 6 .
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GRADE OR% I GE UN I T

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CoNCEPiv

ricultute-
'

Applicatfon-and Use 'of Fertilizers (Careers

ELEMENTS ANDIPLENENT OBJECTIVES:
.

Attitudes & Appreciations

in Agriculture).
r

To appreciate all forms of work.
0.t

Decision Making,-

To learn to reevaluate a. prior decision when new information is available.

Career Awareness

To realize that geographical location determines the kinds of Airk,found therein. ,

ACT TIES:

f.. Take students
-components of

2. If pbssgle, tour
_from n.6tural gas.

4

on a tourof'a'local fertiliziftistributor'and show them the °
certain fertilizers and how theT "are mixed proportionately .

a liquid nitrogen plant t6 se&how nitrogen As produCed

te anexpert in chemistry in to disSuss the "Importance of Synthetic
ac,inFlant Fertilization and in Animal.Feeding".

with

-

r-

litident*s "how" and "when" to use certain kinds of fertilizers.

l_salesman to slieak t6 students, on "Careers in the Field of

studen4s. the importance
produCtioni..

RESOURCE

.

of good plant nutrition in order to

:Local'fertilizer deal, fil4p,local chemical Company, liquid%nitrog,en
Eirmerehimal nutritOnidt, fertilizer analyst

-
-

FOLLCAI-UP ACTIVITIES:

$ -
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JAADE OR IGE UNIT: 7,

AL-410

. SUBJECT:

;

in

Agriculture.
4

EDUCATIONAL CONCOT: Methods of Plat Propagation (Careers in liortiCulture

t g

TIEMENTS 06 ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

TO understand the,need to make a meailingfpl career choice.

Educational Awareness

To realize that Workers need some kind of special training andsknowledge
for most jobs.

Economic Awareness

111

To.realize that when needed jobs are in short supply, the pay is 'higher.

''ACTIVITIES:
1

1. Take students to A commercial plant nursery to observe methods of propagation.
Be certain to emphasize joWavailable at such nuraeries.

t 4

2. Let students mix propagating medium.
1. sand
2. peat mose

methy/ bFemide
4. lime ;,$±,.'(

5.. fertilizer

Ar

3. Students shouldpropagate their own pltntd from (a) :seeds; (b) ,puttings.

4, If a green house is'avilable studeC:should arrange thiir.plEints4. t in

an orderly Manne'r.

5.dents shuld bk responsible forAilfitg:ring and caring for,theirlilants every day.

t 1 .

St %
6. Iiirite a lo6al horticulturistrTn to dempitistrable all method's .ofplant .propagation

and to-speak on "The Importat4 of:Plant4Propagation in'ProducIng Ornamental'

Plants". '

if .0
RESOURCES.: Loâil plant nursery,ftlensiotOhorticulturist

d

FOU_OW-UP ACTIVITIES:

4,c

b8
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GRADE OR iGE UNIT:. 11, }.2

SUBJECT:
' AViculture

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Control of Diseases in Peaches (Careers in Farming)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To recognize thae all decisions!have a cpse and effect.

Educational Awareness

E.To understand that specialized skills lead to interdep decy of jobs.

Social Awareness'°

To understand that all jobs are dependent tpon other j s.

4,
Economic Awareness

To recognize alat work is a way of winning economic dependence.
*.

d see brown rot and realize the importance of controlling it:

.iff. a peach orchard:and let qtem pbserxe the methods of.apraying.

. Let the seudentWelnp iheir.own spray schedule :andidecide on theT
type of fungicid 13.44se.t: :;:;.:

. . _

4. Let'stddents prune a y'ourtLEtach tree and make sure.,ehey realize what type
:.. :

.

of pruning reduces the incided044: disease. °

Invite z plant paehologist from the xtension service in'to speak on
; LnDiseases of Feachee, and "The Economic Importance of Peaches in S. C.". .

6. ObsejOibrown rot of peaches under the microscope and be sure each studInt

can recognize the.types of fungicidal spores coriblected with the disease:.

7. Let studentsconduct a survey of 5 peaa Farmers EE-the drea'td find odt
the economic lossthey would realize if an 'epidemic of brown rót.occurred:

.iHave students compare figures.

RESOJRCES: Extension plant p.atholOgis: pomologist, local farmer;,
Agricultural Chemical Co.

_65

. FO4N-1.1P ACTIVITIES:

89
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: , 9, 10

SUBJECT: Agriculture,

,

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Methods of Soil Conservation (Careers in Agriculture)

a

it
ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

rs. appreciate all forms otyork.

Decision Malang

To recognize and accept other's dec'Asions.

cational,Awareness

To acquire the besic skills mid habits'fOUnd. in the working world.

Social Awareness

To understand that all jobs,are dependent upon other jobs.

-

140

*- 7

.7;

RP

Adi\IV I T I ES ::,

1. Discus9.with the st4ents the types,of soil conservation Opitices used in the .

yRartisufar COMmunity'aiid their purposes: .,a) terracing, b) cOneour fiarming,
,0,,meedOW strips,'d) crops that hold soil, etc.

.

-',.:,

. Heve the .soil conservation service send a representative
.:_". -11onservation. workshop for the students.

9 . . . .

3. Tave Students wri0 and \dbliver sPeeches ;on the impBcianoit of soil, Conservation.
. d

4. -Be sure stbdghts understand land capability classes as they -aPtily to soli.
. .

cftservation. . I

° 41.

to. conduct 'a ,soil.

lb?

41
4,,t 4 At

5. L4ret4 nts eo out and stake out terraces using the100-ft4- steel t*pe-,
trAgoe And rod':

,

6. a ei,f1t1d00 tchsee'conflervatión,practices being consiructed. ($11 d be

ivat1 4q0140e soil qi0SerVatiOn setmice in your 513unty.)

*-0

RESCIPCES:County soil'cohsetv4ien SerVice 'coilqpy extension
.

ACTIVITIES:-

..

See what kind of soil conservation practices certaiq students.initiate
own home farTA,

agent,.local farmers

;:,IN

I.

'1",c

!)
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11, 12

SUBJECT:

EDUNONAL CONCEPT:

.

Agriculture

e-

A.Career as a Peeticide'Applicator

ELEMENTS AND ELENENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be aware of individNl capabilities and limitations.

4.
Attitudes & Appreciations

TO realize that work means different things to different individuals.

,.,..,A0.$cational Awareness

4

, .

=,:.:2To reiliie workers need some kind of special training a* knowledge for
most jbbs.

_Career Awareness t.
.r\--------

111

' To realize that geographical location determines the,kinds of work foun therein.

Economic Awareness

..

To understand that some workers produce goods whileothers prbduce servict.

p.

ACTIVITIES:

1. 4tike students on a field.ttqp and observe as many types of,pesticide
application as are available: .

2. Discuss with students the,dangers bf peatic de usage.

J. Contact.the environmental protection agency obtain material-pertaining
to legialationenacted on.pesticide application.

4. Students.should take a surv4 of farmers in the zommunity and come up with
a list orpesticIdes.used.

,
u

5, Invite.an offICial of the EPA to'talk to classes onVilow to Become Certified'
as,a Pesticide AppliCator".

L..._
1

.

.,

6. Let students demonsttate the proper application of pesticides in an Actual
field demonatration. , ..

.. 7. Students should prepare a complete list of."Dangerone'Pesticides" and
"$$fe Pesticides" available in the area.

.

f

RESOURCES; Local farmers, county extension agent, ebViro'nmental protection agency,
agricultural chemical companies

FOLLCW-UP ACTIVITIES:

9 1

'1

,



GRADE OR' IGE UNIT:

UBJECT:

9, 10

Agriculture

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: The Operation of a Meat Packing Plant

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Apreciations

Toappreciate.all forms of wark.

_09cisioffMaking

go know that career decisions Must cotrelate with one'kiLgoals in life..

Career Awareness

To recognize that an individual may be a

s 0

or numerous different occupations.

,Social Awareness

To understand that-all jobs are dependent upon other jobs.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students must see and be able to distinguish ween different types of
meat. Example: beef, pork, chicken,.mutton.

2. Take students'to see carcasses being cut into the various parts - a good',,
place-to go would-be the local supermarket.

.
.

3, If poesible.students shOuld observe.the total,process from slaughter to
packaging of specialty meats like blips, Mpners,. view sausage, etc.

4. Students shoulego to a supermarket and take a survey of themeatselling
process. They should ask questiona such:as (1) where does the meat come
from, (2) what types of meat sells the b'est, (3) what kind of prict do yode
-Ipay and what price do you get, etc. I

'AT possible students sho ,d actually cUt on a carcass, if only a chicken, ..,,

this would give indicat. As to how,it is.done.

6. rei students arrange a meat display like is seen in a supermarket, and let
them.through the buying and selling/process.

go
7. Be sure and incorpera'te meat'in ct on in your aCtiVities.

RESOURCE'S:Local supermarket, proceaaing plant
4 '

FOLLOW-OP ACTIVITIES:

92



ORAgE OR IGE UNIT: 10, 11

SUBJECT: Agriculture

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Crop Management (Careers in Farming)

'Etawsk}yto ELEMENT.OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
'

To understand that individUalsdiffer in their abilities, attitudes,
and aspirations.

to.

4,1

Decision Making

A
To learn to evaluate.a prior decision when neW infOrmation is available. 11

Economic Awareness
e-

To realize when needed jobs are in Short supply, the pay is higher.

ACTIVITIES:
. .

4
.1 .

1. Students should know and be able io recognj.ze the major drops'grown in the- area.

2. Students should each select a crop and plen a complete management program from
planting to harvedt - include - varieties, fertilization, spray schedules,

*
,opoil treatments, type of harvest, when to harvest, etc.

,

..-
View film on "Hybrid Vigor" put'out by Pioneer Seed Company.,

4. Take students to see as.Many types offerrops being harvested as possiile.

5. Invite a local farmer to apeak on his/her particUlar erop management program.
- :. 4.

6. Visit a machinery dealer and look at the tatiif planting, harvesting, and
!. .

.

spraying equipment.
J. ;7,91-4,*, .-'...6Yrak=...)--- .,'

u .

, RESOURCES:Local farmers, madhinery dealer, film on "Hybrid Vigor"

FOLLOW1 ACTIVITIES:
*

9- .?

4



GRADE OR IGE ()NM 11, 12

SUBJECT: Agricsivre

- .1

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Understanding the Future Macket
4

,

ELEMENTS AN6.44T OBJECTI,V51:
At ,

, 4 el. e.'--

-9ecision Making

To'recognize and accept, others

IduCational Awatiness.

To acquire the basic skills and habits found, in the working world.

SoCial Awareness IN

To realize that an individual's work affectslhis/her style.of living.

Economic Awareness

decisions.

'
To comprehend the tools of business (to-be able to interpret graphs,
charts, data).

- AcTIVITIES:

1. Students will learn where to look_for commodity-prices on the future's market
pl the daily newspaper..

2. Set up in class.a mock commodity exchange and let stUdents;participate by
buying and selling futures.

3 Invite an extension agricultural economist to Speak on "The Future's,Markee'.

pe, students with assignments requiring thgm tollook Up idformation on
ure's market and commodity exchange.

JESOURCES:

. .4.

t?.

NewspaPer, library material, extenaion,agrictiltural economist

"I. -

FOLLQW-00 ACUVITIES:

:Sit
o4

,d,ktik.,;141/.



GRADE OR !GE UNIT: 11, 12

SUBJECT: Agriculture

EDUCATIONS, CONCEPT.: 'A CareeY in AgriCultural Sales and Service

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT O&JECTIVES:

Foducational-AwarNess

To recognize that there are Mischannels directed toward job entry.

Career:AWareness

To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerous different occupations.

:lbSocial
Awareness

To understand that, all jobs are d,ependent'upon'other jobi.

ACTIVITIES: - .

. , 0 '..

1.; Let studeX.explore ehe diffefent areas in.the agricultural sales and jervices,

A

For exampWa.lertilizer, pesticide, machinery, chemical, seed, and feed salesmen.
,

....--.. . ;.. I. \

2. Students should,make a presentation in class and portray a sales person and
attempt to iell his/her Product or produets....q .

3.. Invite the county,extension leader to speak on the types of services his/her .

staff renders to farmers.in the county.

- 4. yisit the co9# house and spend soMe time in,various departments'that prOvide
services,to rarmeEs. For eXample: ASCS', SGS, FarmVureau

5. AtteMpt to place some students-en the job in feed stores, FCX's, grocery stores,
etc. If feasible, work4atidy'-programs are very influential in this'area.

,

RESOURCES
County extension leader, various agricultural sales businesses, various
agricultural servicee in yqur area ,

.

1.FOLL04-UP ACTIV1TIE5i

0

95
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GRADE oR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATI

Agricti1ture
,

,

igrft Importance qf RecordKeep,ing in Parm Management (Careers in farming)
./A;;,..

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Atittides & Appreciations

To learn to analyze working roles .according, to'advantages and ddaddwantages.
_

, 'Edudatlonal Awareness

To acquire baaim.o.nkills and ound in 'the working worisi,
_ .

1-Career Awareness .
(.

To.understand that the work
significant in'this cUlttit'

Social Awareness

To realize that. an

Eco not c Awareness

To develop the concept nancial management,

tells more about ,him/her that is "
ptherftingle'item of information%

-

affects his/her style of living.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Each student is required to keep a record book of hin or her agricultural
enterprise. .0

....

2.. Oncea month this record beok ihotlld be checked by the't70er.
/

*

3. Have a resource speaker on the topic of electronic and'cbmpueerized recordkeeping.
d

4. At some,point have a C.P.A. talk to crassis Xperning recordkeeping and tax
,

breaks inagriculture.
.

.:;....,

::-

5. Take a fiel4 trip to show students how .largecorporatidnakeep records and the
importance of careful recordkeeping in profit making businesses..

.
. ,

6. Exercises wig be provided so that students are able to make decisions concerning
profit, expenses, receipts, taxes, depreciation, interest, and all phases of
financial management.. . .'.,,,.::,

k I , , . e
i

, ., . .

. 1

RESOURCES: Economi.st erom a.college or university, a pract14ng!:.C.P.A., one large
cprppration in the community!

.
FOLLOWUP.ACTIVITIES:

After activities have been completed, pee
. accurately and up te date.

*

9.6
96

,

tudents respond in keeping rec4ds'



GRADE OR 1GE-UNIT:

c'
oUBJECT,- 4t, mr-

Agriculture

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Obtaining

ELE?lENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES':

Self Knowledge'

Credit for Agricultural

To be aw are of Individual capabillties

,Deci-sion raking

,

Investments (Careers

_ -

and-limitations.

To recognize and accept pther decisions.

Educational Awareness
0

\

To.acquire the basic skills and habits found in the working

Social AWareness
._, t , ,

To-be able to accept &iticism and direction to assume resPonsibility.

p.

in Agridulture)

world.

Economic Awareness

To apply knowledge of economic.respcinsibility to cereer decisions.

1.

ACTIVITIES:
A

1, BaNie students become familiar With the operati,on and

basic agricultural lending agencies - (a) Production
(b) Federal Lana Bank,,(c) Intermediate'Credit Bani,

2. Have students actually borraw money for their school

function of the four (4)
Credit AsaOciation,, /

(d) Farmer.:eHome.Administration.4,1

. 0
agricultueal project. '(optIonal)

3. Invite,a local-banker to discuss ways of obtaining credit and careers in banking.:

.

i

4. Have students fill -in a sample income tax form and itemize deductions.
, r---s. ,i ,Ci

!A.
, t

---- 1

5...,
Adve stodenls compare interest rates, for.:-agricultu'ral loans with The ag.-lendini'-:

agencies, banksp.and other loan agencies in the_community; and determine

which is besdcfor therir own needs. .--,

".
\.' -=---

6., Havea local banker.in to disovss mofgages.

a.

RESOUF3CES: LOcal banker, agricUltural lending agencies in the area
,.e

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:.

:9 7

97
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, .

GRADE OR Ig 1p., IA, 12,

'AgricultureSUBJECT/S'

CUUCATICNAL ODNCEPT: To understand initial capital investments required in
agriculturaltproduction (Careers in Farming)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT SAOLI : '

Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own actions.

.Decision Making

-40

1) o recognize that all decisions m e have a cause and effect.
2) To learn to reevaluate a prior de ision when new information is available.

Career Awareness
-

To realize that hobbies and interest may lead to a vocation.

Social Awareness

/

To realize that an individual' ork affects his/her standard of living.

:.Economic Awareness
.1 -

To apply knowledge of.economic responsibilities to career decisions..
. .

\.
-4

(

4\ ACTTVITIES: Ak.

.-,....

1.. Each student will,select one (or several) agricultural enterpiises and begin 4OF ,41,; .
' his/her own farming;.opetatlon.

.

/
, r3. Students will then be required to go to business estallAishments and obtain

flgures on hoW much money it is going.to-take to set_ ifarted.
. 4

.,

. \ .
, . .

1
A. 'Finally, the htudeni will Come up with 'a final fipre of the initial capital

Students will lisi everything necessary,for the operation op.th4ir farm..

A

investment neceniary for his/her particular operatIon. ,) .
.".:,.

5. ': Students should compare lists and figureato see what enterprises/require the ....0
,

largest or the Smallest 'capital inv'estment.

r
. Have stodents make decisions on Which of the farming enterprises are going to /

be the st profitablJE, in this area of the state._
,

/)

RESOURCES:Real estate agency, agricultural lendinkagencY, Ansurance agent, farmr ,
.-equipment dealer, building4coniractor..

EOLLOWP ACTIVITIES:

, 9 8

ca 98
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: .9- 12

SUBJECT: Agriculture

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Importance of Farm Safety (Careers in Farming)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT dBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand th4 everyone is responsible for his/her own actions.
2

Attitudes & ApPreciations.

To develop.healthy work habits.

Social Awareness.

. To understand that.all jobs are dependent 9,pn other jobs.

Y- ACTIVITIES:

14.

s.

14.

1. Students will become familianwith three basic types of farm safety: '.

(1) Mechanical.safety, (2) Basic shop-Afety, (3) Electrical safety.

2. InvAe a fire marshal in 4o talk to students on the importance of
fire prevention and how to prevent fires..

3. Take field trips (1) to ob.;erve*a hazardoub farm'shop, and .(?) a saie farm shop,'

4. Take a field trip and let a local farmer demonstrate the safe operation of
farm machinery.

5. Invite a person familiar with OSHA to talk to classes on fhe occupational
,safety and health act as it pertains to the farm.

-F> .

RfkSOURCES:Locallfire marshall, local farmer, OSHA expert

. 4

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

a

9 9
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SUBJECT: Agriculture

EDUCATIONAL CONcEPT: Maintenhnce of Farm Machinery (careers tri Farming)
.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:.

Self Knowledge

To-understand that individuals differ in their abilAies, attitudeth and avirations.

Attitudes. & Appreciations
.

To appreciate all forms of work and to .recognize the dignity of all jobs. -

Decision Making

(
All decision'made have a cauge and effect.

Educational Awarenesst

To aOquire the basiC skills and habits found in the working world.

Economic Awareness

To realize that technological progre'ss changes, eliminates, and creates work

ACTIVITIES:

w

1. Students will.be able to perform the:following maintenance

a) tractor tune-up
b) change oil and oil filter on

4 c) service tractor trantimission
d)_ fully lubricate tractor

tractor

1ocal farm machinery dealer to discuss careers Available in this
?

local farmer in to discuss his/her machinery management.

4. Students w 11 make tIle proper adjuitments prior ta use on the following machines:

a) combine :

b) hay baler
c) sprayer
,i)' cdtton picker

1

41 .

..lidents will draw plans of proper storage facilithS for fard m chinery and,
ablg to discuss their advantages to the farmer.

KESOUROES: .
SA

Local farm machinery dealer, a local farmer, farmer to provide machinery
for students to work on.

A

FOLLOW-UP.ACTIVITIES:

1 W
100
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GRADES 9-12
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

a

'1)

1 0 1

.1
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GRADE oR IGE UNIT: 9-12

SUBJECT: Physical Education

IDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:. Hospitality and Receation-: Leiure Time /

ELVENTS PND ELEMENT OBJECTIV'ES:

Self Knowl;edge
To bie aware Of individual capabjlitigs and.limitations.

Career Awareness
To know that much of on'e's total life routine is organized around the work one does.

o

ACTIVITIES:

After the following activities students will be able to describe reasons for the need
to make wise decisions in planning.use of leisure time for his/her life style.

1. Class discussion to define leisure time and recreation.
.1

2. In differer...t-ifAups, a chart will be made showing ways people of different age levels
and socio-economtc background spend their leisure time and why.

3. Each group will Identify and work on skills of a physical fitness program suitable
for their group.

k

4. Speaker. -

RESOURCES: Physical fitness books from library and
Speaker who has had weight problgm or heart

good physical health.

t/

artmeht of Education.
ck to speak on importance of

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Students will be able to list or verbally describe what dtctates
the c oice each makes in choOsing the way leisure time is spent.

102

103
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GRADE O R I GE 9-12

SUBJECT: Physie.il Education,

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Possible careers in P.E. and athletics fofficlating)

ELEtENTS AND ELDENT rIBJECTIVES:
_ .

Decision Making
To recognize that all decieions have a cause and effect

Social Awareness
; To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own actions.

a

t. Schedule, a representative of the High School Officials Association to come
.in and speak.to all P.E. classes, He/she should speak on the following topics:

a) How to become an offici,l
0 The economic values 1eing an official
c) The responsibilities o eing an official
d) The problems of being_àLpffical

Give a short rules-course on the sport which is in season (fall-foOtball,
soccer; winter-basketball and wrestling; spring-baseball).

3. After.the rules course, let each student have a chance td officiate a regulation
game of the sport which is in season at that time. Class size will determine how
much time each student will spend officiating.

RESOURCES :
tibrarY materials giving the,rules of different sports,. People In the

commUnityyho are 'tertified officals.
t,

FOLLOW-GP ACTIVITIES: this activity can, be done for all sports during the, year-
both boys and girls.

I

104 (
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GRADE OR 1GE UNIT: 9-12

,SUBJECT: Physical.EdUcation

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: DeveloPment of a plen for leisure time activities in the community
for the individual and family'. C

.

ELE1:1E1ITS-NiD .ELEIT

Attitudes and Appreci tions
To understand the importance of each individual in the function of ,the home/

family unit as well as the school or social setting.

Career Awareness
To know that much of one's tot61 life routine is organized around the work

one does.

1.. Each student will interview.a worker or workers in an occupationto,fiid out
what each does for recreation.

2. A student group will write a letter to the County Parks and Recreation Committee
to get information abOqt activities offered to peopl-e of all ages in the
community.

4

Resource Speakers- see"Resources" below

4. Each student will,discuss leisure time activities with his/her family and
plan a weeks individual and family cecre-ation program.

RESOURCES:
YMCA. YWCA, 4H, Girl Scoutss Boy Scbuts, etc.

FOLLOW"UP ACTIVITIES: Development of a plan for self and family on how leisure time
could be spent in at,leest two ways in the cohmunity. 0

105
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GRADE OR IGE 9-12
.

,- SUBJECT: Physical Education-

A

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Leisure Time- Past, Present, Future

ELEtENTS AND ELETNT nBJECTIVES:

Career AwareneSs *
. To know that much of one's total life routine is organized around the' work

one does.

1

Divide class into groups to 'accomplish the following task..

1. Determine '6w much leisure time pioneers had and contrastait with the leisure
time their parents have today and the time thestudent may have in the future.
°What factors are involved in determining leisure 6me.

2. Describe how pioneers spent leisure time and hbw and why this has changed to
the present day. 11*

3. Make picture charts illustrating the leisure equipment of the past and contrast
these with the present equipment.

RESOURCES:

r

v

-2\

FOLLCV-UP ACTIVITIES: Students will,be able to 'describe similarities%nd differences in
the use of.leisure time past and present. Also the change in equipment and 'its im-
portance to safety.

_

41. 105
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RADE OR IGE UNIT: 9-12

SUBJECT: Physical Education

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT': Camping- New Pastime

ELEtENTS AND ELDENT.nBJECTIVES:

Attitudes and Appreciations
" To understandthe importance of each indfvidual 4n the

family unit as well as the school or social setting.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Discuss the new pastime of camping with the class.

2. Speaker

function Of the home/

A
3. In 04 group have students develop list describing the4dvantages and disadvantages

of camping.
,--

L

4. Have another group on an outline map of SC 189W-el state parks and list the,re-
creation activities of each.

-
Have another group locate Well known lakes in the state and the 'recreational
activities dt each. a

,

ae

RESOURCES CMateriali from Parks, Recreation 'and Tou4m°Depl*ent
Speaker- someone:cinvolved with camping equipment OkOscu -Inds% its use and its cost.

.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Each group will plan a vacation to a state park giving recreational
advantages and disadvantages and the approximate.,cost of camping versus motel etc.

!!:4111V
I 06
r
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' GRADE OR IGE U4IT: 9;12

SUBJEa:. Physical Education

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

'Ahoice
Health-Developmeht of a positive self concept as relatqd to career

ELETNTS.AND ELDENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making
. To understand that career development requires sequential series of cholces-.

Social Awareness

To 'Peali2e that an individuals work affects his/her total life style.

th

0

1. Invite a ptirsonnel counelov, psychOogist or industrial nurse to discuss 61e re-
,lationships betweep physical and mental health and'oqsdpational'stress.

2:* Have students 'survey'an occupaticinal interest and list self-needs in making their.
choice,4'

3 Have,stddents select and rank the needs involved in their career planning.

Have students intervieW workers as to work satisfactions and rewards as related
,t0 psychological needs:'

,

\
,

,%.,
..

q
:

RESOURCES: 'Speaker'to discu5s the rellonships between physical a-nd mental Realth
. .

. and occupational stress. ..
,

:

.
'

FOLLOW-Irl/CTIVITIESNStudents wil be abler to describe and relate
and psychological needs to tenative career plaris.

-

107
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GRADE. OR IGE UNIT: 9-12

SLeJECT: 4hysical Education'

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPI: Possible c.reers ir Phisical EduCation and kthletics (Sports Reporting)

ELEtENTS AND ELETNT'OVJECTIVES:

Educational Awarenegs

To recognize'And acknowledge the fact-that basic skills learned in school help pre-
pare for a life of work

./

1

S.

H. During fbotball season, show P.E. clalses one of football teams recent films.

2. 'Have students take brief notes as they watch the tilm.

3. For 'a'homework assignment,Thsing these notes have students wric4e.t news paper re ort on
this particular game%

4. ,Choose a few articles to be read in class:
t

6 RESOURCES: English teachers could b.e.consulted'for proof readirig,of articles.
,

FOLLCVHiP ACTIVITIES: ,

befone %the activity.

7

I.
.

A 'local" Sports ,r.eportet inay be invited -1k to theiclass'a.
108
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GRADE op IGE UNIT: 9-12,
)p

.

Physica01 Education"
. .

4.-
p

SLEJECT: 2.

JA
i

' r ,:v`, .re-.- , .

uamoNAL CONCEPT:" POSiblr? Eareers in physiCal 1:41Cat4on

- . ,

eir

r*

,

.'LLEENTS AND ELEMENT ORJECTI,VE:
,

and

2
,

Athletics (Statist.ics)

'-'4Sj

;,

. . m
. ' .

Ed14.0ionpl AWareness . 4. '.

...."To recognize and acknowledgerthe'fact thiat basi, skills leaped Lin school help
!preparb a student for a life ofwork -

. .
...

$1,

".1

,

1, Explain to students that in most sports\statistics are hept on gaMes,And this'is an
important part of sport.

2. Explain that people that keep statistics must have.a working knowl4e of math.

3. Using baseball as the sport. show how math is used in 'keeping statistqcs.

4, make up names and npmbers and have the claSs figure some basebanstatistics (battinp
averages, pitching per centages, earned ner averages etc,)

RESOURCE'S: Consult math,teachers for proper methods in figuring per centages.

fitiLCWUP
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Decfsion Makifig

Vb'

k

'GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

e
SLELIEI: Physical Education
/

e.

OP

9 - 12

EDUCATIONAL CONCEpT: .411.1.fe Style end Leisure Time.

r

. .1 .

LEM-Ws AND*ELEPEfiT flBJECTIMES:

a
To kflow:and practice the components of the decision making process.

E cutfoloic Awarenas .

To understand"the economic implications brOught about, when a career
decision s made:

(1.

.
1. Discuss how one's career,may effect the wffr: styIle of 4ying, i.e., work

atmosphere, friends, ricreations, etc. .

2. Have atudents research the various occupations they are interested in and list
'the leisure time and family life implications of each cicupation.

A

3. Stgdents will report characteristickof occupations such as earnings, work
scbedule, and physica,1 and mental,gxertion.

.

RESOURCES:

FOLLOW-UP ICTI\;ITIES:

students will be able to relate educational, occupational, family life and recreational
interest and decisions to a tentative life styli.

1

1 1 0
111



RADE C41100E"Lk4IT:,'

/
oudoECT:

9 - 12

:,

Physical Education
,

V
0

EDUCATIONAL GONCEPT: To make students dware,of leisure activities:Of
SeniOr Citizens 4
/ .

4

. i Attitudes & Appreciations
.

ELEMPUS AND'ELEMENT nBJEiTIVES: ,
----"

To understand the importancs,of,pactr individual in the Ltion of the
home/family unit as well As-The school or social setting.

,Ssfial Awareness

To ielate the similaitty between the order and strUcture of a school
enmironmegoto society.at large.

,

a
1. Invite communitY Senior Citizens Director to discuss adjustments after

reeirement4and_the need for recreational activities in their lives.

Croups will research,diffeient eYpes of recreational activities in which senior
citizens are able to participate.

. Croups will,develop Li su y form to give ts senior citizens in their family and
to community Senior Citizen Club. Survey will determine interest areas, skills,
abilities, and currerit recreational facilities for senior citizens as well ds

\other related information. eo.

4. 'Groups will develOp plAns f.ox-eogrbation and leisure time actil.fities for senior
citizens.

5. Each group will tist reCommendations for recreational facilities for die Se'hi,or
Citizens Club. '

RESOURCES :

4iF

Resource person: Community Senior Director or person connected with
senior citizen development

FOLL04-Up

Development of a pamphlet of recreational activities and possible recreational
facilities to'be presented tO Senior Citizens Club. This activity could be
also adapted to, or include persons in a nursing home,,hospital or shut-ins.

I 1 .1

112
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-GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

UWE .

EDUCATIONFaCNCEPT:

9.- 12

J.

Physical Edugation

possible careers'in P.E.,and athletica (grounds keepi0

ELBENTS ANIfiLEMENT !ItiECTIVES:

.Attitudes & Appreciations

/
1) To appretiate,all'fórms of work.

.72)^To recognize the dignitybinherent-in all jobs.

0
.

.!

A
,

ANL

1. During football seison, show the P.E. class the eqbipment ced in marking off
a football field. Also provide the clas's with a price list of the tquipment used.

Divide the class into 4 groups.
A

3. Three of the gioups w111 be assigned jobs to be done in marking off ihe playing
field.

4. Group #4 will take the price list given and calculate the coat of.marking off
the football field for one game.

t.

RESOURCES :

r-
I-OLLOW,UP ACTIVITIES:

This cao'be ddhe,for a baseball game also.

112
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GRADE OR IGt

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

.9 - 12

Physical EducatAon

. 0,
4.

Possible careers in P.E. and athletics (Statistician)

C.

ElltENTS AND ELENENT OBJECTIVESk

Ber
Educational Awareness

To' recognize the fact that bS ic skills'learned in school help prepare the
student for a aife of work.

)'
Career Awareness

, 4
To realize that ies.and interests may lead to a vocation.

.1

,.

."1CTIVITIES:

1. During a-football season ,haVe,students bring:in. a sports Tepott on any
football game.

2. In class, go.over the statistics bn the game given in the article (yardage
. - gained and lost passing percentage, rushing averages', etc.) Explain hoW,

statistics are kept and averages figurkf,'showing the use and importance of
good mathematics...

3. Show the film Of theuschool's most recent football gam'e and have each
student in the class figure the statistics'on the game.

sa

RESOURCES:
Math teachers may be Consulted for accurate results on the figuring of
averages and percentages.

StAistics may be kept on a television game and compare to those in the news'paper
. the next day.



GRADE OR' IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

9 - 12

0

Physical Education

11

.1

/EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Possible careers n Physical Education and Athletics.
(Sports writing and broadcasting)

ELEtENTS AND ELEMENTSOBJECTIVES:

Self Know1e414;;:.;

r.individual capabilities find limitations..-To 11

Educational 'Amaraneta'

di
, To realize that wet-kers need

Almost jobs..

Career Awareness ,

some kind

I.

special tisaining and knowledge

-.

To recognize that an indlvidual may He sufted fpr numerous different occupatpnti.
Ic-

. .

A."

;;CTIVITIES:

a. During a 'unit"an baaketball choose:2 teams pf 10 players'eachuse the liest.
,player in the class.)

2. 00de the remaining-students intp 2 equal groups, (each group will-represent
OA of -the teams.)

Have the 2 groupsimeet with their'teaims and write plaYersketches for each of.che
team members. (Each group Member'will have hisfher own player.skatch article
for his/her team.)

4., Kan a regulation gaime between the 24teams for- the ne ass period.

..5:
Before the game, using 2 tape real-dere, have a representa fram'each group
Introduce the teams, (Using the prepared player sketches.)

,

..
_

6., During the game, let the members of the 2 groups broadcast,the game into the tape
recorders, (each student should get a chance to partiCipate in the broadcasting.)

7. Play the tape to the entire clEess after the game '(this- may be thnext class period.)

RERCES.

11,44

,, ,

Flow-LIP AcTlyttlEs:

,If this works well with each class,..,switch the roles'ok tile groups (i.e.) let,the
players be the reporters and troadcAsters *and the other players '(the,quaIity of
play may not be as-high.)

114
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4*

- -0

-KESOURCES: ,

't
;"Doc" Stober - Wafford pol ge t:rainer, any therapeutic

in the athletic training rooM may be helpful..

GRADE OR IGE kr:

SUB:JECT:
41.

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

9 - 12

Physical Education

.
Possible careers in lhysical Educ'ation 'Trainer, Therapist

?ig

iipENT AND LLEftENT ObJECTIVES:

Self Knowlefte

To develop. self

"Decision Making

4

confidence in the pursuit of an antil.pa cartirer. '

9

To know and practice the components'OUthe deeihon making process.

I

Jo,

4
1. After

0
a unit onlithletic injuries - divide the class so that each student

has a partner. A

2. A'ssign each studqnt one of*the basic,injuries which have beeirdiscussed.

3. partners will. then give diagnosis and treatment for eath others fnjuries.

If taping or wrapping of the injury is necessary -stjdents 011 perform '1
' this on their partner.

Nit

a
.

t

FOLLOVi7UP ACTIVITIES: .

equipment

Iflacilities permit have students observe the, actiitiest in the athletic
trETtning.room before football practice.

r



GRAW OR IGE UNI1:

SUBJECT:

EDOCATIONAL CONCEPT:

9 - 12

Physic tcation

t

Possibl careers in physical Ovation coach

41.

ELDENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge -40
1

To understand that everyone is r sponsible for his/her owp actions.

Decision Making

To be able.'to cope With the conseq ences Of personal decisions.
I.

1.. During a unit on basketball, divide the class into apRrokimats4 teams of 8 pers.

'2. Set up a schedule which allows eaCh teaLti:Play a f raderies (4 days

3. ,Choose 2 players.per day to serve as coaqand assist t'coach for,their teams
(ais would inVOlve 8 people per day.) '4 A:.

in

4. Explain to caller p1a4rs that they'are ekpected to abide
their acting coach.

RESOURCES:

FOLL04-UP

1 1 ti,
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11. c
uRADE ORIGrLINIT:

SUBJECT

EDUCATIONAL CON P :

9- 12

Physical Education
ir

Possible careetsjilated to P.E. - Athletic Director

Qa

4 ELEtENTS ANP ELEPENT tECTIVCt:
k +

Educational Awareness

To recognize.and ackhOWledge' the-fact that basic skills learned in school
'help prepare a,student for a life of wor. .-

Career Awat4eness
' '":"-Irr

To realize that hobbles and interists may lead tel..e4oca.tion.

tek

.1)
/. Divide class into three groups to represent football,

2. Given a price list of equipment cost, travel expenst etc., each group will
.prepare a budget fog the year for each sports area.

ir
basketball, and

Alb

baseball.

RESOURCES :

-FOLLOW=UPATIVITIES-;

Upoh presentation.of budget to committee, each group is given a specific amount
to spend. Priorities will have to be determined given problem situatIons such as
replacement of worii out uniforMS lost-and destroyed equipment.

4P,

118
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GRADE OR IGE 1k4IT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL.: Ca 1CEPT:

1
A

9 - 12

Physical Education

Possible careers related to P. E. Athletic Director

(footbsll scheduling)

ELEtENTS AND ELENENT (INECTIVES:

Decision Making

To recog6 e thee decisions ma4e have a cause and effeci.

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the campietion of tasks.

egr

1.,-Divide class in groups of 8.

2. Assign each group a size andllassification (94y1a;s A-AA-AAA7AAAA)

3. Let the members of each group choose a team
nickname and a school name.

4. Explain.>at schools 91e same
classification are in the same conferenc

5. Have students make up n 11 game schedule with the rule that all Conference-

teams must be played. E Jut

RESOURCES :

FOLLCW-Ull ACTIVITIES:

1

I 1 8



.° 1

GRADE OR /GE-DNIT:

UBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

9

Physical Eeucation

Possible careers in Physical Education and Athletics
qh (Sports-photography)

ELEMENTS N1yELENT gWECTIVES:

CareEr Awareness

I" p
it

.3

To realize that hobbies and interepts may lead to a vocation,
) ,

o-

CTIVITIES: .

-

1. Turing a baeketball unit, divide thE class into 4 teams ( teams 1, 2, 3,,4)
2. Let team"1 and.2 pl0La regulation game. While 1 and 2 are playingi.lettteams3 and 4 take action-photos of the game. (Students can voluntarily bring camerasand share - film would be provided.)

). While teami 3 and 4 play
a'reguIation game, 1 and 2 will_take photos.

When stuggp
picture

/1
5. Use ph- otos to make bulletin board.\.

s' photos are retdrned, have

RESOURCES:
_

6ern write captions for their particular

Science department or art department may be consulted for properuse of cameras and proper
lighting (film may be developed by theSciencE Department lf possible.)

'

FoLLCf/F.UR. ACT
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GRADEOR IGE

L.

,

SUEJECT:

EDUIATIONAL CONCEPT:

4.

9 - 12 ,

Physical Fucati841

Development of an appreciation of recreational facilities
i.dthin the States

ELDENTS AND ELDENT rIBJECTIVES:

Decision Making
4

To 'know and practice the components the decision making process

social Awareness

-\To understand the approach needed to resolve personal conflict betwee one's

. individual and group,goals.
A

ATIVITIES:
)

1. Invite speaker from ttate Parks and Recreation Commission to di_scuss the
.

following: Facilities, cost, upkeep, patrolling and behavior in public recreational

areas o .

2. Have group make charts of current cost of familiar forms of recreation. Compare.

3. *Identify the conflict caused between students because of a recfeational activity.

Discuss and suggest, through activities, solutions to prevention or correction

of these problems:
a) Problems over rules
b) Fair play
c.) Discussion on judgement calls in games

4. Groups will choose a town in the State and write the Chamber of Commerce asking

about recreational facilities in'the area.

45. After repo rts on State facilities, each group'will decide on.a vlace for a

summer and winter vacation in the staee and estimate the cost of each.

6. Field trip to nearby State Park.

RESOURCES:
Speaker from State Parks and Recreation Commission, any pamphlets'and

other resource materials available from State Parks and Recreation
Commission, field trip to state park.

FOLLOW-UP 1CTIVITIES:

Each student will develop a plan for,4 family vacation that will considpr travel

distance, cost and other economic factors.

12.0
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2
GRADE' dR IGE UNIT: 10 th

SUBJECT: .

EIVCATIONAL. CONCEPT; ir por.t anc1- L 1-;

ELEMENTS AND ELEMNT OBJECTIVES:
. . ,

Self Rnowlqi,e

' To knoW that Ary indiviLtl,l can learn to -perTMo adequately and cajl contribute,
' :L N.ariety cf itut.,tions

ScAlial Awareness

-To understzqd the dee,'Ifor ccleiperatjon in thecompletion of tass

. '

ACTIVITIES:
0 -

, Select pairs of fruits, vegetables: two carrts, twn pritatoes, twF oranges, twoltapples,
etu. Remoye.the skin-or peel from one of eaci: puir. Let them Stand exposed tor-one
week suspended.from rod. Check what happened teARie peeled specirren in color and'
weight. Why?

ferent groups should do different phases of Clis experient.

RESOURCES:

Ring ds; string: scales to weigl; (before and'after).

10FOLLOw- ACTIVITIES:

4

±
r. .

Discussion of'flads eenling witk skin: .hermat,glog.y '(reenage skin problems in
particulat)...

122
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'GRADE OR IGE UNIT: lOtIf&llth
,

SUBJECT: Biology or CheMis'iry

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:,. -Cayeers in Biology and CheMistrY

/1,

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT.OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To be aware of indi capabilities.and limitations

Attitudes & Appreciations
To understand the need to make a meaningful career choice

Decision Making
To apply the decision making process to the study and selection of careers

EduCational Awareness
To know that tentative educational plank must be5;?ormulated in order tO arrive at

,certain goal 4 .

Social.Awareness
To realize that.= individual's work affects his standard of liwing

ACTIVITIES:

Careers scrambled letters puzzle. Film: .People Who Work in Science.. Crossword puzzle
, of 'careers related- to biology.

Reports on careers should include: Personal qualities needed for Job; Educational
requirements; working conditions; duties on the job; future outlook; earnings; working
hours; chances.'

) ,

Some of the activities could be done for extra credit.

o

RESOURCES:

Y\

Film: People Who Work in Science Gui&nce Association

4;)

Reference'Bpoks:-\Encyclopedia of Caieers and Vocational GUidance - Doubleday;,Occupa-
_,,

tional 0444 liandhnOk (Annual); U. S.. Dept. Labor: Dictionary of Occupational Titles;

FOLLOWUP ACtIVITIES: Guidance to Earning A Living: Cunninham and Reed

This would'be used at the beenning of the year, follow cp*Ey repeat at end allowling-'
students to make any selections they would like.

123
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GRADE OR 1GE UNIT: loth

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Genes

ELEMENTS AND LLHIENT uBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness
To be able to acceptIcriticism and direction to assume responsibility

ACTIVITIES:

Cut,a piece of decoyed apple or banana and place it into a glass jar. Put in a crumpled
er towel.' Place a paper funnel in,mouefi of jar. After several fruit flies have been

cap ured in the jar, remove the funnel and coveirthe jar opening with a cloth. In about

twp eks, adults have laid egg which become larva which becone adats.

Observe sexes (nale dark bane on end of abdomen) whi e asleep. Use a small wad of
cotton saturated with ether. After flies are asleep, pour on'a white.sheet of 'paper.
Use hand lens, separate males and females. Write ch racteristics of male and females.
Check eye color. Work quickly and accurately. Sf

g'14

RESaIRCES:

Jar: Apple or bknana, cotton, white paper, ether.

stvi

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:
ar,

1 2 4 .

127
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: Biology

0
EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Bacteria

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness
To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school help

'prepare a student for a.dlife of,work

ACTIVITIES:

Dissolve bouillon cube in unflavored gelatin; cover bbttoms of four containers with
agar mixture; put lids on% sterilize containers in top of a double boiler one hour;.-
when cooled and Hardened, open dishes; blow on one and touch another with dirty
fingers; replace lids, keep rims clean; keep in warm place several days; watch con-
tainers for growth; unnpened dishes is the control.

(

r RESOURCES:

Bouillon, unflavored gelatin, four tcp and bottom containers,_double boiler.
A \\

\

1( ,

Lab ail.6istant careers, nurse in\office swabbing throat iq culture.
\

FOL404-Up ACTIVITIES:

. 125
128
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r GRADE OR IGE UNIT: loth

: Biology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Bones (Minerals)

ELEMENTS AND,ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awarenese.c-
To realize that wotkers need some kind of special training and knowledge for most

. jobs

4.)

ACTIVITIES:

Clean.all muscle from a chicken bone. Put bone into.a covered jar of strong vinegar..
solution. Leave several days. Remove - find extremely flexible. Minerals'removed
by acid. Put milk in pan and heat until all 'evaporated, protein, fat, sugar and

.minetals will remain in bottom; continue to heat until only minerals left.

RESOURCES :

Chicken leg, vinegar, jar with lid.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:-

A knowledge of minerals necessary in many professions: Dietician, home economist,
.cook, etc.

1
126



&ADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Molds

r

-

ELEMENTS AND NT OBJECTIVES1

.4k I /-
To realize that society'IS dependent upon e work.of many.people

Social Awar6ess

ACTIVITIES:

Expose piece bread to air at least an hour; spores fall on; sprinkle lightly with
water and place in covered glass jai; put in warm, dark place for about a week;
bread mold will grow.

C

Dead flies in jar as above &put a week - water, mola.

Orange mold - penicillin will grow.

RE soqcEs :

Bread, dead fnes, two jars wtth caps, orange

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Economie'"importance both good and bad of molds. Careers involved (bakeries, fisheries,
medicine).

127
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: llth & 12th

Chemistry

4.

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Heat transfer by conduction, convection; radiation.

ELEMENTS AND:ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making k

To know that altentative career choice should be based on attitudes, values, and
.interests and.require indepth study

Educational Awareness
To underst-and that knowledge or skills which are transferable Vill.facilitatg

.retraining

0

ACTIVITIES:

Boiling water watch molecules move up (convection). Candle wax on different types
of metals connected to a central disc. Check raite,ef heat transfer (conduction).

Build a convection box from a wooden\ox, piece of glasb and two glass chimneys; (a)
turn box on one side and cut out two holes on the top side oyer which the Ohimneys
are placed. Substitute a piece of glass for tfie.sliding box cover. Place a lighted
candle inside the box under one hole. Slide the glass door closed; (b) Ignite a
dampened rolled Paper towel to cause it to smolder. Hold it.over the chimney which

-is_not over the candle.. Observe, the.path of smoke; (c) As air is heated, the molecules
move further away from eaph other, thug making the air lighter. The cold air is heavier
and moves into push the lighter warm air up.

Team from Clemson will conduct many experiments pith the students to allow them to design
and select materials f'or warm sleeping bag.

RESOURCES:
cr4

Dr. Robeft H. gaker, College of, Indistrial-Management 1 Textile Science, Clemson
University, Clemson, S. C. ,29631

FOLLCW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Check career ia output lor chdbical`engineering.

1,28
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GRADE oR IGE UNIT: loth

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCATIONAL CONCE ugs

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making
To recognlze.that all decisioqs made hate a cause and effect

Social Avareneis
To relate the similarity betweel.the Order and.structure of a schoOl environment

to society at large'

ACTIVITIES:

SLED Agents bring samplesCshow effects on mice.

Sociogram works well to see why so many young people look to their peer group for
decision making.

Film: Are,Drugs The Answer

RESOURCES :

SLED Agents available through County Sheriff's DepartmeQt; Sociogram can be designed;
Film from State Department.of Education - Audio Visual. \

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

129
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11ti: & 12th

SUBJECT: Chemistry

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Combustion (nonflammable clothes).

<

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

0

Educational Awareness
TO realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge for most

jobs
Etonomic Awareness

To be alert thatetechnological progress, change, eliminates and creates work

.0;

ACTIVITIES:

Burni/ candle to demonstrate heat evolution, light evolution and volatulization.
Burn Cotton flannel, then treated cotton fabric; team from Clemson.

1..

R SOURCES:

eacher dvs fundamentals and experiment with.,candle; after September 15 team from
emson. Write to: Professpr Frederick T. Si-mon, College of Industriag,Management
Techni91,Sciencer Clemson University, Clemson, 6. C. 29641. This team will give

,phort) lecture and then show experiment.

toLLOWUp ACTIVITIES:

,130
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GRADE OR IGEPNIT; 10th

SUBJECT: :141.11logy

-s

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Marine Biology

. ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES: E.

Career Awareneo
To realizelthat hobbieq and interests may lead to alvocation

ACTIVITIES:

After a daailed study of
UNDERSEA OASIS

marine life, show film:\ THE SEA - Shell Company -

Most local hobby shops will give you the names of some scuba divers who will coMe and
present tHeir observations as well as explain their gear.

Setting,up arid observinean aqurium is great for marine biology.

. RESOURCES:

Film: THE SEA from State Department of Education; Audio Ardsultal Library.

Film: UNDERSEA OASIS-=-She/1 Library - 450 North Meridian .St., Indianapolis, Indiana

46201
Hobby shops glad to recommend speakers.
FOLLOK-UP ACTIVITIES:
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: ,Biology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Eye (Rods, Cones, Blind Spot, Right-Eyed or Left-Eyed)

REMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations
To develop healthy work habits; (EG dependability and responsibili& in a viiiety

of settings)

.1;

ACTIVITIES:

Rods & cones function: ;.00k straight ahead; have someone hold a sheet of colored paper
at arms length out to hide of student; slowly swing arm forward until paper is directly
in froneof the eyes (should be able to see now; couldn't before)., (Rods in outer rim
of retina distinguish light and dark; cones in center of retina stimulated by color.)

Blind spot: put two small (1/8") dark squares on a sheet of light colored paper; hold
sheet at arms lelagth in front of fact; close right eye and stare at the right square,
bring paper slowly toward your eyes; at what point did left square appear; did it appear
when paper was moved closer; blind spot is point on retina where the oPtic nerve enters

_
attiVity.

Right-eyed, or Left-eyed: hold your finger out in front of you; line it up with some
object across the room; close your left eye; now open your left eye And close your
right; which time.did your.finger jump to the side; if finger stays lined'up with the
object when your right eye is open, you are right-eyed.

RESOURCES :

Construction paper, poster board.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

,1 32
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10tb.

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCATIONA(c6CEPT: Conservation of Topsoil.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Declsion MakinK
To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and effect

Bocial Awareness
To understarid'the need.for cooperation in the completion-of, tasks

OR.

ACTIVITIES:

Use many teams - all helping in some aspect.

Cut hole near rop rim of one Bile of each pan. Tape a piece of rubber tubing to
hole. Put layers of clay soil and sand mixture in each. Add top layer.of rich top-
'soil. Rest one end of each pan on a block of Wood to elevate it at a thirty degree
angle. The hose on the opposite end should be directed into.,a dish to collect water.
Imene pan.make rows across width of Pan and plant grain, (A,pan). In pecand pan
make raws the length of pan and plant grain, (B pan). Nothing planted in third, (C
pan). Use sprinkle can, pour exact amount of water (rain) over each. Measure._

each

amount of topsoil that leaves tube and settles in collecting dishes.

Illustrates contour farming best; up and down farming next (prevents erosion); and'
no erosion prevented.

RESOURCES :

Three aluminum,cake pans; rubber tubing; clay.soil..and sand mixture; topsoil;
,grain; dishes.

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:
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GRADE 00 IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Microbiology

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making,

To be competent in the verbal and written analysis of alternatives

9

ACTIVITIES:

Students bring their own container of pond water; microscopes, Well's slides, tooth
picks, powered methlene blue or congo red, methl cellulose. Draw at least six different
organism before and after addition,of blue or red (amount on end of toothpick per
100 ml water).. Write up the lab as carefully as possible.

RESOURCES:

FOLLOW`UP ACTIVITIES:

After'checking lab sheets, go over very carefully to allow e ch stude4:ko_ see exactly
what is meant by accurate observation.
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GRADE oR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCATIONAL,CCNCEPT: Lunga (Pollution) "

th*
!

ELEMENTS.AND.ELEWNT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To 0ow that the need for.security causes many workers to keep'the jobs tFey have
Career Awareness

'To realize that geographical locai'iTon determines the kind of work found therein
Economic Awaredeas

I .To recognize the financial and legal tools that go;Yern and protect the worker,

C.

ACTIVITIES:

Research newspapers for new legislation which is being proposed on Brown L'ung. (Textiles
important in our area)

Film: Air Pollution: Take a Deep Deadly Breath
To Clean the Air
Air Pollution

RESOURCES1.-

Newspapers, magazines, Legislators. Films from State Department of Education: Audio
Visual Library

FOLLOWUp ACTIVITIES:

Bulletin board on Brown Lung (Newspaper.and magazine articles around diag.ram ot lung):".*),
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUB4ECT: Biologc.

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Population Explosi9n

,0

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge.,
To learn that the individual Must lie adaptable'in a chariging society

Decision Makin&
. To know and practice the components of the,decisibn making process. Six steps

4,

ACTIVITIES:

Research population increases.for all major countries for the past ten years.

Film: Standing Room Only

Filve: Population Ecology'

Experiment on several mice using smaller and smaller cages. After several months,
operate on them. Many more ulceis in those of:smal er'cage.

RESOURCES :

Films from State Department of Education: Audio Visual; students get mice and build

)
small cages with screen. Book: 984 (outside reading). ,m

7 .

FOLLOW-UP.PCTIVITIES:

Write up-bbservation on mice; diScussion of the possibility of the book 1984 coining .

true, especially the limitation of families.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCAfIONAL CONCEPT: Pollution :(Land)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT'OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

Zo undar.stand that everyone is responsible for his/her own actions
Attitudes 6 Appreciations

To appreaiate all forms of work (ie to recognize the dignity inherent in all lobs)
. ,

ACTIVITIES:

Film: -The Garbage Explosion

Ir
St;nitary landfill speaker.

Discuss importance of garbage man.

Report on attempts to use garbage to make fuel.

RESOURCES:

Film; State Department of Education - Audio Visual; each county has landfill office
and wilAsend apeaker and slides; magazines and newspapers.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:
0

One day spent describing this country without gafbage men or sanitary landfills.

137.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECTi Biology /

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Classification

a

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT 06JECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be able to achieve anjnnate personal satisfaction in work (the job may be
school)

Social Awareness
To understand that personal'relationships with fellow workers are important tq

job satisfaction

ACTIVITIES:

Make'Fossils: Cement, s'and, wager, riMe-sanclatone. Pour into shallow Vox cover; juat
before it sets, press leaf, etc. into surface. of the mixture; allow mixture to harden.

\Push modeling clay.into.shallow.cardboard box; smooth surface; different parts of
organic objects into clay, then remove them.; plaster of paris andwater to the con-
sisteny of'thick soup; pour into clay and let set; remove cardboard box and clay.
Fossil imprint.

Slides diversity of animals and plants.

RESOURCES:

_4

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Outside report on visit to zoo or botanical garden on diversity of plants an animals.
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GRADE OR IGE NIT: 10th

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT.: Practical applic'ation'of botany.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To learn. Chat the indiVidual must be adaptable in.a cha socie'ty

Economic.Awareness

To understand that some workers produce goOdS while oth rs p oduce services

ACTIVITIES:

--Modern- farstee-wha-could-discuss-tte-types-of-sail, fertilizersl-nitrogencycle;--plants

which'grow iihich type,soil better; modern farm manhinery needed to increase yield,
how`farming tas,changed; Clemsdn University's help to ferns.

1111p,

If first not availelble, ane of the agriculture teachers could do the same.

RESOURCES:

Coynty Farm Agent. Clemson Extension Servide.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

3ci
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GRADE OR IGEIONIT: 10th

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Ecology (Turning to the Oceans)

F1 FMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations
To know that the ability to perceive the environment affects one's attitude toward

work

0

ACTIVITIES:

Reports: Study_of resourcesavailable from Ocean;.possible_food. which could,Be,derlvedi
possible ways of making water usuable.

Class report of what underwater city would be like. Include jobs on careers which
would be necessary.

Replica of t;nderwater,

4se

RESOURCES:

Books: Encyclopedia; Winthrop Home Economics (Agar flour, etc.). Good imagination
of students.

FOLL6W-OP ACTIVITIES:

Build a possible replica of an underwater city.
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0
GRADE OR Iut UNITk loth .

SUBJECT: Biology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Careers (Health)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBjECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations
To.develop self-confidence in the pdrsuit of an anticipated career chosen.

Attitudes & Appreciations

..,To learn to analyze working rolet according to advantages and disadvantages
Toecision Making

To apply the decision making process to the study and selection of careers
Economic Awareness

To know that most people spend their liveserving or in the service of otheTs

ACTIVITIES:

Students who are interested in some area of medicine could tour a Health Career section
of a technical school. C,

1

Individual counseling.

Arrange tours of hospital in smaller groups one day. More counseling.

Placement in area of greatest interest in hospital or doctor's office pharmacy,
X-ray, physical therapy, pediatrics and pediatrician's.office, microbiology, hemotology.

Students are made aware they are responsible for all work in the classes they miss.
0

RESOURCES:

Health Careers of Technical School; Education Director of a local hospital; a pedia-
trician.

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:'

Each student writes a summary.

141
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: '10th

SUBJECT:. World HistOry

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: The ways fn which we have been influenced by other places.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To know that every indfvidual Can learn to perfdrm adequately and can contribute in a
variety of situations

Attitudes & Appreciatidns
To understand the impor ance Of each individual in the ftinction of the home/fmnily unit

as well as the sch f and-social setting ,

Career Awareness
4 'Y

- To realize that geogra hictil location determines the kinds of work found therein
Social Awareness

To appreciate the fact that customS, traditions, and attitudes of society affect the
world of work 0

ACTIVITIES:
_

Have the students make'a list of. all the places they have studied in World History that
has'had a visible impact an'the United States or South Carolina. Example: New Orleans
and Biltmore HouSe.

Have each student tell the elass'what h'e/she knows about the place's listed,

Have each write a'synoP'sis to plece in a notebook.

RESOURCES:

, Books, PeoPle, Travel, Mediac

FOLLOW7U0 ACTIVITIES:

Each student can compare knowledge of these places andjohs related to these places and
people.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: World History
e

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Pro4ecti*ps into the Future

ELEMENTS AND ELEMNT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To learn that the individual must be adaptable in a changing society

.Attitudes & Appreciations
To realize that work means different things to different individuals

Decision Making
To possess self:knowledge when making realistic life choices

Echicational Awareness
I To acquire the basic s10.11s and habits found in the working world

To understand that knowledge or skills which are transferable will facilitate retrain-
ing

Career Awareness
To know that vocational choice is determined by social, individual, and economic

factors, each of which may operate independently on an individual
To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people

Economic Awareness
To identify within the home units what is available, neededowanted, luxury

ACTIVITIES:

e-ach----g rudent-; Ayr-ma-cc;r e res -are je ct-his /he r--itle a-as--to--what lif e---
will be like in his/her specific area at some point in the future.

Have each write or draw his/her projection.

These projections are shown or read aloud by the student and put on display to
"loan library" for the students to check out to read or to look at leisurely.

4%.

RESOURCES

library materials, museums

FoLLOd -UP ACTIVITIES:

become a

Class discussions; encourage a reading program, discussion of what jobs people will hold
in the future.

1 4 -1
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: World History

----EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: To study how:clothing styles have changed with changing times.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:
1

Attitudes & Apprectitions
, To understand 44e relationship between occupations and their changes
Decision Making

To recogniZe thst All decisions made have a cause and an effect
f Educational*Awarenets ,

To realize that:workers need some kind of special training and knowledge for most
jobs

Career Awareness' -!,e;

' To know the io's necessary to maintain the community
Social Awareness

To appreciate 4iefact thatc,customs, traditions and attitudes of society affect the
world of w kt

Economic Awareness 1
To be alert that technological progress, changes, eliminates and creates change

ACTIVITIES:

--Eaveeachstude0t,sele4t- a time..period...ancLa_clothing..style_toresearch.

Have each student' provide and model higiner own costume for class viewing or draw charts
of the clothi*Styles.

Have each styl$ of clothing discussed by color and material available.

Have each style evaluated to determine whether this style aided or hampered the wearer
in'his/her lifesty/e and job.

1

RESOURCES:

library materials, museums, individual collections

, FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Modeling in the school and,in the community for clubs, etc., or a talk-discussion before

, interested groups. A discussion of jobs related to the process of making clothing from the;
farmer or chemist to the seamstress and designer.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: World History

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: To compare architectual designs of houses (buildings) in different
time periods.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To help match an individual's abilities and interests with the skills and process needed

in the world of work
Attitudes & Appreciations -

TO know that the ability to perceive the environment affects one's attitudes toward
work

Decision Makinli,

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect
Educational Awareness

To realize that wdrkers need some kind of special training and knowltdge for most jobs
Career Awareness

To know that jobs necessary to maintain the community
Social Awareness

To_realize that an individual's work affects his standard of living
Economic Awarent'As

To understand the.proFess of "and relationship between production and distribution of
godds.and services

ACTIVITIES:

student_sele ct..a f erent peri od to research _the_ type . and. styling of homes
lived in by the wealthy and the average person.

Have pictures of each _drawn or copied.

Have the student show his/her home to the class, and describd it as to materials and size
and design. (Interiors can also be illustrated or described if deSired.)

Have the class discuss the different or simi/dr designs (styles).

Also, the class can uestion'the student about the way in which the house was constructed
and compare it with today's construction methods and costs.

RESOURCES:

library materials, museums, individual and public buildings, architect associations,
builders associations

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Public buildings could be illustrated and discussed. The same procedure can he used for
art, music, sculpture, and other possibly prOgressive items.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT:. World History

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPTi To study how careers affect patterns of living.

ELEMENTS AND'ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To help match an individual's abilities and interests with the sjcills and process
needed in the world of-work

Attitudes & Appreciations"
To realize!"taat work means different things to different individuals

Decision Making
To possess selfknowledge when making realistic life Choices

Educational Awareness

To know that ten'tative educational plans must be formulated in order to arrive at a
certain goal

Career Awarenesa

To realize that occUpatiOns'are 'ranke4acCording to duties, difficulty in obtaining
the job, rewards nne.gets from the occupation, and social.prestige

Social Awareness

To realize that an-individual's work affecta:his/her standard of livini
Economic Awareness ,

To" understand the econoMiC implications brought about when a career decision is made

ACTIVITIES: .
Have each student select a different career in the same time period and country of
world.

the.",

"Haire each student research the'career and the living standard (and quality of life) for
a person in that "station" of life or career.

Have each student report his/her findings to the class.

The class together talks about and"cOmpares tAt different careers and their life style
in that time period with what he/she knows about those same or similar life styles'and
careers today.

RESOURCES i

library materials

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Class discussion; make charts; compare to modern times or to different countries.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: Varriegs E'orN,),

'14

-

EDUCAT I qeONCEPT:

A
4

*Oth

J.

4?; .7*.

k

. 2r

Learning about,life in ancient times.

a

41 LEM AND rLEMENT OBJECTrVES:

Self Kn.^ ed e
To kn w that every individUal can learn

9 va ety of situations
Attitudes reeiations

To kno at the ah,lity to perceive the environment a'ffects one's attitudes toward
work

Educational Awarenesa
'To know that school is a job which requires certain basic skills for success

Career AWareness
To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation

,Social Awareness

To appreciate the'fact.that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society affect the
world of work

. '

to perforM adequately and can contribute in a

ACTIVITIES:

Have each student select topic-that interest.p.hi /her about ancient,Egyptian life.

Have the students research for more information in the library. ,

Apve each draw, write, or make a description .of his/her search of Egyptian life.

Have each student put,his/her picture or model on display after explaining it ta the
class.

Head the written reports to the class,
. 4

The class decides on a cOmgosite picture of Egyptian life and careers.

*f .

RESOURCES:

books nnd magazines in the sthool library.'

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

All students discuss each student's work. The same procedure can be used for any country
or time period.

0
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GRADE 'CR 1GE UNIT: 10th

SUBJECT: 'World Geography

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Similarities in the world's topography%

'ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To know that every ihdividual can learn to perform adequately and can contribute in
i a variety of situations

Attitudes & Appreciations
To know that the ability to perceive the environment affects one's attitudes toward

work
Decision Making

, To be able to cope wiih the consequendes of ersonal decisions
Educational Awareness

To acquire the basic skills and habits found in the working world
Career Awareniss

To iealize that geographical locations determines the kinds of work found therein
Social Awareness

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions and attitudes of society affect the
world of work

Economic Awareness
To apply knowledge of economic responsibilities to career decisions

Have-each child make a scrapbook of the topography of certain areas in the United States
(or South Carolina).

Have each child.on the opposite page to their U. S. or S. C. picture.: place a picture of
similar topography from another part of the world.

Each scrapbook is to be placed on display:and used ;s a source reference in clags studieh
of world topographys

Have the students discuss the-jobs related to map making.

RESOURCES:

magazines, newspapers, etc., and calendars

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:.

For later use in the classroom or in the library.

149
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10th

.SUBJECT:- World Geography

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: A study of the idteltdependency'of nations.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making
To .uoderstaid tWat career develOpment requires sequential series'of choices

Educational Awareness
_To realize that workers needsoute kind of special training and knowledge for most

jobs
To acquire the baSic skills found in the working world

Career AwarenesS.
To compare and contrast local jobs to national and international jobs

'Social Awareness
To iealize that society is dependent upon the work of maey,people

Economic Awareness
to bevalert that technological progress changes, eliminates, and creates work

ACTIVITIES:

The students, who are using world political-physical maps, are asked to locate the dif-
ferent 0.aces in the world from which we purchasejroducts that (a) go on our tables as
food; (b) are used in making automobiles; (c) are used in making aluminum.

They are to show how each is transported into the,United States.
-

Have students list the different jobs that are relatedto the products. raw materials)
and the finished product as well as the transportation jobs.

RESOURCES:

library materials, government economic reports
.

FoLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Displays and a comparisons chart.
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GRADE oR IGE UNIT: loth

)/PSUBJELA: World Geography

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: ,A study_df different projections used In looking at our
wOrld on maps.

ELEMENTS AliD ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Sel Knowledge

To become better able to achieve an innate.personal sitisfactilgin work
titudes & Appreciations

.

To understand the importanceof each.individual in the function of the home/family.
unit.as'well As the school.oesocial setting.

Decision Making

To understand that career 'development requiies.sequentpl series of 'choices
Educatfonal Awareness

To understand that specialization skills lead to interdependency of Sobs

ACTIVITIES:

Divide the class into groups. gb

Have each group study the different mael projections from global to frat projections.

s

'Have each group decide which tYpe they would-like to make and the materials they would
like to use..

Each group makes a map.

Have 'one person from each group explain to ihe class how'.,they made thefr map and the
material. used.

Have the cl discuss the people who are Anvolved.inmap maiing.
a

RESOURCES

rnaps and atlas

FOLLOWAJP ACTIVITIES:

gap displays in the media center.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9th

SUBJECT: 'civics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: A study of the development patternsof a town (or area).

ELEMENTS AND EIIMENT NJECTIVES: .

*.

Self Knowledge
.%

To know thaethe need for security causes many workers to keep the jobs they have
To help match an individual abilities and interests with the skills ahd process

needed in the world of work
Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the need to. make a meaningful career 'choice
Decision Making

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and effect
Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need some kind of special 1çaining and knowledge for most
jobs

Career Awareness
To realize that because of labor market demands som people must take jobs that are

aVailable rather than being ableato choose their vocations
Social Awareness

To realize that an individual's work affects his standard of living
Economic 'Awareness

To understand :he system of exctionge of goods and,service

ACTIVITIES:4

Ask the studens to draw a map of the local community. On the map they are to indtcate

the . growth patterns in pdOulation, family housing and industrial growth the:past ten

to b fifteen years.

Have them make'a chrt showing population increase.

.,Have them make a graph ,showin.e., variouailives of family dwellings available.

Have them make a graph indicating'the major types of industries t,hat-have been constructed

or developed.

Have each write a report (or-in groups) indicating the types of jobs made available tt;rough

these jobs and the type of educational training necessary for each.

RESOURCES:

Chamber of Commerce, City Hall, Trade Unions, Professtonal Associations

FOLLOwUP ACTIVITIES:

V
Library reference and class reference. P.T.A.'s
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GRADE OR IGt UNIT: 9th

SUBJECT: civic::

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Learning about people with liberty.

ELEMENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations

Attitudes & Appreciations 4

To understand the importance of each individual in the function of the home/family
unit as well as the school or social setting

Decision Making
To be able to cope with the consequences of personal'decisions

Educational Awareness
To learn that human relations skills are 'as necessary as computational skill

Career Awareness
j, TO know that much of one's total lift routine is organized around the work one does
:Satial Awareness .

To- understand 614 need for cooperatibn in the completion of tasks
Economic Awareness

To understand the system of exchange of goods and services

sr.

ACTIVITIES:

Have each student write his/her own story of how life would be if he/she had to live
completely alone. These stories -are discussed in class. Have each studultadd one
person (or more) to his/her story and depict how his/her life would be changed by
having another person with him/her. The class compiles a list of changes.

RESOURCES:

His own life and his obse'rvations about life.

F1LLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Cla.ss discussiou about people, their jobs, as related to liberty and freedom.
%
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GRADE'OR IGE UNIT: 9th

SUBJECT: civics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Learning to fill in a siMple Federal (State) Tax Form.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible for his own actions
Attitudes & Appreciations

To realize that work means different things to different individuals
Decision Making

To be. able to cope with the consequence of personal decisiods
Educational Awareness

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school help
.prepare a student for a life of work

Career Awareness
To relate home anA school jobs to community function

Social Awareness
To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks

Economic Awareness
To develop'the concept of financialmanagement

ACTIVITIES:

Give each student a tax booklet (guide) and a tax form, one for a rough draft and one to
complete in its final form. The teacher goes through the procedure with the class explain-
ing the Federal - State tax form. Have each student then select the size of his/her
family and his/her income. He/she continues to work with his/her version of his/her
income taxes as a head-of-household person. Each student may also figure from the
standpoint of a single person.

RESOURCES:

Secure tax materials from the Government (Federal 'and State). The teacher.

FOLL04-UP ACTIVITIES:

Discussion - the current tax system and the people who have jObs performing ,this task.

1
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9th

SUBJECT: Civics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Learning on what basis one selects a candidate.

ELEMENTS AND ELEITNT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge.
To be aware of

Decision Making
To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect

Educational Awareness
To realize that workers need some kind of specil training and knowledge for most

jobs
Career Awareness

To know that work organizations are human organizations
Social Awareness

To understand that all jobs are dependent-upon other jobs

indiv±dual CaPabilities and.limitations

ACTIVITIES:

-Arrange for the students to read about and listen to political candidates during an
election campaign. 'Have each student keep a notebook of the issues of each candidate.

The students'can rOle play the candidates, using their. issues in debate or.discussions
and public speeches to the "public." Non-roleplaying students can make posters to display
during the campaign.

The students vote for the most convincing candidate who thereby is elected to the office.

SOURCES:

materials; national materials; news media

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Discussion; what person makes the best candidate? What qualities are needed? Can a

person be job trained for this position?

1 5,5
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GRADE OR:IGE UNIT: ,9,0.:

SUBJECT: civics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Bank Accounts and Check Writing; Learning to have a bank account.

.ELEMENTS AND,ELEMENT.OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge *

, To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own actions
Decision Making

.To apply the clecision making process to home and social problems
Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need some
jobs

Career Awareness
To know the jobs necessary to maintain the mmuniiy

Social Awareness
To understand'that all jobs are dependent up bther jobs

Economic Awareness
To develop the" concept of financial. management

- "
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-GRADE oR IGE UNIT:

Ok.

12th (or 9th grade Civics)

SUBJECT: Comparative Government,

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Learning how a hiid proceeds through Congress.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVE: -4

Self Knowledge

To feel the dignity of self as an individual on an individual basis as well as in
a kroup

Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the importance of each individual in the function of the home/family
unit as well as the school or social setting

Decision gaking.

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and effect
To be competent in the verbal and written tnalysis of alternatives

Educational Awareness
To learn that human relation skills are as necessary as computational skills

Career Awareness

To relate the jobs of school and home to community functions
Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks
Economic Awareness

To comprehend certain basic princOles of our economy like capitalism, supply and
demand, taxes, and money exchange

ACTIVITIES:

Have the student study the procedure that is used in the U. . Congress. Have the stu-
'dents organize their own Congress including committees anCsub-committees.

Divide the students into groups to write representative type bills that'would be of the
kind that could be introduced into the House and into the Senate. Each bill must deal
with a different subject or category. The students in their writing use sample bills
to help, but the bills are not actually couched in legal language. With the completion
of the writing of the bills, the Congress is ready to convene and the bill begins its
route through the Congress to its own special destiny.

A bill's route - introduction; referred to committ.ee, prinled, numbered; committee action
(public hearing, amend or rewrite, prepare a report); bill placed on House calendar; Rules
Committee acts on the bill; bill brought to the floor, discussed, voted on second and third
reading; bill signed by Speaker and sent to other :icusefor similar action; goes to the
President.

.11

RESOURCES:

texts, sample bills, Congressional Record, A manual on parliamentary procedure.

FOLLO4 -UP ACTIVITIES:

Usually the completed work displaces any necessary follow-up, but on occasion, the idea
may be pasted on to higher authorities and eventually utilized. Student discussion of the
procedures. .
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Comparative Government

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: To learn about courthouse activities.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES.:

Self Knowledge
To know that every individual can learn to perform adequately and can contribute in

a variety of situation's
To become able to achieve,an innate personal satisfaction in work

Attitudes E. Appreciations -

To understand the importance of each individual in the function of the home/family
unit as mell as the school or social setting

To learn to analyze working roles according to advantages and disadvantages
Decision Making

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and effect
Educational Awareness

To learn that human relations skill are as necessary as computational skills
Career Awareness

To know that much of one's total liferoutirie is organized around the work one doeS.
Social Awareness

To realize that society.is dependent upon the work of many people
Economic Awareness

To understand that some morkers produce goods while others produce services

ACTIVITIES:

Arrange with Courthouse personnel to bring the students to too and to witness a trial.
Arrange for transportation, transportation costs, and permission slips. The students
select the lunch site and the type of lunch they prefer.

Have the students study courtroom procedure, personnel, terminology and a map of the
physical layout of the room. The student is alerted as to the specifics he should look
for.

The students who are unregistered and 18 may be registered while touridg the Courthouse.
All students watch this procedure by the members in the Registrar's Office.

The students are shown into the,courtroom by the Bailiff and are welcomed by the Judge.
The action begins.

The class discusses the overall experience and evaluates their trip.

RESOURCES;

The Courthouse and systed.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:,

Mock trial; a disoossion of the careers involved in Courthouse work.'
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12th

SUBJECT: Compafative (.;overnment

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: A mock trial (usually Criminal).

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own actions
, To learn that ehe individual must be adaptable in a changing society,
Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the importance of each individual in the fundtion of the home/family
unit as well as the school or social setting

Decision Making

To possess. selfknowledge *when making realistic life choices
Educational Awarenesa

'J To realize that-aorkers need some kineof special training and knowledge for most
jobs

Career Awareness

To relate home and school jobs to community functions
Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation of tasks
Econondc Awareness

To recognize the financial and legal tools that govern and protect the worker

ACTIVITIES:

Divide the class into the positions and groups necessary fbr a physical trial. Prepare
proper attire for those involved in various positions of authority and activity. Set
the circumstances of the law violation (crime). (Limitations must be included.) The
"prosecution" and "defense" create-within these guidelines their courtroom strategy.
Physical evidence of the crime is created by the students. Witnesses are procured.
testimony is taken into account and coordinated with the physical evidence. The
prosecution and defense have limited'access to .the other. Arrange the'classroom's
physical setting. When ready, the trial begins. Trial procedure, witnesses, testimony,
evidence submitted, the Judge's change to the jury and the jury reaches a verdict. The
verdict is announced. Judge may sentence if found guilty.

RESOURCES:

reading related literature; observe a trial at the Courthouse

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Discussion; the media vs. the real courttoom procedures; would you like to be an attorney,
Judge?
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GRADE OR'IGE UNIT 12tfi

SUBJECT: Comparative Government

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

*-)

Writing a Constitution: an appreciation of the U. S. Constitution
in development, form and structure.'

Vb.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To feel the dignity of self on an indliddual basis as: well as in groups

Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance of a cooperative spirie
Decision Making

-

To know and practice the components of the decision making process: 1-6 1
To possess selfknowledge when making realistic life choices

Educational Awareness .
To learn that human relations skills are as necessary as computational skills

Career Awareness
To know that work organizations are human organizations

Social Awareness
, To relate the similarity between the order and structure of a school environment

to society at large
Economic Awareness

To recognize the financial and legal tools that govern and protect the worker
To comprehend certain basicJprinciples of our economy like capitalism, supply

and demand, taxes, and money exchange

ACTIVITIES;

Have the students read the 'U. S. Constitution (and any other constitution, body of
laws, etc.).believed useful in your study. Have the students gather information about
our heritage from England, Colonial background that contributes to the actions and ideas
that became a part of the U. S. Constitution. Have the class decide upon the type of
government they (as a people) prefer. The students, as groups or as a whole, write
their own Constitution in accordance with-their structural preferences. The finished
Constitution, in whole or in part, must be voted upon by the whole class.

RESOURCES: tO

U. S. Constitution and related literature such as'the Federalist Papers.

FoLLOWUP ACTIVITIp:

Activate the Constitution to determine its operational qualities. Discuss the quality
and experience of the men'necessary to have formulate ....such a document.
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GRADE OWIGE UNIT: 12th

SUBJECT: Comparative Government

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: A simulation ok decision making by public officials: The President.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible for his own actions
Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance of a cooperative spirit
Decision Makin&

. To be able to cope with Ihe consequence of personal decisions
To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect
To know and Tractice the components of the decision making process: 1-6

Educational Awareness
To understand that speéialtzed skills lead to interdependency of jobs

Career Awareness

To realize that occupations are ranked according to duties, difficulty in obtaining
the job, rewards one gets from the occupation, and social prestige

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the comPletion of tasks
To understand that all jobs are dependent upon other jobs

Economic Awareness
0

To comprehend the tools of business

ACTIVITIES:

, Students study the authority,add responsibilities of the President (executive.branch),
the Department Heads (Cabinet), and the Natiorial Security Council, and assigned one
of these positions. Particular national and international problems are assigned for
the sttdents to determine from hisYher assigned vantage point (Ex. as a U. S. Sec. of
State) the U. S.'s relationship to this problem. The student tries to work out'a possi-
ble solution to the problem.

The President calls a cabinet or security meeting to recAve advice and possible solutions.
The students iiscuss and talk over the possibilities (before the'other class members who -

listen only).J The President evaluates this information and makes a decision.

The class witnessed each procedural step and the rationale behind eacgtkecision made.

The class advances their evaluation of those who particlyted in this role playing ,
situation.

RESOURCES :

texts and related literature; time-period cabinet studies; pictures of cur nt cabinet
persons; positions taken publically by cabinet persons and other high offic als.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

The entire class discusses the job of Elle department heads; the pro and con of the )

President's decision and his value jud ements based on hia restrictions nd limitations
of choices.

1 6 1
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12th

SUBJECT: Comparativi Government

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: A mock election of Presidential and Vice Presidential Candidates

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To learn that the individual mtiat be adaptable in a changing society

Attitudes & Appreciations 4 AI
To develop healthy work habits

( Decision Making
To recognize that all decisionS mede have a cause and an effect
To rectignize and accept others' decisions

Educational:Awareness
To-learn that human relatlons skills are as necessary as computational skills

Career Awareness
' To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerous different occupations

Social Awareness
To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks

Ecenomic Awareness
To cOmprehad certain basic principles of our economy like capitalism, supply and

, demand, taxes, and money exchange

ACTIVITIES:

Two cpmmittees are Chosen to select a name for their politicaf party, to write a pla
form, and to determine the major issues of this campaign. The claps nominates four
candidates as the Presidential and VicePresidential candidates from the two parties.

The students choose sides and work for their candidates, making .--ilacards, campaigning,
writing slogans and, in general, being original in helping their -candidates toward
victory.

The candidates make speeches before their classmates and nttempt to convert them to
their viewpoint. After the campaign has run its course, the ?dents vote. The victor
is.announced.

Victory celebration.

RESOURCES:

The students and their knowledge of camp gns; r6lated literature:

FOLLUd -UP ACTIVITIES:

Discussion of why one candidate is more favorably received than another (regardless of
qualifications for offiCe). What must be.contributed by people to put together a political
party, a convention, a campaign and a successful election.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12th

SUBJECT: Comparative Government

EDUCATIONAL UONCEPT: How sj Political Party's National Convention works with special
attention to Party philosophy, platform, and conventioh environ-
ment.,

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECT4VES:

Self Knowledge

To help matCh an individual's abilities and/interests with the .skills and procesShs
A

needed in the world ef work
Attitudes & Appreciations h

To recognize the vital importance of a cooperative spirit
Decision Making

To know that career decisions must correlate with one's goals in life
To possess self-knowledge when melang realistic life choices

EducationalwAwareness
To learn that human relations skills are as necessaty as computational skills

Career Awareness

Tn know.that mucti 'of one's total life routine is oranized around the work one does
Social Awareness

To understand the need for cdogeration in the completion of tasks
To relate the similaritY between the order and structure of a school environment

to society at large
To rea_lize that society is dependent upon the work of many people

Economic Awareness
To realize that society is dependent upon'the work of many people
Ta comprehend certain basic principles of. our ecOhomy like capitalism, supply and

demand, taxes, and money exchange

ACTIVITIES:

Have the students study the procedure-involved in a national convention including site
and delegate selection, watch filmstrips on the process and listen to taped conversations.
Have the students organize and structure their political part); and political convention
in accordance with what they have learned and the depth of their intentions and interests.
Have the class select its convention committees, convention leadership
(keynote speaker, chairman, etc.). Have the committee wo separately until ready.
Have the convention convene. The convention proceeds according to their organizational
and structqral plans. The students utilize music, placards, entertainment, and other
interesting co:vention type activities. The convention does its work (platform adoption,
candidates -ominated) and adjourns.

RESOURCES:

books, texts, filmstrips, convention Materils on convinion and political party subjects

J

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:
A

An evaluative discussion (of the activity) of the conventicin method of candidate and
platform selection. Suggest students work in a campaign for .a political party.
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT: 12th

SUBJECT: Comparative GoVernment
4.

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: A simulation of .election day poll activities by conducting' the
mechanics of student body elections.'

ELEMENTS ANDiELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To be aware of individUaLcapabilities and limitahons
To learn that the individual must be adaptable.in'a changing societir.

Attitudes & Appreciations
8

' To understand the importance of each individual in the function of the home/family
unit as well as the school or social setting

Decision Making
To be able to cope with the consequences of personal decisions
To recognize that all decisions made have a cause,and an effect

Educational Awareness

To recagnize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in Sehool help pre-'
pare a student for a life of work

Career Awareness
To know that work organizations are human organizations

Social Awareness
Tu understand the need for cooperation in ihe completion of tasks
To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people

ACTIVITIES:

The County's voting Machines are reserved through the County Board of Elections. Have
the students gather and study election laws, manuals on poll procedures, and voting
machine operation.

Have the students register each student in the stUdent body and issue heim/her a registra-
tion certificate (similar to real one) which he/she must present at the poll on student
election day. These are checked when the student votes and his/her name checked on the
poll's' list of names. (The same procedure is used in the run-off vdting which does normally
occur the next day.)

The physical polling place iS set up by the students under teacher direction. Have the
students use the mini-demonstrator unit to explain voting techniques to the students, who
are unfamiliar with the procedure. These students are usually the freshmen, transfers
and non-voters from preceeding years. Have the stUdents usher the voting students th'iough
the mechanics of voting and offer whatever help that is legal in a real situation.

Procedural problems, such as lost certificates, etc., are dealt with as closely to the
real-life -situation as possible by the students with the teadher's guidance.

.ESOURCES:

-county Regist'rar's Office (Board of Elections); Constitution;.Statemanuak?for elections
and voting machine operation; Sfate Constitution,

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Discussion of procedures, the excitement of public service, 'and how to improve the proce-
dure,s. In general, the reaction of the students who feel they haVe learned-how to
contribute a community service, the meaningful experience, and possible future coMmunity
and public service.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: llth & 12th

SUBJECT:. Psychology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Studying individual student concepts.

11

ELEMENTS AND ELDENT 'OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge'
49

To know the jobs necessary to uiintn the community
To realize that because of labor markt demand, some people Must take jobd that are

available, rather than being able to choose their vocation
Career Awareness

To understand the relationship between attitudes and vafues and different careers
Social Awareness

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions and attitudes.05O64piety affect the
world of work I

Economic Awareness

To recognize that all,decisions made have a cause and an effect

4

GiVe each student a numbered ink blot to interpret, or here students make their own.
Swap ink blots to different students for further interpretations. Have each student

° give his/her version oif the ink blot to t,he class. One student is asked o keep.a
listing of the different interpretations of each numbereid ink blot.

The teacher may give a "mote official" interpretation of the ink blots. Have eacH
student analyze his/her versions of the ink blots with the "mote" official interpre
tation.

4

RESOURCES:

booklets from book stores provided for this purpose with interpretations of the ink blots
.

FoLLow-Up Ac ES:

Interpretpp discussion.

1 6 5
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GLDE OR IGE UNIT: 11th & 12th

SUBJECT: PsyClology

,EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: 'A study of individual student concepts.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations
To develop a realistic self-perception of individual abilities as they relate to

career choices .

Attitudes,& ApPieCiatiohs-
To know tfiat ie ability to perceive thesenvironment affects one's attitude toward

Educational°AwIre'ness

To undersiand that knowledge or skills which are transferable will facflitat,9b
retraining

Career Awareness
To recognize that an individual may.be suited for numerous different occupations

Social Awareness
To be able to accept criticism and.direction to assume-responsibility

Economic Awarencos
To be able to cope with 'thee, consequence ff personal decisions
To recognize and, accept others' decisions

ACTIVITIES: '

Have each student obtain a sheet with a combination of squares, circles, half or
partially completed/finished geometrics design5. Have each student add to or leave
as is, or complete these designs. Each is free to do as he/she desires. Each is
checked by the teacher before any is analyzed before the class.

Have the student sheets placed before the class. Each pictlite is explained as to
meaning by the teacher who has the generalized key. Have the class discuss these
sheets from the standpoint oD,which shows artistic ability, imagination,,etc., and
what jobs would these people'be best qualified to fill.

RESOURCES:
-

Booklets prepared 'ecir this purpose may be purchased in book stores. Directions and
characterizations are Included.

FOLLOw-UP.ACTIVITIES:

Interpretative discussions.

%.1 1
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: Ilth & 12th

SUBJECT: psychology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Studying personality traits.

ELEMENTS AND'ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
.To develop a realistic selgperception of individual abilities as they relate to

career choices
.Attitudes & 4preciations

To realize that work means different things to different individuals
Educational Awareness

To know that tentative educational plans must be formulated in order to arrive at
certain goals

Career Awareness
. To know that much of one's total life routine is organized around the work he does
Social Awareness

To appreciate the fact that customs, t'raditions, and attitudes of society t;ffect
the'worn of work .

Economic Awareness
To show that career decisions must correlate with ont's.goals in life

ACTIVITIES:

Have each student select a figure from history, literature, or a current public figure.
The student-studies tiS much as is available to him/her of the person's individual personal
traits and character. Have the student determine the type of personality displayed by
her/his figure. Have each report his/her analysis to the class.

Have a class discussion On the findings of each student, comparing similar traits in their
figure. Were these pertonality traits helpful and in what ways to the person in their
accomplishments?

RESOURCES:

literature, history, public figures

FOLLOWUP PCTIVITIES:

Discus.sions of what personality traits seem necessary or are exhibited in some jobs.

1-67
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: -11th & 12,th

&OBJECT: Psychology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: what situations coupled with psychological.factors cause people
to behave in certain ways.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To understand that everyone is responsible for her own actions

Attitudes & Appreciations
4'. To Uhderstand the importance of each individual in the function of the home/family

unit as well as the school or social setting
Decision Making

To know that most people spend their lives serving or in,the service of others
Educatiorial Awareness -

To learn that human relation skills are as necessary as computational skills
Career Awareness

To understand the relationship between attitudes and values and different careers
Social Awareness
- To understand the approach needed to xesolve personal conflict between one's

individual and group goals
To relate the similarity between the order and structure of '43 school enviornment

to, society at large
'To be able to cope with the consequences ofpersonal decisions
To be knowledgAble about the flexibility,of career decisions

ACTIVITIES:

As a class the studen'ts suggest various current situations to be studied as a class or
in groups. As an example, the students could discuss and determine what psychological
factors produced these results in the 1960's and 1970's: ga) *nternational terrorist
groups; (b) those who threaten persons in leadership positions;'(c) those who hold

hostages In the comMission of a crime or riot. Have one student act as secretary_in
keeping these listir46. The lists would be compiled, each student obtaining a copy.
Discuss the lists as to what should be deleted or retained.

Discuss what types of jobs could these people conform in to make them contributing
members of society.

RESOURCES:

magazines, news media, psychology and scientific (professional) journals

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

)

1
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: Ilth & 12th

SUBJECT: Psycholog};

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: To determine-psychologically how illness affects a person.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVE$:

Self Knowledge
To feel the dignity of self on an individual basis as well as in groups
To know that every'individual can learn to perform adequately and can contribute

in a variety of situations
Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the importance of each individual in the function of the home/family
unit as well aPs the school or social setting

Decision Making

To apply knowledge of economic responsibilities to career decisions
Educational Awareness

To understand that specialization skills lead to interdependency of jobs
Career Awareness

To relate home and school jobs to community functions
To know that work organizations are hunan organizations

Social Awareness

To understand the need of cooperation 4 the completion of tasks
Economic Awareness -A 4

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect

ACTIVITIES:

Students volunteer to work with the aged, a shut-in, at a4ospital, Clinic, private home,
etc. The evaluative criteria is Aetermined by the student involved and the teacher. liktve

the:Atbdent observe the person for a predetepined length of time. Have the student write
a reArt (or present orally) to the class his/her observations. Have the class evaluate
and discuss his/her observations. Have the conclusions of the class evaluation and
discussion written in report form:

-

All reports from all student activities of observation are consolidated and compared for
generalized conclusions and similarity recognition.

Discuss with the class what jobs an ill Person could hold and would ill persons feel less
ill if they could work?

RESOURCES:

hospitals, clinics, a sick individual, a shut-in, current literature available on this
subject, professional journals

FoLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:
*

Report to the class for discussions, questions and evaluations.
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ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:4

Self'Kdowledge
To develbp a realistic .self7perCe5tonof individual abilile,s as the'rtlaie to

Carearchoice§ 2... :

To help match an individuaf's:,abilicievand interests with the skills and proces1§

needed in the world Cif work
Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance of a sooperative spirit
Educational Awareness

To recognize that there are many training channels directed
entry

Career Awareness
To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerous different occupations

Social Awareness
To be able to accept criticism and direction to assume respons4bility

Economic Awareness
To be able to cope with t, consequences of personal decisions
To recognize and accept 'OKer's decisions

,t3

toward every job'

ACTIVITIES*

Sudensjaer in groups to determine the actions an individual should take if he/she
chara&Irized as an introvert; extrovert; ambivert. The persons who are to role

play these positions are selected; the students decide upon and write thecscript for
the role playing students. The student before the class acts out his/her part for

the,students-to guess who is being characterized. Each student then writes a fellow

student's name on a paper and'describes that peTson's personality. The class tries

to guess who fits the description. The person Who has been guessed agrees or disagrees

with his/her personality description.

Have the class determine what jobs are best suited to the three categories.'

RESOURCES:

tOXi

FoLLOw-UP ACTIVITIES:

N on e contained in the activity:
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: llth & 12th

SUBJECT: Psychology
At

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Studying the psychology of a child (children).

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENNBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own acthons'

1 To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations
Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the importance of each indiv dual in the function of the home/family
- unit as well as the school or social set ing

Decision Making
To learn to re-evaluate a pripor decision'when new information is available

Educational Awareness
To learn that human relations skills are as necessary as computational skills

Social Awareness

To relate the similarity between the order and structure of,a school environment
to society at large

ACTIVITIES:

Arrange for e students to become aids for limited time period to an elementary teacher,
play schoO , or some other place where small children are grouped together. Have each
student decide what traits he/she will stu y in a specific child or a group of,children.,
The student will each day keep a record 1 his/her observations with comments. At the
end of the time period, the student det ines his/her conclusions.

4011tach student will make his/her report t'o the class. The class will ask questions of
the observer and discuss his/her report. The class determines what type of person is
best suited to-dealing with cbildren in various jobs.

RESOURCES:

The repource is any. bacWtround reading from'professional journals and texts; the real
resource is from within the community at large.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Observation reports and discussions.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: llth & 12th

SUBJECT: Psychology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Maze Psychology

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

.e

Self Knowledge
To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own actions
To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations

Decision Making
To be able to cope with the consequence; of personal decisions

Educational Awareness
To recognize that there are many training channels directed toward job entry

Social Awareness
fo understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks

ACTIVITIES:

Have several students design and build a maze from some heavy type material; with or
without movable (changeable) dividers. Each student is blindfolded and takes his/her
turn running With hig/her index finger through the maze. After each has his/her turn,
the class discusses their experiences.'

Have the.class discuss what kind of job you/d be suited to a person adept at finding
his/her way thrpugh the maze.

RESOURCES:

Students and fhe concept (eheory). of the maze.

FOLLN -UP ACTIVITIES:

Discuss the difficulty of the maze and related psychology.
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GRADES 9-12
MATH, GEOMETRY, ALGEBRA
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: lp or 11.

SUBJECT: Geometry

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Planning the construction of a bookcase

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To learn that the -individual must be adaptable in a changing society.

Decision Making

To possess self knowledge when making realistic life choices.

Educational Awareness

To know that school is a job which requires certain basIc.skills for success.

Career Awareness 400

To realize that hobbies and interests may,lead to a vocation.
,t

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

(Continued on Reverse Page)

ACTIVITIES:

1. Learn key words construction, scale drawing, measures, length (actual),
length (actual), length (scale), board feet, cost of materials

2. Have a carpentevor cabinet maker talkwith class.

3. Learn how to figure needs in bookcase.

4. Learn to.figure materials needed.

5. Learn to measure accurately.

6. Make a scale drawing of bookcase.

N.

RESOURCES: A carpenter, a cabinet maker, a person from a lumber company,
fildstrip (Scale Drawing); transparency (Scale Measurement)

TOLLOWUp ACTIVITIES%

Plan other constructions



Elements and Element Objectives Continued:

Economic Awareness

To be alert that technological progress changes, eliminates, and creates work.

180



I.
GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

10 or 11
.4

Geometry

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Sc,ale Drawing

ELEIENTaND ELBIENTEIBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible for his/he'r own actions:

4

Decision Makin"

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect. \

Educational Awareness

To know that school is a job which requires certain basic skills for succesg.

Career Awareness

To realize that hobbies and interests may lec to a vocation.

Sociaf Awareneas
1.0

To understand that 4_1 jobs are dependent upon other jobs.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Discuss the sizes different rooms shou14 be.
".

2. Diaw a house plan (use scale 1" . 4')

3. Learn key words: measurement, units of measure, lineaY units, square iinits,
scale measure, actual measure, ratio, proportion

. Talk about the needs of the family t.he house is for.

RESOURCES: Books: "Foundations of Mathematics"; "Modern General Mathematics";
"Mathematics in Daily Use"; a local contractor; house plan magazines;,
architect

FOLLOWUP ACTIVIfIES:

Draw plans for several types and size houses; evaluate your house plans after
hearing a contractor talk.

1 7 6
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4.

GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

9

Algebra I

4P

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Distance = Rate x Time

0

ELEMENTS AND ELEME-Nt OBJECTIVES:.

Decision Making

To posiess self knowledge when making realistic life choices.

Educational AWareness

To knoWat school is a job'which requires certain basic skills for success%

Career itt;eness

To know that much of one's total life routine is organized around the,work
one does.

Social Awareness

To know that society provides ewards for work.
1

ACT:4IT4ES:

1. Cearn key words: distance, rate, time, formula, equatipn, substitution, root

2. Study road maps.

3. .Talk about various methods of Cravel.

4: york problems.

RESOURCES maps, "Applied Business Mathematics7

4

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Work. more lerns. hlan trips as to distance, rate of travel and time required.

4.

a



GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9

SUBJECT: Algebra I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Translating into Algebraic

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT,OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To possess self knowledge when making realistic life choices.

Educational Awareness

To know that school is a job which requires certain basic skills for succbas.

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation inAthe completion of tasks.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Learn key words: Phrase, sentence, mathematical phrase, open sentence,
open phrase, variable, statement, equation, inequality, formula.

2. Work problems.

6.

RESOURCES:
Filmptrip ("Word Problems and Equations"), Math'Masters ("EqUations",
"Inequalities", "Sentences", "Using Formulas")

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:*

Set up more translations and work.

4 ,
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GRADE OR 1GE,UNIT: 9

SUBJECT: \\1gebra I

.EDucTIlAL CONCEPT: Number line

ELEME,NTS AND ELEMENT CIEjECTIVES:

Decision Making.

To recognj.le..that all decisions made have a causedand an effect..

Educardonal Awareness- 0

111'

To know that schodl is a 'lob which requires certain balic skills for success'.

§ocial Awareness

To understand the rute&-for Cooperation it 'the conipletion of tasks.

Economic Awareness

1

To, recognize that work is a way, of: wifixiing econotic independence.

ACTIVITIE:

1: Learn key wordsz-`'nutnber lines, positive numbets, negative nuMbers, origin,
positive directidn, negative .directidn

2. Use a football,field as an exam e.

Have a thermometer to .use as'an example.:

\

4. DisCuss things that would be to the right of the-origin and things that
would be to the left of zero.

I.

-
RESOURCE;Football field, therMometer, a large portable 'number line

FaUp AcTIVITIEs:

Work.problemi deing a number line.

1 7 9



GRADE OR IGE lArr:

SUBJECT:

,r
13aa,14c ath I Or II,

,

EDUCAtIONAL CONCERT:: 'InCotne'jiiX.-

ELEMENTS AND ELEIVr!

-
Self.Nnowledge

A".
To understand that everyene

EduCationiil Awarane61::*

4

onsible for his/her own acCions.

To acquirethe ound in the working world.
.

.Secial Awar.74%p.:

' To rea1kzelr16030idiy is dependent Upon the work of many people.

' Economic Awareness

Totecompt*hand etpiPibatiC%principles of our economy like capitalism,'

.s4ply vie-d nct;iaxe&,:-and-mpney exchange.

°

"
,

Learn kefds e. income tax, gross income; net income, taxable income,
W744fori0-6XiMption s. withhblding taxes, tax deduction, tax' schedule,

.form l(1404.g;z "

biectlev- laYAnFpose of income tax
,..:7:.1.3.Wlinpays income tax

.6.oes everyone-pay Same amount
of things that determine .amount to pay

"Mave" IRS representative talk with class.

4.. Fill out sample tax forms.

5. Complete sample W-4 forms.

;.,1%

-Np

4.

RESOURCES: Accountant, representative from IRS, representative frOm state tax office,
"Applied Business MathemItics", "General Mathematics, Bhok I," -kits from IRS

4oLLow70,-Ac1IvI11Es:
.1

Interview an adult who pays.income ta to aee if yoh:havClearned the basic facts;

work problems:s

: 180
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

4

SUBJECT:

9

IP

A4ebra I

t.,441r
EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Ratro gnd Proportion

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational AwareneSs

To recognize and Acknowledge the fact that basic skills 1eOrned in school help
prepare a student for a life of work. 6

Career Awarre9s
',

,.7. I' it c,' -
To realie'that hobbies,and interests may

i

Economic Awareness

,

lead tclJ vd.CAtion.

if-

To recognize that work is a way of winning economid independence.
0

.

. ACTIV1Tk.ES:
-

;,°

- 1. ',Have speaktt froM a ph6to shop or'a print shop tell how they use ratio
iand proportion.

stO
2. Tou i. the businesSes in #1 and also v tfile newspaper office to see rato

and proportion being put into. use:

fs*

RESOURCES: Newspaper office; 'Photographer; printer - These places use ratio and ,

proportidn in printing pictures a_.different size from the negative.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Work problems in ratio and Proportion.

,

186
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: Basic litth I or II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Property tax

<6

ELEMENTS.AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible-for his/her own actions.

Educational Awareness

To understand that knowledge or skills which are transferrable will facilitate
retraining.

To acquire the basic skills and Ilabits found in the working world.

Social Awareness

To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

Economic Awareness

To comprehend certain basic principles of our economy like capitalist, supply
and demandxes, and Money exchange.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Learn key words: property rax, assessed valuation, mills.

2. Read reference books about ppperty taxes.

3. .Learn how property taxes are computed.

Write tax assessor for materials relating to property taxes.

5. Have tax,essessor to talk with class about property taxes,- ho w. figured, who
pays, etc.

*2

Or%

RESOURCES:coUnty tax asses.sMt., county treasurer, "Applied .Business Mathematics",
"Business and ConstimerMathematics"

FoLLow-Up ACTIVITIES:

Work problems figuring the_ Elmounts of the property tax.

P.;".
fr,i.

41'1
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GRADE.OR IGE UNIT: 9, 10, 11

SUBJECT: Eta.pft Math I Or II:

Lc,
EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: lit"' billsring w

ELEMENTS AND ELEIONTOBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To realize that work means different things to different individuals.

becision Making

To be -able to cope with the consequences of personal decisions%

Educational Awareness

To know that school is a job whiCh requires certain basic skills f success.

y
Social Awai'enesa

:,,...,4I,O,unOterstand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

icOhomic Awareness*

rirP

40.4

--;f1

To'underatand that some workers produce goods while others produce sk.vices.

(.114CTIViT ES:

I:earn key words, utility, water.bill, water meNcuhic feet,

2. Getzates from local water company.

73, Have repreirentative from local water cOmpany talk to/class.

4

o read water meters.

\r
r class mates to read.

teri41s:obt4ined.frbm cal -water COmpany, representative from water
mpany',. "AppTiecildbainatOtathematics.".a:':.

A ' FOLLQWUR ACTIVITIES:

. ' 14b '

, Reid 10 water mellirs one day and.-the sami ones .one week laterrfigure
out amouneof water wasted by a deipping fbucq ill one month.

bills,. 'Find



.4,

RAIEOR IGEUNITL 9, 10,

ECT : Basic MatHE4 or II,

.'

UCATIONAL CONCEPT ,Figuring Gas Bills

sr

ELelwrs AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To realtze that work means different things to different individuals.'
Os,

Decision Making

To be able to cope With the consequences of personal decisions:

( Educational Awareness

To know that school is a job which requires certain basic'skills for success.

Social Awareness

To:uuderstand the need for 5ooperation inlie completion of tasks.

Economic AwiFeness

TO understand.that some workers produce goods While others produce services.

'

., Learn key words: utility, gas meter, cubic foot-'

Get rates from local gas company,)-

3. Have representative from local gas company talk with class.

4. Check gas meters in neighborhood.

'
5. Draw metere and hgVe stusients read them.

4

RESOURCES:Representative from gas caws*, materials obt ined fiOM a OCal gas
company office, "Applied 'Witness Mathematics"

d"

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

'Work problems figuring bills.

*. 189
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GRADE ,OR !GE UNIT: 9, 10, 11

SUBJECT: Basifath .I or 41

-

EbUCATJONAL CONCEPT: Checking Electric Bills

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

Tb realize that work means different things to diTferent individuals.

Decision Making

To be able to cope with ths consequences of personal decisions.

Educatiohal Awareness

4

To know that school is

Social Awareness

To underatand the need

UOOic Awareness
-_

To-Ninkerstand that some

a.-job which. requires ceftain basic skills

"

for suCcess.

kfor cooperation in the ompletion of tasks.

.44

people produce goods while others produee services.

v.:

g

tility, kilowatt hours, electric metee,:watt :

representative talk with class - get, rates.

:... ,:, ,,
meters-; _e4tilpwatts used and

project, read 1;k3gitetpt meters
later figure bill.,--.,_

'- .

-

figure w
ec

hat bill should be.

one day 4134' read "me oneaI
'

RESOURCES; Material obtained frOm lata1-eleCti4c coMpany, "Applied BOsiness

' - Mathematics" representative for eleciric company

4

.
FOLLOW-7UP ACTWITIES: .

0
,

-

Check the wattage of light bulbs in home and figure-whatthey would coat if'Oey

.

burn so many hours a month - check meter at home weekly to glreadings.

lif3

190 ,
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9

SUBJECT: Basic Math I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT; 'Computing a telephone bill

ELESTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes E. Appreciations

r.;

To realize that work means different things
v.

Decision Making

To be able to cope with the consequences of

Educa ional Awareness

to different 4ndividual8.

personal decisiofts.

To. now that school is a job which requireet:dtrtain basic skillg for success.

Social Awareness

To understand tfle need for cooperatlon in the

Economlc Awireness

It
. ...,

To. identify wit4in the home unit; wh .-vilsaVailable,

-

completion of tasks.

ACTIVITIfS:

1.

`6

.-

..
,

Learn key words:' utility,i.,phonetill, iihone service, limited filfcine °service, '
, -

unlimited Rbone pervice,'Tarty-line, toll charges, collect callik private
linel.,l..iat,Ottor Unlisted hilmbers.

-

w'anted, luxury.
. . .

la;ve-reprepentleitive .fiom phone company talk With,Elass find 'out about the'.
different rates; the different time periods, a'dVantages.and 'disadvantages df
.uplfilied:pumbers.

-

det a sc'hedule of ratvi if n°07

.4. Work some phone bIlls.

5. Figureepnoe.

phone book:

RESOURC :Local telephone

ill
.dompany office,

.M4thematic8"

- Weitk more

1TIES:

g.'

ma'terla4robeained ttirough local teleOldile
repr4iintEttive fromPhonOmpany,.."ApplW

roblems.about phone bills

t.

191
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GRADE. OR IGE UNIT: 10, 11

SUBJECT: General m'ath II 0

.EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: A checking account

1.
ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
-

To learn that the

.Decision Making

must be adaptable in'a changing society.
;

4.
4

To possess self knowledge.when making realistic fife choicess

. Educational Awareness

that school is's' job which requires certain basic kills. for success.

Carver Awareness

To know the jobs necessary

Social Awareness

To know that society provides rewards for work.

to maintain the communi

g

Economic Awareness
A To comprehend the United State& monetary system.
ACTIVITIES:

1. Learn key words: deposit slip, check stub.

2. TA406 trip tot,a, bank:

3. Work examples.

4. Have students to discuss advantages and di'Sadvantages of a checking account:.:.

0 L

RESOURCEI:1:0cal.bank, a bankeri "Applied Business Mathematics","Consumer Mathematics",
Film ("Fed.Meets a Bank"), Film ("Paying by Check"), Ca6sette ("Invest
Money/Select A Ban16

..., .: .

--
°

FOLL04-UP

Have a banker talk with class - work more problems.

187
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GRADE !GE UNIT: 10 or 11

40JECT: GenerallMath II

EDUCATIONAL CqNCEPT: Counting calories

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT NJECTIVES:

self Knowledge.

To under'stAnd that everyone is reponsible for, his/her own actions.

Attitudes 4 APPreciations

-*'developilealthy work hakits.

DecIsli6 MAking
B

1) To be able to cope with the consequences co£4personal.decisions.
2) To recognize that all decisions made hav ause and'an effect.

Social Awareness

To understand.the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

AcTIVITIES:

1. Learn key words: calorie, cup, pint, teaspoon, tablespdOn

2. Discuss the calorie needs of different kinds of p#Sple.

3. gompare the number of calories eaten with other members of class.,-

4. Find,out
to gain.

fromAetician or murse the number.of calories needed in order
lose, or maintain weight.

5. Piecuss healthy ways of dieting by counting cOpties.

4

RESOURCES:Calorie counter booklet, ic Modern Mathematics,'Second Course",
"Mathematics.In Daily Use': a. dietician

__kr

FoL1,911.0 kTIvfnE§*

Check calories in
'-of

the school.lunch fot one week, Keep a record of the number
celoriesleaten in one week.

,..
-

. .



GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

`.

9, 10, 11, 12

General Math I pr General Math II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Per Cent in Interest (Simple)

3,1:;

-ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:
Art,

Decision Making

To gossess self knowleage when making realistic life choiceS.

Educational Awareness

To know that school is a job which requires certain basic skilrs for success.
c a

Economic 4twareness

To comprehend the tools of business%
e '

ACTIVITIES:
fr.4"..,

.1. Learn key words:, simple interest, prificipal, rate, percent, davings, lOgns
..

2. Work problems using the simple interest formuM I = PRT.

3. crave a banker talk'with the class.

4. Disctiss places where simple inter.est is used.

RESOURAi'."Applied Business Mathematics" (Book), ",Interest ,Borrowing and
Investing" (filmstrig): Invest Mon'ey/SeleCt A Bank", (Cassett),

Banker, Credit Union..RepresentatiVe

' f _

'FOLLOP4 UP AOTIvITIES: .
.

.., .

Work tmore,,...gtoblems about Ample Lnterest.
.-,..-...,i,;,=,p:iif

_:,?,:e.-- -,..--'1`
° 1 4



GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

9, 10:11, 12

General Math I or II

Per Cent Used in Figuring Sales.',Tax.,

4

Decirion Making-,

To possess self knowledge when making realistic life choices.

Educational AwarenlIr

To knoW that Behdol'ie, a job" which requires

Economic Awareness'

To comprehend the tools of business.

ACTIVITIES: '

A01
certain &sic skills for success.

earn.key words: per cent, sales tax, selling price, rate of tax

2. ,..Plan 3 meals.for a day for a family, use a newsp4er to find cost of foods,
then figure the sales tax.-

3. Go with family to store and as they purchase items, figure the sales,tax.

Have a merchant come talk to class about how he/she'is involved in sales tax.
;P

5. ut different states having different rates.

.0° .

L.

. .

RESOURCES:Newspaper; merchant; "Business and Consumer.Mathematics", "Oglied.
Business Mathematics"

'FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

. Work probams figurins sales.tax4i-keep
for one ponth..

0.4
.v.

t.

' '91'.111.1.1011

. L

records on amount of sales tax family pays
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

Q:*

General 4ath II '

Occupational Satistics

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making
,

To be knowledgeable about the flexibility of decisions.

Educational Awareness.

To know that school is a job which requires certain basic skills for success.

Career Awareness

To'recognize.^that an individual may,4 suited for 4smerous differ, orcupationC

Social Awareness

To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

EConomic Awareness

. To develop the concept of finanCkar . management:.

,ACTIVITIES:
.

1, Learn key 1.ydgq, employment, statistics, groups,' percent, census bureau'

2. Find the pe&cent of people employed in.different occupations..;
. . .

3. Discuss the diffeidat occupations.

.11

k

RESOURCES: "Applied Business,Mathematics", Transparency ("Usi
It ',Cpercent"), current.almanac, infotmation from.U.

' Labor Statistics Bureau

FOLLadUp ACTIVITIES:

Work'problems.aBout different occupations; h'Sve spe.
/.

interest to class.

196
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rs from occupations ef
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GRAbE OR IGE UNIT: 9 or 10

general Math I

1 .

finding cost per serving of food

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:'

Decision Making,

To.ricognize and account. others decisions.,

Educational Awareness

To know that school is a.job which quireirmertain basic skills V)rZsugqess4

Career kwarenesS
1-

To know the jobs necessary to

Social Awareness

p .:community.

To'understand the need' hr4o,
Wiiet77.v.a

Economic Awareness

To understand the process:
of goods and.service.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Learn key words: iecipe, ingredient, measurement, standard measure's, Pound,
-dunce, cup, pint, quart, teaspoon, tablespoon, unit price. r. :

n-the 'c, ompletiorkof tasks.
;.

tionship between production and distribution

2. Learn to figure the total, cost of all the ingredients.

3. Determine the number of servings per recipe.'

4_ Determine 'size of each serving.
.4

RESOURCES:Restaurentai Cafeeerias, "Applied Business MathematiCs"; cookbook,
homemaking filsgazines

: FOLLOW7UP'kTIVITIE'S:

Viait restadrants.and.cafeteiias to see size
how they determine.

IL

of serving-- talk to managers to see

. 17

-

io

.v
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GRAio OR IGE UNIT: 9 or 10

SUBJECT:

ltAED TIONAL CONCEPT: Rewriting a recipe or. more people

Gerieral Math I

, -ELEMENTS AND EtNENT OBJECTIVEq:

. Seff Knowledge
i!

p.

To undefstand that eveiyone is responsible for his/heriewn actio .

4'
Attitocles & Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance of a cooperative spirit.

P
Decision Making

iiossess seIf knowledge when making realistic life choices.
,

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers nee,e some kind of special training and knowledg
J.

for most jobs. 4

Career Awarene'ss

1) To relate home and schoollebs"to tommunity functions.
2) To know the jobs'of home mgmbers and school persennel.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Learn key,words: (measurements, standard measures, pound:, ownte,,Tint,

,quart, cup: tablespoon-, teaspoon /7
/

. 2. Look through cookbooksor homemaker's magazine§ for recipes.,!.
- ,

3. Ask relatives a

1 4. Review multiplic

friends for.favorfte recipes.

on and division of fractione.

5: Maybe use ratio and propdrtion tO incre

6. Have some films'and filmstrips..

7. HaVe a speaker.

8. Tour a baTy or regtaurant.

4

I.
RESOURCES:

fiV

.0

'

e amount of eacli ingredient.

Films and filmstrips f"Let!s measure'l ounces, pounds, tons"; "Measu4 re1ent

in the Food Store"; "Ar.ithmetic in the Food Store"; "Story of Weightsa

an Measureel; Consumer Mathematics; Mailiematics in Deily Use; baker;

chef; home economist:.

.

FOLL04-UP ACTIVITIES:
tf

Rewrite a Amber ofiecipes for a family ard also for a group like the

the class; prepare a class cookboo4k.Akp

4

, 198
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size of
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/
RADE. OR I GE UNITr 9 or 10

SUBJECT: General Math I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Rewriting a recipe fox fewer people

/

/r
a_EMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

10
Self Knowledgee

AIL r
To understand tha et!eryone:is responsible Tor-his/her oum actions.

Attitudes 6 Appreciations

To recognize the vital, imPortance"of a

Decision Making

To posses's self knowledge when ma ng reaListic life choices.

11110'

cooperative spirit.

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need some kind of speLal training and knowledge
for most jobs.

4 -

CareA- Awareness4 *

To relate home and school jobs to communi6' ftinctions.

Tr&
Ng:the jobs of home members and School personnel.

AC

1. Learn key words: measurements, pound, ounce,
tablespoon, standard measures

2.. Choose several recipes to use fdt p,ractice.

s 3. Discuss with other students how you are doing this'

4. Review fractions (esp. multiplicatIon and division).

pint, quart, cup,

S. Show filmstrips and films.

a*,

) ,
RESOURCES : understar)ding Units of Measure (filmstrip); Learning to Mehsure S

(filmstrip); Story_of Weights and Measures (film); AriEhmetic.in th
Food Store (film); Homemaker's magazines; cookbooks; Consumer Mathema51cs;
General Math,. Book I

11-

ceaspoon,

V

4

aer

0

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVIT'IES:

1.
Have a home economist come in and talk to the students; also a chef from a eeStdarant

'would help.

199 .
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GRADE oh IGE UNIT:

tc.

9

Algebra I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Formulas and Equations

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decisioa Makihg

- To possess sglf knowledge when mgking realistic-life choices.

To
AV

knoWtthat school is a Sob whiCh requires certain basivskills Lot' success.

Educational Awa'renes$

Career Awaieness

To know that much of one's total life routine is organized around the work
one does. -

Social Awareness

To know that society provides rewards for work.

.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Learn key words: formula, equation, substitution, solution, root,, check

2. Demonstrate w1d balances,:7

3. Woricrequations. 96ing,different formulas.

41.

'RESOURCES: Some examples of career people using equations or formulas in their
work: electrician (Watts volts2); sheet metal worker (c =Ira)

hm
welder (V=1:.)1.); rancherfarm& er..21..+AJ);'corpenter (;-/-7131 ).

YOLLOWUPACTIVITIES:
, ' AP

Visit'soms. of these places and return to class to work equations and formulas.
for the different careers.

#

1
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SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

\f,

ELEMENTS AND.ELEMENT OBJECTIyES:

10, 11

General Mathematics II

Savings accoUnt at bank

9

Self Knowledge

To learn hat the individual must be adaptable in a changing sdciety.

Decision Making

To possess self knowledge when making realiitielife choices.

.Educational Awareness '

To know that school is a job which requirA certain basic skills for suedes's.

Career Awareness

- To knOw the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

Social Awareness

'To know that'i;ocie'ty provides rewards fof"work.

Economic Awareness
To comprehend the United States monetary system.

ACTIVITIES:

1.. Learn key words: savings, passbook

2. Tour bank:,

3. See.film.

:SOURCES: Bk, tour bank, "Applied Business Mathematics', " onsumer Mathematics",
Film ("Fred Meets a Bank"), Film.,("Paying byNcheck"), CasSette ('fnvest
Money/Select a sank") 4).

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:.

Have banker talk to class, fill out passbooks.

1
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GRADE 11
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION

,
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11,

SUBJECT: / Distributive Education

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Sales person

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

. Attitudes Appreciatione.'

To,appreciate all forms of work (i.e., to recognize the dignity inherent
in all jobs).

'Educational,Awareness

To /earnthat human relations.akills are as necessary liocomputati al skills. ,

1

Social Awareness

To realize thaj.4 individual's work affects his/her standard of living
(i.e., total life style).

ACTIVITIES

1. Students develop a good definition of.salesmanship through group discussion.
Example: a. Theexchange of a commodity for an agreed price

b. Helping customers buy

2. Importance of sales persbn in,economy
a. Distrlbution (selling) occupies the key position in America's economy,

along with production and consumption.
b. Salesmanship raises standard of living by getting googs and service

to the consumer and making the consumer aware of the Product.

3. Everybody sellS.. Ask student's for examples:p
A. In everyday living

Getting job
2. Getting a date

B. In different occupations
1. Medicine
2.e Education
3. Religion

RESOURCES: Retailing, Principles and kracti'C'es, McGrawHill 0

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Question And,aniwer period about today's subfect matter.

198
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GO.A.DE oR [GE, UNIT:

SUBJEJ: ,Distributive Education

sali:smanship

LEEMENTS AND FLEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledg,e'

To develop.self

ACTIVITIES:

1

confiden.ce in the, pursuft of an .anticipated career choice.

-1

Show film "The Second Effort", Vince Lombardi

was and'how selling 'relates..to mapy
I. Before showing, explain who Lomb

kph ;s.
.17:'

/. Post-film - discussion on what main points the film was trying to make...

RESOURCES: 16 mm. Ilrojeasor, "The SecondL,Effoh" (film on Vince Lombardi)

o

FOLLOW-UP Ar.,IVITIiS:

a
Describe on paper`a sales
brcight mit in film:

person or gomeone who displays the characteiistics

'

199
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT:

SuBita Distributive Education

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Retail 'selling

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To learn that the individual must be adaptable in a changing society.

Educational Awarenesti.

.

-

To learn that human relatfons skills are as necessary as computational skilfs.

Social Awareness

To be able to accept Criticism and direction.

.r

AerIVITIES: -

Hindouts and discussion on types of customers
I. Why Study the Customer - group discussion on customer differences

A. Most'important person in /retailing ,

B. 'Each customer has indiNidual differences

I. Jobr 2. Backgroun 3. Education; 4. Healt4h; 5. Family;
6. Financial S,tatus,

of- '

Emphasize that cdstom rs.pust be understood in order to sell to them.
%

II. Customer Groups
-

A. 'Decided: .How to recognize -'direct, knows what he/she wants.
B. Undecided: How to recognize - changes mind, usually with someone.
C. Casual-tookers: How to recognize - moves away when approached. Says

he/she is just lookfng.

III. Use transparencies to show customer types. Encokrage. student participation
i //before showing and after showing each type of customer.

RESOURCES: Overhead.projeciort "Retailing, Principles and Practices", Richert,
Meyer, Halmes, Harris

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: 110
/2

,

e

Divide ciass in two.gr4ups'- let one group describe the ways to identify the decided
, .

Customer and how to d#al with him/h01 secoRd group f-otuses on the undecided custorner;
Let each group critique the papers of the other group. -.,'

1
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. GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

UBJECT: Distributive Education

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Retail Selling

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT NAIVES:

Self Knowledge. ,

To learn.that the individual must be adaptable in a changing society.

**Social Awareness

To be able to accept criticism and direction.

ACTIVITIES:

Continue discussiorion types of c'ustomers did have students role play.

Nlielp customers make buying deciSions based on:

1. The need
2. 'The product
3. qhe price
4. The time
5. The source

1

Show how'to overcome customers resistance to purchase, if customer objects to
one of these five areas of concern.

1. Need 1 tress usefulness and.benefits of product:

2. Product - show something more suita'ble (change quality).
,

3. Price - reveal hidden values; emphasdze 'quality;'know competition.

4. Time - make future appointment. Don't try ,and rush the,close'.

5. Satmce - quote satisfied customers. Tell about company.

RESOURCES:
"Retailing, - Principles and Practices"

5

JP

FOLLOW7UP ACTIVITIES:

a.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: Distributive Education ;

,EbUcATIONAl. CONCO Why People Buy

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that everyon.- fesponsible fop his/her own actions.
A

ACTIVITIES:

Product Information - Psychology as it relates to buying habits:

1. Gaining attention
2. Creating interest
3. Creating desire
4. Causing cUstomer act

Introduction :- Expla411 to class why psychology-is important in selling. The-

answer is that consumer behavior is motivated behavior. A person'doesn't just
buy a product; be/she buys what will satisfy a need' which he/she reels or experiences,.

1. Gain Attention - This is primarily the qb of good advertising. Techniques are

movement, size, color, contrast, or rep tition.
,..

..
...

2. Create Interest .
Techniques .

. .

a. -Associative thinking product becomes associateCw*tbeother 'pleasant
rexpeiiences the customer hlphad: .

/ i-.7,--`:7.fr.p-..4 /...., .

b. Suggestion - Salesperson must be subtle inhisi)t approach .or customer
4 could be offended. .

. s (Cohtinuedc 'o-Rei e Page) e

REqOURCES: "PrOlhology, gppliedAto 1..1..fie.and Vork", Meprier;PSYcho ogy in

.
Business", Beach anerClark ...,

FOLLOtt-UP ACTIVITIES:

ite a short report on an article from the magazine Consumerotteporti

2
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Activities Continued:

c. .Nrticipatiom - !7a1 espe?son should
Once a person .sees himself/herself
,appeiil to his/her ego.

. . . . . . . .

encour(we customer to try on clothing.
in a. garment, it is much easier to

3. 'Cregte. Desire .Motivation'is.the. primary .tool for accomplishing both ! & 4.
.Certain things such Us ioi.erest,. authority, rewards, or

4. *Cause to Act punishment are'factors used in.fhe inward motivation of a
. customer, A salesman must frifLsoMething that will crea&e-
the urge. in a person tp change, his/her present condition
by purchasing a product,

5: Motives a$ to why people buy physica and/or psy-ehological

v

Alb

-4

rational .and/or emotional
product andPOr patronage

2.03
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GRADE OR 1GUNIT: ii

,

GUBJEgT: Distributive Education

EDUcATIONAL cONCEPT: Salesmanship

ELBIENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awateness

To understand that the wOrk a man dowei tells.more about her/him that A 4

significant, in'th14 culture, than any othet single item of information. '

N..

ACTIVITIES:

1. Speaker question and answer period.

2. Life insurance salesman as sOaker

'Subject A ,Career in Insurance (selp.ng)
Handout before class with possible questions'

RESCAIRCES : Speaker - handout material on types of insurance

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

_-

Question and answer period.in class.

1 2 0 1



GRADE OR \tit UN I T : 11

. s.
.1 . . .. .

"SUBJECT:
A .

f;-)Dill4t;4butive Educatiqn. .1

t
r ... :

7
4,*

--etc

1211'.

,

CDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Developing ,...]ajka person`l.it

.
:

Ar.
..-4 .

. /
.

. re, -.' r,
, v

/
. ..

t 4 ' '.' ' , A

QADIEirr$IAD FLEITNT OBJECTWES:

7N4
Self Knowledge N

To every individual dan learn to perform adequately and can.contriblge
Ato iety oil situations.

k 4
g'ociai Awareness s,

r
-

to apprsci,gte the fact that customs,_trachtions, and attitudes of society
Affect 014 wor%d of work. .

:ACTIV1TIEr:

Show filmstrip and discuss developing the proper persoqality for a sales career.

Selective students would be given the responsibility for reviewing the kilmsty..i.p .
and planning the inititial discussion.

1. Fundamentals of the sales person .
A. Wholesome attitude - loyal to his/her business

- neat appearance
-.enthusiasm

B. Liking and understanding people ,

1. Get customer's point of miew
2. Be courteous and attentive
3. Friendly but not fginiliar

C. Knowledge oe Product what's in stock;'facts about merchandise.
D. Develop S,e114ng Skills - done Mostly through experience.

1. Meetrabstomers promptly.
-12. Be honest.

3. Answer objections fully.
.,4. Show appreciation.

RESOURCES: Projector for filmtrip

9

' FOLLOW-UP ACIAVITIES:

Students fill out a handoutsheet on personality traits they should have.
TeacherViscusse4 severaf in class to end session.

205
t'
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'
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GRADE OR !GE UNiT: .11

4
op

ECT:
L-

ributive Education

EbUCATIONAL'CONCEPT: a'2 sonship

I,

EMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge:.:

To understand that everyone is responsibfe for,his/her own actions.

Decision Making.

To be able to cope with the conseipences of personal decisions.

4

Career Awareness
11I ,

To laderstand the relations p between attltudes and values and different
caceers.

ACTIVITIES:
/-

Show' film - "How i Raised Myself from Failure to Succeis in Selling", Frhnk Bettger.

1. Explain background of Frank Bettger.- a star baseball player WR6 was injured

and turned 'his enthusiasm for baseball to selling.

2. Post-film ac'tivity - ask students what points in film they could apply
in their jobs and/or school work.

R''.)OURCES: 16 mm. projector; "How I Rais
in Selling" (Frank Bettger)

FOLLOW-Ul; ACTIVITIES:

yaelf from Failure to Success

206
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: ii

Oistribuiyve Education

EDVCATIONAL CONCEPT: Stc113,16d1ved in a Sale Approach

.

SOBJCTi

11,

kLEMENTS, AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Khowledge

To learn that the individual must be adaptable'in a

Attltu es E.:Appreciations

To learn'to anOote working roles according tp'advantages and disadvantages.

/ A

changIng society.

p.

ACTIVITIES:

-4

r ,

,Different type's ofAapproaches for dilferent situaiions.

l. dhlie approach is the first step'in a "sale.

2. Traits of.a good approaoh
A. Promptness
B. .Friendliness
C. Sincerity
.D. \Imagination

3. What are the types of appaches
A. Merchandise - state fact about,product. (7f

at product, this method can lead directly to
B. Greeting Approacil 7, merely an introduction.

Mrs. Jones." "J'm John Doe, may I help you?"
C. Service Aprloach best.dted when a customer

assistahte.--

0.

customer is alreadi, looking
a sale.)
Example: "Good.morning,

is obviously waiting for

RE6NRCES: Salespersonship Fundamentals,' McGraw-Hill (1959)

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

Discussion ask students to discuss ways they.are most often approached when shopping.

207
21,4
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GRADE t IGE UNri: 11

e

SUBJECT: Distt=ibutive Educ ation

I.

EDUCATIONAL_CONCEPT: approaEh to.customer

ELETNTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self.Knowledge I

Fo dpvq,lop self confidence iq,t1le pursuit, of an anticipated careeriphoice.

Attitudes Et'Appreciations ' .

K
To lerrn ear analy,z working roles accord1 02 ,to advan ages and disadvantages.

I.

ACTIVITIES:

1. RoK playing between students and follow-up-discussion on the approach.

2. Students will portray different types of customers and will be met by all
these approach methods; so the class can better understand what actually
sounds best.

4

gre4

RESOURCES:Tape recorder

..FOLLOWUp

Play back and discuss the activities - a critique on positive points and negative

points.

208
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5RAII OR IGE UNIT: ' 11

SUBJECT: DistributIve Education°,

., 3 . /
/ .

EDUCATIONAL CONCEP4: Steps t a Sale - Objectives
.,.

.

ECEMENTS A4p ELEMENT NJECTIVES:

Self Knowled
./

t 740

Ta be ar'e Of individual capabil ties and limitations.
."/ .

Social waretess
7/

To/be able to accept iclpm and directicrn.

/

AT S:

Discussion oh common objections and how to answer them.

1. Discuss the.nature of an 'objection - two forms

a.. Real objection - these are.good because a salesperson has something positive

with ichto work.
b. ,Excuse -1.11 this case a.salesman must tiy to find tha real reason for the

.objec on7br rftely lose the sale.

,

. 'Real objectdons can be,broken down.

a. Specific-Feature - object to a color, style, or fit.

b. Price -'too high - salesman stresses quality.

c, Service - an objection to a service connected with the store.
d. Need - objectionbased'on lack of need for merchandise.

Methods of'answering objections
a. Reverse English - turn customer's objection into a selling point

Example:, Customer - this color is so bright
.Salesperson that is the reason it is so desirable at this time;

$, the newest styles all show bright colors'.

b. ":Yas, but" method - Salesperson agrees with the customer, while-trying.
to.convinqe him/her to buy.

RESOURCES: (Continued)

'Handour sheet on objections and how th answer them.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

216
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0

Agtivities Continued:
4

',Examnple: Custonier,- These shassiraA tbo light to wear well..
Salesperson - Yes, they are light, but the leather is'aspecially

strong and wears better.than4mgst grades of 'heavy
leather.

a

e

VNr
.1;;:31,-, t

5

'no
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GRADE OR IGE.UNIT: 1 1

A

UBJECT':
41`

Diltributive Educaffon

I. . 4

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPi-:" Objections

.

I 4 . ,

ELEMENTS ND ELEMENT OBJECTIVE'S:

Self Knowledge

To develop, self .conf idehce gin the, pursuit of an anticip-

Social awareneas
V

To'be able to accept criticism and direction.

tk,

ACTIVITIES:

Role klaying between students

1. Students will utilAze the six dettiods of answering objections. .
-0-

-

A. Break students into: 6 groups and have each group, present an
/objection and the proper way to handle it to the clan,

' B. Follow this with a critique.

and

reer 'choice .

folloW-4 Aficussionuon handling.9bjections.

RESOURCES Tape recorder

/. FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Critique of eSeh method Use tape recorder to subsdentiat'e critique.

"211 ;
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GMDE OR IGE UNIT: ii

SUBJECT: Distributive Education

of

EDUCATIONAL LONCEPT: Steps in'.a Sal(- The Close

ELEMENTS ANn ELEMENT OBJEIVES:

: Self Knowledge '

J

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of n.anticipated career choice.

°

ACTIVITIES:
,

Discuss xhe proper technique for closing%

1. E4p1ain that without the close there is no, sale - you Ct be a successful
salfeaperson unleSS you can close.

2. Guide the custouler ,toweikd a choice..,

a. Focus on suitable articles.
b. Offer an opinion .(The salesperson is the,exPert)

c. 'Review benefits of merchandi e. èt.
.

3. Methods of Closing

a. Getting agreement (on anything, j st set ehe cusiomer to say "yes" several

times. :

b. Presume agreement - Example: "Wou d you like-this so be cash or charge?"

This statement; presumes the cus mex will buy does not lend itself to

a "yes" or,rn6" answer.

RESOURCES:Over-head projector, "Retailing, Principles and Practices"; Mc-Graw Hill
"The Close"., Life Insurance Agency Management Association_

I.

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

'2 2
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

Distributi4 Education

The Close

ELEMENTS AM ELEMENT OBJECTIS:

Self.Knowledge

To develop self confidence,An the pursuit of an anticipated career áhoice.0

AtTIVITIES:

I. Why a Salesperson night Not Close a Sale
a. The customer was hurried.
b. 141esperson fai vd to help customer cie.5.442.

c. .' " toad not answer objec s.

d.
."

" stress d wrong Belli ints.

e. too,forcefnl.
f.

u ' was discourteous. J
I

.1

II. In sZary, be professienal. A 'salesperson's jok is t offer service as
well as Sell. Good seevice today may being a sale tomorrow.

III. Role jaying between students. Each student must use techniques such
as g ing agreement and presuming agreement.

RESOURCES: Tape recorder, overhead projector, "110 Closing Talks and 101 Power
Phrases", }Cough Notes, Co.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Assign members of the class to make a purchase. Have them report what was said,/
to them, after the purchase had been made, by the salesperson.

213
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OR IGE UNIT: 11

SUBJECT: ..,Distrihutive Education
/

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Prospecting

A

'ELBAENTS AND ELEMENTOBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

\.,To know th t the need for secuiity causes many workers to keep the jobs they have.

Attitudes &.AppreCiations
4,

To realize that work means differenZ things to different individuals.

Career Awareness 't1-.

To know the jobd necessary to maintain the community. '

Social Awar

TAnowjhat society provides rewards for work.

Economic Awareness

To know that

7])

most people spend their lives serving or/in the service of others.,

How to prospect - where to lo k for possible prospects. .

I. Prospecting - Explain tha Apt retail stores have walking prospects.
ProspectAng relates primarily to insurance, real estate, investments.

II. Where to lank for prospects.
a. Friends

c. Clubs
d. Newspaper

b. Churnie

Deveioping a file - show students a sample file card system - impress on
them the need to keep a constant list of names coming in.

IV'. Show filmstrip on prospecting - should reinforce your points.
2

V. Develop your prospects.
a. Direct mail approach - process is limited but it does help open the door

for a follow-up*all.
°b. Cold Canvas - door to door - this method helps fill in any voids in

your home and helps you think on.your feet
RESOURCES:

"Let's Do Something about Prospecting", Life Insurance Agency
Management Association

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

221
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: Li

0

SUBJECT': Distributive Education

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Telephone

(
% ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

,

4

.Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is resporlible for his/her own actions.

Attitudes & APPreciations

To learn to analyze working roles according to advantages and disadvantages.

Educational Awareness

To learn that human relations skills are as necessary as comp

ACTIVITIES:

Show film - "How to Lose Your Best Customer"

An outstanding film that shows the wrong way of utilizin& the telephone; then how

to correct the situation step by step.

This film impress upon the student the real value of proper telephone technique.

RESOURCES:16 mm. projector; Film: "How To Lose 'Yo,Or.,Best Customer". by Bell Telephone

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Write up a report on positive telephone steps.that should be used in a business.



, GRADE OR IGE UNIT:
y 11,

GUBJECTi
lt

Distributive Education

EDUCATIONA. CONCEPT: Telephone Selling

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENTOBJECTIVES:

Self .Knowledge

To-know that every indiVidual can
to a Variety of situations.

Attitudes & Appreciations

t

..

rn to perform adequately and can contribute

-4

To develop healthy work habits (e.g.., dependability, responsiftlity i a

variety df settings.)

c:

Educational wareness
\

To realiz that workerg need s e kind of special training and knowledge for

most jobs.

ACTIVITIES:

1How to use the telephone - proper methods.for selling o er the telephone.-

o
111

I. Telephone selling is the modern way.
a. Reaches more people in short time.
b. Helps salesperson organize by setting up appointments ahead of time

by phone.
./ 1

t

II. Plai; your call - have students discuss this to see how many they come up with.

a. Know your product. 1

b. Select descriptive words.
:. ,List essential facts.
d. Space selling points.
e. Anticipate common objections. S.

f. Try your plan.
...,

III. Retail store telephone selling

4 .,:..
a. Goodwill - incoming calls represent the customer who has already honored

you.by selection. 'He deserves your attention.
u

-b. Suggestive selling - when a customer places an order by phone, invite
them to try a sales item or a special.

(Continued on Reverse Page)

RESOURCES :
Tele-trainer (Southern Bell), "How to Get More Business by Telephone",

---------:Schwartz .

FoLL0W-Up ACTIVITIES:

42,
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Attivities COntinued:

Issa c. Improved service i.iithout extra cost; Oso point out that speedier, larger
sales can Be made by telephone.

'Familiarize students mith teletrainer and set up groups for'next li,dt's role

,playing.

lko
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:
0,

11 .

SUBJECT: Distributive Educatdon

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Telephone practice

ELEMENTB AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

'Self. Knowledge

4 .

PO'

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an antit'ipated career choice.

.

Attitudes & Appreciations-
,.

To develop bearthx work habits (e.g., dependability and responsibility in,a
variety f settings.)

Social,,Awa ness

To usiderstand the need;for cooperation 0in the completpion of tasks'..

ACTIVITIES:

Students practice selling over the phone Use Southern. Bell telg-trainer.

I. Student§ role play'.
a. Work on manners and pronunciation so they can be clearly understood.

A good telephone voice is developed only through practice.
b. Call and set up appointments for a meeting.

II Practice answering common objections:
a. Not interested - Mr. Jones, I can understand your not'being interested in

something you haven't seen; but so..that you can judge this idea for yourself,
what time would be convenient for me to come-by.

b: Tod Busy Mr. Jones, I know how busy you are and that'is why I called
for an appointment rather than just drop in on you. Would tomorrow at
3;00 p.m. be convenient?

RESOURCES: Tele-trainer (Southern Bell), "Manual Tele-training for Business" and
"How to Succeed'in Business by Telephone", A.T.&T.

FOLL IP ACTIVITIES:

0
Ls 1 sir) ;_f
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' GeglE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:
Distributive Education

CONC07:' Salesmanship

d

ELEMENTS AN)
ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

self Knowldge

To und ratand that everyone is redponsible for his;/her own actions.

Decision

To be able to cope with the consequences of persval decisions.

flaking.

Educatpatie,
4.

T

Awareness

o learn that human relations skills are as'necessary as computational skills.

Show film The Professionals" - Van Johnson.
, .

2

RESOURCES: .16 =IL projectgy;

FOLL" AcTIVITIES: -

,

m; ''"The Professionals", Van Johnson

Discuasion why one man sdCCeeded and one did not.

2i 9
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. GRADE IGE 11

SUBJECT: Di.stributive Education ,

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Test - salesmanship

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT QBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To help match an indlvidual's-abilities and interest's wih the skills and
process needed in the world of work.

Educational Awareness

To recognize and acknowledge the fact let basic skills-learned in school
help prepare a student for a life of work.

ACTIVITIES:

Review and test.

A review of the selling process, emphasizing approach, personality, objections,
and the close. Students should ask questions that concern them about putting
the selling process together in a working environment,

II FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

- Critique of test - questions and answers.

227



GRADES 10-11
FRENCH I and II
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.-' GRADE OR IGE. UNIT: 11

ECT: French II

EDUCiTIONAL CONCEPT: Vocabulary, reading, culture Civil Foreign Service

.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT'OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To know that every"individual can learn to perform adequately and can contriblite
in a variety of situations.

Decision..Mlaking

To possess sell knowledge when making realistic life choices.

Career Awareness

knoi4 that work

Social Awareness

izations are human organizatións,

To understand that personal relationships with,fellow workers are important
to job satisfaction.

EconoMic Awareness

To understand the economic implications brought about when a career decision

is made. .

ACTIVITIES:

1. Divide class into two groups and have them research the following foa"Ign'

service4officers:,
A. Specialists who maintain close contact with foreign officials.

B. Specialists.in economic and commercial work.

C. Specialists who 'promote American trade.
D.- Specialists who help American business men abroad.

.,E, Specialiets_whd_report.to.Washington on local business conditions.,.1
monetary fluctuations, and trade pieteinW."--

F. Visa or passport officers
G. Citizenship officers

2. Have'students discuss the careers of the foreign service using the information
accumulated.from their research in #1.

3. Show a film or invit a speaker who is connected with the passport
(any agent located in the schoo strict dr nearby).

offIce, etc.

4. Discuss with the class the eploytneiç outlook and trends for ellese careers.
Explain also that a vast maj rity of foreign service officeriN4ve at least
a useful speaking knowledge of one or more foreign languages anU the Foreign

Service Institute maintaip a program providing instruction in foreign language.

, RESOURCES:
"Foreign Service Officer," Department of State booklet, Agency for
International Development, library, county courthouse, pamphlet, "A Career
in the Foreign Service of the United Staees"

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:
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9

GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

-

Culture, yocahulary, 6mversation - medical doctor nurse

N.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OB4ECTIVE5:

Self Knowledge
, .

i
To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own acions.

x

,

things to.differentcindiv

Attitudes &,Appreciationa

TO'realize'Ket work means different

Educational Awareness

Taiknow that tentative educational plans must be fo
arrive at a certain goal.

Career Awareness

rder to

To understandiphat the work a man does tells more about him/her-that is
significant, in this culture, than any other single item of information.

Social Awareness,

To realize that soe.lety is dependent upon the work of many people. To know
that society prOvides rewards for work.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students explore the medical professiod. List and illustrate the ways
in'which it would be advantageous, even necessary, for a doctor as well
a nurse to be skilled in a foreign language. With a doctor, language woulp be
secondary but at the same time, an important asset. Knowledge of a foreign 1
language could be og inestimable value wherever service of a personal nature'
is rendered; therefore,'the success of a doctor in a foreign language speaking

....... .. . .
"dbittrlitiri t Sr 'dee gslirrpl it' Of bid /her ttiihg. ''" "''"''"'

.

2: Have students learn or review vocabulary to dramatize 'evenes or episodes in'ehe
day's work of a doctor and/or nurse in a language related situation. Encour ge
each student to take part in'a grqup presentation - as - conduct, a clinic.

. Ask the students,to give a report on a doctor who has spent his/her life
(working) among the people of a foreign language speaking nation. What.are/

'his/her values? What are his/her rewards? Would this be the,career for /

any stOdent?
/

//

RESOURCES:
Library, occupational file, Medical Journals and other periodicals,
guidance counselor

FOLLN-UP ACTIVITIES:
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-GRADE oriAGE NIT:- 10, il

SUBJECT: 'FrenCh I, II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Culture, vocabulary, reading, conversation - transportation

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

'To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an nticipated career choice.

Attitudesti Appreciations

,To realize rhatwork means different things different individuals.
To understand the need,to make a meaningful career choice. (Individuals
are responsible for.their career planning.)

Decision Making

To recognize and accept others decisions.

Educational Awareness
-I

To realize that workers need some kind pf special training and knowledge /

for most jobs.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Arrange a visit to the nearest airp rt to observe personnel at work, to collect ,

brochdres and to seek information concerning foreign passengers and foreign trade.

2. Have one part of the class ex:lore the foreign language needs of the following
airline. pexsonnel:
A. Flight attendants
B. Stewardesses
C.- Stewards'
D. Flight announcers
E. Ground hosts and hostesses
F. Reservation clerks
G. Other personnel

3: Have the other.part of the class explore other transportation industries and \
their varying'fieeds for languages train And buslines; for example, need
bilingual peraonnel; ship lines have some need for bilingual personnel for .

foreign passingers. Write for iPformation, search magazines (Travel and Trade).

4. Summarize 1, 2, 3 in a panel discussion-planned by an ipterested.group. Another 7

group plan dramatizations of career situations;.for example, flight announcer
. at work or the stewardess in conversation witifFrench visitor. (use foreign language)

,.

RESOURCES:4-,-,
.

1

.

Transworld Airline, Inc., Pan American-Vorld Airways, library, brochures

Foi LOW-UP ACTIVITIES:.
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GRADE OR IGE UNITI 10, 11

SUBJECT1. French I, II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Culture, vocabulary, monetary exchange - automobile industry -
need of foreign language

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To apply the decision making process to the study and selection,of careers.

Educational Awareness

To, understand that knowledge or skills which are transferable will'facilitate
retraining.

Career Awareness

To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerous different occupations.

SoCial Awareness4

To relate the similarity between the order and structure of a school environment
to society at large;

Economic Awareness

To recognize that work is a ,way of winning economic independenc.e.

ACTIVITEES:

1. Divide the class into two grotips to explore the automobile industry. (The

auto business has assumed international scope).
A. French Auto Industry

1. Explore and locate industries,
2. List makes and characteristics.
3. Visit dealer& (local) who specialize ih foreign cars (import.)
4, Explore monetary possibilities.

. .

B. imerican Overseas Operation - France
1. .EXplore the business.
2. Discuss .exiftt of cars - visit dealets.,

3. Discuss foreign language needs of personnel.
4. Explore.monetary posaibilities.

2. .kesearch international trainee program (ask local dealers about their programs.)

3. Encourage students to bring.cicppings, brochures, miniature cars, posters, et6.
of the cars manufactured im France. '

4. List possible careers which need a knowledge Of French and explore the interest
of the class in these careers.

RESOURCES:
.

International Personnel Coordinator of Chrysler'Corporation,. Director of
Personnel of General Motors OVerseas Operations, local dealers, magazines,
'newspapers, brochures.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Review activity as information comes in.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11

JUBJECT:

4

French II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Vocabulary, reading, writitig - advertising

I

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations. To understand that

individuals differ in their abilities, attitudes and aspirations.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To learn to analyze working roles according to advantages and disadvantages.
tv

.Decision Making

To be competent in the verbal and written analysis of alternatives.

Educational Awareness

To learn that human relations skills (e.g., communication) are as necessary
as computational skills.

Social Awareness

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society affect

AcTitNi.Eld of work.
.

l.( Explore the advertising busines's to see why and how foreign language ability
can be an asset to a career in this field...: Written report as well as oral.

2. Have students look:for products with labels giving the contents in both French

and English - also labels with.French titles - such as "Maison royal" (black pepper),

"Gonami" (cleaner), etc. (This may well include food products, cosmetics, material).

3. Clip adg from magazines land newspapers. Make posters, bulletin boards, etc.

. . N...

4. Encourage interested students to visit an advertising agency. Observe on-the-job

operations. Report to class.

5. TAve each student create an original ad for.a product title and contents

in French.

6. Summarize b'y showing.how companies have expanded their business to oreign

, countries and need personnel who have a broad.understanding of the culture of
the country as well As.a high degree of competence in the language. A second

language can be a key to success.

RESOURCES:Library, occupational files, local advertising agency, posters,

(

magazines, newspapers .

OXLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

All year-long pupils should be aware of the products around them - add to the

career file - use for general discussion.
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0 ,

GRADE OR 1GE 11

..0
JUB4ECT: French II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Writing, reading, culture - International Publisher

40r.

ELEMENTS AN9 ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To know that training or pursuing a career choice helps develop who a student

really is.

Career Awareness

To understand that the work a man does tells more about.him/her that is significant,

in this culture, than any other single item of information.

Social Awareness

To understand that all jobs are dependent upon other jobs.

Economic Awareness

To apply knowledge of economic responsibilities to career decisions.

ACTIVtTiES:

1. Have students explOre the publishing business for infOrdation on the needs of

foreign language abilities for the services required in this business such as,

egitors, copywriters, copy readers, researchers, designers, etc.

2. Search for bobite .a display for the'career tableIlse
1Pt

posters, etc.

3. If possible invite a representative from a publishing firm such as Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, Inc., to speak concerning the need of (to what extent) the

foreign language,in the different areas of the,firm.
-

Summarize this activity with a panel discussion of the careers in which the

students feel most interested. . Evaluate the advantage of having training in

the French language.

5. Role play the part of an editorial consultant who presents a program for the

sale of a series of 'French books. (Use French as much as possible).

RESOURCES: Marketing Manager of Publishing Firms, library, periodicals, posterpaper.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

2
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10

SUBJECT: Fi.ench I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: culture: vocabulary, map study - Perfume Industry

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks;

To realize that an individual's work'affects his/her standard of living.

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and attiLdes of aociety

affect the world of work.

Economic Awareness

To understand the.process of an relationship between production.and distriution

of goods and service.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students clip from magazines advertiements of French perfume. Collect

bottles from home and neighbors.

2. Encourage students to visit local department stores and ask the clerk for

information, brochures, samples, etc. to be used in this activity.

3. Hesearch the perfume industry in France in the past and the present.

Writtedreports.

. 4. Using a map, have students locate the leading regions where the perfume industry

is thriving. List brand names.

5. Discuss 3, 4 with groups representing their special interests.

6. Have students (a small group) construct a booth or a bulletin board to display

samples, brochures, _etc. Use French - "Chez Dior".

7: Have students discuss the tnfluence of this product on the'American market.

RESOURCES:
Local department stores, magazines, library, newspapers, posterpaper, paints

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:,
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10, 11

SUBJECT: French II

a

EDUCATVONA4.CONCEPT: Vocabulary, culture relation of French to the furniture business

ELEMENTS AND ELENENT OBJECTIVES:

Declsion Making
,

To show and practice the components of the decision making process: (1) identify

problem or situation, (2) consider alternatives, (3) consider consequences of
alternatives, (4) select the best alternative, (5) implement the best alternative,
(6) evaleate the results.

Career Awareness

To compare and contrast local jobs to national and international jobs.

. Social Awareness

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society
affect the world of work.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students research the period furnieure of French history.

2. Encourage students to use their creativity in displaying the results,of their
research: replicas, posters, charts, etc.

3. Ask students to interview a buyer in the furniture business how a knowledge

of French 'would be advantageous. This maybe taped, written or oral report: ,

4. Invite the manager of a furniture store to talk about the furniture business
the buyer, the stock man, the furniture maker, the truck driver, etc. Thus

the student should realize there are many careers involved and many different
talents and qualifications needed.

5. Have students summarize the results of their efforts and the class activities
Discuss possible careers and the value'of each.

RESOURCES: Library, furniture brochures, pamphlets, posterpaper, speaker

FOLL014-Up ACTIVITIES:
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10, II,

SUBJECT: French I, II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Vocabulary, reading, grammar - Secretarial and clerical work

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To develop a realistic self perception of individual abilities as they relate
to career choices.

Decision Making

To apply _the decision making process to the study and selection'of careers.

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need some kind of special'training and knowledge
for most jobs.

Career Awareness

'To compare and contrast local jobs to national and international jobs,

Social Awareness

To appreciate the fact that 4ustoms,
. affect the world of work.
[ACTIVITIES:

, :,.

traditions, and'attitUdes of society i

1. One of the largest markets for bilingual personnel is in the secretarial and
clerical area. Have students list the many possible careers that are in demand
in this area.

2. Have students choose a career and outline the retuirements for this job, the
advantages and disadvantages - for example, a bilingual secretary should be
familiar with industry involved and fluent in its specialized vocabulary.,
Interviews would be a help with this report.

3. If possible find a-speaker frod a local industry who will advise stude of

the needs of qualifield bilingual help and how he/she mafces use of same in
his/her business.

4. Encourage the students.to practice their French through simulated situations as
a telephone operator's conversation with a foreign client.

RESOURCES: Speaker.from local industry, library, magazines, newspapers, vocational
and career pamphlets, Careers in the Field of Modern Foreign Languages"!
Institute for Research

FOLLN-UP ACT IVI T I ES:
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

a' SUBJECT: French II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:. Culture, vocabulIiry map study - French Cooking

t441.

ELEMENTS.AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

'To realize that if work allows a.ferson to exercise histher positive concept
and meet his/her needs, then his/her performance will increase. To heft)

match an individual's abilities and interests wi;h the skills and%process
needed in the world of work. To understand the nled to make a meaningful .

career choice.

.Attitudes & Appreciations

Individulis are responsible fot-their career planning an personal values
relate to life choices.

Social Awareness

To know that society provides rewards for work. To realize that society is
dependent upon the ork of many people.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Use maps to point out the ancient provinces and have students research these
provinces forrthe favorite foods and recipes of. each. Have oral and written reports.

2. Invite people in the community who hap traveled to French speaking countriee
to speak, to show slides or au other material gathered in these countrie
(i.e., representative of the cultures),

3. Have students gather information about the custolis and the traditions - stressing
food - of the French today: Do this by interviewing natives who live in the
area, food specialists, reading magazines finch as Bon Appetit, etc..

4. Have students - interest groups - make a bulletin board display of French foods,
recipes, maps indicating specialties of different regions - also pictures of
markets so typical of France. Stress,use of French vocabulary in this activity.

5. Have stddents present their findings through a panel discussion indicating
the influence of Frtnch cuisine on our country and showing the advantage of the
study of French in the world of cooking thereby increasing their advantages
in the world of work:

RESOURdES :Library, food economists, magazines, local speakers, film - Art of Cooking,
brochures, pamphlets, posterpaper, goitrmet shops.

FOLLOWLUP ACTIVITIES:

. g :

A
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: French I, IT

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:, Culture, vocabularli, cuisine, French chef

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To apply the decision making process to homR and school problems.

Career Awareness

-

To know, the jobs necessary to maintain the community. To reaLize that hobbies
and interests may lead to a vocation.

Economic

To understand that,some Wciticers produce godds while others produce services.

AeTIVITIES:

1. Have 9tudents research famous French restauKants- both in French speaking
countries and in America. Use magazines, newspapers, lihrary, etc.

)

2. Have students inquire in local restaurants or nearby towns for a native French
chef. If an interview is granted, ask bis/heu opinion on training needed -
type; length of time, the advantage of being skilled in the language, etc.

. ,

Divide the class into two groups:. Have one group plan a bulletin board on
the career of a chef. ,Point out personal bharacteristics:of a good chef,
training (academic-vocational), and the market in this country for this,career.
Make use of French vocabulary. Have the other group plan - role playing -
the day of a chef - include the making of the menus for the d y.

-4. Plan an outing including a dinner at a French or any restaurat specializing
in French cuisine.

5. Check new9papers for ads wanting a chef skilled in French cuisine.

RESOURCES: Local, nearby town restaurants, library, newspapers, magazines,
cookbooks, posterpaper

EOLLad -UP ACTIVITIES:
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GRADE OR
IGE UNIT:

SuBJECT:

10

French I
10#

EDUCATIQIAL
CONCEPT: Vocabuiary, conversation, idioms, culture - waitress

-e-

ELEMENTS
AND ELEMENTOWECTIVES:

self Knowledge

4d-in , .

-erstand that everyone is responsible for his/her own actions.

AcritudeV&
App reciations

TV
cleT:p ofhealthy work habits (e.g., dependability, and responsibility

Tho

o

meun/df:tat
71;nd importance of each individual' in. the:function of the

unit as well as the school or social setting. To'appreciate
fZwork (i.e.,.to recognize the dignity'inherent in all joba%)

111 a variety of settings).

Aw
ess

o know

ar

.

en

that vocational choice is determined by kcial, individual, and
econoMi
t

c factors, each,of which may operte independently on an individual.

AcT IVITIEs,

1. Have
the students discuss the personal characteristics.of a good waitres

this
the education.and the advantage of the study of French inthe training,

exper
hosen career. (This will involve research, their own personal

.4-ence as a waitress or a customer.)

2.
Encourrig

e pupils to interview an experienced waitress. Preferably one who
works

nr has worked in a restaurant which caters to foreign cuisine and
client

ale. This may be taped or given orally to the class.

Role
,

3. Playing - have students plan a situation in which the waitress serves
French

customers - a large group will be guests small - waitress.
Use F,-

enn:

vocabulary.

Check
e

\

4. apers (wide range.if possible) asking for i-waitrees skilled in.
a fore

Discu

ign language.

ng
5. 88 with students the job market - keep in mind possibility oi their

movi
or traveling.

%

6.
/f onr-esible, Invite the manager of a\restaurant to speak on the value of I

ro mpete
nt waitress. Help students to see the need of this career that may seem

ReSOURCEt :low to many.

Newspapers, magazines,
speaker, poster

FOLL°14-111) ACTIVITIES:

vocational files, local restaurants, local

23,3-
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10

SUB4CT: French I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Geography, vocabulary, culture - tour organizer

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

'Self Knowledge

To develop a realistic self perception of individual abilities as they relate
to'career choices. To understand that one should continually reassess one's
attitudes, interests, and fife style (i.e:, values).

Social Awareness

To know, that work is a means of developing social r,elationships (i.e, acquiring
social status and prestige.) To appreciate the fact that cNastoms, traditions,
and attitudes of society affect the world of work.

ACTIVITIES:
/

1. Have eacil student select ihe place he/she would like to visit in Franct or a
French speaking country.

. Encourage him/her to collect travel posters, brochures, maps and plan a trip
to his/her chosen place.

3. Have students visit a local travel agency and inquire into the co'sts of their
trips and expenses while there.

4. Role playing - using a map take the clans on a tour to the city chosen in
No., (1). Use French to do this pointing out landmarks, giving directions, etc.

5. tisplay the material collected by the students and summarize this activity,
with a panel discussion on the job market.and the interests of the students
in travel.

RESOURCES:
Local travel agencies, films, posterpaper, brochures, pamphlets,
maps, library

FOLL6q-6)
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

4

11

French II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Vocabulary, grammar, culture, semantics -. translator

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES: .%

Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the relationship between occupations and their changes.

Decision Making

To know that tentative career choice should be based on attitudes,
and interests and requires in depth study.

Educational Awareness

- interpreter

values,

To know that tentative-educational plans must be formulated in order to arrive

at a certain goal.

Career Awareness

To realize that occupations are ranked according to duties, difficulty in obtaining

the job, rewards one gets from the occupation and social prestige. To understand

that the work a man does tells more of him/her that is significant, in this

culture, than any other single item of information.

ACTIVIT :ot

Have.students research the requirements of a translator and an interpreter

( ese,twu are different yet.have some. of same requirements.) Us the

1 rary,..24ite the Peace Corps or other national or ineernational rganizations.
N,

2. Have students pool their information in a panel discussion - groupi

to "interegts:
.,

3. Make a. bulletin board display of the various fields in which translator or

interPreter works as 4cience, medicine, communications, government and research.

4, Invitg a speaker.from a local business, industry, etc., to discuss the m rtance

of 2 knowledge of the langutge in his/her chosen career and to field questions

from the stOdents.

ccording

5. Silow a 'eXample, This is the United Nations: Screen Magazine

, N. Y.,:pniversity or others. \
No. 4,

6. Search for ads -in classified section of newspapers. Discuss the job market.

RESOURCES:Books -

UNESCO,
Speaker
(local,

Your Future in Translating and Interpreting, J. F. Hendry;
Report on Scientific and Technical Translation, Paris, 1957;

Translator and His Value to World of Business,' newspapers

foreign) -.fill& slides,
\

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

235
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GRADE OR 1GE UNIT: 10

SUBJECT: French I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Vocabulary, French currency - Exchange of currency
0

I.

ELEMENTS AND ELE/vENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness

To acquire the basic skills and habits found in the working world.

Economic,Awareness

To understand the difference between the money exchangesystem and the barter
system. To comprehend the United-States monetary system.

6

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have the studenis research French currency and the metric system. .Then give
oral and written reArts.

2. Have a display table or bulletin board for French currency - include intergsting
information.

3. Encourage students to make a poster of the metric system.

4. Select interested students to-visit local banks to learn how to exchange American
currency for French currency. Report to class.

5. Have the students.to simulate a situation in which there must be an exchange
of currency Make use of conversational French.

, A

RESOURCES; LOcal banks, library, newspapers, magazines, posterpaper, Fren01 money

FOLLOW -OP ACTIVITIES:

236
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10, 11

SUBJECT:

EDUCAtIONAL CONCEPT:

French II

Grammar,

I

vocabulary, reading, conversation - export-impc,--t. trade

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT'OBJECTIVES:

Decision Mal4ng

To understand that career development requires sequential series of choices.

Career Awareness

To realize that geographical location determines the kinds of work found therein.

Economic Awareness

To understand the process of an relationship letweèn production and distribution
of goods and service. To understand the law oç supply and demand. (It helps

determine occupational choice).

1. Research the export - jnport field for the need of personnel competent in
foreign language usage. Report in writing.

2. Have students discuss the results of their researcb. Then select a possible
career in this trade on which to seek qualificatiOns and show the need of
competency in French. The list will include, for example: accountants,

bookkeepers, sales representatives, stenographers, catalogers, shipArs, etc.

3. Have students look for ads in the daily and Sunday editions of newspapers, for
example: "Secretary to Export Manager with Documentation Work, Some French."

4. .Show a film, slides or invite a speaker ff a business is.located near-by.

5. Have students in a panel discussion evaluate the possible careers in this field
and the need of each to carry on the business.

6. Display items, brochures, etc., acquired through visits to places like
"World Bazaar" or other export-import business places.

RESOUVES: Booki -.Mex Adler, Business Languages of the World, library, magazines,
newspapers, brochures, pamphlets, vocational file

FoLLOW-UP AcTIVITIES:

2" 7
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10, 11

SUBJECT.: French I, II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Grammar, conversation - Hotel and Motel Management Se tec

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBIECTIVES:

Decision Malang

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect. To knoW and
to practice the components of the decision making process.

Career Awareiless

To know that much of one's total life routine is organized around the work
ope does.

Economic Awareness

To comprehend the tools of business (e.1., to.be able to read and interpret
tables, graphs and dharts used as a consumer.)

ACTIVITIES:

1. Interview local or near-by Motel or hotel managers and other staff membera
such as: reservation clerks, bellboy, hostess, etc. Make written, oral

or taped rei)orts.

2. Have students clip from classified section of newspapers ads for jobs requiring
some skill in one or more languages or locate a motel chain that has expanded
into the European market and write letters tO obtain information concerning
jobs. Aak for brochures.

3. Have students dramatize various situations in which the foreign language must

be used as: bellboy assisting a foreign visitor.

4. Invite a foreign visit* if possible, to tell how important it is to find people"

in the careers who speak his/her language.

5. Have each student choose one career related to the motel services t at he/she
.feels best suits his/her personality and ability,. Tell how his/he study

of French will help him/her and why he/she chose this career.

RESOURCES: Occupational -files, brochures, maps, newspapers, pamphlet local business

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

When.letters arriVe, review this activity.

23$



,

GRADE OR IGE UNIT: ii

SUBJECT: Frenith

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Culture', history, vocabulary -.Landscaping

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT 05jECTIVES:

Self KnowleSge'

7
To become able to achieve an Innate personal satisfaction in'work (the job
maybe school.)

Attitudes & Appreciations

To know that the,ability tR perceive the environment affects one's attitudes
toward work.

Educational Awareness

To recognize that there are many training channels directed toward job entry.

ACTIVITIES:

l. Research,the famous iardens Of France; gardens and parks of Versaille,
Tuileries, etc.% Note.also, famous landscaping architects as Lenotre. Written

reports.

2N Show slides, films of.gardens and,parks. gave students note the artistry and 4

the hand work required to create such places cf beauty.

3. Encourage those'vith 'artistic ability to draw the replica of a famous garden.
Use French vpcabulary.' Have others collect pictures, brochures, etc., to make

a bulletin board display.

4. Invite an architect who does extensive landscaping to speak stressing the
importance of each worker.

5. Make plans to visit a garden or park that has been landscaped similar to-those

of l'rance. IxaMple. Biltmore Gardens nearoAshville, N. C.

6. Summarize the activity by having students list the possible careers involved

in this activity: Have.them consider the value of the study of a language

in.acquiring a job in this field;

RESOuRCES: Library, local nursery, magazines, posterpaper, paints, brochures, books

FOLLow4iP ACTIVITIES:
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:I French I, II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Reading; culture, vocabulary - Libiarian

ELEMENTS AND ELEVEN'!" OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness

To recognize that there are many training channels directed toward job entry.

Career Awareness

To relate home and school jobs to community functions.

Economic Awareness

To understand the economic implications brought about when a career decision

is made.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students check the admission requIrements for a student desiring to enter

the graduate school of library science. (Library work requires competence in

at least one or more foreign languages.)

2. Have students list the various types.of work to be found classified under

library science; examples: reference, cataloging, ete. Indicate language

requirements. (This will be a reading knowledge of two languages for most

big libraries.) Research special libraries - science, history.

3. Invite the school librarian or one from a nearby college to speak concerning

' the career of a librarian. Field questions from students.

4. Encourage students to write various big libraries for information - research

or scientific libraries.

5. Discuss with the students the demands for librarians and the advantage of being

qualified in the field with competency in'one.or.more foreign languages.

6. Summarize the activity by suggesting that each student choose a possible

career in library science and apply for the job. (Use French.)

RESOURCES:
College bulletins, library, speaker, occupational files

FOLLCW-UP ACTIVITIES:
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GRACE OR IGE [INT: 10, 11

SUB.JECT: French I, II/

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Culture; history, vocabulary Influence of famous men
and women of France

Ficturrs AND F1 FitifT OBJECTIVES:

Attitude's E. Appreciations

To realize thael'work means different things to different individuals.

Educatiorial Awareness
, I

To know that tentative plans must be formulated in order to arrive at a
certain goal.

P

Career Awareness

To kriow that o

Social Awareness

total life routine is organized around the work one does.

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society
affect the world of work.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have studen6,read biographies of great men and women in the countries where-
French is sktkeil. Report to class on their contributions to their country
and to the.:vdild. Anafyze their values,-,goals, and philosophies.

2. Use quotatIons from these men and women to introduce their ideas to the
rclass. ShTt quotations for bulletin board should encourage students46

investigatethe lives of these people.
P

Show film. Such 'as - "Biography Series", McGraw-Hill.

4. Have studerits dramatize events or episodes in the lives of noted men and
women, to Show their personalities, 'values, or life goals. Role playing
should be done in French.-

RESOURCES:
Library, films, posterpaper, bulfetin board materials

'FOLLCWIL4' ACTIVITIES:
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GRADES 9-12
ENGLISH

v
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL CONCERT: Movies

ELEMENTS 'AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Ap'preciations

To understand the importance of each individual in the function of
home/family unit as well as Ihe school or society setting. ,

Decision Making

To apply-the deciaion making process to(home and sotial,problems.

To recognize and,actept others decisions.

Career Awareness

the;

/
To recognize thar anindividual May,be suited lor numerous differe

7
i occupations.

., ,

/
,

,

, 4 .
,

,

...
# .

ACTIVITIES:
/

,, ,

.;,-

, . .

. , ...

1. Students will divide into groups and each group will do reLarch on the various
e careers open in the movies and on hów characters in moviesicontribute to the

auccess or failure of the movie. A representative from e ch group will report

.to the class. . .

,

Each student will make a list of his/her favorite character in a movie, ° Then*
he/she will write a short paper on* "If I could be anything* what would
I be?"

3. Students will all exchange their papers with another member of theclass.
Each student will analyze the character which his/her clasamate has written
about and write a one-page' response as to why he/she agrees\or disagrees
with the values of 'this character.

.

. \

4. The teacher will assign the same movie on television for eaCh student to -

wAtch. The students will then write 4 short analysis of each major character -
their motives for reacting as they did in a particular situation* etc. Students

will share their analyses orally with their classmates. ,

t\

'

RESOURCES'
- 'Library materials on MOvie Careers and Character Analyeis in the

movias, a movie suitable for the entire class to watch for
character analysis._ /

I.

FOLLCW-UP ACTIVITIES:
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

&EJECT:

EDUCATIONAL

.6:
, . 21'

ANDJ1EPEfT OBJECTIVES:. .

Self Knowledge .°

12

English

4 A

/

Fil nvOut ap, pliCations for health ind life
,

To

/13

. _ Decision

lp match an individual's abilities atiO,interests with
needed in the'world of work.

)

insurance'

the skins 'and

To apply the decision making process to home and social problems.

'Educational Awareness

To acquire the basic skills and habits found in the working world.

TQ recognize and'acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in schOol
help prepare a student for a life of work.

ACTIVITIES:
.

1. Each student will look up the following vocabulary words, relating to
some aspect of health insurance: (a) dispensary,.(b) sanatorium, (c) duration,
(d) surgical operation, (e) impairment, (f) particulars, (g) receipt, (h.) refund

2. Each member of the class will do research on the various
\insurance available and the pros and cons of each type.
, short oral report on his/her findings.

3. Sfudents, with the aid of the teacher, will.each fill out
insurance aalication form. '

types of health
He/she will give a'

a sample health.

4. Each student will do research and write a short paper on the different types
of life insurance and ihe various things which he/she must do to obtain life.
insurance. (Why are some people unable tO obtain life insurance?)

5. A general class
in their repor414e '

. .

6. Each student, wih
form.

sion will be held concerning the students' findings

teacher's help', will fill out a sample life insurance.

RESOuRCES:
Sample health and life insurance forms, library resource materials
on'insurance, insurance salesman to speak to the tlass

FOLLCW-Up ACTIV(TIES:

An insurance salesman will collie and speak to the class on the various atpects ,f

obtaining health and lifa insurance.
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3RADE OR IGE UNIT:

#.

3UBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

12

English

A plan for budgeting and spending money.

ELEPENTS AND ELEPENT DEJECTIVES:

4ucational Awareness

io acquire the basic skills and habits found in the working world.

To recognize and,acknowledge the fait that basic skills learned in school
help prepare a student for a life of. work.

:conomic Awareness

To comprehend certain basic principle's of our economy like capitalism, supply
and demand, taxes, and money exchange.

To develop the concept of financial:management earning, Spending,

borrowing, saving.)

%cTIVITIES:

Students will be given a list of vocabulary terms to look up. These will

relate to budgeting money. Ex.: (a) checking accouhts, (b) savings account, etc.

Students will do library research on-the pros and cons of installment buying.
Each student will write a short piper on his/her ftndings.

Students will conduct a role playing skit about.a person applying for credit.
Questions will be brought up, such as: (a) Have you had credit befdre?

Where? (b) Whit did.you buy? (c) Do you have a bank account? Where?

(d) Where do you Wor10 (e) How much can you afford 'to pay each week, etc.

Students will conduct a class discussion on the varioue and. best places .to
get loans, (other than loan Companies) and on how much money should be. saved

froi their-monthly salaries.

Students. wild. fill out sample forms for.applytngfor a loan, a checking,

account, avings account, etc'. '44

ESOURCES:
Library resource materlals on finance and budgeting, sample application
forms for loans, savings and checking accounts, speaker finance manager

from local bank

:OLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

bank finance manager will come to speak to the class about various-aspects of

udgeting and financial matters.
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3RADE OR IGE UNIT:

#.

3UBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

12

English

A plan for budgeting and spending money

ELEPENTS AND ELEporr DBJECTIVES:

2ucational Awareness

io acquire the basic skills and habits found in Ehe working wor

To recognize and,acknowledge the fdct that basic skills learned
help prepare a student for a life of. work.

:conomic Awareness 4

To comprehend certain basic principles of our economy like capi
and aemand, taxes, and money exchange.

To develop the concept of financial:management (i.e.., earning,
borrowing, saving.)

%cTIVITIES:



GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

t113JECT: English -

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Communication Skills

4,

ELEMENTS AND ELEPC31r OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To possess self.knowledge when making reeliptic life choiCes.

Eduiational Awareness

To understmnd that knowledge or skills which are transferable will facilitate

retraining.

Social AWareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the.completion oftadts.

To be able to accept-triticiem an direction to assume responsibilitY.

ACTIVITIES:

1. A class discussion-wili be held onhearrangement from most imporbant to
least important news in a newspa .r.and mlso the arrangement of most important,
information in writing an alticle.4

2. Small groups will compose\paragraphs on the importance of correct spelling
and clear 'writing, resulting from thorough proofreading practices. Each group

will contribute its ideas to the class when the class reconvenes as a group.

3.... Each student will compose an essay and orally present it to the class, demonstreFing

good speech and dramatii eichniques nedessary when speaking to an audienCe
Following each student's presentation, the -class toil/ openly criticize his/het

.presentation.

4. Studenth will role play interviewing situations to receive practice in developing
communiCations skills irt such circumstances.

RiSOURCES: Newspapers, magazine articles

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

-
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: 'Showing the various careers available to people who do not
plan to further-their education beyond the high school level.

EL,EVENTS AND A FTENT OBJECTIVES:

Attiiudes & Appreciations

To appreciate.all formsof work (i.e., to recognize the dignity inherent in
' all jobs.)

To realize that work means different things to different individuals.

Decision Making

. To apply the decision making process to the study and selection of careers.

Career Awareness

To understand the relationship between attitudes and values and different
careers.

Social Awareness

To realize that society is dependent upon the work of Many peo

ACTIVITIES:
\\

t.;
1. Each student will go to the library anZ do individual research on a career ofY

his/her,choice. The opident will give a brief oral report to the 9,ass on.hialber

ikhbsen career.

2. Stddents will divide into groups and ciliscuss, what they believe tO be proper
dresp, conduct, ar.d attitude during a job interview. A representative from each
group will report the feelings pf tlicgroup to the class. The class will
conduct an'open discustlon on the gighO's beliefs.

3. The member's of the class will compose and present a skit pertalning to a
"blue-collar" worker and why his/her job is just as important to the community

as a "white-collar" worker.

4. A panel discussion will be held,by those members of the class who did not
participate in the skit performance. Part of the panel will represent the
"blue7collar",side, and the other, the "white-collar" side.

5. Students will write a short paper pertaining to what they learned in this uni.

about the value of the 'blue-collar" worker.

RESOURCES.
abrary resource materials on
on various careers.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

different careers,

rtz

Pamphlets and articles

'Students will,bring to class any pamphlets, magazine articles, neWspaper articles,
etc., which relate to the career of his/her choice. These will be displayed on

bulletin boards around the room.
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GRADE OR IGE 'JUT: 10

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL CCNCEPT: Drama

ELEMENTS AND ELEhENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance of a cdoperative

Educational Awareness
0

To recognize and acknowledge the fact-that basic skills learned in school help
prepare a student for a life of work.

To understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs.

Career Awareness

To recognize that,ad individual may be suited for numerous different occupations.

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperationin the coipleti6n of tasks.

kTIVITIES:

1. Students will do individual research on the many phases of stage production -
such as set design, costumink, lighiing, etc. They will write a paper on their

findings.

2. Students will divide into three groups. The groups will be responsible for,
(1) costuming, (2) set design and props, (3) production and lighting. The

groups will do research on their particular phase of theiter production, and a
representative willrreport their findings to the class:

3.. A speaker from a local Little Theater will come and speak about behind-the-sCene
techniques, set design, lighting, etc.

4. The students will take a field trip tour of a local college drama department
to view the various phases of theater production.

5. The class, with each group responsible for its particular aspect of production,
will produce a short one-act play. The play will be put on video tape.

RESOURCES: Speaker from a local Little Theater, materials for making set design
for a play, video tape equiptent, resource materials on theater production

FOLLOWUO ACTIVITIES:

Students will watch their own'play production on video tape and do a crit cal analysis

of their work.
(4
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GRADE OR fGE 9

SUDJECT; English

EDUCATIONAL CONCEpT: Environmental Planning (Communities)

ELENEITS AND ELEt.EIIT 5BJECTIVES;

Decision Makihg

To apply the decision making process to home and social problems.

Career Awareness

To.know ihe jobs necessaiy to maintain the community.

' To recognize that an individual may be suited for nuMerous different occupations.

'

ACTIVITIES:

1

1. Students will,decida and discuss a list of 5 necessary peop and iheir jbbs
needed for planning a new city development

2. Students will list 5 steps the_city planner's neeii todo before homes are built.
Ex.: sewer, lights, landscape, telephone;/roads, possible parks, construciion
men.

3. Students will do research from a newspaper on differences concerning styles and
prices of homes. They will determine advantages and disapantages of living
in different types of developments pr comMunities.

A qualified speaker will explain blueprints of the business area of a city:

.RESOURCES : Newspapers containing information on new developments. City map to show
housing developments in their own area.

Z.

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

Students willcompar'e various blueprints of different cities and evaluate the
'needs that were met for each city.

I.
b'')
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GRADE CR IGE UNIT: 11

&EJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Telegraph Communications

ELEMENTS AND cLEYEaT.OSJECTIVES:

Self Knowledu

To know that every individual can learn to perform adequately and can contribute
in a variety of situaiions.

Decision Making

To-be competent in the verbal and written analysis of alternatives.

Educational Awareness

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school
help prepare a student for a life of work.

Social Awareness

To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

ACTIVITIES:

1. The class will divide into 3 groups and individual group assignments will be
given as follows: (a) Explain Morse Code - how and why it began and its

purpose today. II)) Find out duties of a telegraph operator and the other

jobs associated with the telegraph. (c) Find out how to send and read a telegraph.

2. A speaker will come and'explain telegraph operation in out area and the
composition of, a telegraph.

3. After listening to the speaker, each student will successfully write a
telegraph to a place assigned by the teacher.'"

4. After listening to the speaker and doing individual research assignments, the
student will be able to display his/her knowledge by writing a short paper
tracing the development of the telegraph.

RESOUIkES: Library materials on telegraph communications, telegraph forms for
sending individual tefegraphs

,

it, FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:
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C.: FITE OR IT

:ABJECT:

12 .

English

LDUCATICCAL 1,7CNCEPT: Oral Communications in Business

ELEMENT'S AND EL2T1IT OBJECTIVES:

4
Self Knowledgi

'To feel the dignity of self on an individual basis as well as in groups.

Attitudes E., Appreciations

To develop healthy work habits, (e.g., dependabiliey 'and resphnsibiolity ih a
variety of settings.)

Decision Making
.

To recognize that all ,decisions made have, a cause and an ;eff ect.

4 .?
Social Awareness::

To understand that personallFel.atienShies witti fellow workers are portant

' to job-satifaction.

c a

)
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

10

English

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Air Travel

ELEMENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To learn that the individual must be adaptable in a changing society.

Educational. Awareness

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school
help prepare a student for a life of work.

Social Awareness

To understand that all jobs are dependent upon other jobs.

T9 understand the need for cooperaEion 'in the cOmp etion of tasks.

ACTIVITIES:
. t

I. The students will take a field trip to a local airport to realize the various
occupations related to air travel.

2. Each student will do a small research paper on ond of the following topics':
(a) What different kinds of air travel do we have today? (b) What are some
of ?he functions of air travel? (c) How are being dependent and air travel
related?

3. Students will do oral group presentations on the following as to their
contributions to air travel: (a) Montgolfier, (b) Orville & Wilbur Wright,
(c) World War I, (d) Air Mail, (e) Lindburgh, (f) Zepplins, (g) World War II,
(h) Jets, (i) D.C. 3, (i) Commercial Jets, (k) 747, (1) SST.

4. Students will write a letter to an airline ageTocy asking for pictures and
information on changes of planes from past to present.

RpOURCES:
Library materials relating to air transportation, easy access to
a nearby airport, business stationery for letters to airlines

\.

FOLLOW-U0
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#

r;RADE OR IGE allT: lo

SUMECT: English

".

EDUCATIONAL 'INCEPT: Marketing and Distributing

ELEMENTS AND ELEtElfr IJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To be competent in the verbal and written analysis of alternatives.

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge

for most jobs.

Career Awareness

To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerous different occupations.

Economic Amarenew;

To understand the law of supply and demand. (It helps determine occupational

choice.)

To understand that some workers produce goods while others produce services.

ACTIVITIES:

1. There will be a general discussion of the following jobs copcerned with
Marketing and Distribution: (a) product designer, (b) fashlon coordinator,
(c) advertising assistant, (d) commercial artist, (e) model, (f) public
relations, (g) training representative.

2. Students will meet in small'groups and determine (!a.lifications for the

previously discussed positions.

3. Students will conlAle a questionnaire r fellow

why they want or use a given product. Prom this

an advertisement for the product.

4. Students will conduct demonstrations, including
product.

students to answer about
list, students will develop

display and purpose, of the

5. Using magazines and newspaper, students will collect and bring to class various

forms of advertisements and compare these.

'RESOURCES:Magazines and newspapers containing advertisements
may collect and use for comparison.

o

FOLLOO-UP ACTIVITIES:
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Leisure Time

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that individuals differ in their abilities, attitudes, and aspirations.

AttiEudes_b_Appreciatione

To appreciate all forms of work (i.e., to ecognize the dignity inherent in all
jobs.)

To realize that work means different things to different individuals.

EduCational Awarenessi:

To recognize that there are many training channels directed toward job entry.

Career Awareness

To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

ACTIVITIES:

1. A speaker, representing the public relations worker, will-cOme and sketch
his/her responsibilities. Later, students will write thank-you notes to the
speaker.

As a group, the students will discuss areas in the community and school that may
need some aid of a public relations director. -4.

3. The class w?11 discuss and list the tasks of a travel agent and gain an
\ understanding and appreciation of the sightseeing guide's responsibility.

4. The students will go on a field trip to a travel agency.

5. The students will write a story entitled, "My Day as a Travel Agent" or
"My Day as a Sightseeing Guide."-

6. ° Students will exchange stories and conduct a critical analysis of each other's
pompositions.

7. Using sources (posters, magazines,'pamphlets, etc.) each student will prepare
a 3-5 minute talk on one specific area of t U. S. Each student must use a
proper outline for his/her talk.

RESOURCES:

Magazines, posters, pamphlets on travel,'library materials relating
to travel

FOLLOWUO ACTIVITIES:
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(T1PADE

aLJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL r.CNCT: Radio Communications

ELEPENTS AND ELEMENT'n.DJECTIVn

Self Knowledge

To learn that the individual must be adaptable in a changing society.

'Decision Making

, To apply the decislon making process to the study and selection of careers.

Educational AwareneSs
r*

To acquire the basic skills.an'd habits found in the working world.

'Social Awareness

To realize that Society is dependent upon the work of many people.

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society
affect1the world of work.

To be able to accept criticism and directon to assume responsibility.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students will do 'individual library reSearch from books and magazines to find
the history of the beginning of radio.

2. Using library materials, students will show pictures of early radio ui3ers using,

older.typea of instruments. Students will then creatively Write a paper composing
a story of wh:lt they see in the pictures.

3. (Listening skill.$) - Students will listen to tapes and/or records of early radio

programs. P

4. Students will divide into groups. Each gropp will choose one type of radio

program. They call write scripts, commercials, etc., and present them to
another class, or tdpe them for another class.

5. Have students 10 another class xecOrdvolcas without identificatioln. Then, have

the class criticize them as to hroadcastift
. ,

/
6. Each student will chooser a radio broadcasting occupation and report'to the

class oh why he/she would prefer that job to any other.

RESOURCES:.

Books ail(' magazines on the beginning of radio, pictures of early radio
communi.cations, tapes And records of early radio programs

FOLL04441p ACTIVITfES:

The students will Coke a trip to a.Local radio station.

2 5 6
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

,0'
oubJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

10-

English

Newspaper Communication

ELEMENTS AND ELEhENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge Atik

To know that every individual can learn to perform adequately and can
contribute in a variety of situations.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To develop healthy work habits (e.g., dependability and responsibility
in a variety of settings.)

Career,Awareness

To know that vocational choice is deterMined by social, individual, and
economic factors,,each of which may operate independently on an individual.

Social Awareness

To be able to accept criticism and direction to assume,responsibility.

ACTIVITIES:

1. 'Stuaents will discuss the.importance of communication. Students will then
divide into groups and make'a list of different ways of communicating.

2.' Each student will bring a 6opy of some earlier dated newspaper to class.
Students will be grouped into committees. They will.look through the papers
and make lists of things that Would be helpful for certa4n people to know.

3. The teacher will aid the students in developing a ques*ionnaire to survey
the commun ty to learn reasons why people subscribe to a newspaper.

4. Students dill wri ,a short paper comparing their findings from the questionnaire.

5. Students wili be divided into groups and each grbup will examine a specific
newspaper froif the .area. A spokesman from each groupwill read in a panel
discussion giving pros .and cons of the various papertf, Ex.: How well it
covers community news; How well ft covers national news; How biased tbe papers
are.

RESOURCES:Newspapers, agreeable citizens to answer questions

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:
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English

LA.ALVIrICIalL COIC:r.:Th Magazines as a source of .communic4tion

rr.L7le: 1P.JECTIN/2!-,

Self, Knowledge

ii
To be aware of individual capagilities and limitations.

Attitudes & Appreciations
,

To..appreciate all forms of work (i.e., to recognize the dignity,inherent in
all-jobs.)

To develop healthy work habits (e.g., dependability and responsibility in a
variety of settings.)

.pecision Making

To be competent in the verbal and written analysis of alternatives.

Social Awareness

To be able to accept criticism and direction to assume responsibility..

4a

.s

1. Each student will state clearly'his/her likes and dislikps in reading magazines.

2. Each student will choose' 'a magazine and report tc the class ':he strong and
weak points of the magazine of his/her choice.

3. Students will make vocabulary lists of words peculiar to one rirticular magazine.

4. Studepts will each compose a short story on a topic of hi.,$).b.er choice which
would be suitable for use in a magazine.

5. Students will exchange stories among themselves and give a criticl analysis
of each 9ther's stories.

6. Students will divide into groups and compose different advertisements suitable
for a magaiine.

7. The class will combine theirstories and advertis.ements to produce a short

magazine.
a

RESOURGIS :Different types of- magazines, meterials for magazine cover and materials

. necessary for composition of the magazine

FOLLOV,HP PCTIVITIES'

A speaker from a local book or magazine store will come and speak on purchasing,
distribution, etc., of magazines and jobs available in this arca.

'261t
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GRADE OR IE LWIT:
4.

&EJECT:

12

English

EDUCATIMAL CONCEr% Newspaper Workers

a

Dimas AND ELEPCIT %ACTIVES,:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance of a coopsphtive spirit.
.

Decision Making

To know and practice the components of the decision making process: (1) Identify

:1/1.mblem or situation; (2) Consider alternatives; (3) Consider consequences or
alternatives,: (4) Select the best alternative; (5) Implement the best
alternative; (6) Evaluate the resurts.

Career Awareness
a

4
To realize that ocoupations are ranked according to duties, difficulty in
obtaining the job, rewards one gets from the occupation, and social prestige.,

Economic Awareness

To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students will look over copies of newspapers and discuss the different parts.
Then, they will determine the functions of each part and discuss Which are
the most popular.

2. The teacher will cut the headlines off newspaper articles and,have students
read the articles and choose appropriate headlines.

3. Each bembwr of the class will report on a different Occupation in the newspaper
field. itue.ents could cover: duties of job, educational requirements, and salary.

4. The students will take a field trip to a newspaper office to view the jobs
in action.

5. The class will divide into 5 groups and each group will give a report on one
of,the following 5 newspaper men: Benjamin Harris, James Bennett, Horris Greely,
Joseph Pulitzer, W. R. Hearst. The reports should include information on the
men's lives and their contributions to the newspaper world.

RESOURCES:Copies of newspapers, research materials on famous newspaper men, and
occupations in the newspaper field.

FOLLOW`Up ACTIVITIES:

Students will organize Ato department's' (news, sports,::entectainment, etc.). Then

they wall use the class members as their sources in Planning, composing, proofreading,

and printing a newspaper.

o 269
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GRADE OR IGE 12

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:. Manufacte'ring

ELEtENTS AND ELEhtNT NJECTIVCS:

Decision Making

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect.

Edvational Awareness

To understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs.

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation_in the completion of tasks.

-To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

. EconomU Awareness

Tcfbe alert that technological progress changes, eliminates, and creates work.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students will be given individual reading,assignments on the beginning of
manufacturing, from the time it started in the homes through the period,of
the Revolutionary War and the period after the War of 1812.

2. The class will research and discuss how the lack of manufacturing in the
South and their inability to sell their cotton to England contributed to their
losing the War. Contrast the way the South has become a greA manufacturing
area today in comparison. (Thit activity copld be used in conjunction with
a history project, if desired.)

3. Students will tesehrchand report on people who have contributed to progress
made in manufacturing. Ex.: Ell Whitney, Eli Terry, Andrew Carnegie

4. The teacher will divide tile class into equal groups and each group will write
0

ta short skit of an invention agreed on by the class.

5. Students will make a field trip to Walnut Grove Plantation and write a creative
paper on tome particular facet of the Plantation which interested them.

'ESOURCES.:
Encyclopedias and other research materials, filmstrips (if available) on
changes in manufacturing.

,011_0dUP ACTIVITIES:.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11

SUBJECT: English

-

,

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:, History of the Languagt
P

ELEtENTS AND EL.DENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

. ,To learn to analyze working roles ccording to advantages and disadvantages.

To understand the relatiogthip betwee occupations and their changes.
.3

Educational Aviareness

To understand that knowledge or skills which are transferable will facilitate
retraining.

Socieg Awareness
V

To appreciate the fact that customs, ,traditions, and attitudes of society
affect the world of work,

CTIVITIES:

1. A student oriented discussion and demonstration of how man first communicated
will be'held. This discussion should help the students understand the stages'
through-which our present day speech have progressed.

2.. The teacher will direct a day's,lesson explaining how phonemes have changed
are the,basis of word sounds. Students* will do research in small groups
to discover how the sounds of these phonemes have changed over the years.

3. The class, as a whole, will make a family tree showing changes in slang and
dialect over the last hundred years.

4. The.students will list-and research occupations that deal with the development
of language, such ad: (1) etymologist, (2) grammarian, (3) dictionary compiler,
(4) foreign language interpreter, etc.

RESOURCES:
Books Dictionary of American Slang, Geographical Dictionary

FOLI0i4-1JP ACTIYITIES:

Sppaker who is professional on thP History'of rhe Language (tssibly a professor
from a nearby college).

61\
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O IGE UNIT1

&EJECT: v English

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: History of Writing

ELEVENTS AND ELEVENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To learn that the individual must be adaptable in a changing society.

Educational AwareneSs
Ir

To recognize.aracknot4ledge the fact tycat basic skills learned in school
a help preparWA stAdent for a Life of work.

Social Awareness ,

To appreciate the fact that customs, tr jtions, and attitudes of society affect
the wor14 of work.

To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

;

1. A student discussion will be held of how writing habits have changed in form
over the years.

2. Students will define the following vocabulary terms and possibly use them in ,

group discussions with such writings as the Old English Edition of The Lord's
Prayer. Terms: Pictogram, Ideogram, Cuneiform, Suneirans, Hieroglyphics,

Calligraphy, Alphabet, Symbblism.

3. The teacher will introduce to the students the concepts of early forms of
literature: legend, folkt4e, and fable.

4. Students will list and research occupptions that deal with the development
of writing, such as: hAstorian, archeologist, anthropologist, geologist, etc.

REStURCES: The Lord iyer, written in Old English, librw resources to
research occupations

.

Foliaq-UP vIT I ES:

2 62 A
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GRADE OR IGE 11 and 12

SUBJECT: 'Art II
2

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Architecture

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT (1BJECTIVES: :

Self Knowledge
To develop self confidence in

Career Awareness
To realize that geographical location determines the kind of rk found therein.

Social Awareness
To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

(-.

the pursuit ef an anticipated career choice.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Discuss architecture and it's place in our society.

2. Explain how engineering and artare necessary for an archit,ect to be able to
produce a well designed building.

1

3. Have students bring examples of well design buildings. Study the immediate School
building; T.

4. Discuss the advantages (salary,
ations, education).

prestige) and the disadvantages ( geographic limit-

RESOURCES: Use the library for additional information.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Have students design their own building.

2 61



GRADE OR IGE UNIt: 11 and 12

SUBJECT; Art II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Illustration (Greeting card illustrator)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Adireness J
To realize.that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge for most

jobs.

Career Awareness
To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

Social Awareness
.

To realize that society is dependent on the work of many people.

ACTIVITIES:

Collect greeting car.ds in several styles and categories.

2. Display them on a'board and haVe the students study tl-em. ,Rave them discuss, style,

.Nprm, color, lettering.

Have*the students design three greeting cards of different types with a written message.

Watch for a developing style.

4. Discuss the job responsibilities of a tard illustrator.

RESOURCES: Poster series, Careers in Art by William Reid - J. Weston Walch- publisher,

Portland, Maine

FOLLOWUP, ACTlyI, TI ES :

2(;.5
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1.1 Ad 12

. )
or:

'.t',. °SUBJECT: .. Al _II.
t . [

t2' / t :

) i
A ' '

ECIUCAt I oNit COWITY', A` .Advertising
r. .,

i. , .

.

,.. ) ,

. .

..,iN, ty '
ELOENTS AND ELEWNi OBJECTIVESC.

, . .. .

, 4.t.

_ Attitudes and Appreciatioons.
, .

.

.? .,, , , .:

TOdevellip livaIthy Work".habi4 -(e.g. dependability and respOxIsiblity,it
. en'Of settings.

: Y'..,. o '

dreer Awareness

To know that carger decisiont bil'at correlate with one's loals in life (e.g., money,
hours, etc.)

\

a Variety

Pir

Social Awareness
To understand thdt some workers produce goods'while others produce semices.

Economic Awareness

To understand that some workers produce goods while others produce services.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Discuss the role advertising plays in our lives- how it affects our l ves- how, it
affects our buying attitudes.

2. Discuss the job of an advertising artist- his/her responsibilities vantages and
disadvantages.

3. Divide the class into groups assigning each one a product, place or service to advetise
One student may design, one may lerter.

4.. Have the students complete an advertisement layout and then display them.

1).

RgSO.URCES:

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Let each student explain the problems he encountered in his part
of the advertisement.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:. 9-12

SUBJECT: Art I and II

It

EDUCATIONAL GONCEPTr Design Package Design)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT-OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes and Appreciations
To recognize the vital importance of a cooperative spirit.

Decision Making
To know that career decisions must correlate with one's.goals in life (e.g. money

hours, etc.).

'Social Awareness
To realize that society is deperident upon the work of.many people,

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need same kind of special training and knowledge
for most jobs.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Arrange a collection of empty pa5kages from the grocery. Include jars with labels,
cerealboxes, cans with labels cartons.

Discuss color, lettering, a angement and shape with the class.

3. Discuss the various jobs fiecessarv in package designing- picture designing, lettering,
box designing.

4. Divide Ole class into groups each person in the group assuming a portion of the total
package designing process (e.g., one student will design the package picture.another
will.letter, etc.)

5. Present the finished packages to the group.'

RESOURCES: Grocery stbre. Poster series. Careers in Art by William Reid, 1970:
J. Weston Welch, publisher, Portland, Maine

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Have a critique of the finished products.

267
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: -i2

SUBJECT: Art I and' II

EDUCATIONAL. CONCEPT: Graphics (Layout Artists)

ELEMENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need !mime kind of special training and knowledge for most
jobs.

Career Awarefiesi

To compare and contrast local4jobs to national and international jobs.

Social Awareness

To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people. ,

ACTIVITIES:
e

I. Collect newspaper pages with advertisements as well as printed articles. Collect mag-
azine pages with color, words and pictures.

2. Have the students discuss the way in which the ppges were arranged whether or not the
arrangement is pleasing.

3. Make the students aware of how many jobs a layout can acheive.

RESOURCES: Invite the layout artist_for the local newspaper or a local printing company,to
tne class to speak.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

2 GB,
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9-12

SUBJECT: Art I and II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Art Teacher

ELEMENTS AND ELEMEUT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness
To understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs

Career Awareness
To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

Social Awareness
To realize that an individual's work affects his/her standard of living (i.e., his/

her total life style).

1. Discuss the duties of an art teacher.

2. Discuss the amount and type of education that an art teacher must have.

3. Discuss the effect an art teacher could have on a student ( career influence).

4. Let interested students take turnsintroducing a new art idea to the class.
Keep them simple.

RESOURCES: Be your own resource person.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

2
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:
9-12

SUBJECT: Art 1 and II

EDUCATIONAL CIONCEPT: Painting

4

ELEMENTS AND ELEPUT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes arld Appreciations
To realize that means different things to different individuals.

Decision Making
To know chat career decisions must correlate 'with one's toals in life (e.g. money,

hours,

Career Awareness

To raal.ize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

.s

ACTIVITIES:

1. Within a unit of study on art history include a discussion.on painting.as a career.

2. Use modern painters as reference ( Wueth, Rockwell, Warhol) as well as prominent
South Carolina painter. I

3. Discuss Cne advantages (money, prestige, artist freedom and the disadvantages
money difficulty of selling).

4. Discuss Alternate jobs by which a painter could earn q,living.

RESOURCES: /./.r books from your library, slide presentations.
4'

FOLLNUp

281
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9-12

SUBJECT: Art I and II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Crafts (Pottery)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes and Appreciations

To develop healthy work habits (e.g. dependability and responsibility in a variety
of settings).

Decision Making

To know that a career choice should be based on attitudes.value and interest and
requires in depth study.

Career Awareness
To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a Vocation.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Within a unit on pottery include a discussion of potter's.

2. Discuss the amount and affect of pottery in our society.

3. Relate pottery and ceramics.

4. Discuss changes in pottery from functional to free form pottegy.
4it

RESOURCES: Find a local potter to speak to the class, bringing examples of his/her
work or the pottery teacher from a nearbycollege.

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

4
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GRADE OR 1GE UNIT: 9 and 10

SUBJECT: Art I

;EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:, Crafts (Weaving)

ELEMERtS Ahp ELEMEAl'CbJECTIYES:

Attitudes and Appreciations
'To appreciate'all farms of work.

Social Awareness
To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many People.

Economic Awareness -

To understand that some workers produce goods while others produce services.
;

' L Introduce a weaving unit to theketudents using simple frame looms.

2. Discuss how clothes were made before modern machinery and modern techniques
start from the sheep and go through the serving of the garment.

9. Have-the students bring in cloth.scraps that show various weaving patterns.

4. Contrast modern weaving techniques with old ones.

'RESOURCES: Try to find someone in the community that weaves or spins.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

272
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GRADE OR,IGE UNIT: 11 and 12

4

SUBJECT: Art II

EDUCATfONAL CONCEPT: Art History

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To understand that individuals differ in their

AttitFdes and Appreciatioa
To realize that work means different things to 'different individuals.

Educatiopal_Awareness
TO acquire the basic skills and habits found in the wnrkihg world.

SRL
Caveat.. Awareness

To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocatIon.

abiliiies, attitudes, and aspirations.

AcTIVITIES:

I. Within a'usual art history unit include a discussion of people involved with art
history as a career (teachers; museum workers, lecturers.)

Discuss the education an art critics and their work with newspapers and magazines.

3. Discuss the education an art'historian must have.

4. Assign a report on a phase-of art to be presented orally as if the'students were
museum lecturers.

RESduRCES: Use the library an& librarian for resource help.

FOLLG4-UP ACTIVITIES:

284
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11 and 12

SUBJECT: Art II

EDUCATIOiIAL CONWT: Graphics (Silk Screen Printing)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

A5titudes and Appreciations '

to develop healthy work habits (e.g., dependabiltiy and responsibility in a variety'
of settings).

,

1

Decision MakARg

To knourthat career decisions must correlate With one's gdals in life (e.g., money,
hours, etc.)

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers'need some kind of special training and .knowledge' for most jobs.

Social Awareness

To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

ACTIVITIES:
1. Show examples of silk.screen printing.

2. Explain the siak screen process by giving a demonstration.

3. Relate the silk screen printing the students are doing.to the job of the person in
the local grocery store who screen prints the weekly special signs...

4. Have the students do a silk screen print of their own, involving some lettering.

'RESOURCES: ASk,d screen print artist' form a local grofery sEore to speak to the class ex- ...

p1a1ning his job and giving a demonstration.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Have students find examples of silk screen printing in a variety of
stores.

2 74
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11 and 12

SUBJECT: Art II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Graphics (2-D design, coMmercial-design)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJETVES:

1.

ate

Self Knowledge
To bq aware of individual capabilities and limitations.

isit

Decisfbn Making
To know that career decisions must correlate with one's goals in life (e.g., moneS,

.tours, etc.):. . . ..:

' -

Career Awareness'.' -:C... .

To eealize that hobbies and interests may lead to a-vocation.
. ,

. . .,

liCTWINES:
.

, .

i. Gather a colection of letterheids,-calling tards and business stationary from various
. firms.. Assemble on a board.

Compose a llst of fictional bas.iness names.

,

3. With the-class analYze the displayed letterheads. giscuss whatmakes each one
interesting or eye catching. Discuss information arrghgemeni, color and lettering.

4. Have stUdents design a business card and letterhead (actual Size for botb) for a
.

firm from.the list in Activities 112.
.

5. Discuss c0eer oppOrtunities available ,in commercial design., -Make students:awSze:
-of the demand for this type of ayt form:

RESOURCES:

% FOLLNLUp' Aci IV rT IE: Have a critique
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GRADE OR IGE.UNeT:

1k.

SUBJECT: Are. ".;nd

:

1,

ID,UCATIONAL CONCEPT; -..::&(,1OT.

..

">?,

.LEMENTS A.1116*ECE7 iT

4'-*EducatiousLjAWarenees
To,undT.rstancl, that dpecifilized'skills lead to interdependency

44.

Career Awerrss
1 e,

Toree 140.-that bob

§ocial .Awarenee,s.
uhderiterid:,i,tmt.

terests MAy lead to a vocation.

-
dependent upon other jobs.-

NV .

;

To-uh4tetStS0<thitSome workers.volucgoods while others produce services..

"e.

'-' .
ACTIVITIES': .. i.;

...I .d' ''. -1. ltkvtew-tbe,-bolor wheel'including co4lementary, monoChromatic, etc.
,,,-.,,qvii ,'' : .,,,- 4,:..,-;, .',.. ._

P.''.'_ .rs.. 2. 14s0S0 the effect coloys haVe on up (e.4., dull vs.,hright, limited colors).'
.4; : , : ko

'Ti:4:' '. 14c114., peop e involved with color Orofessionally- expetJts in color harmony and,ligi-z-4
,

::1`. -1.. , .',. '. .

cUWS:itists, interior decorators, Craftsmen.
r

r

1

V
4 .

-

RESOURCES: COntact an interior decorator from a loc4,5firm for driforma`Lo5 in their fi
Arrange for a visit to 'your '4chool. Urge questions from students-

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:
'IF houtie.

.1

'.\

Have the students work out a "color scheme for a room within a

287
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11 and 12

. 4

SUBJECT: Arc 11

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Letterdng

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:
er

Self Knowledge
..

To develop selfcon4d.ance in the-pursuit of an antd1clpated career choice.

,
,

0.%

Educatipnal.Awireness
1., To understand that some workers produce goods while others produce services.

Caree44wareness ?

tealize 6.1ie hobbies and interests,may. lead .ro-a vocation.

Social Awareness
1. To understand that.all jobs art dependent upon other jobs.
2. To realize that society is dependent upon the-work of many

.,.

ACTIVITIES:
lif' i, . g

t-
1. olve swdenta biPlag, in magazihes to find examples of different styles of lettering and
I, ' poster.

-, 2.. Discuss the.importance of signs ap4 Cetters firour immediate worlg4 Discuss the role.q.
lettering.plays in advertisi and the way it affects us (e.g., signs in grocery ae(34f
road signs, etc.) ,

3. Piscuas .the'various car.aers associated with-signs, posprs and letters (e.g.
billboard designey' il.painters, and advertising artists.)

.. .

4. Give the students po paper, felt tip pens Or drawing pens and ink. Have them
assume they are billboar designers engaged in planning an outdoor sign advdrtising a

11..

,

usfaurant, a produet or a service.

--NitESOURCES: Have a sign painter from' a local company come speak to the class, bringing tools
of his/her trade and giving a demonstration of his/her work. Encourage queslions.

.°

FOLLCW Up ACTIVITIES:.

7

Have a cAliique of the iigns.
A
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9 and 10

SUBJECT: Art I.

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Cartooning",

cr.)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attittides and AppreciationA
To develop healthy wcirk'habits

of settings)
(e.g. dependability and responsibility in a variety

L

Career Awarness
To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Collect cartoons from stveral newspapers and severaldifferent partoonists.

2. Display them on a board and have the students study them.
111V

_

3. Have the students imagine they are cartoonist and create a cartoon strip
.covering one week.

Discuss the problems involved with cartoons
of ideas).

RESOURCES,;
Duttor.

(e.g. finding new.ideas, contimuity

JW.

The' Careers snd bpiortunities In Commercial Art by I.J. Biegleisen, E. P.
New York, 1944,: .

Poster series- Caieers in Act, William Reid, J. W. Walcb- publisher-.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:
Bind.tipartgons into a booklet

1

40.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

ltrONEDUCATIONAL CEPT:'-,0004.xi,74Ih4strial. Design)

TI

. . '

11 and 12

ELEMENTS AND ELipENT OBJECTIVES:, r.,7

Decision Making

.To recognize and accept career decisions.

-Caree Awareness

To know the jobS necessary to:maintain the Community.

'Social Awareness

TO realize that ail jobs are dependent on other jobs.

Economic Xwaneness

, .

To Upderstand that soie workers produce goods while others produce services:

,

AT.IV IES; I

-

..* ,..ri.. .Discuss the.need for industrialdesigners. TrAWe such.things. as- automobile
- design, appliances and common hdusehold thing .

-:- .

. .

Discuss. theramoult of education necessary and algo-the overlapping of
0'. .

c
engineerOg and art.
.- -

Dqvide. 'die class intotiroups, assigning each group a well known product.
'gym em.try to imprOve on the. existing product.

a

,

".1

?

FOLLOW-VP ACTIVITIES.;

;

s
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41_
MR Hi UNIT: 9 - 12

4--4/0
ECT:

' N

Art T

UCAT1ONAL CONCEPT: window Display

ELEMENT5AND ELEMENT OBjECTIVES:

Self knowledge

it

T

To help match an individual's abilities and interests with the skills and-
proctss needed in the,world of work. °

Decision'Making

To recognize that career decisions must correlate with one's:goals*in life
(e.g., money, hours, etc.)

Career Awareness

:To reaize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocstion.

4

Discuss how an attitctive display window affects ourbuying.attitudes.

2. Have-the students study store;window and try to decide why certain obdpcts
were.placed in the order they s$e,them. -

3. DisCuss the art skilli needed color, design.

4. Have .the student4,design,s store window displaying pne type o.f. product..,

(e.g., ladiee' Airdy to ,War). if k

RESOURCES:
.

.

have the dispny artist.trja local store speak to the ciOss, bringing
visual aids of his/her wOrl,

41,

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Discuss local store windows.

.44
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qIRADE 6R IGE Nut: 11 ahd 12

SUBJECT: Art II

'EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT.: illustration

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES;

Decision Making

,p.To know that career decisions must correlate with one s goals in life

(e.g., money, hours, etc.)

Career Awareness

To understand that the 14rk a map does tells more about him/her that is

Significant than any other single item of information.

'ildrens' atOry books either from a or 'from individuals.

with your class in te*rms of the ef4ctiveneps'of the'
somplementing the. story.

,-,-
.

. discuss the.-caA4i:or..an illustrator. klefer to tareera and OPportunies
in Commercial, Art 00,:.'d,Biegeleisen, E. P,,uttod and.Co., New York, 1944,-,'

, ..r'i,,
Chapter, "The'Illu tri667:I11ustrator."

i '

. 'with Oats participation ma1rff4r0:.A childrens' stvy, PteferataY 'one with
*several characters and e*citing a on. Have eaCh student.coWand illustrate t.

' t-he story. Each illustration will e idifferent.
4

RBI:VICES:Careers and OpurtunitiOL in Commercial'Art by I. J. Biegeleisen,

. E. P. Dutton, NswYork, 1944..

Itto

FOLLOW-UP 'AUIVPTIES: -

1. Discus's the finished storiei in the same way,as in Activity #2-

2. Bind the stories in construction paper,or,poster bo'arlpnd give theM t(C).

a primary grade class.

2 1,
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: _11 and 12

SUBJECT: Art II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Graphics (Poster Art)

COMENTS AND ELEMENT!OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations
0

To develop healthy work habits (e:g., dependability and responsibility ;in

a wariety of settings.)

Carer Awareness

To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to

omic Awaappess

a vocation..

/
7

To Understand that some workers produce'Onds.while others produce services..

Po

PICrhUTIES;,
4,

1. 'Choose am importpkyupcomin4 event,:in the schooV. inci use th4s as a base for

a unit on poster degAth.

1F
2; 01i/id; into groups of three. Assign,one Person lettering. one piCtgre and 1,

:on't 1.%1Alt. -
,

3. ,-=PToduce Asters for the eVent. .

44ithio..this unit, fiiscu(S) the work of a Oster compthere Sre naerodlis

kpostr catalogs dGailable fOr,reference and illustrationiscuss a ,

poster arods'tr's job.
4?1.1

'
Ref o44Whe Careers and Opportunities in CommercOl_Art by I. J. Bietplekisen.

4)

Car ers .ada.:OpPottUnit4es. in Ce6tercial At by4. J. Bieql#.1isen

c
Ir.

FOLLOW-UP TIVITIES:

Dist bute posters. Hav,e students lie awar'e4 posters disp4ayed:A.n bus
.

4,
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11 and 12

SUBJECT: Art II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Fashion Design

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:,

DeArsison Making

.6

To-recognize ritt others decisions.

Career Awareness

To,realize that hobbies and interests may lead4to a vocaion.

SRcial Awareness

4TCbe able to accepe criticism and direction to assume responsibility. ,To
;realize fhat all jobs are dependent on other jobs.

0

ACTIVITIES:
..1

,

H1, ave the students find examples of fashions that interest Am. :ail the
categories_so there will be no repetition. . .

Yi)

.''

9. Discuss the way a fashion iscreated frOm d/sign to IOW pioducts
(The role of each worker.) 4111

..
. ..

3. Divide the:students into groups, each griOup 'assuming a,part of t11.0 fashion,:

desfgn process (e.g., 'design, color work, diOgay.)

4. Let the students create a*fashion'from beginning to end.
1416k

5. Discuss j6b responsibilities for each area and the way they selata ta464e
another.

RESDURIES: The Careers and Opportunities in Commeraal Art by I. ,J,
E. P. Dutton, New 'York, 1944. Chapter

FOLLOWUP

Let the students design clothes for ea611 other.

2' 30
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GRADES 9-12
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12th

SUBJECT: Psychology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Interrelationship of Jobs

..ELEPIENTSIAilkELEANT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness

To Understand that all jobs are dependent on other jobs.

ACUVITIES; ,fiv.4.!s°

4

'I. Students visit a local community mental health enter.

2. Gather information relative to skills, pertonalitS' traits,and
.... characteristics or various jobs involved. 4:,--

3. eet students do independent study in relation to work7in a mental'
center.

\

.'.6

RESOURCES:
.

" Resource people (t erapist, nurse, clinical personnel, psychologist, mental
health agency, access thscurrent mental health inquiries.

t,

roush,H.0 AczkITIEs:
*.

Studemte4trepere a debate on strengths and weaknesses ofitlental health
ser02.0ii'

7

. `

018 5
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12th

SUBJECT: Government

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: -Decisions MadeSometimes Made Alone,,,

4'

1

ELEMENTSAND IfilE

Decision Making

ECTIVES:.

To rec'ognize that all decisions hayi a cause apt! effect.

ACTIVITIES:
0

11 Have students study the period of time before Truman decided tedrop
the A-Bomb, Wiat were his problems and reason for his uNtimate decision.

2. Students work In groups'end decide for themselves ,the vast problems
and alternativiii in making the decision and presentto the class their
views.

3. Have a knowledglable person talk to class on atomic weapons.

RESOURCES :

, Resource person on atomic energy, filmstrip on Truman's,decision to drop the

boMB.

1

FOLLOW-UP.ACTIVtTIES:

Pol. the Commaripy.to see under what ..condttions they would use atomic

weapons:
0 ,

#



'GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9th

SUBJECT: civics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Relations of Decisions on Policies

,

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

4

Decision Making

To rRcognize that all decisions de have a cause and an effect.

:1
a

erir-;
ACTIVITIES:

'44,
Get copigrof 15rOceedings fro9,-SoUth Carolina Energy Com&issiop to
see whatIoes-lnto decisions pertaining to rates of say Duke Power.

%.;

2. Mtite to Duke P*er for their enerujolicies. Why are rato increases
necessary anclo:their'relationship'to the public.

3. May wish to write'to Washington for materialS-on energy 'programs on
a federal level. A

RESOUR4S.1;..

Pam'phlets frem Duke Power Ad South Cai-olina 'Energy Commissio . Copy

of laws pertaining to energy decisions.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIEt:
.

Short paper on relation of laws,,and energy fn Ameulig111 a today.

7

&
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GRADE'OR IGE UN1T:4 Ifth

SUBJECT: , World, peograpny

444" 40,

EDUCAT1oNAr.i,

.
of Geography on.Jobs

. ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:
4,

Career. Atrareness

To show that many

ACTIVITIES: 7

.

1.
4

Study gdography of Alaska, Chile and Republic of Zaire and,Americao,'
Samoa. The class should be divided into droups for,the purpose ofr;':
library research on each area.

2. Each group needs to decide_thelasSignments for each person in the
gtoup'.

Obs available deperid onthe toography of an atei*

3. YdU may want to see the influence of geogra$101!n your a i jobs.
a

-

RESOURCES:
. .

Cali ih professional people in your area.or interview therii wo4.

FOLLOWUp ACTIVITIES:

Make.,,a'book.let in idvertising form that
countiy Or area.

8
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:- 10th

-e

'SUBJECT: t World History

i 41!

EDUCATIONAL:CONCERT: 'Dignity

'ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge.

To feel the dignity of self on an individual basis as well as in groups.

1
-

Social Awareness

To know that society provide rewards for work.
e

ACTIVITIES:

L. Research jobs held in-ancient times an& compare 41.th thoA of tdiclay

in,foreign countries.

J

1

2. A good area to concentrate on wolild be the middle eastern oil fields.

3. Interview people from foreign nations to see if they hilve made any
advances since coming to America. Is America the land of opportunity--

4

qi-

RESOURCE'S:

,Informationion fweign nations from the U. S. State Department. Writing'

to foreign ambassailores in the U. S. Naturalized America-ne-7

FOLLOW-UP kTIVITIES:

Use poster boards to'serve as 'cli,..;Ndy areas fOr pictures or diagramsif
!incient jobs and foreiw countries as cOmpared to what they,0 today.

289
,
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GRADEiOR,IGE-UNIT:- 12th,

/ I

SUBJECT: Government

EDUCATIONAL 6NCEPT: Honesty in Business

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

444,

Career Awareness

To Understand the relationships between attitudes and va
- different careers.

el.

ACTIVITIES:

'and

* N

1. Investigate ethical problems involved in the actiyatOf state
regulatory agencies in areag, of'consumer aff4lis i.1icensing. 1.0

-.40ir

2. Discuss "Legal 6r VoluntarY" codes'of ethics fir oCcupations, are:
they enforceable,

RESOURCES :
0

Invite memberi of the Better Business Bureau to "describe their attempts
to insure ethical practices.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Have students write a code of ethics,for a corporation they'Make up in
groups.

290
302-
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: lich--

ss

SUBJECT Government

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Werth of Working for the Government
6

ELEMENT,S AND ECEMENT OBJECTIVES:

a,

Career Awareness

To compareJond contrast Intel lobs with those on the National Level.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have varicks Students in tlass write to the civil service commisslon
for information on government jobs.

,
O. Information receivedishouldbe used to form an oral report to thev

class. 4 11

3; All students should do library research.on civil service jobs..

1

4. If possible have someone involved with 6,be civil service speak to
a the class.

°At

.11

'Library resources o government jobs, information from civil service,
.resoiitlpeople from civil service.

FOLLOW-00 ACTIVITIES:

Take apoll in,yot cillphOy to see how peoplereact to the question
A

"What is the civil servi administratiofir.

291
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12th

SUBJECT: Psychology.

EIVCATUDINAL CONCEPT: Needs of People MaY Determine Tgeir Motives'

'

'ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self.Knowledge

To realize that if work allows a yerdon to exercise his positive self-
control and meet his needs then his pesformance will increase.

!

ACTIVITIES:

1. Invite a persorinel.counselorsAndustqal psycholozist;ot.industrial
nurse 'to, discuss the relatfonships baeween physical and.mental
i-lea1th and occupational streas.

2. Have students rank or select the need factots involved in their
career planning.

3. Using a small tape recorder, tape various people as to why they do
the type of.Workthey are inqolved in - focus on psychological needs.

4. Help students 4!dentify economic and status rewards of varioua
occuktions

RESOURCES:

Small tape recorder, induiltrial psychologist.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Play back tape recorder of resource speaker for analysis.)."7-

t9.2'
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GRADE OR IGt UNIT: 12th

-SUBJECT: -.Psychology

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

1

ACiltudes Related To Work
NN

N,

ELEMENft. AND' ELEYENT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness

To knOWthat work is a means of developing social relationships (i.e. acquiring
social statlks.and prestige).

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students libt ier personal valges related to work and in
.small groups share jimilarites and differences in etch others'
list.

2: Disdutis "different strokes for differedt folks" with small group
discussions of this conception as it applies to career planning.

. ,

3. Have a public interview in.front of class in which students,are
interviewed as to their values 4M various issues. ..

. . t

,

RESOURCES:

May use any values clarification publication.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVIT14S:

Have students do a man on the street interview relating to values of
work and report findings to class.

A



GRADE'OR IGE UNIT: '12th

SUBJECT: Tisycho4gy

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: All 'Types of People are Needed in Work
.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT 08JECTIVES:.

Attitudes & Appreciationg

To appreciate all forms of work (i.e. to recognize the digniAY inherent in
.all jobs).

, $ocial.Awareness

To realize that an individual's work-affects his standard of p.ving (i.e.
his total life style). 4

'ACTIVITIES:

1.

.f
2.

3.

4.

.Have students list
Then have them lis

Discuss pros and cons
jobs and their importance,

If possible have students
that most might not
list of questions for

Have various types
jobs and their lefsure

e types.of work they think are most impo tant.
those they think are not worply of'their labor.

of both and write a_paper on the worth of all

interview various people who have jobs
take - there would be a need to 6ve a prepared

the students.

of people come to school-and talk about their
-0.time activities.:

RESOURCES: .

PeOple in the community who would feel they would be doj.ng a community
service by sharing their lifestyle with students and the dignity of their
work.

FOLLOW-UP

Z9 1



GRADE OR IGE UNIY: Ilth.

SUBJECT:. U. S.:41story

°EDUCATIONAL

P -

CEPT: ,Adaption tO Changing World ,

ELEM

,Career Awareness

.

NT OBJECTIVES:

To compare and contrast local jobs to national jobs.

9

To learn that the individual musi he,adapeable in a changing society.
a

Social Awareness

A.

%A
PCTIVITIES:'

/

.

'RE4tuR-CES

4

.

1. Look into some critical social problems of iodax such as polfueipn,
population growth and racial strifev

,

Q. What pre'career opportunities coming from the above areas.

3. What are changes ln attieudes as for as pollution., population cdntrol
and tacial strife or concerned?,

South Carolina Highway department personnel to discuss growth of traAportation,
other resource people for other areas.

11 11,

aTOLLOWUP FCTIVITIES:

'What will the world be like.in the year 2,000 as far as the above vohlems
concerned?1, '

410

4
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: llth

SUBJECT: U. S. History 4

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: To LearA Motives of Why Work!

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJEIIIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations.... .

To develop healthy work habits such as dependability and responsibility.
in a variety of settir10.

'

Economic Awareness

To take gotice that the major reason most people work is money
"Economic Security" i4Often in ffrst-place in job satisfaction.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Analyze the ProtesuAtt work ethic, emi ation and estward movement
in the United StaceO,

Relate current work ethigs, to
definitions of success.

the Protestant ethic -and personal

Have students ask Oleir grandparents why they worked and if they think
times have changed es for as motives are concerned.

7.

RESOURCES:

. News magazines and any etandard source on work habits:

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Have studenti write a,sbart essay on the wave of the future in'the woild
of work. What will be pecplesA-easons for.working tomorrow.

308 ,



'GRADE OR IGC UNIT: 1Ith

SUBJECT: u. S. History

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Work Hard and Succeed

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes :5. Appreciations

. .

To learn to analyze working roles according to advantages and disadvantages.

ACTIVITIES:

A
1. Discuss "Is it really possible to go from rags to riches in

America today" (as ability and.hard work guarantee,success for
all Americans).

24. Look at Charles Revson and others interita who became wealthy
through hard work.

a

3. Write an essay on success in an,effort to define the term. What
values and goals are implied in the term.

a

RESOURCES:

Any news magazine can be used here to get an idea of "rags to niches". and
the term success.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Research successful people ayour community to' find out how.they became
successful,

s 297
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT: ilth

.SUBJECT: U. S. Histor,y

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:- Attitudes in Relation to Work

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OSJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the need , ---.ake meaningful career choices. Individmals
'are responsible for tpe,I career planning and personal values relate
to life choices..

ACTIVITIES:

1. Let class make out an admilration ladder with a person they admire
most at the top and least liked at the bottom.

2. Discuss what Chey need to do-to be more like the person'at the top.

3. Students may work in groups to decide what they most admire in a
person. Remember that what you value may well determine your
choice of work.

ig

4. Each group should have representative give an oral report or
description of the per on most admired and how the groups beliefs
and values will rela tto their work.

RESOURCES:

May Use Who's Who in 'fineries as a source.
see their life styles.

Look pp prominent People to

Q-

FOLLOwUP ACTIVITIES:

//
Haye each group prepare a bulletin board showing the iclea4 person in-

111Vrelation to work and how their"attitudes relate to their work.

4298
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. GRAEE OR IGE 11th

SUBJECT: C. S. History A

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: .Free Enterprise Study

!

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

Economic Awareness

To make students aware of the prinéiples of the U. S. economic system.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students form dummy cooperations and hold board meetings.

2. At themeetings students work on a plan'of attack for needed Programs
of a Social or community mature.

3. Write a paper oA,Modern American Industry noting changes that have
evolved throughout die years.

RESOURCES: \,

. Wall weet journals, library books dealing with our,economic system,
current news magazines.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Visit a local industry to.see what they do for the community or have a
representative of the industry visit yOur class.

111,
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT.: 9th

SUBJECT: Civics

le

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Necessity of Self-Assurance

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

;AO

gpreer Awareness

To recognize that individuals may be suited for numerous different
occupations.

ACTIVITIES:
r

1. Let students read abot4 the interviewing process in getting a job.

2. Class discussion or! interviews (why, preparation, de's 'and dpfl!ts).

3. Set up a simulated job interview.

4. Let students select one cluster and ideritify a caree he or she.is_
interested in.

-
RESOURCES:

4

USOE oboupations clusters, any filmstrip on job interviewsmay want/
research.

1 JI;ot
FOLLOW-UP RCTIVITIES:

Let students make posters pertaining to.their tareer clusters.

a

300
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9tk.

,

SUBJECT: ciAries

p :.',....s...
r .

0.
t

OUCATIONM. UNCEFT: A414111tm.to Change I-

_

.

.

'444

;,D

) EL4frs AND ELENENT OBJECTIVES:

i

. .
4 Self Knowledge ...

r :: .
.

461.earn that individuals must be adaptele to a changing world,
Ce

ex

e
ACTIVITIES:

vik

Xci.

1. Student committeet witiA present information to 61assmates usingegroup
oral reports or presentations witkposters, outlines, and.handonts.
Topics should inclujie pollution probleffs, automation, development of
transportation,..ch d labor.laws, computers, electric power, endfty
crisis and 1eebf the work day.

g

2. Survey the community to identify new jobs due to tachnology
,advancements.

4C4

3. Compare a particular career that has been.in existence for about 30
years, what has changed as far as hours, wages; benefits, equipment,

d and facilities.

RESOURCES: '

Resource people to compare industriai.advancement, old news magazines.

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

Class discussions,on importance of changes in technology.

{k.,1
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`
GRADE OR IbE UNIT: 41th

,

SUBJECT: . ory0.0

" EDOCATT.ONAL CONCE 4portance 2)f Communications

O.+

EliMENTS'AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness

To recognize that hobbies and interest may'lead to a vocation,.

SIC

ACTIVITIES: N
1. Have students reaearch history of communication in\k5Zrica'(i.e.

telegraph, telephone, radio, television, postal syste*.

.2. Have resource people come to class and discuss impOrtance for
'means of communication.

3..

Bring in ham radio operators o see Why they became intexested..

0

RESOURCES:

Radio or telev'ision resource person, library research of communications
postal employee etc.

FoLLOw-UP ACTIVITIES:

Students do a commumity survy on the theme of communications -
may make your own list of. quytions.

3 0 '1,
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9th

c..,
qumuECT. Civics

1

1

41.

%
40

TIONAL CONCEPT: People Working Together In COoperation

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To recognize.andNaccept the decision of others.

,

PCTIVITIES:

Loolointo functions/Of city.goverftment. vList of jobs such as mayor
-or city council and city.manager:

2. Students invite city resource speakers to enlighten them on roles
of city officials. - -

3. Have students visit hall for a tour.

coo

"1r

RESOURCES :

' City officials as reeoUrces, any standard text on local government.

FOLLOW"UP ACTIVITIES:

Lit students wOrk up a chart on the workings of their city for display
in class - should include names and titles of officials and their duties.

303
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_GRADE OR IGE UNIT: llth

4, ft

SUBJECT: S. History

EbUCAfiCiNAL, CONCEPT:

a

opportunities,Availab1e in Mau Areas

l'ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:
/

AttitUdes & Appreciations
A

1

ty

To .unclerstand the need to make kmeanidgful gareer choice.

f

ACTIVITIES:

1. Research the branches of the U. S. Military in so far as the career
possibilities.

2. Students give oral reports on some aspect of the military.

3. Students 1,isten to military resource personnel.

4

4. If possible visit a military installation:

RESOURCES:
_

Militdry resource person, military installation or national guard.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Compare the military of today and yesterday as far as career opportunities. ,

3 1
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: '12th

SUBJECT: Government

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

p.
Worth of Work in an Area That',Some May Look Down On

h
'r .

, ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Social AwaFeness

To realize that society i

p
4.

ependent 6 n ehe work di many people, .

,ACTIVITIES:

r. Studentayisi-ghe local police or sgate police.dePartment or have
representatives visit your class.

2. Equipment demonstration used in poliCe work.

ClaSs discussion of advantages and disadvantages of a law career.

RESOURCES:
. .

Policeman as resource person, state law magazines, audio visual aids, law
career pamphlets.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

'Research on early law enforcement agencies to see how they have changed.
_,

305
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GRADES 9-12
OFFICE OCCUPATIONS -

a
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: --Business Law ,

4
EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:, To teach a'n 'appreciation of our legal pystem

1,--1-2

I 4
tuzinENTS ANIXELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knosledge
f 1:

TO understandgthe approach neZed tp reeolve persona'
One'-s individual and grtup goals. .

Decision Making

lictpetween

To recogniZe that all.decisions made have a cause and an effect.
,

,

tar

,

, ACTIVITIES: 4"

1. Lecture.by ttitteacher:on'the legal system.

Assign research projects reiating to the history

3. Introd60 the student :to a vocibulety.of legal terms.

of the lak.1 and court syste:-N

. .

tse ehor.cese studies and examples relating to contracts and agreements.

5:' invite a lawyer to speak,to %class on,the legal system....
. .,

6. Visif the'court room and obssrve the cases beinheld.

7, Stqdents keep notebooks on vocabulary, principXof,law, assignmea mmentsIt

a , , of other studeika, etc. r.

.
.

8.. Panel discussion on cases.

* 9. Students mE:ke.written reports of newspaper articles.i

RESOURCES : Librar}r, vocabUlary, 'case studies, resource person, observe trial,

notebooks, newspapers %

.
LS%

FOLLod-Up ACTIVITIES:

,

Students are evaluated'periodically for understlAdingsNand achievements by means

of an,objective test.

I . '

\
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GRABE OR IGE UNIT: 12
, 4

SUBJECT: Office Procedurt

EDUCATI6NAL CONCEPT: Zip Code.N ers

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVESt

4,
Decision Making

7

To learn to rev6luate a prior decision whe new inamation is availaiat. w

I

Social Awareness

To relotehe similaiity between'the order and structure Of a school environment
to societytat large.

gib' 4

c.
AcTIVITIEs:

I

1. Select two students to obtain the,Post,Offloes (towns
in the ichool from the Guidance Office..:

2. %Secure several Zip Code Books from-the!Pait Office'.
. .

3. Provide a4Post Offi4Personnel to leciure. on "How to
a

p.

4. Divida classanto groups.

5. Ligt towns (post offices) alphabetically.

6. '''Students'look.up Zip Code num ers.

7. Students cut stencils of, places and ip code pumbera.

8. Students run Off enough copies to gi e to each. teaeher.

use th ip Code Book."

RESOURCES:Post Office Personnel, Zip Code Books, Stencils, Information from
GuidanceOffice

.,

FoLLOW-UP ACTIyITIES:

Have students to contact teachers,to see if this intormatnn is helpful in contacting

students.

308
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11, 12

SuBJEC
0
Office P4cedures

/ EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Introduce WntrleTtelop the skill. of adding whole numbers'
on the Monroe Printing and Display Electronic Calculator
_and putting this skill into, practi e

ois.,

71
10.

ELEMENTS AND ELDENT OBJECTIVES: vc

Self Knowledge

To develop seliconfidengie in the putsuit of an anticipated careei choice.
4

Attitudes & Appreciat

, To develop healthy work habits.
*
Educational Awareness cflo

To know that school is a )ob which requires certain bas.ic skills for success.
e .

Economic Awareness
....

To comprehend the tools

y.
'ACTIVITIES:

nese.

7

1. Invite a Monroe Fersonnel to demonstrate to the clnss 'the Elect'ro'nfc Calculatbr.

2.- The teacher enforces the demonstration.with emphasis on machine controls, the
proaer'hand p,ositn and fingering on th,tcalculator the next day.

3. Introiluce addition' f whole nUmber

4... Form4g cokct habits are stressed by the teacher:

a. .Sit erect but relfaxed, feet back under the,.chair.

b. Hold head still, keep eyes on medfa. of

c. Memorize keyboard and correct fingering.
d. ead the amount from left to right.
e. P3s the right hand sets the amount on the keyboard; the left hand drops

own to the, next amount on the book.
Read the ngxt figure as the hand depiesses the plus.bax.

6. The teacher will contact businesses that have°Electronic Calculators and secure
part ime work experiences for.the students,

-RESOURCES:Duplicate the'keyboard for each student, calculator, resource person,
calculator books with instructions, business f,orms, practice problems,

work experiences ,

a

FOLLOW-UP ACTIMIES:

The students will work problems for one minute. The teacher will observe technique

of students and take up tapes. Students will report to class of work experiences.

323
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GRADE ORIGE'UNPT:

SUBJECT: ..

'.?--

l'
:.Z:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

Shorthvid or Office'Procedures

To fatrtil;tarize students with correct

ao thavitheY will be better prepared

r

14

telephone
for this

v.

dutiTtlz-

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:
A

Self Knowledge

t hniques
area of office

To dev4.kop self confilience 1,n the pursuit of an anticipated career choice.

P

Educational Awareness

To realize that wotkers need some kind of special training zind knowledge
for most jobs.

So ial Awarenesk

,

understandthat gersonad zelationships with fellow workers are
atisfattion Ni

-41*.

to jb

-ACTIVITIES:

4,

A_
1. Students participate in role-playing activities to get the "feel" of correct

telephone usage and hblp.

they may listen to conversations and

impoitant

2. When students are not on
make written ciiticisms.

Ak phones,

3. Lecture on good telephone tlaage.

4. 'Show fm that South rnja1.01 10-ephone,will.send to schoolw,

lkst,

0

RESOURCES:Secure the multi-buGton telephone unit from Southern Bell Telephone Co,;
the activity booktea that comes with the unit. Person from Southern

_ Bell to lecture ; fm

' FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Discuss the strong and weak pcsitIts of the conversations and of the actions that
were made in handling the calle-

3 1 0
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIOikIAL CONCEPT:

. Shorthand

Transcription at the .typewriter in to,he classroom and. in work

§ituations. "4

\
ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

_
v,

Self,Knowledge

To derop self confidence in the pursuit of an anticipated career choice.

,
Attitudes & Appreciations

To develop healthy work liabits.

i:ducational Awardess
414

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills'learned in school help

preparva student for A life of work.

a

Career Awareness ,

To realize that occupations are ranked according to duties.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Select a short letter from 'the homework assignment.
_ s -

2. Call on students to read the letter until all can read rapidly.

3.
Preview the difficult spelling words and discuss punctuation.

4. 11 A letter where the vocabulary is simple, and the punctuation.marks

a kgiven in the shorthand plates.

5. The teacher, sho,,ws7/othe students how to read in thought phrases when

transcribing notes:
'

6. Students transcribe from shbrthand plates-lin book for one minute.

Teacher will-dictate this material several tiines at several different rates.

Students will transcribe from their shorthand notes for one minute at tbeir

highest readable rate,

9. Students will work witivthe chair persons of the different departments of the

schobl and take care of-their correspondence instead of going to study hail.

RESOURCES:
Shorthand textbooks, shorthand notebooks,'pens, typewriter, typing

paper, chalkboard,'homework.
ca'

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:.

Students compare transcription from their shorthand notes with the transcription

from the shorthand plates.
Students will receive a grade from the chairpersons.

;..
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11

ECT: Accounting

EDUCATIONAL CON6EPT: Learning to. prepare and interpret,financial records
ertabTe students to meet occupational needs.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

A

,,i
i .

Self Knowledge ..' 7 , .v
. ...

To understand that everyone J.s respontible for his/her own actions.
A ^..

Attitudes & Appreciations ..

t

To develop healtby work habit§ (dependability and responsibility in:a
variety of settings.) '

Social Awareness

To realize that an indiviaual's,work affects his/her standard of living.

4Economic Awareness

To understand that some,workers produce goods while oChers produce, services.

ACTIVITIES:

. A
1. Have students to keep a record of all money they receive (fol- a period)

and how it's spent. 4 .

1

,
2. Introduce

0
students to thOstraight edge (ruler), ink, forms for record-

keeping, neatness, etc., by having them to fill in appropriate forms.

3. Search want ds for wanted bookkeeperi, etc. t

4. Invite several resource pe6ple to visit class to discuss ways records are
kept in the various businesses re resented-Tpanel-,discugsion.

ID5. Use tr:ansparencies to illustrate the correct forms used in accounting
:
(i:e., balance sheet, income statements, etc.)

RESOURCES:Personal records; newspapers; forms prepared by the teacher; local
businessmen; transparencies ordered from publishing companies or'
prepared by the teacher; textbooks.

FOLLOO=UP ACTIVITIES:

Writttn reports on findings in nevpapers; prepare budget with ink (check for
neatness; accuracy); type reports of various kinds. A

3 1. 2
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,GRApyR
IGE UNIT:

N

10, 11

SUBJECT: Accounting - Recordkeeping

7 EDUCATIONAL CONCEPTi .Data processing is vital.to all businesses.
1

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
4

To learn that individuals 'must be adaptable ip c 'ging society.

..., * -
,

Atiitudes & Appreciditions ,

-

40 .

4
To understand the relationship betyeen oCcupations and their changes.

.

Educational Awareness
-

To recogniZe and acknowledge the fact that basic skillsleatned in school.: .

help prepare a stpdent for a'life of-work.

Economic Awareness'
-

To be allrt that technological prpgress, changes, eliminates, and creates work.

0,

'ACTIVITIES:
r-

lo Define ways to process data.
....

21. Assir data processing tees for voabulary 'purposes.

. 3. Visit a vocational sr technical school to obServs.,machines (data processing)
in operatpn. -.1

e-----

4. Visit ajwiness to see "onthe-job" processes:

5. invite an accquntant or so e other resource person to present data prócessitg
to the class in terms of emp oyment ?Ind duties..

6._ Use varigus practice sets--o es,requirin no special machines or training.

: 7. Read cur t magazine art14es which relate to up-tq-date techniques.
*

RESOURCES:Local technical or vocational school; textbooks; publishing companies;
local businessmen; school or community library; teacher periodic4s

ta.

E4.1.1.1W-Up ACTIVITIES:

Tests on terms; projects (posters,.Written papers,
'ontle practice sets..

'3 I. 3
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oral presentations); results
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G)RADE OR ICE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

C.1'

EDUCATiONAL.CONCEPT:

4'

Typing II

Civil Service offers many JO oppoteunities,for clecigal
*(5rkers.. o

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT CEJECTIVES:

Self ":Knowledge

-To be aware of Individual capabilities and 11;itations.

.1, E'ducatidnal Awareness.

4

To recogniZe and-acknowledge the,fact that basic skills learned in school
'heip prepare 'foriwork.

Career A areness

To real ze that occupations are ranked according to dutiesi, difficulty in
obtaining the job, 'rewards one gets 4om the occupation and,social prestige.

0

ACTIVITIES:

1. FilMstrip - civil Service Jobs

.2. Speaker - a pelson employed by Civil Setv: e (i.e., a postal 'service eMploY )

3. Survey - students prepare a list of local pRople who are etp1oyed on the 'state,
federal, and local level. . 0,

4. Review handbooks and other sources whichillustrate tests and questions asked`
on tests given by the government and other types,of employers.

. 4

5. Research assignments to determine advantages and disadvantages of a Civil
Service job; (fringe benefits, wages; meiit sysiem.

10-

A IL

RESOURCES: Filmstrip: Civil Service Jobs No. 388 (Audio-Visual Div., Popular
Science Publishing Co., Inc., 355 LexilgtOn Ayenue4 New York,..NY 10017);-

Civil Service HandbookARCO, 219 Park Avenue, 'South,.New York, NY 10003;

Clerical and Civil Service Training (South-Western Publishing Co.); -

--School. Lihhary_

F Up ACTIVITIES:.

Oral reports on research'findings; timed typing tests; prePare lists of available
jobs in area.

414

-1
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GRADE piR IGE UNITI- 7 10

SUBJECT.: Ere-Vocational
_

.EDUCATICNAL CONCEPT:. Jobs in Banking

tr

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Sele Knowledge

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an anticipated career choice..

Social Awareness

To understand that all jobs are dependent upon other jobs.
CA)

Economic Awareness

To develop the concept of financial management7-earning, spending, borrowing,
saving.'

or

ACTIVITIES: .

1. Speaker- (resource'person from a bank) who would inform students of the
different services of the bank.

2: Field trip--students visit the bank to relate the speaker's visit to the,

"real thing."

3. Filmstrips--portraying job opportunities.

4. Forms-,=students would stimulate applying for a checking account, savings account,
depositing money, reconciling the bank statement, etc..

5. Practice sets (provided by somelanking firms) which give the students experience
in recording.daily transactions in-a check book.

4

RESOURCES:Practice set..."How Your Bank Serves You."; Neighborhood Bank - National
Learning Productions, 316 "C" Street, St. Albany, W. Va. 25177%

Filmstrips--A DIRECTION FOR TOMORROW, The Money Tree, Bowmir, Glendale,

California 91201.

FOILOWUO ACTIVITIES:

performance in the practice set; test on 'terms; class discussion of visit; research
on a particular banking job for an oral presentation.

329
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

4 4

SUBJECT:, Typing II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Simullated experiences create inttrest in career choices.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMNT OBJECTIVESZ

Self Knowledge

To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations.

Decision klaking

To be able to cope with the consequences of personal decisinns.

Educational Awareness

To understand that specialized skills lead.to interdependency of jobs.

Economic Awareness

To be alert that.technological progress, changes, elimina'tes, and creates work.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Assign students 'to individual teachers typing projects, duplicating, record
keeping.

2. Visit businesses to observe "office atiOsphere" and machines -used.

3. Assign students to wOrk in the school offiee for.shOrt, interVals.

Resource person'tó aC.quaint stddeaisiiith'UFtiltbeddifnienWlidedrial6;dtd:--

5. ,Practice sets.

SOURCES:Local businessmen; local bustneases; classroom teachers

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

to,

Oral discussion on visits; report from the secretary in'schoo office; prepare a

notebook which lists.suggested materials for clerical workers the prepared work

for teachers.
tY, ,
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GRADE CR IGE .1

SUBJECT: Accounting

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: The role of a Certified Public Accountant

ELEMENTS-AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes &-Appreciations

To develop healthy work habitS1,(dependability and responsibility in a variety
of settings).

D'ecISion Making

To apply the decision making process to the study and seleetion of careers. '

*
Social Awareness

lig realize that an individual's work affects his/her standard of living
(Y.e., his/her total life style).

1

ACTIVITIES:

1. Assign individual research work to define CPA.

2. Invite a CPA to speak to class.

,3. Deermine'local facilities for training.

4. f.Search_newspaper ads.for job placement..

401

4
KESOURCES :School library or community libraryl a local CPA or write.to the

Soulh Carolina CPA. Association for a speaker

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Question and answer period during the resource person's visit; written reports
from research assignment; class discussion on newspaper ads.

317
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:k 9 - 10

SUBJECT: Pre-Vocational
c '

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: The choice of a-career depends on interests, abilities,
economic conditions, etc.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the meed to make a meaningful career choice (individuals are
responsible for their career planning.)

Decisioe5, Making

Tooknowahat.a tentative career choice should be based on attitude, values, and
interest and requires in depth study.

Educational 'Awareness:,

ATo know that .ten Pive educational plans must be formulated in order to arrive
- at a certain goal.

.1.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students list their interests.

2. Each ttudent selects one job, area of interest-

3. Assign a research:project--using variouk sources to help inform stUdents
_of the advantages, disadvantages, working conditions, wages, hours, etc.

4. Filthstrips oi.ocCupafionS.

5. Tapes of conversations with vari6us job discussions.

4

RESOURCES:Tapes: Teaching Aids, Inc., Box 3527, Long Beach, California 90803;

Filmstrips: Careers in Business Office Skills--Pathescope Educational
Films, Inc. and the Associated Press, Science Research.Associates, Inc.,
259 East Erie St., Chicago, Illinois 60611 (occupational exploration kit)

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

From the resource material the student finds a written report would reveal the
student's success.

3 1 8
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GRADE OR IGE UNiT:

- SUBJECT: Typing I-

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

i
crz

Having the Skill 9f 'typewriting Offers students a
choice of'vacatijns.,

_ -

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

SelfjKnowledge

,4o know that every individuel can 1ern to perform adequately and can contribute
an various ways.,

;

Decision Making
r

To possgas self knowledge when making

Educational Awareness

realistic lifs-Lchoices.

To realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge
' for most jobs.

ACtIVITIES:

I. aead newspaper ads for jobs requiring typing.

2. Use library resources that reveal training qualifications for employment.

3. Make a survey of 15 people in the community (skills employed on the job, etc.)

4. Films and filmstrips from the telephone company (A Career is Calling)
-

9,T Study college catalogues for requirements for certain degrees or majors.

RESOURCES:Local newspapers (home or in the library); school library for oceCtional
information; local community; local telephone company; school guidance office.

Fou.a4--Up ACTIVITIES:

Instruct students to type a list of jobs requiring typing skills; class discussion.

319 .
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT: 9-- 10

SUBJECT: PreVocational

,

_

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: How to f .11 in forms

ELETIENTs AND ELEYetr OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

Td understand that evefyone is responsible for his/her own actions.

Social Awarepess

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society
affect the worid of work.

'Econom# Awareness

To comprehend the tools of business (to be able to read and'interpret
tables, graphs, etc.)

o's*\

ACTIVITIES:

1. Pfe'pare'a student resume (list the important dates hirthday, beginning

of school, etc.) and other personal data required in most forme. '

2. Assign terms for definition (i.e., status, marital, alien, race, etc.)

3. Practice filling in various forms.

4. If a student does not have his/her social security number, have him/her to
obtain it.

RESOURCES:Forma in Your Future--M. Goltry (Learning Trends, A Division of Globe
Book Company,.Inc.); local post office and local bank and other places
that will be glad to give application forms

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Test on terms and sample forma; class discussion about personal experiences students

May have had with filling in forms.

3 2 0
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GRAEE OR IGE UNIT: ii

SUBJECT: Accounting.

LDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Federal, state and local taxes are a part of everyone's
life; therefore, creating various jobs.

_ FLEMENTS AND 1J..EfENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To itnow'that every individual can learn to perform adequately and can confribute
in a variety of situations.

.Educational Awareness

'To recognize and,scknowledge the lacx that baiiic skills learned'in school help
prepare for life's.work.

Economic Awareness

To comprehend certain basic principles of our economy like capitalism, supply
and demand, taxes, and money exchange.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Assign students brief written and oral reports on various taxes.

2. Use thk UNDERSTANDING TAXES program providel, by the Internal Revenue Service.

3. Resource person (a representative from H & R Block) to speak to class on
possible parttime work or ful/Ltime employment.

4. If students work, have them to prepare a simple'tax ford; reflecting student's
tax responsibility.

5. Invite a person from the local Internal Revenue to visit your classroom to give
students an opportunity to ask questions and to learn of job choices in this
service.

RESOURCES: Caieers in Taxation (Internal Revenue); UNDERSTANDING TAXES (this
information usually comes to the pYincipal; local businessmen;
echool library

FOLLCMUP ACTIVITIES:

Students' participation wtth the UNDERSTANDING"TAXES program and the todividual
tax forms should indicate the students' knowledge.in tax work.
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GRADE\ OR 1 GE UNIT: 11

SUBJECT: ,Shorthand

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Learn brief forms

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness

To realize that school 1.6 a job which requires certain basic

c.

ACTIVITIES:

skills for success.

(.1. Each student will make three.Bingo Cards on brief forms.

2. Make a list of brief forms in alphabetic order for the caller.

3. Give out bingo cards With small pieces of paper.

4. Call out brief forms fn various ways.

S. Student who wins will be caller neXt,gaMe'..'

,

RESOURCES:

r

Bingo cards, small pieces of paper

-
I-OLLOW-UP ACTIV+TIES:

L. Test on brief forms.

322
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°GRAOiR 1GE UNIT:

SuB4tr:

I

12

Shorthand

Fil)cATIONAL CONCEPT: The student analyzes the sources of potential frustrations
in his/her preferred shorthand field.

EL5MENT AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:
. ,

Self Kngiledge

To hefp match an individual'fi abilities and interests with the skills and process
'needed in the world of work.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To realize that work means different things to different individuals.

Decision Making

,To be knooledgeable about the flexibility of career decisions.

ACTIVITIES:
6

1. (lave students place on the ulletin board ewspaper items brought to class

of the field,they wish to en (medical, egal, etc.).

2. Discuss work in terms of the physical, social, and psychological climate of
!occupation.

3. Introduce somer.Ofthe,elements that affect worker fatigue:
M

.1) Motivation; 2) Type of.task;. 3) Effort; 4). Work breaks

4. Consider the possiblenegative and positive feelings people might have

towards their;lub:

1) Economic.security; 2) Recognition; 3) Mastery and achievemen ;

4) Fellowship; 5) Nervous strain; 6) Boredom

5. Have students consider some of the nonfinancial needs that may or May not be

fulfilled by work:

1) Recognition; 2) Interpersonal relationships; 3) Self expr'ession;

4) Achievement; 5) Dominance: 6) Creativity; 7) Challenge ,

RESOURCES :
(Continued on Reverse Page)

Library, references, interviews with "people on the job", speaker from
a local business from the personnel department

FOLLOWUp ACTIVITIES:

Have students list potential satisfactions and dissatisfactions associated.with their

preferred career plans.
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Activities Continued:

6. Discuss the effects of occupational mobility in terms of job, family, andr
society. -

9
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Office Procedures

ED6WIONAL CONCEPt: To acquaint stud,ents with the prOblems of business
"

at

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

1) To appreciate all forms of work.

2) To develop healthy work habits.

' Economic Awareness

1) To understand the system of exchange of gbods and services.,

2) To develop the concept of financial mapAgement.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Divide the class into groups. Each.group will be responsible to visit a'
businesi manager (or person in cha46 of the busiOess)'

2. Each group will have the same questionnaire about: 4

1. Franchise or not to operate the business
2. Questions about employees
3. Location of business
4. Productbeing sold

. .

5. Bookkeeping sydtem
6. Benefits for employer,and employees
7. Government demands on business

3. .Film - "Competition and BusineSs"

-or

RESOURCES:Resource people, questionnaire, film from Coronet Films, Inc.

FOLCOW-UP ACTIVITIES:,

Groups give an oral and a written report on the findings of the business they chose.
5
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

fr

SUBJECT: Office Procedtires

ft

EDUCATIONAL. CONCEPT: To create.an awareness of the need for future workers to
develop their talents and abilities to ,the fullest.

1,

r

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that one should continually reassess one's attitudes, interests.

To match one's abilities with skills needed.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To learn to'analyze working roles,according to ;dvantages and disadvantages. .

Educational Awareness
.

To realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge

for most jobs.

ACTIVITIES:

A

1. Make a list on the chalkboard of the parttfme jobq the students have. Students

tell of the abipties and traaning needed,.

. 2. Secure information from the guidance department of booklets dn fuiure

employment opportunities. 4

. ,

,

3: Appoint a committee to obtain data on jobs held by recent graduates.
(Hay secure this from guidave office) ,

.,........- .,.... . . .

li. rnvIre-etWreathrstiveof-arrempIoyalent.'af+lce-to-speak-t-o-the-c, 'aboutF...--
. 4.o

employment opportunities. 4,- r

5. Make a bulletin board display,on "Our ChangingWork Force."
a

6. Arrange for a panel discussion on: The Declining Demand for Unskilled Labor

and Increasing Demand for Skilled Labor.

7. Show film "Aptitudes and Occupations."
0

Have students interview older pebele, as their grandparents, as to the grandparents,

etc., views of achievement and hard work. Compare these wl.th views of their

, KESOURCES: (Contlnued),

Student information, resource speaker, materials for.bulletin board, .

information from library for panel discussion, film

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

.Have a wr,itten report to include: Your choice of Jobe' williaff ct the educakion

and training you will need, the satisfaction you will ,get from tro the amount

of money you will earn, the job security you will have, a the conditionk under

which you will have to work.

340
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Activities.Continued:

parente' generation and then with their fellow students.

9. Discuss the kinds of work people at differenthages must do:
18-30 years, 40-50 years, 60-up

7
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ORADE,OR IGE UNIT:, ii or 12

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Dress for Busines0-

%.

Shorthand or Office Procedures

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Deci'sion Making

1) To be able to cope with the consequences of personal decisions.
2) To recognize that all decisions made have a cavse and an effect.

Social Awareness

To appreciate the fact that customs Affect the world of work.

Economic Awareness

To develop tee concept of financial:management.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students bring to class cutouts from magazines or newspapers of
dresses or suits for different occasions.

2. Let each studeni describe styles and show class their contributiops.
Students make strong and weak points of contributions.

3. Have a color chart that describes colors teat "go together."

4. Ask a men's dress Shop and a ladies dress shop to bring outfits for
different occasions to show to class. '

5. Lecture on good grooming for the office.

6. Let students make a "NE" booklet of the clothes, hair style , cosmetics', '

Jewelry, and accessories that they woUld have for a busines office.

54

RESOURCES :Resource people, mazines; newspapers, color chart, booklet

,

FOLLD4 UP ACTIVITIES:

Have students make an, inventory of the clothes they now
outfits they can make to wear "on the job."

3
342
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GRADE OR ME UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: . Shorthand

EDUCAT CONCEPT: To see a court reporter in.action

ELEMENTS AND OBJECTIVES:

Se1E2Chowledge

To'develop a .realistic self perception of individual,abilities as they reiate
to career,choicee.

Career Awareness

To realize that interests may4ead to a vocation'i

ATM:TIP:

1. Visit a court room while court is in session.

actions of reporter.
4

?. 0 e e equipment reporter is using.

4. Observe attitude of reporter.

C

5. At recess talk to reporter question, answer session

RESOURCES:Library study of court reporting, court reporter

FOLLOWUP kT-IVITIES:

Class write their impressions of the work involved court reporting, and if they

would like to be a court reporter.

343
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I.

GRADE.OR IGE UNIT: 11 - 12

SUBJECT: Shorthand

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Observing National Secretaries Week

.6

'ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJCTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize the viehl importance of a cooperative spirit.

Educational Awareness

To learn:that human relations skills are as necessary as computational skills.

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks. .

-AcTIVITIES:
,

1. Secure a speaker from National Secretaries Association.
6

2. Film: "A Normal Day with a Secretary"
0

3. Students design the school bulletin boards to carry out the theme of

National Secretaries Week.
. . .

4. The juniors presefits each senior (future secretary) with a red roe.

5. The seniors in the course are invited to a drop-in during the lunch hour

by the juniors.

,Each teacher.receives a souvenior krom the class-Students in the course
visit businesses after school Where the National Secretaries Members work.

RESOUPCES :Resource speaker, film, flowers, refreshments, transportation, souveniors
from IBM Co.

.FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

Students report to the class on visits to businesses.

330
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GRADE CQ IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: Shorthand

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Students learn to read shorthand quickly

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT utiJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To feel the dignity of self on an individual basis as well as in groups.

Educational Awareness

To know that school is a job which requires certain basic skills for succiess.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Divide'the clais into two groups (A and B).

?. EaCh-student bas his/her shorthand book turned to the lesson to be read.
Group-k starie reading wIth the first member in line. If`there is ah6,

slight pause in getting the next word, Izaz member of the Group B may %ulckly

say the wnrd and continue reading Until the reader pauses to figure out
A shorthand form, then a member of Group A may quickly start reading.
When aAltudent has read one full letter, he/she may be seared. The'next

student,-in line starts the new letter.

.

RESOURCES:Textbooks/ Students' Transcripts at home for reading lesson - these
are not to be brought into the classroom. Teacher inspects textbooks

so Oat 'Id writing is in the esson being read.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

The group haViagtale least members standing is the -winning side ando gold star
is placed by each name on the honor roll chart.
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4.

GRADE GR IGE UNIT: 12
/

SUBJECT: Ofictkprocedure

IBM

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Work Study e*periences

.NI.C*1E1IENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an anticipated career choice.

Educational Awareness

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school
help prepare a student for work.

11 Have students to select a vork position that they would like to learn more about.

2. ,The students will give first, second, and third choices.

The caree'r direCtors will send le'tters to bUsinesses stating the projec't
and asking their cooperation in letting students work.

4

4. The students wilr write letters to the businesses and request an interYiew.

5. After th'e interview, the student will know the date in which it would be
convenient for the business to have her/him work.

6. Students will obey rules of the business and attend from opening to closing hours.

7. Students will get a leave of absence from school for one week.

8. Lessons in classes will be made up later.

9. Students will write "Thank You" letters to businesSes when work experience
is completed.

RESOURCES:Films: "Preparing for an Interview", "Do's and Dont's During an Interview",

. resource'people, letters written, library materials on careers

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES':

The student will give an oral report'to the class and a written report to the teacher
of his/her strong and weak points while working and his/her solution to overcome

his/her weak points.
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GRADE 12
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

cr

3 3 .3
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1. 'Taking B/P

2.1 Cleaning Thermometers

3. Taking Temperatures

4. Counting Pulse

5. Counting'RespdrAions

6. Application and Resignation From Job

7. Charting TPR

8. Admission

9. Digestive System

.10. Bed Making'

11.. Circulatory. System

12. BloOd Composition

13. 'Personal Health - Routines

14. Feminine Hygiene

15. Sterile Dressing

16. Nutrition

17. Microbiology

18. Feeding Patient

19. Dental Health

20. Body Mechanics

334
349
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PRACTICAL NURSING TEXTBOOKS

Structure and Function of the Body: 'Catherine Anthony

Personal. and Vocational RelatiOnships in Practical Nurbing: Carmen Ross

Nursing Procedures for the Practical Nurse: Ohio T & I Service

Personal, Home and Community Health: Doris Hasler

Basic Nutrition in Health and Disease: Phyllis Howe

Textbook of Basic Nursing: 'Thompson; Rosdahl

Workbook for Practical Nurses: Audrey Sutton.

Tweedy Human Anatomy,& PhysiolOgY,Transparencies Demonstration Thermometer:
Ross Laboraiories

4,

'3 "0 )
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT: 12

.SUBJEC,T: Practical Nursing Fundamentals of Nursing

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Taking blood pressure

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an anticipated.career.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance of a cooperative-spirit.,

Decision Making

To understand that career development requires sequential series of choices.

Educational Awareness

To understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs.

Social Awareness

To be able to accept criticism and direction.

ACTIVITIES:

. pn.:!Blood__Prssurer

Observe demonstration.

3. Use teaching stethoscope with extra ear pieces to listen to B/P.
4

4. Divide group into partners to practice a cooperative attitude rs essential
in nursing.

5. ' Decide if reading% are within normal and what readings to report to supervisor.

6. Change partners and check each others readings for accuracy with criticism and
correction as needed by teacher and fellow student.

7. Exercise.

8. Recheck readings and compare.

9. Evaluate knowledge of teqpnique and terminology with written quiz.

Eztive skill in taking B/P using check sheet.
Pisou

Trainex filmstrip: "Blood Pressure", teaching stethoscope with 2 or

ear sets, sphygmomanometers stethoscopes; Text Procedures for the

Practical Nurse

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

more

Written quiz on blood pressure technique and related terminology; evaluation of
skill in taking B/P using a check sheet; later in clinical setting take patient's

B/P with skill.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

.12

Practical Nursing Fundamentals of Nursing

EDUCATIONAL CONCiPT: Cleaning Thermometers.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

S'Elf Knowledge ;

4)

To know that every individua1 can learn to perform adequately and can

contribute tcri. variety Of situations.

Attitudes & Apprpciations

To appreciateall forme of work even though some nursing jobs are not dignified).

', ,1

Educational Awa4ncips
r- 14

To realize tt orkers need some kind of special training and knowledge for

most jobs.

Social Awareness

To assume resnonsibility.

Economic Awareness

To develop the concept of financial management.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Recognize_the.necessity of carefully.caring for equipment to prevent

breakaggind increased cost of health care.

2. Explainprlinciples of germ control through sterilization and necessity

of a-"cleeining job."
°I7

3. Demonstpte.technique of cleaning thermometers and timing sterilization.

4. Practice technique stress importance of sterile responsibility or

"sterile coninence".

5. Evaluate understanding of principles.

6. Evaluate technique.

RESOURCES:Thermometers, soap, water, cotton balls,'zepharine chloride, procedure book

FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIES:

Written quiz; evaluate skill.

3 37
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12.

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing -.Fundamentals of Nursing

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Taking Temperature

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance of a cooperative spirit..

Decision Making

To recognize decisions have a cause and an effect.

Educational Awareness

To realize workers need some kind of special,training and knoWledge.--

/ for most.jolis.

Social Awareness

To be able to accept criticism and direction.

:

ACTIVITIES:

(Continued on Reverse Page

-

.
Use deMonstration thermometers to leain to read scale.

2. Use procedure book for step by step procedure.

3. Stress'cooperative spirit by usl,ng partner and necessity.of securing patient's

cooperation by explaining procedure.

4. Practice taking partner's temperature.

5. Point out normal range - abnormal level, possible cause and'as result, must

be reported.

6. Check for accuracy in reading temperature.

7. Study text for related terminology.
-

S. Evaluate knowledge of technique and terminology with written quiz'(may combine

with other vital signs.).

RESOURCES:
Demonstration thermometers from Ross Laboratories; thermomelers,
cotton balls, procedure book; Basic Oursing Text

(Continued on Reverse Page)

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Written quiz; evaluation of skill using check sheet.
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a

-

Elements and Element Objectives Continued:,

Economic AWarenesS P

To know some people spend their lives in seKving or in the service of others.

ago

Activities Continued:

9. Evaluate skill in taking temperature and reading thermometer accuratebi.

(May combine with other vital signs.)

>
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCAT

12

Practical Nursfng - Fundamentals of,Nursing

1 -ei .:. ..14!

ounting PUise

?"- r
4

MEWS AND ELENENT.OBJECTIVES:

Self gnowredge

o develop self confidence in the pursUit of'an anticipated.cSreer choice.

Atti des E..Appre'ciations

To recognize'ihg vital importance of a-COoperative spirit.

Decision Making

To reognize that all decisions have a cause and effect.
9

Educationalgetwareness

To understand that speci'alizei skills lead to,job interdependence.

11 .

Social Awareness

To be able to accept criticism and direction.

ACTIVITIES:

1. 'Use chart of cifculatory system to point out major sites for taking p ulse.

2. Give normal pulse count for different age groups.

3. List causes of fast pulse; causes of slow pulse.

4. Give tist of related terms and study text.

5. ,Go over procedure of locating pulse and counting pulse.

6. Practice counting own pulse, then partner. Cooperative

7; Check accuracy

8. Evaluate kno
with other

9. Evaluate d ki

10. Practice rad

in counting pulse.

spirit vital in nursing.

e of technique and terminology with written quiz. (May combine

1 signs.)

n taking pulse accurately (usually combine With other vital signs.)

temporal, and apical pulse.'

RESOURCES:
Wall chart of
Basic Nursing Text

circulatory_system; Prefectures for the Practical Nurse;

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITfES:

Written quiz; evaluation using check sheet - usually combined with other vital signs.
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GRADE oR IGE 12

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing Fundamentals of Nursing

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Counting Respirations.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT-CILECTIVE7:

Self Knowledge

To develop self confidence in pursuit.of anticipated career.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize vital importance of cooperative spirit.

Decision Making

To recognize that all decisions have a cause.

Educational Awareness

To recognize that workers need specialized training.

Social Awareness

To be able to accept criticism and direction.

ACTIVITIES:

a

- 1. Use chart to review phyldology of respiration. .
_

,

2. pve normal respiration rate for different age groups.

3. Give causes ofincreased or decreased rate and decide what and when to
4

report-this rate.

4. Give list of related terms and study text.

5. Go over procedure for counting respirations.

6. Stress importance of counting without patient or partner being aware of it.

7. Students change partners to check accuracy in counting respiration rate.
Changing partners aids develeping cooperative spirit and acceptance of criticism.

8. Evaluate knowledge of technique and terminogywith written quiz (usually combine
witAlpther vital signs.)

9. Combine temperature, pulse and respiration into one.operation while taking:B/P.
Practice taking these togethet' until confident of ability to do accurately.

(Continued)RESOURCES:

Wall chart of respiratory system; Procedures for Practical Nurse; Basic
Nursing Text

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

'Written quiz of technique and terminology for all vital signs; check sheet,to
evaluate skill in eaking TPR and B/P.

341
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Activities Cnntinued:

10. Use check sheet ,to evaluate skill in taking vital signs.

%
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TEMPERATURE AND BLOOD PRESSURE EVALUATION
MIS

1. Wash hands.

Assemb equipment.

Explain to patient.

. Check thermometer.

5. Shake 'dawn' ,thdrmometer.

Place tinder tongue.

Locate pulse.

8. Use 2-3 fingers.

9: Count.pulse.

-P.

10: Count respirations unobserved

11. Wipe thermometer befo

12. Record TPR on note ad.

13. Apply B/P cuff.

14. -Scale Visible.

reading.

15. Locate brachial artery.

16. close valve - inflate c,uff.

17. .Release air slowly.

18. Record B/P & TPR on sheet.

19. Clean ear pieces, put away B/t equipment

20. Clean Thermometer put away.

3,0
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GRADE OR IGE UNIY: 12

SUBJECT: . Practical Nursing - Personal and Vocational Relaeions
-*

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Application and Resignation of Job'

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be Aware of individual capabilities and licatIationst

Attitudes & Appreciations ,

To develop good work habits.

Decision Making

To recognize that 'career decisions must correlate with one's goals in'
life (money, hours, etc.)

Career Awareness

To realizejorkers need special training and knowledge for most jobs.

Economid Awarenvad

It
To realize When needed jobs ere in short supply, the pay is higheri:.

A

ACTIVIT4

1. Stuay textbook.

2. Discusa preparieg for a lob ince ew:

4- 1. Drass - why.
2. Inf-,rmation required iaiividu 1 training and capabilities required

for 2.)b.

3. Application form
4. Questiono to ask employ - hour of ljork, days off, sick leaVe,

vacation, pdy, advancement, etc.
5. Special skills of PN qualify stu nt for job.

6. References - who makes-a good one
7. Importance of dependability and ifeing on time.

4.

3. Role play interview.

4. liFill,out an application form.

5. Role play telephoning for an interv ew appointment.

.6. Write a letter of application for a job.
't(Continued

RESOURCES:

.Personal and Vocational elations Textbook; application form;

telephone simulator

a

on Reverse Page)

JOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Student critique; invite guest from personnel office to answer questions

study his raised.

' 4 1

'I 1-
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4

C3.

Activitiets Continued:

7. Write a letter of resignation.

8. Students critique each other:

1. telephone technique
2. into-view
3.. written application
4. written resignation

,

4
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GRADE CR IGE UNIT: 12

r

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing - Fundamentals

EDUCATICNAL CONCEPT: Charting TPR on Graph Sheet

ELEMENTS AND ELDENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of a carder.

Attitudes E. Appreciations

To develop healthy work habits.

Educational Awareness

To learn that human relations skills such as communication are important,

Social Awareness

To be able 'to accept criticism and direction.

esk

ACTIVITIES:

1. Related information
1. Chart legal document - court evidence.

2. Record what was done or not done.

3. Use blue or black ink - red for pulse or allergies.

2. Show transparency of graph sheet.

3. Pair students with partner - cooperation vital.

4. Take TPR and\ R/P.

5. Give each student a graph sheet.

6. Stress learning good habits in work situation and develop confidence in
ability to take vital signs correctly.

7. Stress chart as a method of communicating patient condition with physician

and co-workers.

8. Check and correct charting information on graph sheet.

RESOURCES:
Basoic Nursing Text; Procedure Book; Transparency of graph sheet; individual
graph sheets; thermometers; stethoscopes and sphygmomanometers.

FOLLONUp ACTIVITIES:

Next introduce admission procedure.

346
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing - Fundamentals of Nursing

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Admission Procedure

ELEMENTS AND'ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To feel the dignity of self on an individual basis as well as in groups.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance-of a coOperative Spirit.

.,-

Decision Making e

To be competent in the verbal and writtenlbpalysis.

Zducational Awareness
41:

To learnrhat human relallons ikins such as co&muriicaticon are-iMportan

.
- - --v-,

Social Awareness. --

-toappisciatethefaar,Oms, traditions410
o

ctittitc'tNtth., test of society
- . .

les

7 effect theworld of Work. r .

:ActIvITIEs;. -

''.1-'

4 1.-..

'View T1612neklilm.on adWission.

.1, ; . W,:i .41-''' C
".1 ... '.1';

,. .2... Devellpp Cgngern fbrp4fient as an individawith worth ..abd tillia
11

1, NI.

:.80 asdher name,. resp*t 111.4 r, back ou
.,.

customs, lraal

A
c "1r 141.1.n to Pitient h

rese ts whel,1 it d.impreesion of co tern
routite.-and_equipment,

. . ,
...= J`

,.i% .4.mpressioniof AbisChos

,

..- A ' i...

4 4.
4: A "s

Semble sheets to4 4,patient Cliarc.
44 ., !

...
, :

i-5. Atelypothetical infotmatipn%on,admiiStoTI+scgrd.
, 44. . .° ' ..7. .. .,.0 .:

ef,... - finZ..and witness Per4issilp fb'r pfc.eatment. °.

.4 .:-N 4
:

,

7":7,,Sattriiudente'inio. "narse".aA ?patient".
, -43

Indiv11ua1 'nerse

and co ptesy,14
1

.1;

$

8.. Secure inf 1-mationnee Rad for nurses; adm Ssion note.
. -

9: Clgar coMmullicalflon an41,explanations a4yery.important

RESOURCES: '43-1 (Contintled

1

. ''Trainex film4.Erip Admissi ,.4-eirillrt-backs;* chart

- .150
sstahas pe; sphygmciManomet.66,

'!- , .. ..,
.....

a .
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Activities Continued:

10. Chart using correct terms, medical forms and good English on nurses admission
note. Written communication tells coworkers'and physician patient's condition.
Chart on graph sheet.

11. Written quiz on admission.

12. Evaluation check sheet.

S.

349
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EVALUATION CHECK SHEET

ADMISSION OF PATIENT

1. Greet, slum to patient unit

2. Note date, hOur, name

. 3. How admitted, ambulatory, wheelchair, stretcher

4. Symptoms: objective and subjective

5. Ask about allergies, cortisone

6. TPR

7. B/P

8.. Height & weight

9. Specimen to lag

Chart information

350
367
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Time

COLUMBIA.HOSPITA

AM
PM (Date)

Addressograph

This (Age/Sex/Race),pt. was admitted to

Room # 1 'via from

DX:

CC:

Appearance:

Vital signs taken and recorded:

Temp BP R Ht. Wt.

Dr.

Allergies:

Yes:
Cortisone: When:

No:

Valuables: (List and disposition of same) Claimed- (

None

an orders obtained

Orders came with pt.

AM
notified of pt.'s admission and roOm no. @ PM

Dr. will call orders in )

Routine lab work: Blood: ( ) ordered Urine: Spec. sent to lab.
( ) done Spec. not sent

Stat lab work ( ) ordered ( ) done

History of any other illnesses (Example Diabetes)

Medications now taking (Example - DBI, TD)

Anydifficulty other than present illness that restricts your activities:
(Visual , -Hearing Speaking , Ambulating

A,

PMDr. visited @

Nurses Signature

NURSES' ADMISSION NOTES
368 351



GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing - tructure

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Digestive System

- ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJEIIVES:

Self Knowledge

.

To understand that everop1is responsible for his/her own actions.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To develop healthy work habits of dependability and responsibility.

Educational Awareness

To know thai school ia a job which requires certain basic skills for success.

Career Awareness

To recognize that an indiyidual may be suited for numerous different occupations.

Social Awareness

'To realize that society is dependent upon the Work of many people.

Economic Awareness
To understand the law of supply and demand.

ACTIVITIES:'

I. Introduction:
1. Good study habits, developing responsibility for own actions vital

to success.
2. Anatomy basic to many health careers - essential to nursing.
3. Many different jobs in health careers.
4. Bettel; paying jobs with better preparation.
5. FewIr people with skill higher the pay.

2. Outline on blackboarà while discussing digestive system.

3. Use wall chart to locate parts.

4. Use transparencies.

5. Movie health department - "Human 119dy: Digestive System"

6. Answer questions in workbda.
.m.

7. Label diagram.

RESOURCES: 4
Blackboard; text; workbook; transparency; wall chart; film from
S. C. Department, of Health and Environmental Control

(Continu,ed on Reverse Page)

4

FOLL04UP ACTIVITIES:
,

Written test.

352
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ActiVities Continued:

8. Demonstration of enzymes

I. Eat soda cracker - after taste sweet due to digestion of starch to sugar.
2. Rennet tablet in milk congeals like rennin digestion of milk protein.
f2 Oil drops dk. water shake hard. Make fine droplets like bile

emulsified fat:

9. Write terms on slip of paper; place in bowl; draw one; define or locate.

10. Written quiz on structure and function - including tracing a bite of food
through the digestive system.

akb
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing - Fundamentals of Nursing

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Bed Making

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self. Knowledge

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of career choice.

,Attitudes 4 Appreciations

To..develop healthy work habits of dependability and responsibility.

Decision Making

To recognize that decisions have cause and-effect.

Educational Awareness

To reatlze that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge
for most jobs.

Social Awareness .

To be able to accept Criticism.

ACTIVITIES:
(Continued on Reverse Page)

1. Show equipment needed. Decide what to get from ,supply closet and get all
equipment at one time.

rl,r,1!

2. Follow steps in procedure book.

3. Demonstrate bed making procedure.

4. Students practice in pairs - one'checks and offers criticism.

5. Conservation and economy of materials affect patient. cost's.

6. Learn good work habits - easier to learn correct waye"--

7. Hospitd1 method of bed making stresses economy of nurse's time and energy.

8. Develop self confidence in bed making skill.

.9. Skill necessary in nursing career and to prevent dec[ibitus ulcers in patient.

4
10. EValuate skill in bed mAking using check sheetm.

RESOURCES:
Linen; procedure book

FOLL0101 -UP ACTIVITIES:

Evaluation check sheet.

3 71



Elements nnd Element Objectives Continued::

Economic Awareness

To apply knowledge of economic responsibility to career decisions.
/

r

3 5
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EVALUATION CHECK SHEET

UNOCCUPIED BED MAKING

1. Wash hands

2. Assemble linen

3. Lock bed

14. Place chair td hold linen

5. Arrange linen in order of ime

6. Raise bed - flatten

7. Handles of bed folded in

8. Cover mattress with p4d

9. Unfold bottom4sheet - right side up

10. Tuck head - miter corner
.45-)

11. Tuck side - head to foot

12. Fold draw sheet right side up tuck

13. Opposite-side - tuck head - miter corner

14. Tuck head to foot

15. Tuck draw sheet tigt

16. Unfold top sheet; wrong side u ; centere0

17. Spread Centered

18. Tuck top sheet and 'spread; miter corner

19. Opposite side - spread and sheet tuck; miter corner

20. Turn top of sheet down'over spread

21. ,Pillow in case; pleat to fit

22. Fiace pillow -open end away from door

23. Over all appearance

24. Good body mechanics

25. Used reasonable speed
356
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f:1RADE OR IGE UNIT!

SPBJECT: Practical Nursing Structure

ELICATIONAL cONCEPT: Circulatory System

ELEMENTS AND ELEPENT NjECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be able to ichie4 an innate personal satisfaction to work!.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the need to make a meaningful career choige.

Educational Awareness
4;

To know that school is a job which requires Certain basic sIci147for success.

Economic Awareness

To know that most people spend their)Aves serving or in service of bthers.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Goed study habits equal success and satisfaction in school work.

2. Nurses must "care about people" first then thepay chedk.

3. Safe nursing (!are depends'.on a.foundation of anatomy and physiology.

4. All body sysstems interrelated and vital to

5. Locate'structures of circulatory system and'explain function using,charts'

and traasparencies.

6. Examine model%of'heart.

7. View filmstrip.

8. Work book exercises to label parts Of heart and major blood vessels.

9. Trace drop of blood through heart to finger and back to heart.

.10., Play 'Nc tac Ioe game with terminology.
.(Continued)

RESOURCES i
Wall charts;.Tweedy 'Transparencies; model eart; textbook; work book

F'LLJCTJVTIES:

Writte'n,quiz.
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Activities Continued:
4

11. Evaluate comprehension of structure and function of circulatory system
with written quiz.

.0 I
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing - Structure

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Human Blood

Fit'1E4TS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an anticipated career.

Attitudes'& Appreciations

To understand the need to make a meaningful career choice.

Decision Making

TO apply the decision making process to home and social problems.

gducational Awareness

To. realize that workers ne4some kind of special tiaining and knowledge
for most jobs;

Social Awareness.

To assume responsibility.

ACTIVITIES:

1. List composition of blood.

2. Com-pare normiil and abnormal constituents.

3. View transparency.of blood cells.

4. View transparency of blood types'.

(Continued)

5. Make slide of blood an4 look under microscope (attached).

6.- Check own hemoglobin using Tolquist Scale.

7. Evaluate results of hemoglobin - relate to diet to Correct.lanemia - is diet
adequate, if not, what can be done.

8 . Identify own blood type - ability to test blood helpful in doctor's office,
clinic or hospital lab. New technology brings new techniques witb new jobs,

9. Written test on composition blood, terminology and diet for blood deficiencies.

'In. Visit hospital blood bank or Red Cross blood bank.

RESOURCES;
Tweedy Transparencies; microscope; .slides; Tolquist Scale

FOLLOW-HP ACTIVITIES:

Written quiz. Visit hospital blood bank or Red Cross or participate in bloodmobile.
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Elements and Element Obje,ctives Continued:

Economic Awareness

To be alert Ihat technological progress changes, eliminates and creates work.

;
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BLOOD TYPING SLIDE CARD

ANTI

(BLUE)

ANTI

(YELLOW)

INTERPRETATION OF REACTIONS
CLUMPING WITH gRUM 411.00D TYPE

ANTI-A ANTI-B
ONO =IS

=IS

0

A

B

AB



INTERPRETATION OF REACTIONS

CLUMPING WITH SERUM .Rh FACTOR

POSITIVEc

NEGATIVE
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GRADE OR iGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing - Personal Health

it

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Routines (Cf Health

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self KnoWledge

To understand everyone is.responsible for Ilis/her own actions.

becision Making

To apply the decision making process to home and social problems.

Career Awareness

To'know that much of one's total life'routine is organizeearounci the work

one does.

Social Awareness

To realize that an individual's work.affects his/her standard of living.

Economic Awareness

To identify within the home what is available, Weeded, wanted, luxury.

ACTIVITIES:

r. Define health - means different things to different people.

2. List characteristics of good health.

3. Tell why personal health valuable to a nurse.

4. Make a poster of personal grooming habits.

5. Keep a *record for one week of own rou'tine (i.e., grooming, food,

recreation.)

sleep, exercise,

6. Note effect of standard of living on youtine.'

7. Note individual responsibility for heals,h:

8. Do self evaluation of own health and self evaluatio4 of routines.

9. Apply decision making process to results of self evaluation.

10. Re-check routine in one month.

RESOURCES :
Foster materials; Personal Health Textbook

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

Self evaluation; re-check routine in one month.
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GRADE oR ItE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Prnctioal Atrsing - Personal Health

EDOCATFIVAL CONCEPT: Feminine Hygiene

FLE"IENTS AND ELE!'EtT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own actions.

Attitudes & Appreciatidns

To develop bealthy work habits ot:dependability and responsibility.

Decision Making

To apply the decision making.process"ta home and social problems.

Economic Awalreness

To recognlze that work is a way of winning economic independene.

T\CTI7ITIE5:

1. Use chart tn: locate female reproductive organs.

2. Describe function of these organs.

3. Relate hormone balance to menstrual cycle,

4. Film health department "Story of Menstruation".

5. List and define related terms.

6. Tell efeect of personal health routine on menstruation.

7. Practicing good health routine makes a well and dependable' worker.

8. Explain contraceptive measures - a nurse is often in role of health teacher.

9. List 7 danger signals of cancer,and importanceof regular phySical check.ups.
Stay well - able to be financially independent.

10. Written quiz.

RESOURCES :
Wall chart; film "Story of Menstruation", State Health'bepartment

FOLLOW-1!P ACTIVITIES:

Written quiz.

3 1,
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uRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Sterile Dressing

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:.

Self Knowledge

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an anticipated career.

Attitudes & Appreciations
4,

To understand the need to make'a meaningful career choice. Personal values
relate to choice. 17C

4Decision Making

To recognize that ll decisions made have a cause and an effect.

Educational Awareness

To realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge
for most jobs.

Career Awareness

To understand that the work a man does tells more about him/her that is significant
than any other item of information. (Continued on Reverse Page)

ACTIVITIES:

1. Discuss principles of asepsis.

2. Definitions of items special training and knowledge are necessary for nursing.

3. Understand the patient's peed for privacy.

4. Understand his/her fear of disfigurement.

5. Nurse must be a "caring person". Individual values effect choice of nursing

career. :\

6. Necessary to conberve sup Losts. .

7. View Trainex.

8. Demonstration of techniquè for sterile dr. sing. ,

9. Students have partner to ractice with.

10. Develop "sterile conscien

RESOURCES:

Decide when sterile-when contaminated.

(Continued on Reverse Page)

Trainex film "Sterile Dressing"; supplies towels, cotton',

hemostats dressing, med. cup, cleansing agent, pick up forceps.
%

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Written'quiz; eva.luation of skill using check sheet.
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Elements and Element Objectives. Continued:

Fck.lcric Awareness

To apply knowledge of economic responsibility.to a career, -

Activities Continued:

11. Written quiz.

. 12. Evaluate skill in sterile technique using check sheet.

0

C
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EVALUATION CHECK.SHEET

STERILE DRESSING

1. Wash hands

-2.. Assemble equipment pkg. towels.
instruments with cotton, med. cup, dressing
tape, newspaper, gloves, korteps

3. Arrange supplies

4. Place newspaper for soiled dressing at foot of bed

5. Cut tape

6. Remove dressing

7. Wash hands

8. Open s erile tdwels

i'9. First, lap away;-last flap toward nurse

10. Pick up towel by corner

ll. 'Open without touching uniform or shaking

12. Place on tray coming toward nurse (2 towels)

13. Place supplies on sterile field using &oreeps-

14. Handle forceps correctly tip down - not touch rim

15. Pour solution

16. Put on gloves

17. Use hemostat to clean wound

18. Clean mid woUnd to edge; repeat

19. Discard used sponges

20. PlaCe dressing

21.
Remove gloves

22. Apply tape

23. Return equipment

24. Chart

C
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6RADE OR 1GE UNIT:

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing - Nutrition

EDUCATIONAL CONCECT: 'Choosing a BalanCed Diet

FLEMENT3 AND ELEI,ENT'OBJECTIVES:

Self -Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own adtions.

Decision Making

To know and practice the components of the decisiOn making pr9cess.

Educational Awareness

To acquire the basic skills and habits found in the working world.

Social Awareness

To appreciate the,fact that customs, traditions and attitudes of society
affett the world of work.

. 1.0

Economic Awarene6s

To develop the concept of financial management.

1. Liat the Basic Four Food Croups and eblain how to use as a diet guide -
:must be responsible for own actions.

.44
2. List food eatem in last 24 hodts. Not only know what should be eaten but

actually eat it.

3. rilm "What You Eat You.Are"

Discuss food costs - stress.importance of spending,food dollar wisely for
best, nutrition.

5. Deve14ing good eating habits gives energy for work.

List aids to shopping la planning.

7. Bring newspaper ads to aid in deciaion making process involved in pla'nning
balanced meal.

3. Customs and"traditiOn effect choice of food/for student and hospitalized patient_
.

(Continued)
RESOURCES:

,

Movie "What You Eat You Are" USC; Textbook, Howe: Basic,Nutrftion for
Practical Nurses; newspaper

''FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

-
Check again in two weeks to see if eating habits have changed.



Activities Continued:

9. Carry out planning by shopping, preparing, and serving balanced dinner to
family at home.

10. Check back in two weeks to see what students have eaten in 24 hours to see
if eating habitl have improved.

6 r,3



GRADE OR IGE 12

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing - Community Health

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Microbiology

EM:CTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

. Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the importance of each individual in the function of the- .

home/family unit.

Decision Making

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause arid an effect.

Educational Awareness
0

To realize that workers need some'kind of speciAL:training and knowledge
for most jobs.

"Social Awareness

To realize that an individual's work affects his/her standard of living.

Economic Awareness

To develop the concept of financial management.

. ACT.IV1TIES:

1. Special.-knowledge is needed in nursing
.

a. discuss impo'rfnnce Of microbiology in nursing
b. list beneficial and harmful organisms.
c. prepare slide of mold and yeast and examine'under micrOscope
d. e;amine purchased slides

2. Discuss.economic effect of illness on.a family.

3. Work effects standard of living and also health. Some jobs are health hazard.

4. Each person must make many decisions that effect health.
a. list route of entry of organism*nto body'
b. ,give methods of controlling micre=organisms
r. allow students,to contaminate petri dishes containing culture media to

see if organisms will grow.

5. Visit hospital lab to learn of diagnostic tests and identification of organisms
tioyke there. 4

6. Written test.

RESOURtES:
Hasler; personal, home and community health; microscope; slides;
purchased prepared slides; moldy bread; yeast; petri dishes containing
sterile culture media

,EOLLOW-HP ACTIVITIES:

Visit ilospital lab;.written tesi.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

110

SUBJECT: Practical Nursing Fundamentals of Nursing

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Feeding the Patient ,

-`k °1$

;;

, A ML %
ELEMENTS AND tLEMENi UBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To develop,Self confidence in the pursuit f an antiZOlted c.lreer.

Attitudes & Appreckations

To know that the ability,-,to perceive the environmentefects.one's
attitucle toward wAk. ,;

t

Decision Making

To-know the compohOts of the decision making piocess.
-tO

-E4uCational Awarenes''''

To*ealize that workers need some-kind of special,training and knowledge
,for most jobs.

"N.

Social Awareness

, To be able to accept criticism and direction..
/ t
Am-IN/MB:J.

.

1. Discuss different-types of hospital'diets; khowle'dge of nutrition and diet
therapy is necessary in nursing. '

?

2. View filmstrip.:"Feeding the Patient"..- shows step by step how t6 do the
.pi-ocedure - special training -is needed in nursing. Pair Audents nurse-patient.

.3. Prepare patient - envirOnment effects attitude
a. patient's,emotional knd phsicalliconclition' effect eating.
b. arrangemeneof room effects environnient.
c. way patient-acts Will effect nurse.'

4. Record on nyses notes - 'decide whae_snd how to chart.
a. preparaTioToof patient
b. type of diet
c. assistance needed
d. tolerance to diet
e.4 time served

5. Self eN4luation - understandjtow it feels'to be fed.

6. Teacher criticism and correckionof feedipg technique and charting on nurses notes.

RESOURCES:
Trainex filmstrip: "Feeding the Patient", nutrition.text; dishet; food'

.4

FOLLO17UP ACTIVITIES:

Discus's, seff and teachee.'evaluations.
...

, 37 1
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SURZECT:

ED661/ONAL CONCEPT:

"';',

haceiOal Nursing--
,

C?.

Routimes for Dental Health

;

ELEMENTS AND ELS:0T

'-

Self Knowledge

To develop 4iconfidence

Derision Mak'ing .

To knOw 7,nd
-

.F.ducatiOnalwar,enealr.:-

To reilile:Vrat.'iYo0era need
for mdrItijObe.

Social Awarenes.r---:';''

melia of developing soc ial relat ionships .

4

ursuit of an anticipated career.

the decision making process.

some kind of special training and knowledge

;,

ECon6Mit .40ipriness

To. ckeVelOrp' the.e.Ppgat Of.financial management.

I' 4
1-

r

IViT I E ,Y
>,

,7 1. Gain 4e7.0.a1 9cnoledge for nursing by using wall chart and transparency to
l.tain,aaatomy'.of cooth.

V

List,-.;rogt.ines jorAental health - factors netded
.dieei.t:13TP-P*fii.itising floss, visit dentist.'

Discup=PTOlems'resulting from poor care: a) economic effect 'of problems;

b). eifeet Of.'poor care on appearance, co-workeis, work.

'
for decision making process:

I'

4. View filmstrip to develop Skill for self and to teach others. A nurse is

always a teacher.

5. Practicting correct technique to brush the teeth... Practice gives self

confidence.

6. Check each other andrshew a disclosure tablet to check skill. Need.to

accdpt criticism afid direction.

7. Written teacher made test 31 anatomy, routines,
technique in brushipg.

RESOURCES: A
Personal Health Textbook; filmstrip; toothpaste; toOth -brushes;

Tweedy Transparency of Teeth; wall chart 1!; .

pvpblems.from poor care and

FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIEt

Written test.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: , Practical Nursing Fundamentals of Nursin:"

4104.

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Body Mechanics

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

SelfKnowledge

4.74.

To feel the dignity of self on an individual basis as wall as in groups.

Attitudes=:E. Appreciations ,
Ak
,4; 4,

To appieciate all forms of work.

Educational Awareness
N

.

To realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowled96-
for mo,svjobs.

Career Awareness

To unde'rstand thae,the work a man does tell more about hilihet that''s significant
than any other item.

Social Awaieness

Tounderstani the'nehr cOoperation in the comPletion:of tasks.

ACTIVIT
;141:: ?: ,(Conrinued onpReyerqe Rage)

tp: .!

1. View Trainex filmstrip"LiftIng and Mdving Patients" or Southern Bell
"Facts About Backs"

Pftni 4k4,,

Discuss principles of lifting aiImoving. Special skill and knowledge
are needed to perform nursing,. ts.

. -
i 3. ic isimpottant to get.

4
koopeAtion of the parient whetpossible.and

sometimes cooperation -wOrkers is needed.

4. NuTsing is a career of rvice - doing for others tasks they cannot do

O eat.
N for themselves.

. 41

5. Appreciate 'all forms of wOek some nursing tasks may Nem menial but are
very necesaipry. .

4

6. 'Protecttng self from injury prevents loss of ti e from wolt

A
7. Nurse must be

i-

$ caring person. Touch tells much about feeling and concern

fon. a patient.
fi

7

RESOURCES:
(Continued on Reverse Page)

Trainex filmstrip "Lifting arid Moving Patients"; Southern Bell Telephone
movie "Facts About Backs"

FOLLNUP ACTIVITIES:

Critique of student use of body mechanics. Continue tc; use proper mechanic's

doing rdrsing acts in future.

3 13
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Elements and Element Objectivet. Continued:
40.

Economic Awareness

To know that most people spehU their lives serving or in the service .

of others.

Activities Continued:

8. Treat each patient as an indfVidual with dignity and worth add feel self

dignity in job well done.

9. Practice proper use of mechanics in a) lifting aqd moving equipment; b) gatching

bed; c) turning patient; d) moving patient up in bed; e) moving patient

on and off stretcher.

10. Evaluate student.use of body mechanics in regard to items listed above.

Continue to use proper mechanics in future nursing acts.

1*1

Ar,
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' G4ADOR UI thLT:

'5% °

LEJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:.

12

Trade allW Indust,ty

,

Job Application and Interview

,1

ILRMENTS' AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To d4velop a realistic self perception of individual abilities as they relate

to career choices.

Decision Making
m,

To be competent in tile verbal and writtenAliklysis of alternatives.

Educational Awareness

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school help
prentre a student for a life of work.

Career Awareness

To recOg nize that. a pan may be suited fo4 numerous different occupations.

Socialwarenast

..Tb knOw_that'society provides rewards for work.
(Continued on Reverse Page)

.The students should acquire some insight in to what kind of work he/she wants to do.

-
The students.should be able to lociate potential jobs in the career of his/Or choice.

The student should be abLe to represent himself/herself well in both the written.
and Verbal parts of a job interview.

The student should pow thef.-v.alue of a neat appearance;f dUring a lob intertriew.
i 0:-

The student should knolphis/her abilities as well as hiiiher weaknesses.

1. Use as an outline the S. C. Department o0!Education.pamphlet locating and
securing a job. - ,

--, . .

. * ,r --, . .i

Q. Explain that befor one is to go out in search for a job tfiat
, .

q

1st decide.what kind of a job he/she is.mosdily interested in and.*Set4 )s/her

AOicatiOns are.
'1.

4._
.:.;

,
.

3. diseawt variousiways thailkone can loolt,phs using aveilabli free assiatance
fronclocal pubrIcations and gpveRpmeriTITNVcies. .

.
.

.

%

4. Explain that one should always* aid Out as much ds possible about:.a prospeCtive

. job and the company before appea0ing for an interview... . ....-.. ...

.
. .(Continued on-ReVeraSNPage).

RESOURCES:
.

*.. 0
Pamphlet "Locating and SeCuring A Job" S. C. Department,Of Educition,

.t, personal data sheets, vitreo-ta.p' ,Aob interviewt %.

..

,

FOLLOdUp

376
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ta.

a

.Activities Continue

Go over methOds of writing letters of_application and letters of introductionl

6. Discuss the iMPortance of being neat-and well groomed for an interView.

7. Discuss the proceas of actilaiiy filling out an application stressing neatneis,

correctness,-and 'completeness. Have several applicstIons on hull from local

ffrms.

8. View video-taped interviews illustratingthe correct and incorrect interview

techniques.

9. ff time and resources permit have each student video-taped and litiqued.

Elements and'EleMent Objectives Continued:

,E.conomic"Awareness

To understand ehe law of supply and dinand (it helps determine occupational
.choica:)

11100..

e.
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GRADE OR mr UNIT: 10, 11, 12-

SUBZJECT: Trade and Industry

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: The Metric System

0

ELEtENTS AND ELEMENT1BJECTIVES:

rl Self Knowledge

;

Tkdevelop self confidence.,in the pursuit of an anticipated career choice.

Atd.tudets & Appreciations'

To appreciate all forms of work.

QtcationalAwarenesd

To acquire the basic skills and habits fOund,in the working world.

Economic Awareness

.To coillprehend the tools of husiness (to be able ,to read *interpret tables,.
graphs, charts used by consumefl )''':'

1
.;

AMVITIES : .

,..,

. , 4

The student.s should recogylize and acknowledge the need for a digOeVal system of
meago.temeaCtand ql'that theetric system will be that system. . .

. . . , .

3fie'students should,be able to identify différene.;*unite of mesSurements,that.are..
thebadis for, metric units ofmeasurements.

I.

,,Thestuilenea,ehoUld be able use the Greek and
ex-nand ma*ic measuremhnts.

tt,

, 4-7:',;$1::-
Latin gr4ixeS t reduog'or .

4.
N qv ifThe-students should know the manner in which metric ba e units are-calculat .

,.

1. Brie14$P1aip ihe history of the various measuring''syttems and haw..urrecientifically
thif44:*00, based. %pow how difficult international comme±Ceand comm*cation
reauftl(rom theuse of different systems of' measurements.

_..... .'
2. Eip0i4..ih4i464ecimalti:theuoiform scale of reladOnship bei*e all metric

unic4',A:00enfef4edi. ExpllAihipetH.theMeter is the prOcipre unit of meteurement
, <A_ ... . 4.

and CAILlet0i iheasuretsent,kaie dinedtly tied to the meter as it rflateli

, iiiilI:eir-Watek alislfireatest densf6i. (39,2 degrees kahrenheit at.dea level.)
. -7.7 ,,'.:ei,': ,7., .., : 1, ..i.;:!,5:

:1
..

-- 2. .(Conbanued on Reverse Page)".
s'.:i

. - .,REsilkas

Fula' 'P

4
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' Activities Continued:

3. Unit of Length: Explain thow the meter is subdivided aqj expanded.

4. Unit of Surface: Explain how square ters are used to measure surface areas.
a) the are.
b

/
,the hectare.

e square meters.

5. Unit of Volume: Explain how the cubic meter is the basis for all measurements
, ,

for volumes.

b. Unit of Capacity: _Explain that the leter,ls the basic uvit for measuving
,sr.olume and, h, Abe leter Telates to the cubic meter. ._,_...j

1- z-....i.
.t., ,,..t.,$'

7. .,Unit of Weightlain that e gram is the baslcjunitlfor measuring weights
and hOw it relAteS to-the lete oand the cubic meter.

8. Briefly exPlain that modern scientists all over the wocld muse the metric system
because of its preciseness nd ease of. application.

,, Comparing and Convetting: Explain that conversion to theliric system is
i:-!!.ultimate and that.the two systems must be used simultaneously for a brief

'transition period. \

, .

14. Char:t4.-and Graphs: Display metrit charts and explain. onversion from 'English,
$tandard to, Metric and vice versa as a necessity durit4, the trantltion Period.
(Use conversion 'tables, chart,s, calculators,

0
11. Test the students on terms and4computation to check their ability to eomprehend

the metric system.

4,,

3 9

"Y

4
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GRADE OR 1GE UNIT: 12

41, SUBJECT: Trade and Industry

EDUCATION& CONCEPT: Use of sethiprecise and prease measuring devices,

ELDENTS AND ELDENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes E. Appreciations

sc.

To appreciate all forms of work.

Educational Awareness

To understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency Of jobs.4

Economic,Awareness

To comprehend the tools of industry.

The students should be adaPt at using both the fractional and decimal measuring

systems.

The students should be able to identify and use basic semi-precision measuring devices.

The students should be able to identify and use basic precise measuring deVices.

Discuss boell semi-precision and precision measuring systems.

A. English system of linear measuragent.lOches and fipactional system)
B. Dicimal system of reading measuNments'.Po,

. Semi-precise measuring instruments.
A. Steel Rule

B. Short-length Rule
CA Tape Rule '
D. Hook Rule

E. Rule Depth Gage
F. Slide Caliper

.

G. Combination Set

RESOURCES: .40

Steel Rule; Caliper Set, :Micrometer Set

(Conapue4 on Reverse Page)

0



,

7

Activities Continued: :

3. Contact measuritig: Set measuring device by the rule or transfer measurement
from object to rule. Practice measurements by feel of touch,to acquire skill
fn use 'of devices. Outside and inside measprements.

4. Aprecision Measuring Instruments:
A.. Micrometer Caliper study uses of and parts.
B. Inside micrometer

Depth.Cage
ernier.Caliper

J

5. Have students use as many of these measuring devices in order to become familiar
with measuring different shapes and forms. Examine student's pretision and
knowledge of measuring and medsuring devices.

,
.
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GRADE OR IGE

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

11 or li

Trade and Industry.

Manufacturing Process -

4EtERTS

Attitudes & ApptrejtOns*:
r4,1;4'.,

phi.%

,To recognize the vital,importance of, cooperati've spirit.

Educational Awareass

.41/is

To understahd"that specialized skills lead_to integffependency of jobs'.

Career Awareness

To know jobs neCessary to maintain the dOmmunity.

- The.students should become familiar with the manufacturing process ftpm design
through manufacturing, marketing and servicing.

1. Metal Casting:
A. Sand Molds ,.

1. Types of products produced,
2. Models nd packing of sand
3. Pouring and removing solidified product, forprocessing

etal. Castin1
Iron and steel molds (non-ferrous).
ronze.molds (allows of low melting temperatures)

_Advantages over sand,,,
Ir. permanent '
t. 'smbother finish
c. stronger castings free or bloW-holes. (more expensive)

d. mola conszrucitiTtite @ores .

RESOURCES:

Hot jdorkihg Mechanical Processes

1. Metals worked at hfgh tempezatUres (aboye annealing,temperature)

2. Improves physical structur of metals
(Continued on kevelea Page)

1
. .

FOLLOWUP ,I)CTIVI IES1
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Activities Continued:

3. .High temperatures make,available several different processes.
a. Rolli4
b. Forging
c. Upsetting oh Drawing
d. pctruding
e. Pipe welding

D. Cold Working
1. Gives a finished or refined dimension to hot rolled materials.
2. Stamping procedures At

3. Cold rolling -'finistang and tolerancing
4. Cold drawing - thin wall and finisUd tubes, wire,.bars, and* .rods.
5. Cold forging from wire stock, raPidly rivet heads, bolts and screws,

ball bearings, etc.

2. Visit vocational shops within the School where.patterns, models, and molds
are produced. Also visit local-industry. Locate and view films (from industrial
sourced) that demonstrate these manufacturing processes.

3. Have.studVnts in different clasSes produce a prOduct in the m acturing process
through cooperation. 'ilesign". modell-OrOduCtion, Casting, finishing, advertising,
marketing, servicini.
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:GRADE OR IT J41T: 10

SuNfcT:

EDucgriki leEpi!

pre Voc'4tional

Investigations into the WOrld.O4'Work

ELBENTS AND ELDENT ilBJECTIVES:
-

A 4

SeyKnowleige
,

To know that every indiVidual can learn tp parform.SdQUately,a, tI can contribute
to A varia$, of situations.

0

Attitudes & ApPreeiations

To appreciate'al4 fornis:of

Decision Making
,

To know that'-.t,reining',Orlur-

lty is. '[.

, -
Educa idnal Awareness

.14

care* Ohoice helps develop who a student

To recognize -that ther tralning Channqls directed toward job entry.

Carder Awareness-

To lchow the jobs nece* ry.tp maintain the community.

.;CTJVITIES: (Continued on Reverse Page)

The student-should'be able to name the major.areas of production and/or services
within the local community-,

, The students should be aware.of"the d,ifferent classig4cations of careers and
their distfnctions.

,The students should be able to discuss the hasic TequirementsliNed prerequisites
for'jobs of his/Eii. interest.

1 . Ezplarn to ihe students that the purpose of tiiirs pt7ogram is to .aid them in
becoming aware of their opportunities,and the*intereste.

2. List the name of local coniPanies and on- andther lists what each compaqes
'primary product is. Have the students see lf.they can match Xhe correct
compahy and ptioduct together. '

. ..,

3. Have eadh student locate..:and brincto crass as many different occupations in
the loci], community as cflashe gap-Vacate. (Use the loOal newspapers, Directory.

of OccuRtional Titles-vand: Career Cluster.)

,
.

'(Continued on Reverse Page)"

RESOURCES
FieldArip's, newspapers, Directory oi-Occupational_Titles and
Career Clusters

FOLLCW-UP ACTD/ITIES:

41.



_/
Elements and ETerent Objegtives Centinued:

4

SociAl Awareness

To know that societY provides rewards for work.

Economic.Awareness
4

To undeestand that some workers.produce goods while 'others produce services.

a

o,

Activities Continued/
....-. ,

. . .

4. DiSCUS5 die similarities and differences between skilled'pechaniq and
,

.--,
.operatives, (Degree of repetitionY.. ,

_ st
.

,

- - . f

5. Discuss the similarities and differences betweenrcustOm c4cupitions.and
service occupation (design and planning--. vs 7 feRayr and instaliationr)

. ,

6. F4eld trip - take.studentS. to visi.t as many'different companieS in the

area:as is possible. (It may be best to visit large.companies that' I
require the skills of mady different occupatitidlt.tf.rles.)

.:
. /

.
.

. 7. Have students write a short essay on their faliorite or arkticipatIO career choice..

..

-

1
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 10, 11, 12

/

SUBJECT: ./ Trade and Industry

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: ' Basic electrical principals and,circuit diagrps

/

. _

ELEttNTS 'AND ELEITNT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes' & Appreciations :

'TO appreciate all.forms of,work.

Eddcational AWareness

4.1

To realize that workers need son4 kind Of special.training and knowledge for
most jobs.

Career Awareness

1To know the jobs necessary to mainehin th community.

Economic Awareness

To comprehend the tools of industry.

.

\t4VITIES:

.r,.,

...'

,A,e stdent should know the basic principles of'electricty and be able,to use.
b sic electrical'terms to compute elect.rical systeMs.

. . A , q),:

.
The studenti sholild be able to .demonstrate thei':r knowledge'of basic A.C. and D.C.

+ .
circuits by preparing simple class demonstration models.

.
The student should.be able to know where to find proper symbols fotreaiking and to

drawing circuit diagrams.
A

Explain that everything is'basically electrical <i.e., atoms are neutral, or.they are

posttively or negatively charged.) Explain that \atoms either gain or,lose electrons

.
to become electrically charged and that charged atoms atL-aCt uncharged atoms.

; Demonstrate that friction can generate electrici,ty (static.) Rub two objekts together

)(woolcomb; balloon7pants; or any other convenient objects) and show how+one will

-either gain or loseelectrons to the other, and become.electrically charged. One is

'sometimes shocked when touching a metal object after having walked across d'carpeted

floor on aicoo day. (an exchange of electrons)

Explain titat c rrent electricity flows-along a conductor from a negatively charged

soUrce to a po.sitively charged source. Draw a diagram showing how direct current

RESOU,RCES:
(Continued on Reverse Page)

y Dry cell batteries, copper wire, switches, lights and receptacle,
American Standard Association Charts of Electrical Symbols

,
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Activities Continued:

.flows.from a dry cell battery's negetive pole through a conduc,tor to.a light and
then returns to the positive pole completing.the circuit. Draw a diagram showing'
an 'alternating current circUit from a supply source through, a conductor, a switch,
a -light and returning to the supply again...

Present diakams and views of how a D.C. and an A.C. generator sUpplies current
electricity to a light:

r.
ExplairLlhat all materia.l.s are conductors of electricity bUt't-hat some are hetter
than others because of-the number of their free electrons. (Some electrons.aee
fixcl more rigielyto their atoms than are others.) Draw a simple atom on the board
with a verbal descriptiab how atoms become ionized.

Explain the'basic electrical terms.
1. Volts Or erectromotiNie force drives an electric current through a circuit:
2. Ohms or resistroce enits dr impedes an electromotive force as it moves through

cilcuit.
3. Amperes are found by the constant ot one volt drives one amp through one ohm's

resistance: .'

4. Watts are measurements of electric power in that volts multiplied times amps
is eqUn1 to watts.: (a kilowatt is 1,000.watts%) (1,000 watts = 1.34 horsepower
or 1.00 horsepower equals .746 kilowatts)

Circuit Diagrams

i 1. .Complete°circuit diagrams all wires shown and apparatus are represented by/
symbols.

2. One line diagrams - indicates apparatus and how they are,connected in relations
to one another.

3. Schematic diagrams - simplest manner of indicating the connections of devices,
switching andontrol equipment.

4 Symbols:.- AmeriCan Standards Association
a. Electric power and control
b. Telephone, telegraph and radio
c. Architeciural plans

Student Participation' ,.4.

1., Have students learn.and .express their knowledge of basic terms and princfples.
2. Have students prepare, simple dvonstratiOns of A.C. and D.C. current.
3. Have students ese symbol charts to produce several electrical circuit 'diagrams.

108



RADE OR IGE WIT:

SU3JECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

11

Trade and Industry (Drafting)

Geometric Constructions (Apptied Geometry)

ELEtENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To help match an individual's abilities
process needed in the world of woFk.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To develop healthy/ work habit's (e.g. depenAbility
a variety of settings.).

Decision itaking

9

and interests with the skills'and

-

To be able to soTve scht6l relathl problems..

Education&l. Awareness

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic
prepare a student for a life of work.

Social Awareness

1CTIVITIES:

and resPonsibility in

skills learned ii school help

To understand that 411 jobs are dependent upon other jobs.
(Continued .0n Reverse Page)

The student 'should be able to use his/her drawing instrutants well enoughlkto
construct simple lima, arcs, parallels and tangentst

The student shduld know the terms lines, pointa, sus, parallel, perpendicular,
intersect, and tangent.

The students should be able'to recognize corlstructions and be able to reproduce
them from memory.

The stbdents should be, able to sblye problems using geztrIc constructions.

a. History of geometrY. Geometry used by
(Assyrians and, BO)loniaqs) to lay out
was as a means ofisland suiveying. The
geomeety and ht a'this theory that we
(curved and.atraight) planes and later
and warped surfaces.)

b. Describe how points, lines (curved and
in dffferent

'REsc - S:

pre-historical ancaent orientals
cities. The Egyptians' primary use
Greeks were the first to theorize
will explore td7define points, lines
surfaces (ruled, plane, single-curved,

straight)Jan4 planes are represented

l(Continued on Reverse Page)

Geometric Figures and Solids.
C

,

FQLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Provide 5 to ID probleMa from text material wh ch require the direct application",
of the constructions just learned. , (e.g., apply newlracquired skills immediately

,to illustrate theif values.) %
e.

. .

s,388.
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Elements and Element Objectives Continued:

Economic Awareness

To be alert that technological progress changes, eliminates, and creates Work.

Activities Continued:

c. Basic Geometrlc Constructions. (Like the Greeks we will use 'onlyrsompass and '

unmarked straight edges.)
1. JBisect a line.
2. Bisect an arc.
3i Bisect an angle.
4. %Divide a line into any number of equal'parts.
5. Draw parallel straight lines.

a. at a given distance
b. through a given point

6. Draw parallel curved lines.
7. ,Locate the center of a Circle.
8. Draw an arc through three given points. a

9. 'Draw a line tangent to two lines.
a. at right angles
b. not at right angles

1

10. Draw an arc tangent to a straight line and another arc.
11. Draw tangent arc.

a. External
b. Internal

12. Draw a straight lIne tangent to two circles.
.13. Draw a straight line.tangent to a circle.

a. Through a given point on the circle
. b. Through a given point outside the circle

14. Draw a reverse or ogee curve. '

15. Draq a regular polygon.
.

16. Draw a hexagon.
a. Given di:stance across fiats
b. Given distance across corners

17. Construct an 411ipse.
a. Foci method
b. Trammel methdd
c: Four center methOd
d. Concentric circle method
e. Parallelogram method

d. Divide constructions into,pwo groups andl,test'separately.
ape: Give demonstrations of and cite future plication for Osing these constructions.'

f. Other constiuctions will be assigned as additional material is covered.
'

- t o
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GRADE.OR IGE

UBJECT:
, Pre-Vocational II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:
. Reading the ArChitectural 8cale-

ELEIENTS AND ELEVENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To develop self confidence in the pursuit of an antiCipated career choice.
a

Attitudes & AppreciatiOns

To appreciate all forms of 'work.(e.g.., to recognize fhe dignity inherent
im all jobs.)

Educational Awareness

To acquire the basic skills and habits found in the working world.

Career Awareness

To understand the relationship between attitudes and values and different,careers.

SoCial Awareness -

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

(Continued On Reverse Page)
.11CTMTIES:

The student should be Able to.use an architectural scale to read blue prints and
to produce both scaled and full sized drawings.

a. Give each,student a trdangular architect's (fractional) scale.
b. Briefly explain that the 16 scale is simply the division of.an inch into 16

equal parts add that 16 sikteenths equals one inCh. Explain that when one
reads a measurement using the 16 scale that he/she must reduce all ftactions
to their lowest comMon denominator.

c. Using a demonstrator scale explain the uae of the open divided iortions of the
scale.
1. Explain how similar fractional scales may utilize the same space on an

architect's scale (e.g., how markings on the 1/4" = 11-0" scale are usable
as markings on the 118" l'-0" scale,)

. 2. Explain that the fully divided portion on each spale represent inches or
parts when producing or reading a scaled drawing.

d. .Give each student a sheet of paper and have each student draw lines f,f specific
lengths usitg the 16 scaleAnd each of the scaled parts, of the architectural. ,

e. Check each student's woik and aid these students who need further instruction.
For individualized study allow students,to use slide p sedtation " ading
t,he Architect'a Scale."

RESOURCES: Architectural scales, demonstratoT,seale, "Reading the Architect's
S'cale" (State Department of Vocational Education)

FOLLad-UP,ACTIVITIES:

Use the architectural- scale to produce full s4zed on scaled'drawings of simple
objects from text.-

3 9
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Elements and 5lement Objectives Continued:

Economic Awareness

A

To comprehend the tools of business (e.g., .to be able to read and Interpret
tables, graphs, and charts used as a'consumer.)

4119
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RADE OR 1GE

SUBJECT:

11 -

Drafting

S.

4 4

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Drawing Technique; .

ELEMENTS AND ELEVENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be aWare of individual capabflities and limitations.

Educational Awareness .

To know that school is a job which requir4s certain basic skills-for success.

Career Awareness

To relate home arid school jobs to community functions.

Social Awareness

To be able to accept .criticism and direction.

CTIV(TIES;

The student should recognize and acknowledge the value of using standardized
techniques and symbols in the industrial and construction community.

'be student should be able to use proper sheet sizes and be able to center drawings
.

within the limits of his/her drawing surface.

4
Xhe student showlid become familjar with his/her drawing instruments and exhibit
adektrate skills in producing.both simple and complicated views.

The student should- knowlrbe alphabet of lines and be able to*prdduce consistent
and nest line work.

The student should be able to read both the arChitectural
4 7.

and alt civil engineers scale.

The student should be able to combine his/her knowledge of basic geometric donstruction
and drawing tgchniques in prodAing technical drawings..

1. "Acquaint the,students with the4r personal drawing instyumenis and their functions.
a. Large and small bow Compass - draw,circles and arcs.
b. Drop bow compass - draw small circles.

RESOURCES :

EOLLUdUP ACTIVITIES:

(Continued on Reverte Page)

s. 3D 2
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Activiiies Contfnued:

c. Divider - lay off orivtransfer measurements.
d. inking attachments - do not attempt inking at this point.

2. Acquaint the students with hoth the parallel bar and the drafting machine.

3. Acquaint the students vikh their 'drawing accessories:
a. triangles (45°) anat309 - 600) - construct and build angles.

,

b. Irregular curve'- draw curved lines..
c. Lettering guide 7 draw guide lines and print a few words.
d. Protractor - discuss, demonstrate, and plot angles..
e. Mechanical pencil - sharpening for thick, medium, and thin lines.
f. Erasing shield
g. Brush

4. cquaint students with various sheet sizes (A, B, C, D, etc.) nd have each
student consti.uct a sample bordet= line and ftle block. '

5. Acquaint the students with the standardized alphabet of lines and have ehch
student reproduce t.he illustration from the text. .' N.

. .

6. Assign several problems from text which require geometric construction skills
and enforce proper drawing techniques. (Use both architect-ural and civil scales.)

00
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'GRADE OR EL UNIT: 11

aUBJECT: .DraftiUg I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT; Drawinii Isometric Projections

ELEtENTS AND ELENENT nBJECTIVES': 4.

0

Self Knowledge . .

To become able to achieve an innate personal satisfaction to work. (The job
may be school.)

-Attitudes &,Appreciations \,

To develop healthy work habits (e.g., dependability and responsihility in
a variety of settings.)

Educational Awareness

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school
help prepare a student for a life of work.

c'

Career Awareness

To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

Social Awareness ,

To know that work is a means of developing social relations-(i:e., ecquiring
.;CTIVITIES: social status-arid prestige.) (Continued on Rbverse Page)

The student should be able to interpret, correctly regular orthographic views and
visualize the object in 3-Dimension.

Students,should be able to produce simple isometric projections using.isometric lines,
.non-lsometric lines, and isometric circles.

a. Review the primary orEhographic views and their association to each other.
b. Explain the tasks involved in learning to vi.sualize objects in three-dimension

a set of orthographic views., 4(Use wood blocks cut to specifications from
ortho'graphic problems previously assigned.)

c. Demonstrate on the chalkboard how isometric projections are b4bed on three
Axis lines. Draw a simple isonpric projection using a simple problem previously
assigned under orthographic or ections. DemonstrateAthe use of isometric lines

, and show how they are'associa d with the axis lines.
1. Have each student duplicate, at his/her desk, the object demonstrated

on the board.
d. Demonstrate, on the chalkboard, the use for and the method of drawing non-isometric

lines. Show'how non-isometrfc lines are not shown in their true length and
that one cannot accurately scale a non-isometric
1. Ave each student duplicati, at his/her desk; the,04eg*.ettpnstrated

on the board.. - .,

RESbURCES: ,(Continued :Rever e I4age)

Have wood blorks cut to produce obtects t'ete features

of an isometric drawing.

FOLL-UP

Assip several problems from text material to utilize skills learned in producing
tric lines, non-isometric Lineq, isometric circlies, arid° ison,Jet"ric arcs and

iuses.

9,1
415



Elements and Element Objectives Continued:

Economic Awareness

To comprehend the tools of business (i.e., to be able to rend and interpret
tables, graphs, and Charts used hs a consumer.). 4

A et iv it les Cant inued

e. Demonstrate, on the chalkboard, how cylinders, holes, and radiuses become
ellipses when tilted to the picture plane. (Have several objects that can
illustrate revolved circular features.)" Demonstrate how an elliptical feature
can'be shown as an isametric circle (a variation of the four center ellipse)
or a part of an isometric circle.
1. Have each studen,F produce a drawing requiring the utilization of an'

'isometric circle positioned in all three of the primary positions
(top, right side, and left side.)

.

a
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GRADE Cfl 1TL

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCE

10

Pie=VocatIonal It (Drafting)

Multi-View Drawings

ELEtErrITS AND ELDENT tJECTIVES:

. Self Knowledge

To realize that if work allows a person to exercise his/her.positive self
concept'and meets his/her needs, then hiT/her performance will increase.

,

Att tudes & Appreciations
.

o develop health* work habits (e.g., dependability and responsibility in
a variety of settings.)

De king

d practice the components of the decision makihg process.

Educat onal Awareness

To understand that knowledge or skills which are transferable will facilitate
retraining.

Career Awareness

To understand that.the work a man/woman does tells more about him/her that:is
(Continued on.Reverse.Page)

Students should know the general fdnctions of an engineering drawing and ty
essential parts to'achieve that purpose.

)

.Students should know the standard arraagement of views and how they faciLi:tate
projection frpm One view to another.

The students should be able to produce simple.three view drawing& frOmdimensioned
pictorial sketchAs.

Explain the need for 'engineering drawing as a means of Communicating wtth
mechanios, craftsmen, labrers, businessmen and Consumrs.

b. Pass out several engineering drawings sR that each §tudent may have an
opportunity to see an actual product of an eng'ineering department.

-I
C. 'EXplain the basic%'concepts-of object represeatatiOn2-end the associiftion of-views.

,

d. Hand ou't sheet of muiti-view drawings which.have lines missington one or mOre
views 'and explain_ the meOlods,for solying which lInes.are missing.

(Continued on Reverse Page)
1,

a

.

RESOURCES: ,

'Obtain 'skveral &ets of planS (architecturaL - Civilv-miechanic'el - etC.)
0 . for'siudent inspection. Film,: 16 MM - "OrthographiC Projections"

French's Engineering.Series - McGraW"Mill Book Company.' .

FOLLCkgUR ,
.:1 . .

....,
. . .

, .
.

Prepare several orthogtaphic Rrojeccions (Mu/ti-view drawings) from, text, (By Students)
Testa -ProVide several:mytti-view-dtewing&.with missing line§. and heye students'
provide the .thissing lines.. r. .. - /.

, ,

'7 39.6-ir.,
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,
No.

ElementC aqd Element Objectives Continued:

.ere

IP

Ca`reei Awareriess '<- ' . -4

sig'4ificant, in this culrure, than any other Cangle item of information.
. .

. . '. ..

Econo,94 'Awareness
s

,

prehend the tools of business (e.g.to be.able to read .and interi,ret
es, graphs, and charts used as a consumer.)

Social AWareness

/lo understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks
-17.

Activitietontinded:.

:1,rojectiOri

2. Vasualization
3. Cutting away of object

e. Show film on "Orhographic Projections" as correlated with French's Engineering ,

Series. (McGraW41111 gook Company)

0

N.

3 9 7
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44,

* z. GRADE OR IGE UNIT:
)

.

SLEJECT:

\.1

EDUCATIONAL CONtEPT.:

-igrafting t.

ique Atjections

EL& AND EVENT ntJECTIVES:

/1

,

Stlf Kniniledge

To be-able to it,10.eve an innate personal satisfaction td work.

Attitudes & 'ApPreciations

To deVelop healthy worfrhabits.

.74

_

-
Educational Awareness

To recognize and ackn ledge the fact that basic skills learned in school

(e

help prepare a student for a 1 fe of work, ..

4.1

Careertwareness

To know t t

one does

Social Awarg4ness

much of one's total life routine is organized arpund.the work
,

.

,To know that work is a means of developing sodial relat

'kTIV1TIES:

The students should be able to recognize oblique projections and Anow how they
differ from axonometric projectiOns.

The students should be-able to produCe oblique projection views of simple objects.

The students should know both the advantages and disadvantages of oblique projections.

1. Explain that oblique,prol ctions are distortions that exhibit elements of both
orthographic views and a onometrie views.

2. Identtry the three typea_4,oblique projections and show how they are similar
-and different while,eadNchieves.a different affect.
a. Cavalier projections

di*

b. Cabinet projections
-c. General oblique pr,plections

3. Explain and demonstr te how circles and arcs are represented in oblique projrtions.

4. Assign several problems from the text materials to test the studallks' ability
to produce simple drawings of each type of obliqué projections.

*\.

RE S:9 nES :

FOLLCW-Up

o.

f)
0
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. GRADE OR IGE WIT: 11

a

'SUBJECT* Drafting I

-

EDUCATIONAL'CONCEPT: Perspectives

, P.

'ELETENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self knOkeage
.-

To become able to achieve an innate personal satisfaction to Wórk.,

Attitudes4 Appreciations-
:

To develop healthy work habits. /
0P*

,Educational Awareness

To reetgnize,and acknowledge the fact that basic iiills learned in school

,r

ACTJVITIES:

help preia a student for a life Of work.

Career Awareness 1 ) (
/

/

To know that much'of one's total life routipe is organized aroun the work
one does.

/
i

./Social Awareness r ! 4

To know thatyork is acvteaWS of develoiiing social relations,

0

The students should be able to recogniie the different types of perspectivt drawings.

TIAstudents should be yery knowledgeable of the elements for producing perspectives
and(their proper association. a

The students should be able to accurately produce parallel, angular, and three point
perspectives of simple bbjects.

The should be familiar with free hand sketching as a means of "field
sketching" for later use in the office.

1. Expfain what a perspective drawing is and what it does for representing objects
or settings.

.2. Name the types of persptctives and demonstrate how they utilize receding lines
to simulate depth.
A. Par:1,21 perspectives
B. An perspectives /

C. Three point perspectives
3. Name and explain the elements necessary to produce a perspective drawing.

A. Picture plain
B. Ground lihe

RESURCES:

r.4

FOUJ34UP ACTIVITIES

(Continued)
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Activitiet

C. HorizokIine
D. Station p nt

E. Venishing rints
F. Visual ra _lines

I.

Explain the requirements location of and associations between all of thede elements.
nk'

.

4 . Assign severtrsimple objects foi.eachisiudent to produce all three types of
perspectives. Prepare a brief exam to test the students' ability to recognize
and associate the elements for producing perspective views.

re A

5. View film on Pictorial Sketching" (McGraw Company).

4i) I \
Of.".

4

p.
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*ftS.

GRADE OR IGE WIT:

SUBJECT:

12

Drafting It

:EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: 4 Sectional Views

P

4

ELEtENTS AND ELDENT 034ECTIVCS:

-Attitudes & Appreciations

(7

To develop healthy work habits (e. ,
dependability and responsibility in A,

variety of settings.r ti

".aw

'Decision Midling 17° 4.

To know and irac components of the decision making process. .

ra.

Educatiohal A eness
A

4

To acquire the basic skills nkhabits found in'the-Working

,

The studentS should be able to explain the necessity of drawing sectional views

of some objects or machines.

The students should be able to recognize and describe various types of sectional

views.

The students should be al:Ile to produce drawings of all types of'sectional views.

The students should be able tp recognize which 'type of sectional view would best

illustra-te a partidular object:

I. Explain the various types of probleris that arise causingiregular orthographic

views not ,to be able Ed' clearly describe an object.

1,. Give students a handout which names and describes the different types of

sectional views available for better description of complicated objects.

2. ,Explain the symbols used to identify sectional views.

a. Cutting plain line

b. Sectional lines
c. Break lines
A. Hidden lines

RESOURCES:

FQLLOW7UP

(Coniinued)
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'0

0

Activities Continued:

0

d
2. Explain how regular rules of projection may be misleadinvand give demonstrations

as to how these practicesmay be changed for better understandin
. .

.1. Bolts and nuts
2. Ribsoand webs

-3. Sh4ts and pins
Fareshortening,itufrevolving

'Assign. sevdreli. ,k4Ms.from text that require pie students to utilize knowledge,4
and skillsA. ' fielection and production ef sectional views;,.

.. 4. Film .-, "Sections and Conventions"- McGraw-Hill Book Company

--..46erx_1111r

4 62

423
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GRADE CR IGE

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:'.'

12

Drafting II

Auxiliary Views

t LEVENTS ANtLEMENT OBJECTIVES:4 E

Attitudes & Appreciations

.f

To develop healthy work habfts (i.e., dependability and
variety of settings.)

Decisiop Making

' To know and Practice the components of the decision making_process.
4

?

Educational Awareness .3 sQ2 \

4
ibility in a

To acquire the basic skills and habits found in the working world.
4

7 \

The students should belible to produce
objects which hare..inclined surfaces'.

engineering drawings that fully describe

The students should be Able.to produce simple primary and auxi11a4y views,

The stddents should 'be able to properly recognize and interpret,engineering
arawinga ,ontaining auxiliary views.

. ,

1. Explain that Certain objects have Aurfaces that are inclined'to.the plains
of projedtions of all normal.orthogi,phic views and consequently -auxiliary views

. are necessary to accurately descrilie their true shapes.

2., Primary auxiliary views - explain that some auxiliary views are perpenAlar
to one of the princiSe views. Give examples of primary auxiliary views and
show students how they are produced. a) frontal; b) top; and c) side auxiliary
views. .After explanations ana demonstra.tions show movie on,"Single Auxiliaries"
(McGraw-Hill Book Company)

1.
3. Secondary auxiliaryviews - explain'that some auxiliary views are obliqua"to alk

U priacifiota views and that these auxil ary.views require the production of a primary'
auxiliary view which would be perpen icular to bdth the secqndary auxiliary and

'.
(

RESOURCES: .(Continued)

/FOLLOW-Up ACTIVITIES:

-403
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Activities Continued:
(

one of ihe principle views. Give examplestof secondarxauxiliaties and demosst
their construction. After explanations and demonstratiops, view film on

.

"Double Auxiliaries" (McGraw-Hill Book Company).

t

t

o-;-/

,

4. Assign several 'problems from teXt material and administer's briefles
the students may demonsiiate a working knowledge in auxiliary vie

411t

404
423
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GRADEc'OR IGE UlIT: 12

SUBJECT:

PUCATIONALP10EPT:

k

Drafting II

-

Product Desigue4...-TechnISal Illustration

q__ .

,-

ELEtVITS AND ELEAENT OBJECTIVES:

Knowledge

,

To became able to aAhieve an innate personal satisfaction to work.

,

Attitudes E. Appleciations

need for mlaking a merningful care95.01oice.

or

To ilhow and practice the camponenta of the decision making process.

Educational Awareness

To undetstand the
J

Deation Making

To realize Opt workerp n
for most jobs. ,

Economic Awaredess' -

'

of special training afiJknowledge

To -somprehend the tools of business.

The student should know the proceduies for shading pictorial drawings,
able to properly shade simple objects.

\

and be

The students should be familiar with step-by-step procedure methods of producing

finished tednical tions.

lhe student-sho ld be able to roduce diawi411,of siMple objects beginning with
working drawih s andy concluding with technical illustrations for assembl'Sr Or

part orientatu.
Briefly rev ew.the types of elyineering drawihgs commonly used-by industry. -

1. Orthographic'
2, Axonamet c

`k.
a. Is ric
b. Dime ic

c. Tritietric

3. Oblique
a. Cava ier
b. Cabin t
c. General oblique

RESOURCES: (Continued)

Technical Illustration - Procedure and Practice, The American
Technical Society by Joseph Clifford Gibby, Film "Pictorial Sketching"
(McGraw-Hill Book Company)

FOLLOd-UP ACTIVITIES: -A 1
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.0

'
. ActivitiesContinued:

r
4. Perspective

a. Parallel
) b. 'Angelar

-r7 Pfiree point
,...

Discdss methods, of pencil shading.

1. Locating light source- .

2. Locating. haded areas'of object.

.61.

3. jocating t ble shadows. 1

4. Discuss an illustrate methods of
a. pencil shading
b. solid line shading')

c. line shading
d.''stippling shading (dot pattern)
e. use of speclal shading media

4
shading.

Brief -discuss the:Method for producing table top perspectives by usingo
system.of fix d reference points.

a. vaniçing points at 42" separation 4

b. grIE line dropped 12 5/8" below horizon
bas:iof object (perspective cub) 18" right of left V.P.

Briefly discuss the processes and standardizations of technical illustra on in
publication. Military spec'ifications .since World War II have just abou become
Universal specification because so many companies supply governmental c

1. Illustrating for parts catalog - exploded views;
2. Lead page drawings - illustrations for indexed pagda to follow. Sub-leaoi

page drawings - further breakdown illustrations.

Briefly discuss the processes for producing a completed illustration.
1. Thumbnail sketch - transfer of a-mental image to a visual image on paper

'quickly. These images usually taken from finished working drawings or
actual models.

2. Rough sketch - one quickly draws objects to scale but lacking detail.,
Clarifying relationship of parts and assembly.

3. Comprehensive layout - used prior to preparing final illustration for detail'
representation of p rts andossembly leaving spaces for notes, blow- p etc.

i

Drawn,ka pencil for reproduction and tracing.
,

dr-

Pencil drawing s taken from comprehensive layout.
Ink drawing fol owsleen all questions are answered
techniques are worked out.
Choice of materials - drawing

,

locate a product of moderate complication and ftave him/her produce
and finished technical illustration-drawings using the procedlqes
section. Include materials and parts list.

,

A.

B.

C .

Have each student
working drawings,
described in this

and all illustrating

pencils, paper, mylars, inks: pattern materials

---
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12 .

s.

SUBJECT: Drafting II

f

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Developments and Intersections

ELEtENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

\:4t

go develop a realistic self perspective c1f indiyidual abilities as they
relate to career choices.

,Attitudes & Appreciation;

r)
To.flappreciate all forms of work (to recogize the dignity(inherent in all jobs.),

Educational Awareness

To understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs.
4

Career Awareness

'To know jobs necessary to maintain the community.

Social AwareneSs

--__ k -.Z;

To understand the need for cooperatme in theuttompletion of tasks.
0,-,...

il° I.,r-

L
.

CTIVITIES:

The student'should recogaze the value of descriptive geometry' and be able
recognize and distinguish different surfaces.

06.

The studen't should be fmniliar with several different utilizations of pattern
making in both industry and home.

The student should be able to produce simple patterns ut izing descriptive
geometry. 411

The student should be,abl% &d. plot true length diagrams anld uses these true
lengths to produce patterns for oblique cones.

1
a. Have students read text material On descriptiveAdeometry to aid in their preparation

for producing patterns for sheetmetal and plastic products.
b. Explain the two classifications of surfaces

1. Ruled surfaces 4

a. Planes,
b. Single.curved surfaces
c. Warped surfaces

2. Double curved surfaces
q/. Sphere

RESOURCES: '
Geometric figures and solids - film "Simple Developments" and
"Oblique Cones" correlated with French's Engineering Series,

(Continued)
4.

McGraw-Hill Book Company

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

As an evalbation device,liave each student develop several pattern's of moderate
difficulty which are assigned. Also, allow each student to develop pattern of
his/her own (Assemble and Display)

407
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A

Activities Continued:,

b. Torus
c. Ellipsoid

c . Explain how surfaces cap be.dralled out and a certain shape ttern 4yeloped.
(Show film on "Simple Developments" correlated with Frenchnagineering,Drawing
Series, McGraw-Hill Book Company.)

r
d. Types of surfaces covered in class

1. Truncated square pipe
2. Truncated cyrinderical pip
3. -Intersecting cylinders
4. Intersvting square pipe.
5. Cylinderical elbows
6. Cones'
7. Pyramids

-\

8. Square-to-square transitions
9. Square-to-round trahsitibns

10. Oblique cones
(Show film on "Oblique Cones" correlated with French's Ehgineering Drawing
Series, McGraw-Hill Bobk Company.)

11. Y branch
\I

e, End of unit evaluation: Provide selieral problems to test student's ability
to produce plans and patierns-for basic items usea by consumers or by industry.
Allow each student to develop, assemble, and display a product of his/her

A ,

own design.

k-

4".
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1.1

GRADE OR

(

UBJECT:

al&TI 'NAL CONCEPT:

.12

Drafting II

Fasteners

ELPENTS AND ELEITNT lbjECTIVES:

Seif Knowledge

To understand that one should continually reassess o
. inteiests, and life style (values).

Attitudes & Appreciations-

(.4

4ttit1d e.s,

:To appreciate all.forms of work (i.e., to recognize the

Edudational Awireness

ignity in ail.jobs.)11

, To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school
help prepare a student for a lire of.work.

.

Career Awareness

To khow the.iiba)necessary to maintain the community.

Econbmic Awareqes, .

To comprehend the too19.of business (be able to read and interpret'tables,

,11CTIVITIE '
,graphs, and charts.)

The student should be able to,identify and describe several types of cammon fasteners.

1 ,
The students 1-tould be able to identify and qescribe all of the Ameri2an Stqndard
Thread Forms 7(6 description notak

-

-

' The students should be able &represent thread forms usidg' the three steSdard
methods:, 1) detailed, 2) shematic, 3) simplified. 1

The students should6b'e.able draw.bolts end nuts as described by description notes.

. -

The students should be able to r cog ize and represent campression, torsion,
xtension, and flat springs.

Tascuss and exhibit various cla ifications. ofC fasteners.

A. Nails
B. Brads
C. Rivets
D. Keys'

E. Pins
F. Washers
G. Screws, bolts, and nuts'

RESOURCES: (Continued)

FOLLUd-Up ACTIVITIES:

430
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ActiVities Continued:'

'

C 2. Discuss the vAilious types of thread designs sad hov they may be Used.
(inte'rnal and external).. t

A. American Standard Threads: Sharp If; Unified; Knuckle; Square.; ACsle;
Stuti Acme; and Buttress.

B. Demonstrate procedures for drawing thread profiles and have the students
draw enlarged thread profiles. Use the terminology-and proportions for

'representing thre'ad forms to reinforce student knowledge.
C. Exglain how to read and interpret screw thread designating notes.
Do .Dembnstrate metho'0 of'treqd representation and dimensioning:

1) Detailed, 2) Schematics 3) Simplified.
E. Explain methods of representing bolt heads and nuts.

1. Hexagonal bolts heads '

2; 5quare bolt heads
3% Widths and heights
4. Chamferred

Lot
4

5. Screls heads
F. Springs and washers:

1. P in washer
2. S ring loa washer
3. To th lock washer
4. Grip washer

4
5. Helical springs '

a. compression
b. extension
c. torsion

6. Flat springs
Types of ends

I.

Test students on recognition of terms, notes', and computation procedures
for both fasteners'and springs. Have students name the major thread forms
and types of springs. Have each student provide several drawings of thread
representations and spring representations.

-41
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GRADE OR I E ,A2

&EJECT: Dafting II '

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: ...

d'e ars

ELEP.ENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be aware of individual capabilitirs)and limitations.

/, Attitudes & Appreciations

To appreciate all forms of work (to reeognizAihe dignity inherent in
all jobs.)

Decision Making

To.know and practice the components of the decision making process.

Educational. Awareness

To know that tentative educational plans must be formulated in order to
arrive at a certain goal.

Career Awareness

To recognize that an individual may be, suited for.numerous different occupations.

CTIVITIES:

' Students-should be able to define and describe gears and their functtons.

. The students shpuld be able to identify several different types of gears.,

Students should know the basic elements of alge and be able tb solve problems
of simple gear construction.

Students should be able to understand and use'basic Right Triangle TrigOnometry.

1. Introduce students to the reasons for studying gears and gear design. Explain
the uses for gears and give some examples which everyone has used regularly.

2. Types of gears: 'Describe and explain different types of,gears and their
particular uses.
1. Spur gears
2. Rack and pinion gears

4,
3. Ring gears
4. Bevel gears
5. Helical gears
6. Worm and wormgear
7. Roller Chain and sprockets

Use mimeograph sheets with pictures

RESOURCES:

FOLLOWLF' ACTIVITIES:

and names of these different types of gears.
(Continued).
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Activities Continued:

3. Gear terminology: Define, explain, and demonstrate the.elements of the
spur gear. Prepare students to be able to diaw tooth profiles.
1. Give handouts on elements and definitions.
2. Give handout on formulas for solving of'elements.
3. Give handout on trigonometric functions and instruct students on the use

of trigonametric tables.

4. Give demonstrations and handouts describing the elements and construction of
several types of gears.
1. Spur gear
2. Rack and pinion
3. Bevel gear
4. Worm anciwormgear

5. Assign several problems from'text for student evaluation.
I '
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GRADE OR. I GE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CalCEPT:

12

Drafting

Architectural Plans

ElEtENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self tnowledge

To develop self confidence in the pursdit of an anticipated carper choice.

//
Decision Ma

,

To learntto reevaluaee a prior decision when new information is aliailable.

*Educational Awareness

0
To-recogtze that there are many training channels directed toward job entry.

Career Awareness

To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

SOcial Awareness
.

To understand ,the need for cooperation.in the completion of teaks.. ,

(Continued)

ACTIVITIES:

The student should be able to recognize and identify several different hame styles.

The student should be able to identify framing members and know their purposes.

The student should be able to lay out a foundation and structure system.

The student should be able to design appropriate roof plans.

The student should be able to produce accurate, neat, and complete basic house plans.

1. Explain arld demonstrate the process of lehl Out preliminary plans for 'home
design. Stress layout ideas that tend to grdup areas and features so,that
construction costs are kept as low as is possible within the desires of the customer.

2. Preparing preliminary (scaled) sketches as a means of comMunication with
customers ankl working out problems.

3. Choosing a proper scale to work with.
4. Preparing working drawings:

a. Method of dimensioning'
b. Lodation of and specifying "door and window sizes
c. Wall intersections
4. Load bearing walls

RESOURCES:

FOLLDW-Up

(Continued)
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Elements and Element Objectives Continu d:

Economic Awareness

To comprehend the tools Of business.

,
Aitivities Continued:

5. Foundation plans
a. FootAgs and foundation
b. Detail dyawings

Headers, sifts and joists
6. Roof plans

a. Styles of roofs
4

b., Rafters, ridge b , king rafters, wipd braces, pointers, etc.
7, Elevation views:

a. .Ebtablishing forms and shapes
b. Continuity of style
c. Points of emphasis .

8. Renderings or perspections
a. Location of and presentation of best features while not camouflaging

less attractive features.
b. Shading
c. Landscaping

9. Electrical plans
a. Electrical symbols

r I). Brief discussion of national electric code
c. Local building codes'and inspection protess

10. House framiat kit:
If time perdits have students cooperate on building a scaled model.

11. 'Have each student produCe a set of plans of his/her own design.

4 I. 4
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GRADES 9 and 12
PHYSICAL SCIENCE and P_HYSICS

t-

1h

4thiar''

415
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GRADE OR IGE ..12

SUBJECT: Physics

EDUCATIONAL cONCEPT: Acoustics

ELVENTS AND ELENENT OBJECTIVES:

Echcational Awareness

To understand that knowledge or skills which are transferrable will facilitate
retraining.

Career Awareness...

To know.the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

1. Lead up ,te the idea bf how important the knowledge of sound is by studying
sound waves and their properties.

12,_ Do q detailed study qf acoustical material (ceiling, wall, and carpets.)

3. Bring in outside speakers:

a. Architect
b. Engineer
Have them discuss the importance oE trainihg they had in acoustics.

RESOURCES: Much information can be obtained frOm such businesses as Armstrong Co.

FOLLOWUp .ACTIVITIES:

Have students try and design a more effective acoustical material. They can use
styrofoam, cardboard, cloth, etc.

416
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9

SUBJECT:
1E-

Physical Science

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Air pressures (Boyle's Law)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness

To recogniz,and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school
help preptre a student for a life of work.

Career Awdreness

To realize iha4;F hobbies and interests may lead

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study Boyle's L'aw.

to a vocation.

2. Bring out.how scuba divers must be totally familiar with Boyle's Law.

3. Have a qualified diver come in and do the following:

a. Bring and explain scuba equipment.
b. Explain dangers of increased temperature on tank pressure.

c. Explain how tank, regulator, and bouyancy equipment work on pressure difference.
Explain how sports diving can evolve into salvage and rescue diving.

RESOURCES: Any reliable scuba dearer

FOLLOW:UP ACTIVITIES:

417
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GRADE OR IGE

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEM-:

9

Physical, Science

Use of acoustical materials.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

-Self-Knowledge,

To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations.

.DeJsion Making

To know and practice the componeftte Of the decision making process.

CaTeer Awareness

To know cite jobs 4eces8ary tO: maintain the community.

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of a task.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Carr

1/
them through a basic study of sound waves.

2. Exp1ain to them-hoW echoes are made and the effects of acoustical materials
on them.

3. Have them do an individual home study of the acoustics at home.

4. Discuss these in clees.

Place .the.studentii. in groupsand have..them-study. .the. ac.austics, in 44ferent.
sections of the school.

6. Have them report back to.the class on their findings.

.

URCES :
School and home

. FOLLOW"10 AeriVITIES:
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GRADE ORIGE411NIT:,

SUBJECT: PhOical Science

I

EDUCATIONAL uoNCEPT: Geology

ELEMENTS AND -ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Knowledia
To undeeStand that individuals differ in ability, Attitude, and appreciation.

Career Awarefiess
To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

Social Awareness
To be aware thgt Aociety is dependent upon the work of.many people.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Bring out idea of just how we rely on Geology to prbvide and FIND our

resources..

2. Discuss with them the (different fields of work in Geology for them.

Have a Field Geologist come in and discuss:
A) Training
B) Personal reasons for going into Field Geology
C) Time spent out-of-doors
D) Basic meth'ods used

4SOURCES: ,Field. Gelolgist from.nearby'Colleges or FOrestry Service.
. '

mineral

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Film: "The Mineral Chall" U. S. be of'Mines, Washington, D.C.

419
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GRADE OR IGE 12

SUBJECT: Physics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Noise Pollution

n-ELEMENTS AND ELEPENT uuJECTIVES:

Career Awareness
To know the jobs necessary to maintain the coMmunity. Ccographical location

determines type of work found therein.

ACTIVITIES:

1. As a,glass discuss and understand what sound is - Difference in different sounds.

2. Have them do research to see where greatest dangers of noise pollution are.

3. Invite a guest engineer to come and talk about how Technology I.EcUorking to reduce

- noise p011ution.

, ` ....... C

RESOURCES: EnvironMental Protection Agency

7 ..... :."" "

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Have them do an in depth Study of acoustical materials used in
factories to cut down on noise pollution.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9

SUBJECT: Physical Science

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

'y

Mi. Pollution From AUtomobil'es

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes and Appreciations
To understand that the ability to preserve the environment effects one's

attitude toward work.

ACTIVITIES':

1. After a study of the
f

.' ects 6f air pollution on the environment. Spend time to

tell them of the jobs avlable in this field.

2. Then go into the Volunteer agencies that work in this field. Show them just how

important they are.

RESOURCES:Environment Protection Agency

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

4 4,
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT:

SuB4dr: Physics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

12

Syntheils of Nylon

..1

ELEMEgTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Career Awareness
To know the-jobs necessary to maintain the community

Social Awareness
To understand that all jobs are dependent on 'other jobs.

Economic Awareness
To by alert that Technological progress, changes, eliminates, and cre tes wnrk.

f

ACTIVITIES:
.

44IN1. Study the effects of a chain reaction polymerization.

2. Explain the effects this has had on the world. The materials we have received.

c3. The effects on the advancement pf technology.

4. Make known careers available in this field and connected field.

5. Have the group from Clemson come'in and do the experiment on synthesis of nylon 6, 10

41141")

RESOURCES: Professor Edward S. Olson, Colfege of Industrial Management and Textile
Science, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29631, 803-656-3177

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

422
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: Physical Science

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Purpose of an experiment

14-4

t4it
ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT (kECTIVES:

Decision Raking
To know and practice the components of the decisiOn raking process.

Social' Awareness
To understand the need for coopeption in the completion of tasks.

,

ACTIVITIES:
1. Have the students divide up into groups of three- allow them to chodie their own par-

teners. This will reinforce working with someone who will work rather than just a friend

2. Have them develop their own experiment on dropping two or, three balls. They can do

such things as:
1) Timing free fall J4

2) Makipg prediction on what'will happen- then they can do an experiment to test

their prediction.

RESOURCES

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

et 2 J



ORADE QR 1OE)ONIT:

SL6JECT: Physical Science

EDHCATIONAL CONCEPT: Measurement

0

ELEMENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision'Making'
To be able to copewith the consequence of making a decisibn

Economic Awareness
To comprehend the tools of business:

ACTIVOINES;

4,

1. Have student study the hintory of measurment of- different systems.

2. rt is important that the idea of a standard musi" be followed.

They should realize that a system of measurement must be LOGICAL.

4. Have them set up and design their own system; Thumb width, paper clip, etc:

1

RESOURCES:

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Study the English a4ul Metric-Systems .1pf measvrement.

447:



GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9 P.

SUBJECT: Physical Sciente

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

sc,

Metric System (Standards)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT tbJECTIVES:

C.&

Social Awareness
.

To understand the approach needed to resolve personal conflict between individual
and group'goals.

,

ACTIVITIES!

1. Explain the basiS of the Metric System and the units used.

2. Make sure they understand just how logical the system is - Each unit is divided
into tens.

3. Have them do a study of the way in whict the Imperial system is being replaced by
the Metric System.

4. As an ending activity have some of them do a tape of Monday Nitht Metric Football.

5. Make them aware that our modetary system is based on the same units a's on the
Metric: System:

RESOURCES:

FOLLOd -UP ACTIVITIES:

4

4

A



GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9

SUBJECT: Physical Science

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Reading Graphs and Charts

ELEMENTS AND ELENENT OBJECTIVES:

Edupational Awareness
To know that'school is a job that requires certain basic skills for success.

X

Social Awarenss
To realize that an individual's work affects his/her's standard of living.

Economic Awareness,
To apply knowledge of economics responsibilities to career decisions.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Explain to them how"charts, graphs, and tables are cOmpiled.

2. Shbw them that a chart"- table is simply an organized arrangement of data.

3. Have them study different charts, and tables; ask them different questions to find
answers to them.

4. Use charts on marriage, school dropouts, etc.

RESOURCES :

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:.

0

4
449
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GRADE oR IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Physics

.EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT; Heat ,Transfer and,Thermal Insulation

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Lducational Awareness
To understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs

Social Awareness
To know that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

ACTIVITIES:

1. After a study of heat conduction the fol1owin7 activieies will help:to reinfA-ce

and sirengtheriAile basi-c-cOncepts-

2. 1.)0.'some exp'erivents op:insulation materials ihat are used in todays world.

3. Study materials ua:ed in electric heating unitst

RESOURCES:

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

4 2 7
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GRADE OR IGE UNiT: 9

SUBJECT: Physical Science

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Combustion

6

ELEMENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness
To know that society depends on the jobs of many different people

7

ACTIVITIES:

1. Afters study of oxidation'and the basis

2. Examine the types of fire and parts of it

3. Have them doa study of how today's industry is developing different fire
retardent maeerials.

RESOURCES :

FOLL04 -Up ACTIVITIES:

2 8
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GRADE OR ICE UNIT"! 9

SUBJECT: Physical Science

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Fractional Distillation

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Social Awareness
To understand that all jobs are dependent upon other jobs.

Economic Awareness
Te understand that some workers provide goods while others provide services

ACTIVITIES:
1. Allow stUdents distill water that they have put salt and other soluble solids. in

2. Explain this to the idea of fractional distillation

3. Obtain diagrams and pictures of large crude oil fractionating columns. Use
these to explain to students how crude oil is broken down to useful compounds.

RESOURCES: Any of the large oil companies

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Have them make a list of all products Which come from crude oil.

4 9
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

. SUBJECT: Physics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Atomic Energy

e

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

CSreer AWareness
To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.'

Economic Awareness
To be alert that technological progress changes, eliminates, and creates work.

ACTIVITIES:"

1, Do an in depth sthidy of the nuclear physicist. Learn about his/her training tut
his/her area of study.

2. S.tudy the way in which technology is able to' convert atomic energy .to other
conventional forms.

3. Study the materials used by technology to accomplish these conversions to'
useful energy.

ResOuRcEs: Films: Depending On the Depth of Study Order Film List from AtOmic Energy
Cómmission, Washington, D.C.

FOLD:M-1JF' ACTIVITIES:

430
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GRADE OR IGE 1JN T: 9

'SUBJECT:'. \,..;.physicE111 Science.

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Atomic Energy

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Deciaion Making.

To be knowledgeable about the flexibility of career decisions.
4

Career A\ wareness

To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

Social Awareness.

4

0

To understand that all jobs are dependent on other jobs.

A
Economic Awareness

To be alert that technological progress changes, eliminates, and creates work.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study the basic nuclear reactor.,
.7

2. Show how the technology has made it possible to put science to work.

3. Show them the many Sobs'neede4 to form a reactor from construction worker

to zhe nuclear physicist.
A

9

RESOURCES: Information'on these careers can'be obtained from most technical colleges

and universities:

FoLLow-Up ACTIVITIES:

431

454
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9

SUBJECT: Physical Science

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Nuclear reactors

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES: ,

Economic Awareness

To be alert that technological progres changes, eliminates, and creates wqrk.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Learn about the different reactor types.

2. Speed time especially on the breeder reactor and advantages over the
conventional reactor type.- discarding of waste materials.

3. Study problems with theyresent day reactor on the environment and the
work fields available in.the technologicak.end of the problem.

RESOURCES:

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

455
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Physics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Transistors _

ELEMENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Educational Awareness

To understand thatt,workers need some type of special training for most jobs.
,

Economic Awareness

To be alert that achnologic!al progress changes, eliminates, and creates work...

ACTIVITIES:

1. After a development of electronics up through the vacuum tube this activity
can be

.2. Learn how th4540 chemical reaction the transistor is able to replace the
vacuum tube.

3. Bring out thi(advances and jobs that are !IOW available tn communications
.and space. 0

4. Bring out the idea of minituriiatlon.
4;

.0

RESOURCES:

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

4 3
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Physics

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: color (television)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Career Awareness

1) To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community.

.
2I To know that all jobs are dependent upon other jobs.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Study color andi how technology has made it possible for it to be transmitted
-

1. Make an investigation of jobs available in television (technological end). 1

2. Study the .training needed for these j

3. Ifivite'a qualified T.V. repairman to c9rfein and explain the physics
of T.V. reception.

RESOURCES:
Use a factory certified T.V. serviceman

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES:

431
C.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 9

SUBJECT: Physical Science

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Computers

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To be aware of individual capabiliE es and liMitations.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To learn to analiie working roles according to advantaes and disadvantages.

Decision Making

To be able to cOpe with the

Educational Awareness

consequences of a personal decision.

.To understand that specialized skill's leacito interdependency of j4.00:

Career Awareness

To recognize that an individual may be.auited for numerous different jobs.

Economic Awareness .'

To understand the law of supply and demand.
ACTIVITIES:

Study the basic operation af a computer.

1. Study the impact the computer has had on the business world and science world

2. Have students decide which area of the fields in computer science they are
interested in and then have them do a report on that field.

AepOrts should include:
a, Training
b. Economics

, C. Working conditions
d. Demand
e. Advancement
f. Duration (futurel

RESOURCES:Most technical institutes can supply a listing of careers.

FOLL04-UP

435
458
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GRADE OR 1GE.1iIT:

`SUBJECT',

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

12

Keypunch

To have an entry level skill in Keypunching
(Time: approximately 6 weeks)

ELEPENTS AND ELENENT NJECTIVES:

Self KnoWledge

To be aware of individual capabilities and limitatiOns.

Decision Making

To be able to solve certain related ptoblems.

Educational Awareness

To recognize that

Career Awareness

To realize that jobs are given to those who can fulfill the needs of the
working world.

(

there are many training channels directed toward job entry.

1CTIVITIES:

1. The student should have a typing speed

2. The student is introduced to a

3. He/she is sfiown the difference

4. He/she'is shown the difference
'A-I Zone 12
J=R Zone 11
S-Z Zone 10

5. He/she is shown
"9 edge" (Note

of 35 cwpm before beginning Keypunch.

blank card with 80 ColuMns.

between Zone and Digit punches.

d.

between A4ha and Numeric punches:

that the top edge is the "112 edge" and the bottom edge is the
that these are locations of the. punchesj

The student is introduced to the machine gnd shown the purpose of each part and
how each is interrelated and interdependent.. Theconsole controls must be
demonatrated by iruitructor before the studenr begins punching-

11;1

7. The stUdenais introduced to actual punching.Ylie/she is shownthat proper techniques
Are the.same,as those used in typing and 10-key add/liat. Typing correspori'ds to

RESOURCES: (Continued on Reverse Page)

South-Western TeXtbook and books from IBM; also,'EDL Filmstrips: Card
Punch training course (Gregg).to be used with controlled. reader

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Verify set ot Numeric cards and must show 98% accuracy ---14Serferably 100%.

a
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Activities Continued:

the Alpha while the 10-key telatesto the Numeric with 7, 8, 9 and l 2, 3
reversed -- 4, 5, 6 are-still "home."

, 8. Student should punch numerically until he/she can punch 98% accurately.
(We use the 6-lesson series which usually takes a little longer than 6 periods
depending on the student, nf course.)

4 3 8-
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6RADE OR IGE.UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Business Law

-EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Basic concepts of everyday problems (Time: 1 semester or 1 year)

<24

ELèIENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Sclf Knowledge
To bnderstand that everyone is responsible for his/her, own actions

Attitudes and Appreciations
To understand the important of each individual in the function ohe home/family

unit as well as the school or social.seeting.

Decision Making
To apply decisio,-making process to hoMe and social problems

Educational Awareness
Recognize importance of legal knowledge

A,
JCareer Awareness

ReCognize the fields Open in

ACTIVITIES:
1. The student will develop a basicArocabulary as outlined in textbook.

i. The students will discuss casesg.iving reasons for solutions (listed in text)

3. Students will be encouraged to do.individual projects such as:
a. Assemble a scrapbook of cases clipped from newspapers, legal instruments, etc.
b. Develop bulletin bo'srds depicting some phaseof-Bus. Law
c. Construct posters illustrating certain phases of.law

4. Teacher will arrange a field trip to a day in court and observe:
a. Selecting a jury

4 '
b. Trill
c. Conduct of Judge (Role of Judge)
d. Announcement of Verdict

5.. Role Play a court sceny.

6. Invite an attorneY to come and speak to.the class
i. Allow time for question and answer period

RESOURCES: Textbooks, Film stri ps, local attorney

'FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: Contest on poster, bulletin board, scrapbook, and vocabulary

zei 3 9,
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GRADE 6R IGE UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: Office Machines of Office Practice

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: To'learn to owate various business machines found in today's offices

(Time: 1 semester)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:
S

Self Knowledge
To be awareof individual capabilities and limitations.

Attitudes and Appreciations
Develop hetlthy work habitt

Decision Making
.To understand that career development requires sequential series of choices.

Educational Awareness
To learn that specialized skills lead to interdependancy of jsps.

Career Awareness
To know the jobs necessary to maintain the community

Social Awareness
To realize that society is dependent upon the ork of many peopleW

Economic Awareness
-To be alert dhat technological progress changes, eliminates,and creates work.'

,ACTIVITIES: (
1. The studen: will develop skills in tl-e operation of commonly-Used machines such as

add/list calculator, transcription, mag-card, composer and duplicating.

2. The student will devci.op proper techniques in using die 10 key machines.

a. He/She will learW'the, fourloasic operations of additiod, subtedtion, multiplication,
and division on all =china and will be rotated throughout the class atil
he/she fee.s comfortable in the usage of all the machines..

b. He/she will solve basic business problems involving each operation on each machine.

3. The teacher will demonstrate the Advent transcribing machines and show that the
coordination in LranscrIbIni; on all the machines is basically the sane: the tape,

cassette,,disc, an'd belt. The copy mustbe mailable!

4. The teacher will demonstratethe mag card; how it records, how it plays back, and how
.corrections can be made. A set of instructional belts is given the student and he/
she proceeds at own rate, consulting with instructor when necessary.

1, 4
5. The teacher demonstrates the Composer (type-setter). The parts of the machine as well

as general rules pertaining to type-setting will be discussed with students. A set of

training belts is then offered the student and as questions arise, the instructor
helps student think "picas" and learn to judge and fit copy. He/she must also learn
how to select different styles of type by changing the "founts". It is necessary that

Office Occupations work closely with Graphics hero.
RESOURCES:

Text books, live problems, self-instructional tapes

,311

' FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Results obtained from finished products--live and assigned from books.

4 4 0
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GRADE OR IGE WIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

11

Typing I * (possibly 2 class periOda)

Typing an envelope

ELErEUTS AND ELEVENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To become able to achieve an innate personal satisfaction to work.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To develop healthy work habits:

Decision Making

To be knowledgeable of skill.

Educational Awareness

Acquire basic busineaa skills.

Economic Awareness

1
Satisfactory work will result in economic independbnce.

<-

1. Teacher should.demonstrate gorrect way td address bOth gizes of.envelopes and
should emphasize these points:

,

a. If return hddress is not printed, begin typing ou line3, use single spacing
and block 1/2 inch from left edge:

b. On-arrival directions like "Attention" should be typed oh line 9,in capital
and small letters, underscored, 1/2 inches from left edge.

c. Addressee's name and address on a Seall envelope begins on line 12, 2 inches
from left edge; on large envelope On line 14; 4 inches from left edge.
Always use single spacing and blocked arrangement. City, state, and ZIP

on same line. State may 'be spelled out or abbreviated; but the Post Office
p efers new o-letter abbreviations. Each student should be fur ished a
opy of these bbreviations for his/her file. Students should bat, ncouraged.,

tO measmre.the irst few envelopes, then should be encouraged to 'I- eball"

or judge the beginnings of address.
cr. Stamp is about 1/2 inch from top and at the right edge qf paper.

2. If envelopes are not available, teacher should cut paper to ,correspond to both -

sizes so student can get the""feel."

3. Teacher should also demonstrate chain feeding of envelopes and, if Tossible,
permit students to chain at least 50:

RESOURCES:
Textbooks and sample envelopes

FOLLO.q-UP 1CTIVITIES:

Envelopes - both kinds or reasonable facsimile to be addressed.

441
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11

SUBJECT: Typing I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Introduction to Touch Typing (Time: 6-9 weeks)

, ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To become able to achieve an innate personal satisfaction to work.'

Attitudes & Appreciations

To develop.healthy work habits (e.g. dependability and responsibility in
a variety of settings.)

Decision Making

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect.

Educational Awareness

'To acquire basic skills and habits fdund in the working wOrld.

Economic Awareness

To recognize that work is a way of wincing economic independence.

terr

ACTIVITIES:

1. Teacher wilcntroduce parts of typewriter and demonsti'ate how to insert

the paper correctly.

2. Student will learn names and locations of important parts of the typewriter.

3. Teacher will demonstrate, thenikheck each student for correct sitting and
h"and position.

4. Teacher will demonstrate location and stroking.techniques of home row keys.

4,5. Student will practice home row with teacher using exercises as directed.
(Emphasis will be placed on looking at copy--not at hands!)

6. Controlled reader is excellent for-exercises in keyboard drill and proper

stroking techniques.

7. Other keyboard keys will be introduced by ieacher and student will follow
Instructions for learning each from touch until the entire keyboard, including
capitals, numbers, and symbols are practiced.

8. Techniques are checked by careful mOnitoring of the teacher at all,times.

RESOURCES:

Typing textbooks; EDL Touch Typing filmstrip used with Controlled reader.

FOLLOW-UP .ACTIVITIES:

Typing exercises - -Check on typing techniques. -

442
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:' II

SUBJECT: Typing I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Vertical Centering (Time: Approcimately 3 days)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
To know that every individual can

to variety of situations .

4

Attitudes and Appreciations
To develop healthy work habits

-t

I
learn o perform adequately and can contribute 11

Decision Making
To recognize that all decisions made have a caUse and an effect.

Economic Awareness
To recognize that work is a way of winning economic independence.

ACTIVITIES:
1. Teacher should demonstrate and show by measuring that 6 lines equals one inch

in vertical spacing oh a typewriter--Pica and Elite

2. Student must cdunt number of lines to be used, includin§ all blank lines.
Subtract the number of lines to be used from the number of lines on paper to
be used. (Standard paper is 8 1/2 by 11 inches which means that there are 66
lines on a whole sheet of standard-sized paper or 33 on a-half sheet of,standard-
sized paper.) Divide the difference by 2 (count fraction as a whole number) to
find the line on which to begin typing. Example: To center 12 lines on a
standard sheet of paper: 66 less 12 equals 54. Divide 54 by 2 and we find
that we begin on line 27 if the 12 lines are to'be centered on a whole sheet
of standard-sized paper.

3. Student should practice many exercises on vertical centering.

4. Student should then practice integrating vertical-vnd horizontal centering. Many
days of practice in horizontal, vertical, and horikontal-vertical, and horizontal-
vertical centering are recommended for proficient typing.

RESOURCES: Typing Manuals

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: -Test exercises and school problems whjch have to be typed from
,time to time.

443
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: Office Occupations I, II, and SIP

A

'SLEJECT: Typing Manuscripts and Reports (At least 1 week or longer-depending on
other projectS)

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Type from rough draft and adjus't t general as well as specific

tuing of reports.

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

-7\
To be aware of indiC,idual capabilities and limitations.

Attitudes & Appreciations

Develop healthy work habits,

Decision Making

To be able to solve problems as to spacing, etc.
AN

-
Educational Awareness .

To understand that.knowledge-or.skille is necessary o 4o a fob ageni t'

N .
Career Awareness

;cf.. "."

To'know the jobs necessary-to,be 4ove, in the communitx.
'

Econpmic A,;areness''--

°%.(,
TO realize that -d6ing', rawardii, . t

. .

ACTIVIIJESI

7,
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is placed between, the top sheet and the first carbon. The heavy lines
show through enabling the typist to set margins, judge placement, etc.

4. The typist should be reminded that a page should not end with a hyphenated
word or the first line of an indented paragraph; and the second.page should
begin with one complete line.

.5. If corrections must be made, they should be un-noticeable!

a
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11

SUBJECT: TyPing I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Horizontal Centering (Time: 2-3 days)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge,

Ta-become able to achieve an innate personal satisfaction to work.

Attitudes kAppreciatioWs

To develop healthy work habits."

Deciaion Making

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and effect.

Educational Awareness

To aCquire the basic skills and habits found in the woricing world.

Economic Awareness

To take notice that the major reason most people work is money.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Teacher will show difference in Pica and Elite type and how to find center of each.

2. Student will learn that 12 spaces make an inch-Elite type an4p10 spaces make
an inch-Pica type. Standard paper is 8 1/2 by 11 which makes Pica center point
42 on standard paper and Elite 50 on standard paper. Pica lines are 85 spaces

and Elite lines 100 spaces.

3. Teacher will demonstrate Tab clear, Tab set, Tab key and space ba.r. 4.

4. Student will clear all Tabs and then set.one at center--42 Pica - 50 Elite.'

5. Student will, with help of teacher, backspace once for every 2.strokes he/she

wishes to type in line.

6. Student then types line and notts that it is in the middle of tile line.
(A good practice exercise after this is to have the student center his/her name
and the current date at the top of each of his/her exercises.)

7. Student is then shown how to compute centering mathematically as well as the
backspacing method described obove. (I prefer the backspacing method because,

as a rule, it is quickek.) (Continued)

RESOURCES:
Typing manuals and school reports

FOLLOW -Up ACTIVITIES:

Test-related exercisei



Activities Continued:

To calculate cenfefing mathematically the student will count each stroke,
including spaces; divfde by 2; go to.center of page and backspace this number
of spaces. (Drop fractions) Typed line should have the same left and
right margind.

1>

.e

4 4-7
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: -17

410,

SUBJECT: Office Occupations I and II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: How to Prepare a Balance Sheet (Time 2-3 days)

%)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appfeciations

To develop healthy work habits (e.g., dependability and responsibility in
a variety of settings).

Educational Awareness

To,understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs.

'1. ACTIVITIES:

Er
't

1. Studenth will define assets, liabilities, owner's equity, and will identify
certain items that can fit into the different classifications.

2. The teacher will present the acCounting equation, and students will work
several problems by using the equation. (Assets = Liabilities + Owner's

Equity)
?I

3. Students will take a problem worked with the accounting equation and will
place the items on a balance sheet.

" 4. The teacher will define balance sheet and will identify the parts of the

three-line heacyng..

5. -Following the teacher as she works at the blackboard or the overheSd

projector, students will place assets, liabilities, and owner's equity on
their balance shetts.

.
.

t

,6. The
1
teacher will point °out the,importance.of the etc) sides of the balance

. ,

, sheet being equal. ., ,

.-0

7. ,The students will prepare several- balance sheets for differ.ent businesses
RESOURCES :(single proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations).

N

20th Century Bookkedpineand Accounting -(South-Western Publishing Company);
Accounting 10/12 (Gregg/McGraw-Hill); Accounting Transparencies provided

by Clemson Vocational Education Media Center
t

FOLLa4-UP ACTIVITIES:

Completion of at least two balance sheets.neatlj ari'd accurately.

4 8
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11 or 12

SUBJECT: Shorthand I

1111

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Writing Shorthand (Time: 1 day for introduction. Note:
Writing should continue throughout, the,year.)

ELEMENTS AND ELEPENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To develop a realistic self perception of indivtdual abilities as they relate
to career choices.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To appreciate all forms of work (i.e., to recognize the dignity inherent in
all jobs).

Career Awareness

To realize that occupations are ranked according to duties, difficulties
in obtaining the job, rewards one gets from the occupation, and social prestige.

AWareness

To realize that when.needed jobs are in short 44ply, the pay is higher. (These

workers can charge directly for their services.)

ACTIVITIES:

' 1. Teacher may introduce writing either at the beginning of the course or after
several weeks of reading practice.

2. Teacher asks students to use a ball-point or fountain pen and a standard
stenographer's pad.

3. Teacher writes on the blackboard material to be wriLteri; ktudeni. attempts to
write the s ntence in his/her notes.

4. Teacher observes student's' writing to give encouragement and criticism.

5. Teacher em hasizes these points:
(a) Importance of writing, not drawing, outliness
(b) Good proportions in forming shorthand symbols.
(c) Consistency in forming shorthand characters.

6. Student writes little at first; the writing load gradually increases.,.

7. From the begnning of writing, students read from'their own shorthand nOteS.

RESOURCES:
Methods of Teaching Business Subjects (Gregg/McGraw-Hill); Teacher's Manual
for Gregg Shorthand; Teacher's Manual for Century 21 Shorthand

)11

FOLLN-UP ACTIVITIES:

Teacher checks written sample of students'
notes for students.

.4

shorthand notes; teacher chei0homework
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 11 or 12

SUBJECT: Shorthand I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Typdwritten Transcription of Shorthand
(Time: Typewritten transcription should,begin during the
secpnd semester of first yetr; it should continue the rest
of the year.)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To develop a realistic self perception of individual abilities as they relate
to career choices.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To appreci.a.te all forms of work to recognize the dignity'inherent
in all Jobs).

Career AWareness

To realize that occupations are ranked according to duties, difficulty in
obtaining job, rewards one gets from the oC.cupation, and social prestige.

Economic Awareness
7

To realize that when needed jobs are in short supply, the pay is higher.
(These workers can charge direct,ly for their services.)

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students read and re-read a letter from shorthand plate of textbook.

2. Teacher demonstrates how to read ahead in shorthand notes while typing.

3.. Without being timed, students type a letter from shorthand plate they have
read in clasS.

4. Teacher reviews with students any poor typing techniques that were evident
and the punctuation that should.have been placed in the letter.

5. The next step is to have students transcribe from their.own notes two letters,
that have been dictated:Slowly.

6

6. New-matter letters that have been previewed on blackboard or overhead projector
are introduced after students seem ready for the transition. ,

7. The letters dictated for transcription should gradually become longer and
more difficult.

RESOURCES:Methods of Teaching Business Subjects (Gregg/McGraw-Hill); Teacher's
Manual for Gregg Shorthand; Teacher's Manual for Century 21 Shorthand

FOLL0404-UP ACTIVITIES:'

Most letters should be checked for mailability; some may be checked for accuracy.'

474
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GRADE OR !GE UNIT: 11 or 12

SUBJECT: Shorthand I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Takin g Dictation in Shorthdnd (Time: 1 day for introduction)
6.

ELEME AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowl4Uge 4

To develop a realistic self perception of individual abilities as they relate
//to career choices.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To appreciate all forms of work (i.e., to recognize the dignity inherent-
in all jobs).

Career Awarenes's

To realize ehat occupatiOns are ranked according to duties, difficulty in
obtaining the job, rewards one gets from the dccupation, and social prestige.

Economic Awareness

To realize that when needed jobs are in short supply, thepay is higher.
(These workers can charge.directly for their services). 1

ACTIVITIES:

1. Teachü illustrates correct use of stenographer's pad 4mring dictation.

2. Teacher begins dictation of words and short sentences practiced several

days before.

3. Students leave textbooks open during part of the dictation practice so that

they mayorefer to characters of which they are unsure.

4. Students ,.11,4- dictation with. books.closed during most of the note taking practice.

5. Teacher obaen.es students' writing habits.

6. Students read aloud the notes they have taken.

7. In the beginning, teacher giVes several.short periods of dictation practice
rather than one long session.,,

8. Gradually the practice sessions gre lengthenea as student skills improve.

9. New-matter dictation/is tntroduced as.soon as all the shorthand theory has

been presented. .

RESOURCES:
Methods of Teaching Business Subjects (Gregg/McGraw-Hill); Teacher's
Manual for Gregg Shorthand; Teacher's Manual for Century 21 Shorttrand

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Teacher observation of students' taking dictation; occasional checking of

shorthand notes for accuracy. ,' A
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GRADE OR' IGE UNIT: 11 or 12

SUBJECT: Shorthand I

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Introduction to Shorthand (Time: rj day)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge
r

PO4 :40

To develop a realistic self perceftion of individurtia'pilities as they.,
relate to career choices.

Attitudee & Appreciations

To appreciate all fprms of, work to recognize the dignity inherent
in all jobs).

Career Awareness

To realize that occupations are ranked according to duties, difficulty in
obtaining job, rewards one gets from the occupation, and social prestige.

Economic Awareness

To realize that when needed jobs are in short supply, the pay is higher.
(These workers can charge directly for their services.)

ACTMTIES:

1. TeaCher will emphasize the importance of studying shorthand every day,
while allaying fears tiy a'ssuring students that shorthand'can be learned by
persistent effort.

2. Students determine the sounds in certain words as teacher emphasizes that
ahorthand has a phonetic bn'se.

3. 'Teacher writes first symbols on blackboard or overhead projector.,

4. In unison, students identify symbols on blackboard or overhead. (This

exercise shodl& be tepeated several times throughout the class period.)

5. Students identify sounds of words formed from the new symbols as teacher
writes these words in shorthand on the blackboard or overhead.

6. In unison, studenets spell and pronounce the-words written on the blackboard
or overhead.

teacher
, 7. If theAdesires, the student's may practice writing the new words. Teacher emphasizes

writing, not drawing, of the new symbols and words.

PESOURCES1
Methods of Teaching Business Subjects (Gregg/McGraw-Hill); Teacher's
'Manual for Gregg Shorthand; Teacher's Manual for Century 21 Shorthand

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITI S:

Unison spelling a pronunciation of words on the blackboard or .oirerhead projector;

individual speilii and pronunciation of words following unison activity.
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

12

Office Occupations II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Preparing for a job interview (Time: approximately 3 weeks)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To help match an individu4's abilities and interests with skills And processes

in world of work. .

Attitudes & Appreciations

To develop healthy work habits.

Decispn Making ,

To know that a tentative career choice should be based on attitudes, values,
and interests and requires in depth study.

,Educational Awareness

To recognize that there are many training channels directed toward job entry.

Career Awareness

To recognize-that an individual may be suited for numerous different occupations.
(Continued on Reverse Page)

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students'will view filmstrip (What Really Mafters to You?) and complete.sheets

testing_their value priorities.

o . Teacher Will expl,pin that instructions for filling out application blanks must
; be followed very carefully. For example: Print clearly or type; references

must be listed with permission.

3. Proper dress will be emphasized. Students will review charm slides (Charm in ,

the Office by Milady Publishing Corporation) and discuss Anterview "dv's" and

"don'ts."

4. Students will prepare personal data sheets.

5. Students will actually be interviewed by an outsider. Video-tape of these

interviews will be shown and critiqued.

6. Students will write follow-up thank you letters.

RESOURCES: "Charm in the Office" slides (Milady Publishing Corp.); filmstrip .

("What Really Matters to You?"); application bl 105*from local busidesses;

Speaker (Personnel manager or interviewer); vid tape unit

FOLLN-UP iTIES:

Complete application blank; critique a job'inttrview with the speaker;-show
video-tape of individual job ipterviews and cr tique them; test on correct etiquette

for the job interview.

4 5 3
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Elements and Elemint Objectives Continued:

Social Awareness

To realize that an individual's work affects his/her standard of living.

.Economic Awareness

To take notice that themajor reason most people work is money.

-V

,a

r,
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

12

Office Odcupations II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Pro.per Business Telephone Usage (Time: 1 week)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

To develop healthy work habits 4e.g.,vdependability and responsibility in a

variety of settings).
1

Decision Making

To be able to cope with the consequences of personal decisions.

Educational Awareness

To 'realize that workers need some kind oC special training and knowledge

for most jobs.

Career Awareness

413

To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerous different
10

ccupations.

Social Awareness

To assume responsibility.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students will view filmstrip-cassette presentation, "Thank You. 'Please Call

Again." (Southern Bell)

2. Teacher and students will discuss the telephone equipment utilized by characters

in the,filmstrip and good or improper telephone techniques pictured in the filmstrip.

Teacher will ask students to consider the correct way to handle tertain types

of situations on the-phone; for example, "If you answer all incoming calls for

your company, what should you say when you answer the phone?"

4. Teacher will demonstrate how to use a six-button t4ephone.

5. Using the Southern Bell business telephone unit, students will role play situations

taken from the Southern Bell publication, "Thank You. Please Call Again."

.
Students will examine the telephone directory to find the location of such

information as procedures for making long-distance calls, area codes forthe

nation, and the yellow-pages section.

7. Students will be asked to demonstrate their knowledge of the yellow pages by

tinding such items as the name of a local restaurant, the telephone number for

RESOURCES: (Continued on Reagpe Page)

Teachers interested in the unit should contact thgli-local Southern Bell

".
school representative.

i;T FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Role playing on Southern Bell telephones; test on correct telephone usage.

4 (
2, 0 0
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Activities Continued:

for a local.builder, etc.

8., Teacher will give students a test on general telephone information and usage.

)
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: 12

.4
SuBjEcT: Office Occupations II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Alphabetic Filing of 'Cards and Correspondence
(Time: approximately 3 weeks)

,

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making

To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect.

Educational Awareness

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school
help prepare a student for a life of work.

Career Awareness

To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerous'aifferent occupations.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Students will examine a file folder, a guide and tab, a label, and will become

familiar with these terms.

2. Utilizing the blackboard or the overhead projector, each class period the
teaCber will Oresent 4-6 fi/ing.rules and will give examples of each.

3: gs students learn the fiiing rules, they Will file names of companies and
-

individuals by following these rules.

4. When students-have become.proiicient in filing names, the teacher will explain'
the equipment, folders, and guides needed to file correspondenCe.

5. Students will index and file correspondence acc9rding to the alphabetic filing
rules.

6.' For more practice, the students may file the name lists found in General Office

Practice (Gregg/McGraw-Hill).

RESOURCES: GreggQuick t'iling Practice set; Filing chapter from General Office
Practice (Gregg/McGraw-Hill); Business Filing and Records control
(South-Western Publishing Co.)

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Completion of Gregg Quick Filing Practice set; test cohsisting of names of

individuals and companies to file.
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ELEMENTS AND ELEMENOBJECTIVEi:

Decision' Making ."

.r77,4;
and'aeher Tipes ofw

4
To recognize.that, ali decIsions made live, a::cautte and an

Educational Awarehess

4

.4

effe

To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills 3earned fn school
help prepare a student for alife of work.

Career Awareness

To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerous differje'nt UcApatiohs.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Teacher will define subject filing.

2. Teacher will give examples of correspondence that might be filed by subject;
for example, an advertising company that files correspondence according to
the advertising campaign to which it refers.

3. Utilizing blackboard or overhead projector, teacher will explain how to read
a letter and deeermine its subject, how to index the letter, and how to file it.

'4. dents will subject file letters from a set (such as Gregg Quick Filing Practice7 ) or letters duplicated by the teacher.
-

5. Teacher will give example of a geographic file; for example, a company iNh
branches in different parts of the country might use a geographic'file.

6. Teacher will giLe example of numeric file; for example, an insurance company
would file customers' folders aceording to policy number and would keep a
tickler file of customens' names.

7. Teacher and students may examihe commercial filing systems such as Variadex,
Safeguald. Alphabetic. Superideal, Soundex, and discuss the merits'of each.

RESOURCES : (Continued)
Intensive Cleridal atid Civil Service Training (SouthWestern Publishing
Company); Gregg Quick Filing Practice set; General Office Practice
(Gregg/McGrag:41111); Business Filing and Records Control (SouthWestern
Publishing Cumpany)

'FOLLOWUp ACTIVITIES:

Test on the yarious filing systems; completion of Gregg Quick Filing Practice set.

4,58
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Activitill Continued:

8. Students will define vertical fge, visible card index file, rotary file, .

followup file, and tickler file!
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

'SjBJECT:

12

Office Occupations II

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Receptioning (Time: 2-3 weeks)

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To feel the dignity of self on an individual basis as well as in groups.

Attitudes & Appreciatioris

4

To recognize the vital-importance of a .cooperative spirLt

Decision Making

To recognize that all decisions made have tvcause and an effect.

Career Awareness

To know that wosk organizations are human organizations.

Social Awareness
z

To assume responsibility.

ei - 1/4

1. Students will type receptioning manuscript from Typing 300--Book 24by
Gregg/McGraw-Hill.

2. Students will role play receptionist in Lester Hill office Simulation.

3. Student will assume responsibility of answering telephone en'office occupations
center (receive and deliver messages).

4. Each student will role play teltdramas on business telephone trainer.

5. Every student will view Southern Bell films on correct telephone usage.

6. Students will conduct introductions within the classroom.

RESOURCES: Southern Bell fibhe and business telephone training unit; Business
etiquette training from Charm for Miss Teen by Gregg/McGraw-Hill;
Typing 300--Book 2 and Lester Hill Offica Simulation by Cregg/McCraw-Hill

FOLLOW-UP AC1IVITIES:

Critique of performance of secretary-receptionist job in Lester Hill Offic'e Simulation;
classroom role playing activities; test on how to handle situations a receptionist
would prcibably encounter.

4 60
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUiJECT:

EDUCATICNAL CONC PT:

12

Business Law

To aCquaint students with 'the need for a knowledge of

business law. (Time: 1 year)

^

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:.

Dec ision Asking

To be able to cope'with the consequences of personal decisions.

Social Awareness

To assume responsibility.

'ACTIVITIES:

,

1. Teacher'will introduce students to the need for business law and it? implications.

2. _Speakers (attorneys, insurance representatives, real estate experts) will

'visit the classroom after the teacher has introduced students to the fields

these speakers represent.

3. Students.will prepare scrapbooks including newspaper and magazine articles.

that pertain to law.

4. StudentWfwill present oral reports on dlrcerent,aapects of business law.

5. Students will do posters or bulleti ccompan r oral eports.

6. Students will re-enact,an inter their business law text.

RESOURCES :Business law teXts rom regg sfG/Mc raw- HilLor out - estern uPGShW bli hi ng

Company; Business law transparencies previded by Clemson Vocational

Educaxion Media Center

.

FOLLOw-UP ACTIVITIES:

Completion of scrapbook, posters,'or bulletin hoards; tests on business law vocabulary.

461



GRADE OR IGE

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

12

Keypunch d.

Designing simple program card, punching, and verifying
problems (Time: 4-5 weeks)

ELVENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES: -

Self Knowledge

To help match an individual's abilities and interests with skills.

Attitudes & Appreciations

To develop healthy work habits..

Decision Making

To be able to solve related problems.

Educational Awareness
40'

tunderstand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs:
. 10 ,

Career Awareness 46k -,
.

To know the jobs necessary to maintainthe community.

Economic Awareness
To recognize that work is a way of winning economic indep ndence.

TIV1T1ES;

1. The student must have a basic knowledge of figuring Tabulattpn problems in typing
, in order to make the association of developing.a program card in Keypunch -7
column in Tab make fields in punching; spaces in typing,make columns in Keypunch,

2. The students will show 90% accuracY on vocabulary test. Handout sheets given
to students for study after explanation and study of KeYpunch theory books.

3. The student will design a program card for a payroll. He/she will punch and
verify a minimum'of 300 payroll cards. These must be not less than 95% accurate.

4. The student will design a prograt card for a series of invoices and.punch and
verify this series with 98% accuracy. He/she"will verifi'some of his/her own
cards and some of his/her classmates.

5. The student will demonstrate his/her knowledge of simple programming by designing
a test card and punching the list thereon verifying 987, accuracy.

6. The student will be given's timed writing on the typewriter at least weekly
sincethe typing speed measures.job entry skill for some jobs.

RESOURCES:
Problems in IBM materials and teacher-constructed tests. Live copy
from some'local businesses.fr

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Job entry test. U2'
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CQNCEPT:

11 aNk12

Typing I (At least 1 week project)

Typing Business Letters

ELDENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To appreciate the various styles of tYping letters.

Attitudes & Appreciations

Develop healthy work.habits.

Decision Making

To learn to judge length of content and make letter ttractive.

Educational Awareness

To realize the necessity of skills.

Economic Awareness

Good job will make for good pay.

ACTIVITIES:

1. The student will learn the names of the letter perts. The teacher will put a letter
on the overhead with each part labeled. Such points as the.following should be noted:
a. Letterhead (company's printed name and address.) g
b. Date line (month, day, year) the letter i, typed; starts on line 15.
c. Inside address party and address to which you are writing; starts at margin,

line 20.
d. Salutation opening greeting, like "Dear Mr." a double space below the inside

address.
e. BodY text of letter, typed in single-spaced paragraphs beginning agguble space

bej.ow the salutation.
f. Cogiplimentary closing parting phrase like "Yours truly,".
g. Signature space usually 3 to'5 blank lines.
h. Writer's identification signer's name, or title, or both.
i. Reference symbols initials of dictator and/or typist (not urs that you find

in the typing book!)
j. Enclosure notation reminder if letter has an enclosure.

2. Stu'dent will: be shown differerent styles of business letters: -

a. Blocked
b. Semi-blocked
c. Full blocked (d.) Indented (Continued on Reverse Page)

RESOURCES:
Styles of letters on transparenCies as well as typing manual and texts.

FOLLCW-UP ACTIVITIES:

Each student must type a mailable copy of a letter using all styles.

4 3
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Activities Continued:

3. Mailable copy must be stressed. Give a guide of "What makes a'letter unmailable."
Stress proof reading:

4. Student will be ziven guide as to how to select length of writing line --- accordihg
to letter length: short, long, medium.

5. Student should be shown different qualities of paper, letterhead styles, etc.

A
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GRADE OR IGE UNIT: '2

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: The television world: Careers & Skills

ELEVENTS AND ELENENT 9BJECTIVES: ,
Attitudes & Appreciations

To understand the.need to make a meaningful career choice.

Educational Awareness

To acquire the basic skills and habits found in the woriing world.

Career Awareness
*-

To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerous different occupations.

Social Awareness

To appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society
affect the world of work.

41. Working in small.groups or pairs, students reSearch a T.V. occupation, -Include
such items as education requirements, employment, salary, illustrations of
jobs or cut-outs. Examples of careers: (1) producer, (2) director, (3),camerava1,,

, (4) video-tape engineer,. (5) librarian, (6) announcer, (7) scenic designer,
(8) prop man, (9) floor manager, (10) technical director, (11) lighting engineer,

. (12) performers, (13) writers, (14) production assistant.

2. Write letters to T.V. personalities or. T.V. stations requesting information ab:ut
individual T.V. careers.

3. Role play different occupations such as writer preparing a script, broadcaster
reading news, actor rehearsing lines, etc. Later discuss purpose of such.

4. Divide into 3 groups and each group prepare4a bulletin board that displays the
various functions of television education, 'information, entertainment.
Unbiased outsiders judge for best bulletin board display.

5. Student shows application of language skills in both written and oral form
by writing factual news articles and "broadcasting" them orally to class..

6. Working individually, in pairs, or in small groups, students write 60=second
, RESOURcEs: commercials. (Continued On Reverse Page)

Maeérials for letter writing and bulletin board supplies

FOLLOW-UP 1CTIvITIES:

'trip to tour local T.V. station.

4 6 6
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Activities Continued:
*

EcOnomy wards and attention getting wards and phrases are Aportant.

7. Students use expression and good speaking techrtiques to perform commercials
to class.

I

4

4 6 7
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1.

GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

2 ' o
.', ..

... 4 ,
12 , ,.

1-' !

. .. ,.- .
-,

.
.,..044:1

SUBJECT: English ,' .!'k

.";

EDUCAT1ALCct10EPT Comprehendl.ng what is
3

- 41,
- '

ELEMENTS AND ELEMENT 15:4EttlYES

pelifKhow/edge
-

To underntand thateA'rYnne'ii responsibAg for his/her own actions.

-

.1:lecision Making
4

'fr 4

involved in credit -actbunis

4

-To recognize that ill.!'deelsiOna ma i use-and effect..

.Economic Awareness; ,
,

;

-To-develop the dayeeptotfifianctal management (i.e.,earning, spending,
,borroWing,

,-?*

0,1O Aniderstand the,syjateMe3,yxchange of goods and services.

, -

. ", /
tto, #

.t..,
idTIVITIES`: ;:-.=, ':-. i',::' f.:1',;`,:' ''-. . ' ":.

.

.4, . .: , , . . .

.1410gaker from d04,1X Opartment of large store explains what is credit, purpose
HpWcharge aCcertintoPidp can have one, and.how one can belted.

J 4, .,,,

2: SUdentio.studx"Sample,.charge account applications and learn terms nesesaary

' - t6 init4st0A4 ft(1) retail, .(2) installment, (3) finance ciiarge, (4) billing

-:. '''°''. Period': '.6),Ani.G11:4etcpritage rates, (6) indebtedness.
:.,. ,

, '' -k.: ,",. :, .-70' ,:P,rta il,:,
. .... :'

4.. class diectiesi4w.ofAipplication (including interest charge) and teacher directs
..class an correctly;tompleting application'for charge account.

, V
'.. .

4. Teacher'eiplains.how one can buy gas using credit and carefully details.the
process involved in a gasoline company credit system.

. .

7

5. littudents learn new-related terms: (1) estimated, (2) previous, (3) finance
- charges, (4) past due, (5) unauthorized:

6. Teacher guides class in correctrY completing application for gasoline coMpany
credit card%

_

,.. .

,
. . i54. .,

RESOURCES:Speaker fiom credit.eepsrtment of store, applications for store' credit and--
gasoline credit card; needed forms may be made'from copies in Forms in Ifour
Future by Globe,Book Company.A

. .

-'1'

---FOILLEt-UR ACTIVITIES: . .lt
May discuss other kinds,ofiredit; then divide into small groups tO researCh and orally,..."'
report to class on ways in which the following differ: (1) cedit card, (2) regular
charge account, (3) pinety-day account, (4)5-revolving charge aCdount, (5) charge

credit plan, (6).installment plan. \..' '

$a)
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RADE OR

UBJECT:

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT:

11 or 12

t
:74

, +::.

Correvtly 006plecing a voter's reristration forte,

ELEtENTS,AND ELBTJa 9BJECTIVES:

Self Knoledge
!

..N,
l) To know that every individual can learn to'perform adequatelyeand can
- ''.contributd in a variety of situations.

2) To understand that individuals differ in their abilities,' Ittitudes, and

aspirations.
3) To learn OlAt.the individual must be adaptable in a:thanging society.

Decision Making:T.

1) To apply the decision making process to home and soci4.;problems..

2) To learn to reevaluate a prior decision when new information is Available.

.',OTIiiiTIES:
11601

.1

,

,!..' , -Ai: .

1. Teacher leqqe clas'itsreiScuSkolO.on importance of voting, dhould incrude idea
.that votineis One-wdli ot.''PrOving care f8r cabntry and government.

t

".%

4!

2. Students study and learn vocabulary pertaining to votimg6and elections:
(1) registration, (2).elector,'(3) cancellal,ion (4) pallty affiliation, (5)4Wimary

election, (6) general election, (7) fel y, (8) registrar of voters,. (9) ballot,

(10) candidates, (11) polling placA, ( 2) absentee ballot.

3. Cyth,Carolina
Political Pdrt

ss divided into' 3 -equal

)0

eacb to thorougbly researclone of 3

0 u rats, Republicans', and InZependents)

'and 'report findings to class.

4.

.. 4114.

5. Class travels to bocal county courthouse to view a voting macle and have
expleiried to them the method of using it.

Teacher alds students in correctly completing a county voter registration form.

'14; D'RESVCES:
7 Materials on three political parties, voter registration foTms, voting 4

machine arvi trip to Courthouse

40
FoLL00---UP-14mAgTIEs:.

A
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GRADE OR I( 10

SUBJECT: Engfish

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: Human CooperatioR

) .A4.

f
EVENTS AND ELEVENT qBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge .

Ae,

'Vro be aware of individual capabilities and limitations.

Attitudes E. Appreciations

To recognize the vital importance of a cooperative spirit.

To learn to analyze working roles according to advantages and disadvantages.

CTIVITIES:

1. Studentwill use check list to help, him/her discover his/her stcengths and

weaknesses.

2. Students,take job aptitude tegt to telp him/her discover possibilities in
careers open to him/her.

3. Cli0 news from newspapers or periodicals
ppipt of discussion.
ar,

4. Class debate on topics: (1) parentatudent cooperation, (2) studentHstudent
cooperation, (3) parentteacher cooperation.

5. Wr:te essay on needs and values in humans. Relate these to what lia.needed for
. ,

j and occupations.

6. Each person interviews one long time worker to see how jobs have changed, a

*- with values and needs of.workers changing. Give oral report on findings.

on interaction of groups. Use as

6

RESOURCES: Copies of aptitude test; newspapers and/or periodicals, appropriate
workets to int.erview

TIVITIES:

11,

ar.

495
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GRADE, OR IGPUNIT:

SiBJEcT:

EDIKAIIONAL CONCEP

9

, ELEFENTS AND ELDENT OBJECTIVES:

Decision Making.

To be able to cope with the consequences of personal decisions.

Career Awareness
'Lc

To understand the relationship between attitudes and values in different careers.

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in the completion of tasks.

,-

. 4711VITIES: . Y-
:.:4; . ' L. Stullents work-in paire to research telephone occupations. Then present oral

to class with discussion and.questions Reports should
irielude nature of job., salary, and education requirem

,2. Students decide On,and role play one telephone occupation,: being careful to
.,,.,. .clearly illustra'each phase of the occupation. ir

. .-
'aSs makes isii'of telephone courtesies and in small groups sketches cartoons

Vave acb. dne. Compile and display cartoon's.
, r .

-1

ents( ow ability in using.directory to' quickly locate '

- information section, white/yellow pages and what

d
-

,Field erip'to local telephonecompany

, 1111,11
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IONAL GONCO3T: Land.Transpor° tation

ELVENTS AND ELDENT OBJECTIVES:

Attitudes & Appreciations

4

To appreciate all forms of work (i.e., to recognize the dignity inherent in
.all,jobs.)

Decision Making'
4

To apply the decisio'n making process to the study and selection of zeareero.

Social Awareness

To understand the need for cooperation in 1.1e completion of tasks.

ACTIVITIES:.!-.

, 0.

1:-..Silidents do research with following objectives in mind; (1) to e ab.le to
1. . describe development of the railroad,. (2) to be able to identify changes that

haVe occureB'in rail service/ (3) to be..able to describe reasons people use 4-7,

"this means of land transportatiOn,_(4,'to be able to relate occupations- to
train industry.

Groupe research'and report to clase.on occupations with railroad and on
changes in trains. Use.Ricturep.7and books .of trains from pest to present to display., 11*

3. BrainstorMing in groups :identify people needed to meneacture and maintaiin
autos; (2) point to safety eagurgs and devices needed in regard to. autos.

Speakgr state patrolman to .relate, safety requirements and reasolls,for accidenta. .

Students then 'write essay on feelings about hAlher comments., ..

! 4? V__A
tudents 4iie ads stressing bus, taxi, motorcycliodipirbicyCle transportation.

-4*

,
KESOURCES: 'Speaker, books,

FOLLCW-Up ACTIVITIES:

magazines, and4ctures pertaining to transpogtet.ion

e-

472
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SUBJECT: .English

EDUCATIONAL:CONCEPT: Process,and terms involved in boging.a ear-

. ,

.ELDENTS AN1) ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

),Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible for his'/her own actions.

A
D'et4aion Making

To recognize that all decisions made.have & cause and effect.

Economic.Awareness

To develop the concept of- financial management (i.e., borrowing, earning, -
.spending, saving.)

70

e research to discover
t findings tb class.

current'coats oadiftereht: types

2::' gets money to buy his/her own car and'What is

ess ;.. .
.

f''' .

. Students study applicaattn.fpr.,car loan. Learnaterme'which:munt be understode

,.before..completely comprehe011.1orm: (1) per annum,.:J2) comysions, (3) pension
. ,

h, (4).dividend, (5) mortgage, (6 '.4.1;,AnkruPt, (7) garnishments, (8 :oilateral,
..

..,0) guarantar, (10) installment.-

:...-.-,i4.,..
.

. .

.:

.'....4:-..:Zages, with teacher's;heip, fil1 out s:14Mijapplication for loan':

4k
'Speftpm auto insurance coMpany explains impOrtance of haying car insurance

, .

and the various.types of auto,insurance which are available.

Yk. 1

6. Students study application for car insurance and.learn necessary terms to understand
the application: (1) name insured, (2) policy, (3) premium, (4) liability,

4. '. (5) underwriting; (6) impaired', (7,) annual, (8)'donkations, (9).inquiry, (10 'repu-
c tation. .

.

.,,.....:7. , Teather aids students in correctly completing a sampie automobile insurance app

'414:RESOURC..ES: 1.

SReaker from insurance coppany applications for.loan from bank 'and

inaurance; Forma 1n Ynur Future 1:-1m Gltube Book-Compa

c ,1 .q A: n,.,.ded ferns.

.410, 0

, FOLLOWUp ACTIVITIM
X7

Att
5
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GRADE OR IGE

SUBJECT

EDUCAT I ONAL CONCEPT

English

4

Terms to know in maintaining a checking account

E FIN. T .s ELEEHT (TBJECTIVES:

.Self Knowledge

Tot0t)derstand that everyone is responsible for his/ger own actions.

Economic Awar6ness

-

1) To develop the concepts of financial management (i. ., earning, spending,
borrowing, saving.)

2) To understand the economic implications b'rought about when a areer

decision is made.
3) To %de notice that the major reason most pepke work is mo ey.

jcTIVITIE5:
* :6- "

.'
.

1. C1ass.diecussior6inAtAoes a personeed'a checking account?"
...., . '-:. 4 :

0

-.
%2.4; Learn special tsrms rented ;07banking: (1).1title of accounf,-(2)Appoters,

(3) regulat1ons(4) COntracg-15) deposit, (6) identification, (7) sui,Avor..

iscula'and compleee sample application form for open4g a Checking account.

, .

Clase. dikkiagion. c;ii "How to correctly make bank'depogits.",
' ''''

.cOLearn'spetial Vanking terme/ (1)\4ndorse, .(2) registered mafi.;:(Winsert,
. (4) balanee; '. :

..

.

. ,6:6

.
. . .

6. Students fill out sample deposit slip. 6 40
. .,,, .,d,

,

.- ..

7,7
Guest speaktlit46,9Merably a bank manager, speaks on proper way. te wriite checka-

,,,,Y-:6

in order to;a000Amisintrepretation..
. -:..,

.*'-,"';%.6,,,

/
Each studentarAep..0;:c

:.,%rrectly wAteA_C:dheck_(using samples.)Then studa/
. .2. 7

lexamine and.dirdereAffie6:00heckbOok rketp'age. :::p
4.)

. -,...........,',1,
tl' ':%:.':-.

' ..."-Class discussieWct.i.13htRotO ofigonWy batik statedent.
4,,'.

SOURCES: -t:.- (Continued on Reverse% Page) '

Sam checks, sample brinterliehteampledesit diips and speaker

lir

FOLL0d-UP ACTIVITIES:.

A smial class o' 'students should be able to make a trikt,o a'loCe
,

1 viewto.,,

the-iniide.pro ess of checking.
'"' 4

. ,

,

, ,4 4 I

409
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Activfties Continued: 1 ,

)

10. Learn special words.connected with understandi monthly statements: (1) maintenance

charge, (2) ervice charge, (3) reconcile, (4) outstanding checks, (5) adjusted

i
statement,b pnce,. (6) current, (7) computations.,

,

Students study all parts of monthly statement. Upon complete understanding of it,

students compare it with checks recorded in checkbook.

,

"

'

°

4

500
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.cfl

GRADE OR IGE 11 or 12.

SUBJECT: English

. EptleATIONAL CONCEPT: Vocabulary involved in having a- savings account

ELErENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

Self Knowledge

To understand that everyone is responsible for his/her own actions.

Economic Awareness ea,

D
.

1) To take notice that the major reason most people worAls money.
2) To 10.9w the jobs .necessary to maintain the commUnity.
3) To understand the economic implications brought about when a'career

deqsion is made.
4) To develop the concept of financial management (i.e., earnitg.spending,- _

borrowing, saving.)

/ 1. Brainstorming sesaion on wharti student with part-time jolPdoes with motikT, .

then on how independent adult worker must budget pay. Lead into importa4t.e-
of savings account.

2. Students learn special terms referring to savings accianil (1) initial deposit,

40
(2) position, (3) trustee, (4) beneficiary, (5) inheri6nce tax, (6) taxpayer
identifying number, (7) joint savings aCcount.

3. Students complete samplelform foe application of savings account.

.111.

.e

4. 'Discuss importance of having decided set amount: to dezipit each pray. Students

examine savings account deposit slip and coTrilikly frTA, out.

5. Learn new vocabulary pertaining, to deposit slips: (1) list separately, (2) teller

i. d.,4(3) interest.

6. DiscuselMeantng of interest. ..7,, Use table showing amount of Money being considered

and yearIy,rate of interest.. Let s tuients figure interest earned on'certain

-Amounts of money during.given tii etiOds.

7. Discuss meaning of withdrawal'an.d also of whaf the generally acdepted proper

RESOURCES)withdrawal procedure. is. (Continued on Reverse Page)

3

Sample copies of savings accountdailbsit slips, withdraWal slips, application
for account, passbooks, and interest tables, speaker from a local savings

and loarN
4

FOLLOO-UP ACTIVJTIES:
P ;



A/4

A-ctivities Continued:

8. Study and fill out sayings accoudt withdrawal slip.

9. Speaker from local savings and loan speaks, including an explanation of how to

interpret a savings account passbook.

1

f.)

Ark

Y.V.: I -

477
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*

GRADE OR IGE UNIT:

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL CONCERT: City Judicialgrstem and How IE Operateac

,

. ELEMENTS At ELEhEN1rIE1J441tSJ,
.,'

, -.
1

Attitudes & -Ap.Oreciat4on:;

To recognize the vrifaili*Orande nfi ztioperative spirit.

Educational Awareness

To.understand. -that spaialized.skills lead to interdependlirs of jobs.

,Career AWareness

To know,the jobs neceSSary to maintain the community.

1. Teacher leads in discussion concerning various city officials and their
duties as elected on appointe0 city workers, their salaries, etc.

Class visits a brief town council meeting and hears a councilman 94olain
his/her role in the town government.

_ .

3°. Public works director viSits classroom and explains h1s/he'r4ole in city government

4./-Cless discusses election procedures, including registering to vote, filing for
election, campaign speeches, primary election and general election.

.

.5. Class ""5"2"3 rules of order, including calling to order, adjournment;,a
mot ond.

RESARCE$: Reading material conCerning the Oippatione relating to city management '
and election of city Sfficiala, Plinphlets on parliamentary procipreb"

.4111OLLCO-UP 'ACTI 1/ IT ES :



GRADE OR IT UNIT: 12

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT: _Theatre OccupaOtons.

ELVENTS AND ELE1.1117: 9P,JECTIVES:

Decision Making

To be competent in the verbal and writtir analysi,s of. alternative's.

. Educational Awareness

To,learn that human relations skills (e , communications) are.as.necessary r

as computational skills

\'

Career Awareness

1) To understphd the relationship between atudes and values and differier
""'careers,. , -

2) To recognize that an individual may 'be'suiteefor numdrouR different occupations.

1. Diseuss and make list of-all theatre opcupations that stUdepts ate presently
aware of. Class ke4ps and adds new occupations as discasion cOntinues.

,2. Divide into graups. Each group readsllaboUt.a.different job and trades mateeials
.;;.lith abother group.

,

.

3. Each stdent is given slip with a,job title written on it and pantomines the
..

joI5-description
.,

.
r.

4. Using pamphlets on actors and actresses,'students discuss and 1.ist advantages
and disadvantages of acting.

I

.

RESOURCES : Pamphlets from latal theltee, library materials on theatre oCcuPations

FOLLOW-UP 1CTI.VITIS.:

.Students.attend a suitable Play,production at a nearby'college.

t.,

/
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GRADE Op IGE WIT: 12"\,..

.- -SUBJECT: Englisti

'EDUCATIONALiCONCEPT7,h40.44ii LangUage Usage, -

7LEOENTS AND ELEMENT OBJECTIVES:

°

Sialf Knowledge
10

To help mat,ch an individual's abilities and interests with theskills and
process neided in the world'of work.

.

Decision Making . - ,...

..,,
Toapply the decision making process tot 'a'Cu#;nd selection of career's.

. %

Economic Awareness

To recognize the/financial and legal .govern and protect the worker.

k,.

1CTIVITI S ,411

1. Students Complete sample job application form for both office ankfactory positionsti
SPecial vocabulary will be particularly stressed'. Example of vocabulary words:
(1) marital, (2),4ependents, (3) resident, (4) separation, (5) defect, (6) disability,
(7) references, (8).probationary, (9)divdrced, (10) qualifications, (11) draft
status, .(12) discrimination, (13) spouse, (I4) terminatigil,'115).notiCev:f
(16) equal opportunity employer, (17).dismissal, (18) apprentice

2. Each student Uses a curfent daily newspaper tocarefully study wqr44,4employment
section. After each chooses available position which sounds'interesking, he/she
writes a letter of application, being careful to include all necessary details ,

tp make proper application for job.'

3. After class discussion orvmethods of protecting one's ielf in employtent,,teacher
explains bialc organization and work of a urtion. Then'students complete sample
application for union membership. Seress new words: ..(1) initiation fee, (2) co4lec-

Q,,. rive bargaining agency, (3) deduct, (4) dues, (5) management representative,
(6) cancelled

\---N 44.
'

. . '
. --4

RESOURCES: Sample/job Applichtion', union"membership applicatians,-and 'standard ''

budiness siitionary.for use in.letter of application

FOLLG4-14) ACTIViTIES: '

' Speaker from personnel department of local business..

A
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